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The Resurrection of Trial by 
Jury in Russia 
STEPHEN C. THAMAN* 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On October 21, 1991, the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Feder-
ation approved the "Concept of Judicial Reform,"1 a blueprint for 
the reform of the Russian judicial system. One of the cornerstones 
of this document was a call for the abolition of the traditional court 
with "people's assessors"2 and its replacement with a system of trial 
by jury. 
Where stability is more important than truth, and legality 
more appropriate than justice, a court of professiona;Is is 
enough. But when the application of the law gives rise to 
more horror_ than the commission of the crime-if the de-
fendant is convinced of his innocence, if society is not able 
to stand aside and trust the state to make decisions-that is 
the place for thejury.3 
* Associate Professor of Law, St. Louis University, beginning falll995;J.D., University 
of California, Berkeley 1975; Dr.iur., University of Freiburg, Gennany 1992. The author 
was an IREX fellow at the Institute of State and Law, Russian Academy of Sciences {Mos-
cow), from August 1992 to May 1993, where he researched criminal justice reform. From 
July 1993 to October 1994 he was a liaison of the Central and East European Law Initiative 
(CEEU) of the American Bar Association in Mbscow. 
I would like to dedicate this study to Semion Aleksandrovich Kheifets, St. Petersburg 
Advocate, veteran of Stalingrad, and eloquent spokesperson for the resurrection of the 
pre-revolutionary Russian tradition of trial by jury, who was so brutally attacked in Septem-
ber 1994 and who, I dearly hope, will come back to us from his coma. 
1 0 kontseptsii sudebnoi refonny [Concept of judicial Refonn], VrnoMOSTl RSFSR, 
Issue No. 44, Item No. 1435 {1991), reprinted in KoNTSEI'TSI!A SUDEBNOI REFORM¥ v Rossus. 
KOI FEDERATSII [CONCEPT QF JUDICIAL REFORM IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION] (1992) [herein-
after Concept of Judicial Reform]. 
Unless otherwise noted, all translations of the Russian text are the author's. Tran-
scripts of interviews, copies of judicial decisions, author's notes from court proceedings, 
____Ml(,l<!llother unpublished documents cited inth~a,rticle are onfil~;yith the author. 
2 Russian (and the fanner Soviet) trial courts were made up of a professional judge 
and two lay persons chosen from social organizations, industrial enterprises, or workers' 
collectives. The judge and the two "people's assessors" were collectively responsible for 
deciding all questions of law and fact. 
!I Concept of Judicial Refonn, supra note l, at 80-81. 
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On December 15, 1993, the first Russian jury since the October 
Revolution of 1917 convened in the region of Saratov. The twelve-
person jury was empaneled to try the case of the Martynov broth-
ers, two young Gypsies charged with the murder of three Russians 
in the town of Engels.4 Five days later, in the Moscow Regional 
Court, a second jury prepared to hear testimony in the trials of 
Slonchakov and Chernikov, defendants accused of murder and of 
concealing the murder of two alcoholics whose bodies were found 
floating in the rivers of Pavlovskii Posad, a town in the Moscow 
Region.5 
A typical Soviet court, comprised of a judge and two people's 
assessors, would likely have heard the Martynov case in a single day 
and imposed a severe judgment, perhaps even the death penalty. 6 
Slonchakov would likely have received a sentence of at least twelve 
to fifteen years in a corrective labor camp. 7 
The Soviet-era courts routinely rewarded the shoddy and often 
illegal investigation practices of the law-enforcement organs with 
severe sentences. Defendants in the new Russian courts, however, 
ngw benefit from a jury system that is more conscious of the de-
Jenoant's rights. Indeed, juries in the first trials have proven that 
they cad transcend the sordid reality of life in the Russian prov-
inces, returning lenient judgments despite the completely senseless 
and alcohol-induced nature of the crimes. In the Slonchakov case, 
the judge excluded improperly obtained evidence at the prelimi-
nary hearing; in the Martynov case, the judge barred the testimony 
of prosecution witnesses who lacked credibility.8 In both cases, the 
jurors rc;commended lenience:9 the Martynov brothers were con-
._" 
4 SARATOV-1. See Appendix I for summaries of the first 114jury trials in nine re-
gions. The cases are indexed by the name of the region or the territory and a number 
indicating 1:he chranological order of the case. Appendix II contains statistical informa-
tion on Supreme Cl<ffirt cases. For the convenience of our readers, Russian names in the 
article will include only the initial of the patronymic. 
n MOSCOW-I. 
6 Valerii Rudnev & Leonid Nikitinskii, Doveriv s:ud'bu s:udu prisiazhnykh, obviniaemye, 
'~'::.c_i;!J_kh.ozh§~ .. ne progadali [Having Trusted Their Fate to the jury, the Defendants, It Seems, Mu.de the 
-,~ht C{{oice]. IzvEST!IA, Dec. 17, 1993, at 5. 
7'"interview with A.P. Lopin, Defense Counsel for Chernikov, and former Judge, in 
Moscow (Dec. 21, 1993); interview with S.E. Ennakova, Defense Counsel for Slonchakov, in 
Pavlovskii Posad (Jan. 5, 1994). 
8 Leonid Nikitinskii & Valerii Rudnev, Led tronulsia v Saratove, gospoda prisiazhnye zase-
dateli [ The Ice Has Broken in Saratov, Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury], Izvt:sTnA, Dec. 1 7, 1993, 
at 5. 
9 A verdict of lenience means the sentence may not be higher than one-half of the 
average of the highest and lowest terms of deprivation of liberty, and the death penalty 
may not be imposed. Ucm.ovNo-PROTSESSUAI..'NYl KODEKS RSFSR s IZMI':NENHAMI 1 no. 
POI..NENIIAMI PO SOSTOIANIIU NA 1 IIUI..IA 1994 G. (CRIMINAl. PROCEDURE ConE OF THE RSFSR 
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victed of a lesser homicide charge and sentenced to twelve and 
eighteen months deprivation of liberty respectively. 10 Slonchakov 
was acquitted of the first murder, convicted of the second murder 
without aggravating circumstances, and sentenced to only six years 
deprivation of liberty. 11 
This article traces the genesis of the Jury Law of July 16, 1993,12 
and places it in the context of the criminal justice reform move-
merit that began during the perestroika period. The law achieved its 
most progressive and comprehensive expression in the "Concept of 
Judicial Reform" and has since had important, if only partial, suc-
cesses in the Russian political scene. The article then analyzes and 
evaluates the Jury Law on the basis of the first Russian jury trials. 13 
Much of the material for this paper is the result of the author's 
personal observation of eleven of the first fourteen jury trials and 
parts of four more trials. The author also studied the files, accusa-
tory documents, judgments, newspaper articles, and written ac-
counts of other .!rials, and personally interviewed numerous judges, 
prosecutors, and defense counsel who participated in the first 
trials. 
By introducing elements of adversary procedure into the in-
quisitorial structure of Russian criminal procedure and entrusting 
questions of fact to a panel of twelve citizens, Russian reformers 
hope to establish the independence of the judiciary by eliminating 
the institutional and procedural constraints that had made the 
courts mere executors of the policies of the Communist Party. 
Some effects of the new law are already visible. The procedural 
WITH CHANGES ANn AMENDMENTS AS OF JUI..Y 1, 1994] § 476 (1994) (hereinafter UPK 
RSFSR] (The Code of Criminal Procedure is abbreviated as CCP in the text (English lan-
guage abbreviation) and UPK in the footnotes (Russian language abbreviation)). A verdict 
of special lenience means that the judge must sentence the defendant to less than the 
minimum statutory sentence, or impose a more lenient fonn of punishment. I d. 
10 SARATOV-1. "Deprivation of liberty" in Russia usually means incarceration in 
prison labor camps, and only rarely refers to a prison in the American sense. 
II MOSCOW-I. 
12 Zakon Rossiiskoi Federatsii o vnesenii izmenenii i dopolnenii v Zakon RSFSR o 
sudoustroistve RSFSR, Ugolovno-protsessual'nyi kodeks RSFSR, Ugolovnyi kodeks RSFSR i 
Kodeks RSFSR ob administrativnykh pravonarusheniiakh [Law of the Russian Federation 
on the Introduction of Changes and Amendments to the Law of the RSFSR on Court 
Organization of the RSFSR, the Code of Criminal Procedure of the RSFSR, the Criminal 
Code of the RSFSR, and the Code of the RSFSR on Administrative Infractions], Vf.DOMOST! 
RF, Issue No. 33, Item No. 1313, at 2238-64 (1993) [hereinafter Jury Law]. 
The Jury Law amends several Russian codes. The amended codes contained in the 
Jury Law will be cited as: Law on Court Organization, Code of Criminal Procedure [here-
inafter UPK RSFSR], Criminal Code [hereinafter UK RSFSR], and Code of Administrative 
Infractions. 
13 As of October 1, 1994, over 100 jury trials had been held in nine Russian regions 
and territories. 
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position of the accused has been bolstered by strengthening the 
presumption of innocence, legitimizing the privilege against self-
incrimination, and adopting an exclusionary rule for evidence 
gathered in violation of the Constitution and the law. In addition, 
the surprising compassion of j1.1rors has resulted in verdicts and 
sentences that are a striking contrast to the severity of those 
handed down under the Soviet system. 
It is too early to predict whether the new system of trial by jury 
and the adversarial procedure will take root in Russia and grow, 
given the considerable opposition voiced by law enforcement offi-
cials, government agencies, and the legal profession itself. It is also 
too early to know whether the jl.lry Law will indeed prove to be the 
catalyst needed to .eliminate the crude and illegal practices of crim-
inal investigators and the weak subservience of the courts. The 
purpose of this article is to isolate certain problem areas and .pose 
questions which must be answetedin the future. 
II. ANTECEDENTs oF juDiciAL REFOR.VI IN RussiA 
A. The Tsarist Reforms of 1864 
·..- Although Russian reformers have often turned to Continental 
'European and Anglo-American law for ideas, the main inspiration 
for the new Russian system has come from the 1864 legal reforms 
of Tsar Alexander II, which introduced trial by jury in Russia. 14 
The problems facing legal reformers today are strikingly similar to 
those faced by nineteenth century Russian reformers who at-
tempted to inject popular democracy into. an autocratic regime 
which had.enslaved its people and turned the courts into corrupt 
instruments of executive power, dependent on local government 
patronage and instructions. 15 The jury was seen as a vehicle to 
bring legal c~iousness to the Russian masses, and professional-
ism to the lega:r structure. 16 
The 1864 reforms were an island of liberalism in a sea ofTsarist 
autocracy. From 1864 until 1917, a legal culture at least the equal 
'--·o~~~.'"l~der II instituted the legal refonns of 1664 after abolishing serfdom in 1861. 
15 As a contemporary poet noted; 
Your courts are black with black untruth; You are branded with the yoke of slav-
Fi 
And lowly filth of every kind. 
AK. Khomiakov, To Russia (containing violent criticism of the internal conditions of the 
country), quoted in SAMUEL KUCHEROV, CouRTS, .LAWYF.RS AND TRIAI.S UNDER THt: LAST 
THREE TSARS 14 (1953). 
16 See id. at l-18, 52-85; see generally F'RitmHn.M B. KAist:R, Du: RUSSISCHt:jusmiRF.FORM 
VON 1864, at 1-89 (1972). 
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of any in Western Europe bloomed in Russia. The jury ~als in.sti-
tuted by the 1864 .reforms were virtually the only forum m. "':hich 
• speech was uncensored and the people were allowed to parttc~pate 
in government dedsion-making.17 For ~is rea~on, ~e reactwn.a-
ries and Bolsheviks could not tolerate thetr contmuatwn. Thus, m 
1917, with a stroke of the pen, the 1864 refo~s w~re reversed, 
abolishing trials by jury, resurrecting the supernsonal pow~rs. of 
the Procuracy, destroying the independent bar, and reestabhshmg 
executive (party) control of the courts. 18 • 
It is true, of course, that the jury system has effectively been 
abolished in many continental European countries, 19 and that even 
in England, serious fraud trials may soon b~ removed from the 
competence of the jury.2.o But m,ose countrtes have urtdergone 
their anti-feudal, bourgems revolutions and have suc~essfqlly est~b­
lished ihdependentjudiciari~s. The Russian ~ederat1on, muc~ h~~ 
Continental Europe in the e1ghteenth and nme~ee~t? centunes, 
is in the process.. of establishing an independent JU~oal sys~em fol-
lov.ring the collapse of totalitarianism. Russia perce1ves the .Jury sys-
tem as an effective tool in this enterprise. Moreover, gtve?' the 
survival of severe punishments (including. the death ~nalty), 22 the 
Russian jury may well be a crucial corrective tool agamst the abuse 
of state power. 
. 17 KUCHERO\', supra note 15, at 103-06. , '. , 
18 SAMUEL KucHEROV, THE ORGANS OF SOVIET ADMINISTRATION o.F ]USTJ(,~. THEIR HIS· 
TORY AND OPERATION 23-35, 407-08, 447-49 ( 1970). For an excellent history o: .V'!eBar afte~ 
the Revolution, see EuGENE HusKEY, RuSSIAN LAWYF.RS AND THE Sovn;T STA;TF .. f~E ORIGINS 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE Sovtf.T BAR (1917-1939) at 80-142 (1986) (dls~u~mghth~ rei 
emergence of an organized profession of defense counsel and the penetrauon_ o: t ~ ega 
rofession by the Communist Party). The reactionary policies of t~e Bolsh,eVI~S 1.n .the 
legal sphere flowed logically, in a Marxist sense, from their destruction of tC\I~CirenJ 
bourgeois-capitalist class, which should have been destined to be the motor of ro ttl ca. an 
economic reform. See MIKHAIL VosLENSKll, NOMENIU.ATURA 593-636 (1991) (p~esenung a 
compelling analysis of the Bolshevik R~o!u~o;? as the .objective victory of reactionary feu-
dal structures if not a return to pure As1at1c despotism). . 
19 For e~ample, the government of the Weimar Republic abol~hed the JU:r as an 
independent trier of fact in 1924; the Vichy government of France did the ~e m 1941. 
KuCHEROV, supra note 15, at 75-78. Though there still exists a Sc~WI.I.rgmtht.m G<;rmany 
in France, make decisions of law and fact along with professJOnalJudges. 
oo LoNDON HMSO, REPoRT oF THE ROYAL CoMMISSION oN CRIMINAL jusTICE 136 
(1993) (citing LONDON HMSO, REPORT OF THE DEPARTMF.NTAl. CoMMI'TTf.E ON FRAUD TRI-
ALS (1986)). · antJ T~ti if 
21 Mauro Cappelletti, Address: &pudiating Montesquieu? The Expansum '45" macy 0 
"Constitutionaljustice, • 35 CATH. U. L. REv. 1, 14-16 (1985). 
22 KoNST. RF (1993) art. 20. 
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B. Legal Reform During the Soviet Era 
I. Soviet Legal Structure and Criminal Procedure 
The Soviet criminal justice system was condemned not only be-
cause it was responsible for convicting and executing innocent peo-
ple, but also because it routinely violated the rights of the accused 
in contravention to the Soviet Constitution and laws, and such in-
ternational agreements as the United Nations Convention on Civil 
and Political Rights,23 which the Soviet Union ratified in 1973. 
The procurator (or prosecutor) was the most powerful figure in 
the Soviet justice system, enjoying high social, political, and party 
status.24 The prosecutor directed a purely inquisitorial process in 
which coerced confessions, fulse, politically-motivated prosecu-
tions, and falsifications of evidence were routinely carried out. 
Criminal suspects had virtually no protection against the often ille-
gal methods of criminal investigators. The accused did not have a 
right to counsel until the end of the preliminary investigation,25 
and preventive detention could be extended to eighteen months 
with the approval of the Procurator General. 26 
. ,.. ":~he Soviet courts were ill-equipped to act as a corrective to 
' thitse-pretrial injustices. Investigators often covered for the illegal 
actions of the police by giving them the legalformality theoretically 
required in the Soviet system. The prosecutor's office, in turri, 
consecrated the shoddy and often illegal results of these investiga-
tions in the indictment which it presented to the court. Judges 
were poorly paid and often under-educated professionals whose liv-
ing and working conditions, and nominations to another five-year 
term, depended upon the good will of local party bosses and gov-
ernment officials. They were bound to follow the orders of these 
23 Inrematiod$1..covenant on Civil and Political Rights, U.N.G.A Res. 2200A (XXI), 
adopted Dec. 16, 1966, entered into force Mar. 25, 1976. For a discussion of the relativistic 
Soviet notion of human rights guarantees, see Peter Juviler, Guaranteeing Human Rights in 
t/w Soviet Context, 28 CowM. J. TRANS.'lAT'L L. 133, 140-41 (1990); see aho Andreas Bilinsky, 
·~ Garantien der Biirgerrechte in der Sowjetunion, 52 RECHT IN OST UND WEST 217, 225-27 (1988). 
·· ·~~~\~· 2;4 'Fpe Procuracy is a large, national, vertically organized institution responsible for 
eilsurirrg 'the adherence of all governmental and social organizations to the rule of law. 
AJong with this (highly criticized) function, the Procuracy acts in the area of criminal jus-
tice as the supervisor of criminal investigations (or as the investigator in particularly serious 
cases) .. It also serves as prosecutor and as guarantor of the legality and appropriateness of 
court JUdgments. Gordon B. Smith, Thti Procuracy, Citi4en ~ Rights and Legal REform, 28 
COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 72 (1990). 
25 John Quigley, Will thti Inquisit171ial System Wither Away? Perestroika in thti Sauiet Lock-up, 
8 ST. Lou1s U. Pun. L. RJ.:v. 121, 127 (1989). 
26 UPK RSFSR § 97. Preventive detention could be extended beyond 18 months with 
the consent of the Supreme Soviet. 
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officials, whose telephone calls enjoyed more probative value than 
any evidence or argument presented in court.27 
Acquittals were almost unheard of in the Soviet criminal justice 
system. Judges were known for their prosecutorial bias and, in-
deed, assumed the accusatorial function in nearly half of all crimi-
nal cases in which the procurator would merely present the 
indictment and then disappear.28 In cases in which the evidence 
was insufficient to convict the accused, the court would neverthe-
less pass a judgment for a lesser-included offense and sentence the 
defendant with credit for time served, or return the case to the 
investigator for "supplemental investigation" (often a kind of 
pocket acquittal). 29 
The two people's assessors, introduced by the Bolsheviks tore-
place the jury, never quite functioned as a genuine popular coun-
terweight to the professional judge. Theoretically possessing rights 
and powers equal to those of the judge, the people's assessors were 
to decide questigns of law and fact in consultation with the profes-
sional judge. Ironically, Russians commonly called them the "nod-
ders"; whether due to their selection from social org-anizations and 
worker's collectives controlled by the Communist Party, or due to 
their intimidation by, or deference to the judge, they virtually al-
ways agreed with thejudge in their rulings.30 
The blurry separation of powers in the Soviet criminal justice 
system thus perpetrated illegality and injustice. It is this system that 
27 John Quigley. Larv &farm and thti Soviet Courts, 28 c;owr.:.J· !RANSNAT'L L. 59, 67-70 
(1990) [hereinafter Quigley, Law &farm]; see aho Valeny SaVItskJY, Perestra;ka und .&cht-
sprechung in der UdSSR, 54 RECHT IN 0ST UND WEST 61, 65 (1990). 
28 See John Quigley, TM S!Wiet Conception ofthti Presumption of Innocence, 29 SANTA CrARA 
L. REv. 301, 317-18, 524-25 (1989); Peter Solomon Jr., TM Rnleof Defence Counsel in thti 
U.S.S.R.: thti Politics of Judicial Reform Under Gorbachlro, 1988 CRIM. L.Q. 76, 83-84; David 
Simmons, &cognition of Illegalities, Proposals jar Reform, and Implemente.d Reforms in thti &raiet 
Criminal justice System Under Gorbachlro, Glasnost and Perestroika, 5 AM. U. J. !NT'L L. & P01:v 
921, 937-38 (1990). Even today, in a trial before a court with lay assessors, it is still possible 
for the procurator to be absent during the trial, to make no objections to the way in which 
it is being handled, and yet to protest a judgment if he or she is dissatisfied with the results 
of the trial. 
29 Peter H. Solomon, Jr., TM Case of thti Vanishing Acquittal: Informal Norms and the 
Practice ofS()Viet Criminal justice, 39 SoviET STun. 531, 543 (1987); see aho Interview with N.A. 
Ponomarenko, Judge, Krasnodar Territorial Court, in Krasnodar Territorial Court (~ept. 
14, 1994) (recalling that in over 10 years as a judge, she had not handed down a smgle 
acquittal). 
30 See, e.g., DINA KAMINSKAYA, FL'<ALJUDGMENT: MY LIFE AS A S0\1F.T DEFENSE ATTORNEY 
57 (1978); statement of the Presiding Judge of the Krasnogorsk People's Court (Moscow 
Region), at Rus5ian Law Academy (Mar. 19, 1993) (maintaining that in over 10 years on 
the bench, she had never been outvoted by the people's assessors). 
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Gorbache; inherited and set out to reform during his perestroika, or 
restructunng. 
2. The jury and judicial Reforms of the Perestroika Period 
Although the reintroduction of trial byjury was part of Mikhail 
Gorbachev'spackage of criminal justice reforms, isolated voices ad~ 
vacating this idea had been heard during the thaw following 
Khrushchev~s ascension to power. In the late 1950s, Soviet jurists 
such as R.D. Rakhunov suggested expanding the panel of people's. 
assess<:rs an,? entrusting it with the sole responsibility for deciding 
the gmlt or mnocence of the accused,31 a suggestion tantamount to, 
the r~intro~uction o_f the classic jury. R;;tkhunov continued writing 
on this subJect well mto the 1960s. He maintained that 
(s]uch an enlargement of the bench would increase also the 
educational importance of sentences which, even to a 
greater extent, would rely on the wisdom and common 
sense of the people and heighten the moral weight, the 
power and authoritativeness of the sentences not only in the 
':-$yes of the public, but also of the higher courts.32 
'~:~:~4uashkin, Chairman of the Judicial College on Criminal M-
:fairs of the USSR Supreme Court, also recommended that the use 
of expanded panels of people's assessors responsible for deciding 
guilt or innocence be introduced and evaluated in a limited 
number of court'!. 
[L] ogic seems to suggest that the complet~ transfer [of] the 
responsibility (to] a great number of assessors of the deci-
sion e4such questions as guilt or innocence, the character 
of intent and the presence ofmitigating or aggravating cir-
cumstances, must really heighten the activity of people's as-
sessors, increase the exactness of the court toward the 
collected ~ence and increase the cultural level of the 
court investigation.83 
The suggestions of reformers like Anashkin and Rakhunov in 
'-~c-t.fte J~~Os and 1960s resurfaced during the course of Gorbachev's 
"Tn1:r0d.ttttion of the perestroika-era program of creating a "socialist 
supra note 18, at 355. 
82 
R.D. Rakhunov, Legality and justice, PRAVDA, Sept. 22, 1965, quoted in Kucm:Rov, 
supra note 18, at 855. 
33 
N. Chetunova, The Court Retired fqr Deliberation, LITERATURNA!A GAZ"-'TA, Mar. 29, 
1967 (interview with G.Z. Ana.shkin, Chainnan of the judicial College on Criminal Afiilirs 
of the USSR Supreme Court), quoted in KuCHERov, supra note 18, at 3!19. 
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rule-of-law state."34 Criminal justice reform was a central part of 
• this program, and as a result of the politi~s ?f g~n~st~ the inad~ 
quacies and cruel injustices ~f SoVIet. cnmmal JUStice were ~ro­
daimed in newspapers35 and discussed m a 1986-87 plenary sessiOn 
of the Supreme Court of the USSR. 36 
In 1988 and 1989, the Gorbachev regime advanced specific pro-
posals to address the overall inadequacy of the Soviet legal system. 
Chief among these. was· an effort to empower. and pro~ess~onalize 
the role of the judge .. As a result, the SoVIet ConstitutiOn was 
amended to extend judicial terms to ten years in order to grant to 
the judiciary a measure of independence from the local Soviets.37 
In 1989, the Supreme Soviet of the USSR also enacted t~e ~w o~ 
the Status of Judges, designed to further strengthen the JUdicmry s 
professional, social, political, and econo~ic in?.ep~~dence.38 • Dur; 
ing this period, the Supreme Court also 1ssue~ gmdmg prfnctples 
aimed at eliminating the practice of returmn~ cases fo~ supple-
mentary investigation in lieu of pronouncmg acqmttals or 
dismissals. 39 
ferhaps most importantly, the perestroika-era le~ rcfor~e.rs 
recognized tha~ a system of trial by jury could pote~tially:ass1st m 
the development of judicial independence. The Nmet~enth ~~­
Union Conference of the Communist Party of the SoVIet U~10n 
(CPSU) broached the idea of expanding the panel o~ l?eople s as-
sessors in July 1988, resolving that "with the mm of Taismg the ob-
jectivity of justice, and the role and responsibility of people's 
assessors, their number should be increased when courts are han-
84 Mikhail Gorbachev, 0 khode realif.atsii re.rhenii XXVII s"ezda KPSS i z~hakh po 
uglubleniiu perestroiki [On the Caurse of the Impkmentation of the Decisions of the 27tli Congress of 
the CPSU and Tasks for the Deepening of Perestroika], IzvE!.iTl!A,June 29, 1988, at~ (report to 
the 19th Conference of the CPSU). 
35 See Aloys Hastrich, Die Disku.ssion iiher 'Perestroika' in der S(l(;jetischen &chtspjlege, 34 
OsT EuROPA RE:CHT 205 (1988). . .. 
36 See Decree No. 15, 0 dal'neishem ukreplenii zakonodatel:s~a pn. osyshches~vlenn 
· pravosudiia [On Further Strengthening of Legislation When Reahzmg Cnmmal J usuce l, 1 
Bmt.LETEN' VERKHOVNOOO SuoA SSSR [BIULL. VERKH. SuDA SSSR] (19~7). .. . 
37 KoNST. SSSR (1977) art. 152 (as amended in 1988);' see Ob 1fmenerlnakh 1 do-
SSSR and to the 
(1988). , . i,_ USSR] 
38 Zakon o statuse stidei v SSSR [The Law on the Status of Judges m me • 
VF.DOMOSTJ SSSR, Issue No. 9, Item No. 223 (1989). 
39 See Decree No. 15 of the USSR Supreme Court Plenum on Dec. !1, 1986, I BJULI .. 
VERKH. SuiJA SSSR 8, 10 ( 1987), quoted in Quigley, Presumption of Innocence, suprd note 28, at 
325 (condemning this practice). 
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dling more complex cases."40 In a May 30, 1989, speech to the 
Congress of People's Deputies of the USSR, Gorbachev himself 
suggested the reintroduction of trial by jury, the adoption of adver-
sarial criminal procedure, and the enactment of the presumption 
of innocence.41 
In 1989, as a result of this push towards judicial reform, the 
~u~reme Soviet enacted the Principles of the Law on Court Organ-
r~a~wn of the ~SSR and the Union Republics.42 In addition to pro~ 
~dm? for th_e nght to counsel during the preliminary investigation 
(r.e., rmmedrately after arrest or at the initiation of a criminal inves-
tigation), establishing the presumption of innocence, and pro-
cl~im~ng the right to a trial based on adversary procedure, the 
Pnncrples of the Law on Court Organization provided that the de-
fendant "may"48 choose a trial by jury (or expanded panel of peo-
ple's.ass~ssors) i~ case~ involving crimes punishable by death or by 
~epn~tion of hbe~ty m excess of ten years. 44 These new guide-
lines drd n~t establish the number of jurors needed for a trial, in-
stead allowrng each union republic to determine the size of its 
juries upon adoption of its own law on court organization in con-
fgrmity with the Principles of the Law on Court Organization. 
, •. "" AJ~,Qin 1989, a group of jurists working under the leadership of 
Valerii M. Savitskii in the Institute of State and Law of the Academy 
of Sciences of the USSR, prepared the Draft Principles of Criminal 
Procedure Legislation for the USSR and Union Republics, and a 
Draft Code of Criminal Procedure for the Russian Soviet Federated 
Socialist Republic (RSFSR). These documents follow the fonnula-
tions of the Principles of the Law on Court Organization verbatim 
40 &soliutsii XIX vsesoiuxnoi ko1ifmmtsii KPSS: 0 pravovoi mforme [Resolutions rf the 19th 
AU-Union Conference of the CPSU: On Legal Reform], lzVESTIIA,July 5, 1988, at 3. 
4l Ob osnovykh napravleniiakh vnutrennei i VMShnei politiki SSSR [On the Guidelines for the 
Foreign anll.Intemi#-..I?Dlitics of the USSR], PRAVDA, May 5, 1989, at 1, 2. 
Although the USSR Supreme Court had issued a Guiding Principle in 1978 interpret-
ing the presumption of innocence in the Constitution, the Principle had not been formally 
enacted into law. Quigley, supra note 28, at 307-08. 
. 42 Osnovy zakonodatel'stva Soiuza SSR i soiuznykh respublik o sudoustroistve [Funda· 
'':1,l!\entals.;pf Legislation of the Soviet Union and the Union Republics on Court Organiza-
~!'J,~OMOSTI SSSR, Issue No. 23, Item No. 441, art. 11 (1989) [hereinafter Principles 
of Court Organization]. 
48 The word "may" implied that a defendant could opt for having his or her case tried 
by the traditional panel of one judge and two people's assessors. See Quigley, Law Reform, 
supra note 27, at 73-74. 
44 Principles of Court Organization, supra note 42. During the perestroika period, it 
was never absolutely clear whether the reforms contemplated an Anglo-American or a pre-
revolutionary Russian m~el (where the jury alone decided the questions of guilt), or a 
French model (where the Judge deliberates with the jury in reaching decisions of law and 
fact). 
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by calling the jury an "expanded panel of people's assessors."4.'l 
The portion of the Draft Code of Criminal Procedure dedicated to 
procedures before a jury makes it unaii?biguo~sly clear, howeve:r, 
that the jury will be the sole arbiter of gurlt and mnocence, and :vrn 
deliberate with the professional judge only at the sentencmg 
stage.46 
A second group of jurists in the Institute of State and Law, or-
ganized by Viktor M. Kogan, was simultaneously publishing theo-
retical proposals for reform based on the 1864 Tsarist reforms.47 
The Kogan group posited that a jury should not only be mandatory 
in all serious felony cases, but should also be available at the re-
quest of the defendant in all cases thr~atening d:priva~on of lib-
erty. The jury would determine questwns of guilt or mnocenc~, 
and deliberate with the judge only at sentencing. For jury detenni-
nations, the Kogan group proposed a unanimous or qualified ma-
jority vote,48 whereas the Institute of State and Law Draft called for 
a simple majo~.ty vote.49 • . 
Representatives of both groups found an opportumty to.rmple-
ment their ideas in 1990. In March of that year, free elecuons to 
the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Republic brought a new group 
of reformers t-o power,'lO including Boris Yeltsin who was subse-
quently elected Speaker of the Parliament. Boris A. Zolotukhin, .a 
la\\oj'er who had been disbarred and expelled from the Party for .his 
defense of the dissident Aleksandr Ginzburg twenty years earher, 
was also elected to Parliament on a platform of judicial refonn.51 
Elected vice-chairman of the Legislative Committee of the RSFS~ 
Supreme Soviet under the chairmanship of Sergei Shakhrar, 
45 Uc.oLOVNC>-PROTSESSUAL'NOIC ZAKONODATEt.'sTVO SoruzA SSR 1 RSFSR: TJ\ORF.-
TICHESKAIA MoDEL' [CRIMINAL PROCEOURf: LEGISlATION OF THE USSR AN!l RSFSR: TH::oR~:T­
WAL MoDEL] 19, 52 (Valerii M. Savitskil & Institut Gos. i Prava eds., 1990) [heremafter 
INSTITUTE OF STATE AND LAW DRAFT UPK]. 
46 See id. at 257-60. 
47 See S.V. Bobotov et al., Puti sovershenstvovaniia sistemy ugolovnoi iustitsii [W~s of 
Perfecting the System of Crimmal justice], 4 SovETSKOE GosunARSTVO 1 PRAVO [Sov. Gos. 1 
PRAVO] 87, 88 (1989). 
48 Id. at 94. 
49 INSTITUTE oF STATE AND LAw DRAFT UPK, supra note 45, § 527·5. . 
50 Alison Mitchell, Reformers Sweep Soviet Republics, Boris Yeltsin M~ Seek Russ1an Re· 
gional Presidency, NEWSDAY, Mar. 6, 1990, at 13. . . 
51 Interview with Boris Zolotukhin, vice-chairman of the RSFSR Supreme Sov1et Legis-
lative Committee in 1991, in Moscow (Apr. 9, 1993). For a description of the trial, see 
:KAMINSKAYA, supra note 30, at 257. 
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Zolotukhin organiu~d a group of jurists in the summer of 1990 to 
draft a blueprint for judicial reform for the new Parliament. 511 
At the same time, Gorbachev began to side with the conserva-
tiv;s in the Communist Party, 53 causing the locus of legal reform to 
shift from the Party and the Soviet Parliament to the RSFSR 
Supreme Soviet. Zolotukhin's working group, consisting of three 
members of the Kogan group,54 two members of the Savitskii 
group, 55 and others, 56 · completed its work shortly before the August 
1991 coup attempt. 57 The result of this group's efforts, entitled the 
"Concept of Judicial Reform," was nothing less than the definitive 
blueprint for judicial reform in post-Soviet Russia. 
III. juDiciAL REFoRMs IN PosT-SOVIET RussiA 
A. The "Concept of judiciq,l &form" 
The "Concept of Judicial Reform" (the "Concept") was intro-
duced by President Boris Yeltsin and nearly unanimously approved 
by the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR on October 21, 1991,58 It con-
stituted the first comprehensive plan for judicial and criminal jus-
tic~...reform since 1864. With its strong support for human rights 
ap~ de~?.cratic principles, the Concept represented a break from 
the"'tentative reforms of the perestroika era, which were reluctant to 
challenge the primacy of the Communist Party. 
The Concept describes the decline of the Soviet courts into in-
struments of repression and implementation of Party policies,59 
and recapitulates the criticisms of the Soviet system discussed dur-
ing perestroika. Endeavoring to bring Russia "back to the breast of 
,~, 
52 Interview with Boris Zolotukhin, supra note 51; interview with Sergei A Pashin, 
Head of the Section on Judicial Reform, at the State Legal Department of the President, in 
Moscow (Mar. 17, 1993); interview with Inga B. Mikhailovskaia:, in Moscow (Mar. 9, 1993). 
53 See, e,g., Justip Burke, Gorbachev Shifts to the Right, Soviet Leader Aligns Himself with 
Army, Conseroatives, ~ng Him to Use Force with Republics, CHRISTIAN Sc1. MoNITOR, Dec. 6, 
1990, at S. 
54 Inga B. Mikhailovskaia, Tamara G. Morshchakova (later elected to the Constitu-
tional Court). and Sergei E. Vitsin (appointed to the Constitutional Court in November 
' 1994). . 
-~~~\-~J5 ::lgcrt\ L. Petrukhin and Aleksandr M. Larin. See INSTITUTE 6F STATE AND LAw DRAFT 
UPK>;mptti: 'note 45. 
56 Iurii I. Stetsovskii, Roald V. Nazarov, and Sergei A. Pashin (then Administrative 
Chief of the Legislative Committee of the Supreme Soviet). See Concept of Judicial Re-
form, supra note I. 
57 Interview with Sergei A. Pashin, supra note 52. 
58 Th~ overwhelming suppo_rt was a result of the post-coup euphoria and consensus in 
the refo':rmst go;ernment. As wdl be s~own below, the liberal reformers' honeymoon in 
the R:usstan Parliament was to be short-hved, and implementation of the reforms enumer· 
ated m the Concept would prove more difficult than its passage. 
59 Concept of Judicial Reform, supra note 1, at 8-30. 
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world civilization, "60 the authors of the Concept looked both for-
, ward and back for inspiration. Looking forward, they hoped to 
harmonize the penal laws and the Constitution of the Russian Fed-
eration with universally recognized concepts of human rights.61 
Looking back in history, they followed the cornerstones of the 
Great Reforms of 1864: an independent judicial branch with non-
transferability and lifetime tenure;62 elimination of the supervisory 
functions of the Procuracy;63 popularly elected justices of the peac~ 
to act as courts of first instance for minor civil and criminal cases;64 
appellate de novo review for judgments rendered by , a single 
judge;65 and trial by jury.66 
The Concept further advocated the following specific reforms: 
• the establishment of judicial control over acts by the police, 
investigators, and prosecutors, constituting intrusions into 
constitutionally protected rights of citizens;67 
• the establishment of an independent investigative commit-
tee designed to free criminal investigators f~o~ th.e s~per­
vision of the Procuracy and from the1r mstitut10nal 
dependence on the police;68 • • 
• the reduction of the maximum length of pretnal detentiOn 
from eighteen months to approximately six to nine 
months;69 · 
• the introduction of adversarial proceedings;70 
• the formal statement, in the Declaration of Rights of the 
Constitution, of the presumption of innocence and of the 
right to remain silent;71 
. fth . d 72 
• the elimination of all accusatory functions o e JU ge; 
• a simplified procedure in cases in which t?e defendant 
pleads guilty and no dispute exists as to the eVIdence under-
lying such guilt;73 
60 Id. at 6. 
61 Id. at 41. 
62 Id. at 42-47. 
63 Id. at 57-62. 
54 Id. at 52-53. 
65 These procedures are known as appeliatsiia. Id. at 98. 
66 Id. at 79-83. · 
67 Id. at 41. 
68 Id. at 64-67. 
69 Id. at 87. 
70 Id. at 85. 
71 Id. at 42. 
72 Id. at 84. 
73 Id. at 96. 
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• the guaranteed independence of the bar and the promotion 
of competition in legal practice from all qualified lawyers;74 
and 
• the complete elimination of trials with people's as1)essors 
and their replacement with trials by jury, single judges, and 
threejudge panels. 75 
B. Criminal Procedure &form 
Since 1992, three groups of experts, seeking guidance from the 
"Concept of Judicial Reform," from recent amendments to the 
Code of Criminal Procedure ( CCP) and from the new Constitution 
of December 12, 1993, have been working on drafts of a new Code 
of Criminal Procedure.76 The first group, originally organized 
within the now-defunct Legislative Committee of the Supreme So-
viet, includes several of the authors of the "Concept of Judicial Re-
form."77 This group, which has received support from the Ford 
Foundation, now meets under the aegis of the State Legal Depart-
ment. The State Legal Department group published part of its 
pr-oposed code 78 and submitted it for evaluation at a conference 
·~xamip~gg the results of the first jury trials in Sochi on October 4, 
199'4.79 
The second group, organized within the Ministry of Justice 
under the direction of Sergei B. Romazin, a former judge on the 
USSR Supreme Court, is composed of jurists from various legal in-
stitutions such as the Procuracy, the Ministry of Justice, the Interior 
Ministry, and the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation.80 As a 
74 Id. at 67-70. 
7!1 Id. at 47, 79-88. 
76 The author was present during working sessions of the Ministry of Justice group. 
77 The group ~omposed of its director, Sergei A. Pashin, former administrative 
head of the Legislative Committee and currently Head of the Section on Judicial Reform 
in the State Legal Department of the Office of the President, as well as Professors Inga B. 
Mikhailovskaia, Igor L. Perrukhin, Aleksandr M. Larin, Sergei E. Vhsin, and Iurii I. 
Stetsovskii. ;:c:~"'' ~: ST:,\TE LEGAL DFJ'ARTMENT OF THF. PRESIDENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, PROEKT 
· OBSHC1'l"1'1 ·'GHASTI ucoLOVND-PROTSESsuAJ.'Noco KODEKSA RossusKm FF.DERATSII [DRAFT 
GENERAL PART OF THE Com: OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE OF TH" RUSSIAN F•:DERATION] [herein-
after STATE LEGAL Df.PARTMI\NT, DRAFT GENERAl. PART OF THE UPK). The author has re-
viewed early chapters of the work of the State Legal Department [hereinafter STAn: LEGAL 
DEPARTMENT DRAFTS], 
79 Conference on Questions of the Realization of the Law of the Russian Federation 
of July 16, 1993 (On Jury Trial), in Sochi, Oct. 4, 1994 [hereinafter SochiJury Trial Confer-
ence]. The author .attended this conference. 
80 Valerii M. Savitskii, Iurii V. Korenevskii, and Paulina A. Lupinskaia, co-authors of 
the Institute of State and Law Draft, participated in this group, along with Lidiia B. Alek-
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basis for its work,81 the Ministry of Justice group used the draft CCP 
of the Institute of State and Law and a draft CCP prepared by the 
Procuracy Institute in late 1991.82 The Ministry of Justice group 
published its own draft Code of Criminal Procedure in October 
1994, drawing on critiques of earlier versions which had been cir-
culated among government agencies and academics.83 The third 
group of experts, working within the Procuracy Institute and led by 
A.D. Boikov, revised its 1991 draft CCP and published the most 
recent version of it in 1994.84 
In addition, both the State Legal Department85 and the Minis-
try of Justice86 have prepared draft laws to conform the organiza-
tion of the courts with the new Constitution, including specific 
provisions relating to juror qualification and the creation of jury 
lists. 
C. Insuring the Independence of judges 
Since one great criticism of the Soviet justice system was the 
subordination of judges to Party politics, it is not surprising that 
reformers chose to address the shortcomings of the judiciary di-
rectly. Accord~ngly, on June 26, 1992, the Supreme Soviet of the 
seeva, the head of the Russian Legal Academy's seminars for judges on trial ~y jury. The 
author participated in some of their meetings. . 
81 The author attended many sessions of this working group m late 1992 and early 
1993. 
82 A.u.-UNION SCIENTIFIC RF~I\ARCH INSTITUTE FOR ISSUES CONCERNING THE STRENGTH-
ENING OF LEGALITY AND THE LF.GAL ORDER, PROEKT, U<;()J.OVND-PROTS.:ssUAL'NVI KOHEKS 
RossusKOI FEDERATSH [ALL-UNION SciENTIFIC RESI\ARCH INSTITUTE FOR IssuEs Co~>:cERr-:ING 
THE STRENGTH~~NING OF L•:cALriY AND THE LEGAL ORDER, DRAFT ConE oF CRIMINAL PRon:-
nuR•: OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION) (1991) (hereinafter PROCURACY INSTITUTE 1991 DRAFT 
UPK]. This draft went further than the Institute of State a.n~ Law Draft and incl~ded ~ore 
detailed sections on areas outlined in the Concept of Judicial Reform such as tnal by JUry, 
appellatsiia, etc. , . , ... &~ MINISTRY OF JuSTICE OF THE RUSSIAN fEDERATION, PROEKT, U<.oLOVNQ-1 ROTSf.S-
SUAL'NYI KODJCKS RosSHSKOI FF.DERATSII [DRAFT ConE OF CRIMINAl. PROCEDURE OF THI•: Rus. 
SIAN FEDERATION) (1994) [hereinafter MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 1994 DRAFT UPK]. 
84 Scn:NTIFIC REsEARCH INsTITUTE FoR IssuES CoNCERNING THE STRENGTHF.NING oF LE-
OAl.ITY AND THE LEGAL ORDER, PROEKT, UGOI.ffi'ND-PROTSESSUAI.'N\1 KODEKS RoSSilSKOI 
FEDERATSII [DRAFT ConE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE OF THE RUSSIAN FED~~RATION] (1994) 
[hereinafter PROCURACY INSTITUTE 1994 DRAFT UPK]. 
85 STATE LEGAl. DEI'ARTMENT, PROEKT, FEDERAl.'NYI KONSTITUTSIONN\:1 7.AKON 0 
suuEBNOI s!STEME RossiisKOI FF.llERATSII [DRAFT F•:ui\RAL CoNSTITUTIONAL LAw ,oN THE J um-
CIAL SYSTEM oF THE RussiAN FmERATION] (1994) (unpublished) [hereinafter STATE L.:r;AI. 
DEPARTMENT DRAFT LAw oN THEJumclAL SYSTEM]. The author's collective was headed by 
Sergei A. Pashin. 
86 MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, PROF.KT, FEDI\RAL'NYI KONSTITUTSIONNYI ZAKON 0 SUDF.IlNOI SIS-
TEMF. RosSIISKOI FEDERATSII (DRAFT FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL LAw ON THE JUDICIAL SYSTI'M 
OF THE RusSIAN FE!lERATION] (1994) (unpublished) (hereinafter MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 
DRAFT LAw oN THE JumGIAL SYSTEM]. The author's collective was headed by Evgenii N. 
Sidorenko. 
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Russian Federation passed the Law on the Status of Judges of the 
Russian Federation,87 which replaced the 1989 Soviet law. Repre-
sentatives of all three branches of government-the Supreme 
Court of the Russian Federation (judicial branch), the Legislative 
Committee of the Supreme Soviet (legislative branch), and the 
State Legal Department of the President (executive branch)-re-
wrote the law originally drafted by the newly-created Union of 
Judges of the Russian Federation, and presented it to the Parlia-
ment for approval. The new Law on the Status of Judges increases 
the social and legal protection of the judiciary and guarantees the 
non-transferability and non-removeability of judges until they 
reach the retirement age of sixty five. The law also guarantees the 
highest salary in the administration of justice and promises free 
housing t0 judges. 88 
In addition, the 1993 Constitution of the Russian Federation 
guarantees the independence89 and non-transferability90 of judges. 
The Constitution also gives the President (rather than the Soviets) 
the power to appoint judges in the lower People's Courts and the 
intermediate regional and territorial courts (including the City 
, Ob'tlrts of Moscow and Saint Petersburg).91 Accordingly, the Law 
~QJ.kth@$tatus of Judges is in the process of being amended to ad-
just to the changes imposed by the Constitution, such as presiden-
tial appointments.92 
D. Protecting the Rights of the Accused 
On Apri121, J992, the Sixth Congress of People's Deputies of 
the Rus~ Federation incorporated a Declaration of Rights-a 
catalogue of basic rights and freedoms-into the 1978 Brezhnev-
era Constitution of the RSFSR.93 These constitutional modifica-
tions require~dicial acquiescence to issue an order for preven-
tive detention,· to search a dwelling,93 or to intrude into the 
87 Zakon o statuse sudei v Rossiiskoi Federatsii [Law on the Status of Judges in the 
Council ofjudges, at the Ministry of Justice, in Moscow 
(Jan. 20, 1994) (the author was present during these discussions). 
93 See SHESTOI s"FZD NARODNYKH DEPUTATOV ROSSISKOI FEI>F.RATSII (SIXTH CON<\RES.'i OF 
PEoPI.E's DEl'UTIES OF THE RussiAN Ft:nERATION] 52-60 (1992) [hereinafter SrxTH 
CoNOREssj. 
94 CoNSTITUTION OF THE RussiAN FEoERATEil Sovn:T SocJAI.IST REPunuc art. 39 ( 1978) 
[hereinafter KoNsr. RSFSR]. 
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private lives of citizens by intercepting mail, eavesdropping, or tele-
phone tapping.96 
• These protections, however, proved inadequate because the 
Supreme Soviet passed a proviso suspending the enforcement of 
these articles until the appropriate technical and organizational 
preconditions had been met and the Supreme Soviet had pa<;sed 
implementing legislation.97 Although the police, criminal investi-
gators, or the procurator retained the power to order the arrest of 
a suspect without a judicial warrant, the Supreme Soviet amended 
the CCP on May 23, 1992, to give a detained suspect the right to 
appeal his or her detention to a judge within three days of_arrest.98 
The new Constitution of the Russian Federation re'Vived the 
Declaration of Rights earlier adopted by the 1978 Constitution, 
and, in addition, reaffirmed the following rights of the. accused: 
the presumption of innocence;99 the right to remain silent; 100 the 
right to have illegally gathered evidence excluded;101 and the right 
to counsel upon. arrest, detention, or the initiation of cri~inal pro-
ceedings.102 The 1993 Constitution also included the nght to ad-
versarlal proceedings (which was also amended into the 1978 
Constitution in December 1992)/03 and the right to trial by jury to 
the extent pravided by law.104 It added the provision that . the 
death sentence would be imposed only if the defendant has a nght 
to a jury trial. 105 The provisions on jury trial are not self-ex~cuti~g, 
however, and the Jury Law (discussed below) has only partially Im-
plemented them. . . . . 
The new Constitution, like the old one, reqmres JUdicial ap-
proval for invasions o~ privacy1 ~6 and incr~ases the p~otection 
against unlawful detention. For mstance, Article 22 pr<?VIdes that 
no one may be held in detention for more ~an fort:y-ei~ht .hours 
withoutjudicial approval. 107 But, like the earlier reforms, this pro-
May 23, 1992, this was enacted into the Code of 
RSFSR§ 47. 
103 KoNST. RSFSR, supra note 94, at art. 168; KoNST. RF, supra note 22, at art. 123. 
104 Id. at arts. 47, 123. 
105 Id. at art. 20. 
106 Id. at arts. 23-25. 
107 I d. at art. 22. 
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tection is not self-executing and awaits the passage of implement-
ing legislation.108 Ironically, the greatest roadblock to the 
implementation of these new protections may be the president 
himself. Indeed, President Yeltsin has violated his own Constitu-
tion by enacting Decree No. 1226 of June 14, 1994 on "Protecting 
the Population from Banditry and Other Manifestations of Organ-
ized Crime," which allows the detention of suspected members of 
criminal organizations for up to thirty days without judicial ap-
proval.109 Thus, while the achievements of the Russian legal re-
formers have been great, the remaining challenges may prove just 
as formidable. 
IV. PASSAGE AND IMPLEMENTATION oF THE JURY LAw 
A. Passage of the jury Law 
In January 1992, a group of officials from the Ivanovo Region 
wrote to President Yeltsin and to the Supreme Soviet requesting 
permission to implement trials by jury on an experimental basis in 
the region. 110 The group included the presiding judge, the head 
of:'administration, and the local Ministry of Justice official of the 
~a_QO¥O~.Region. The State Legal Department advised Yeltsin that 
it supported this "experiment," leading President Yeltsin to issue 
an executive order directing the State Legal Department to pre-
pare a program and a draft law. 111 Meanwhile, work had already 
begun in the Ministry of Justice and in the State Legal Department 
under the guidance of Sergei A. Pashin112 to draft legislation and 
prepare a program to conduct the "experiment."113 
108 Id. Part II,§ 6 (Concluding and Transitional Provisions). 
109 Ukaz Prezidenta Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 0 neotlozhnykh merakh po zashchite 
naseleniia ot banditizma i inykh proiavlenii organizovannoi prestupnosti [Decree of the 
President of the R~!_an Federation, On Immediate Measures to Defend the Population 
from Banditry ana -other Manifestations of Organized Crime], SoiiRAN!t: AKTOV 
PREZIDENTA I PRAVITEL'STVA ROSS!ISKOI F.EDERATSII [CoiJ.EL"110N OF THE LAWS OF THE PRI:~I­
DENT AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, June 14, 1994, Item No. 1226. 
I 10 Interview with Iurii V. Smimov, President of the Ivanovo Regional Court, in Iva-
;;·~c:l)Rvo •. (D~c. 1~. 1993); interview with Evgenii N. Sidorenko, Vice-Minister of justice for 
JU~i!::iaLRHorm, at the Ministry of Justice, in Moscow, (Apr. 12, 1993). 
111 Rasporiazhenie Prezidenta Rossiiskoi Federatsii [Order of the President of the Rus· 
sian Federation], SoBRANIE AKTOV PREZIDENTA 1 PRAVITf:I.'STVA Ro~S!ISKOI Fr.n£RATSII, Sept. 
22, 1992, Item No. 530-rp. 
112 The work started in the working groups for a new Law on Court Organization, led 
by Evgenii N. Sidorenko, and a new Criminal Procedure Code, directed by Sergei B. 
Romazin. 
ll3 STATE LF.GAL DEPARTMENT, PROGRAMMA KKSPERIMENTA PO PRt:llVARITEl.'NOI 
OTRABOTKE NA PRAKTIKE PRINTSIPIAL'NO NO\'YKH I'OLOZHENII PROTSESSUAI.'NOGO I SUDOUS. 
TROISIVt:NNOGO 7AKON0DATEI.'STVA (KONTSEPTSIIA I!>'TRUKI'URA) (PROGRAM OF THE EXI't:RI-
MENT FOR PREI.IMINARILY PUTTING INTO PRACTict: m· PRINCIPALLY NEW PROVISIONS OF 
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The approval of the Jury Law was subject to political battles 
within the Russian institutional structure. The first drafts of the 
· legislation II4 were discussed with the representatives of twelve in-
terested agencies and institutes. 115 As a result of strong criticism, 
especially from the Ministry of Justice, the Procuracy, and the 
Supreme Court, the emphasis of the project shifted.116 The project 
no longer called for the introduction of justices of the peace, a 
standard protocol for preliminary investigations, or simplified trial 
procedures. Instead, it concentrated on implementing the system 
of trial by jury. As further alternatives to the court with people's. 
assessors, it foresaw singlejudge and threejudge courts, with "ap-
pellate" procedures set up to review decisions made by single 
judges. 117 
On March 3, 1993, Minstry of Justice offid:il Boris V. Panferov, 
who had joined Sergei Pashin in presenting the draft Jury Law to 
the Soviet of Nationalities, the upper house of the Supreme Soviet, 
said that he per~onally did not support the bill. This statement 
revealed the less than ardent support for the law. Procurator Gen-
eral Valentin G. Stepankov, a deputy of the Supreme Soviet, also 
spoke in opposition to the law, causing its defeat by a narrow mar-
gin.118 This frietion had an institutional side:; as well. The State 
Legal Department, staffed by many young jurists, was per¢ived as 
an unwelcome competitor by the Ministry of Justice, which consid-
LEGISLATION ON PROCEDURE AND COURT ORGANIZATION (CONCEPT AND STRUCTURE)) (1992) 
(u~ublished). 
14 The author is aware of three major drafts which were discussed by justice agencies 
before the law was presented to the Supreme Soviet for the first time on March 3, 1993. 
The first draft was prepared toward the end of October 1992, the second one toward the 
end of November 1992, and the third one in late December 1992 [hereinafter October 
1992 Draft Jury Law, November 1992 Draft Jury Law, and December 1992 Draft Jury Law]. 
115 Among these agencies were the Ministry of Justice, the Procuracy, the Supreme 
Court, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Press and Infor-
mation, the Union of Judges, the Union of Advocates, and the Russian Legal Academy. 
116 Discussions in the State Legal Department, in Moscow, (Nov. 10, 12 and 17, 1992). 
The author took part in these discussions. 
117 December 1992 Draft Jury Law. By appelliatsiia, the Russians mean review which 
permits a re-litigation of factual evidence, similar to a trial de novo. The term kassatsiia is 
used for review of the record for legal error, more akin to appellate review in the United 
States. 
118 Hearing at the Soviet of Nationalities, in Moscow (Mar. 3, 1993). The author at-
tended the hearing; see also Aleksei Kirpichnikov, Parliament zablokirooal vvedeniie suda pri-
siazhnykh. Rossiiskaia prokuratura atakW!t sudebnuiu rejormu [Parliament Blocked Introduction of 
jury Trial. The Russian Procuracy Attacks Judicial &form], SEGODNIA, Mar. 10, 1993, at 3; 
Valerii Rudnev, Genualnyi prokur(JI' protiv suda prisiazhnykh [Procurat(JI' General Against jury 
Trial], lzvFsniA, Mar. 10, 1993, at .5. 
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ered its mandate to be the drafting of legislation proposed by the 
executive branch. 119 
During 1992 and 1993, Procurator General Stepankov became 
the most vocal opponent of judicial reform, particularly of pro-
posed laws that called for changes in the role of the Procuracy. 120 
After the initial defeat of the jury trial bill in the Soviet of National-
ities, the heads of the different agencies interested in the bill held 
a meeting at the State Legal Department. Ministry of Justice offi-
cials admitted that they opposed the bill in its current form. They 
insisted that jury trials should be reintroduced only in the regional 
courts, rather than in the people's courts (lower courts of general 
jurisdiction) as the proposed Jury Law had contemplated. 121 
Following the second failure of the bill in May 1993, Sergei 
Pashin and Valentin Stepankov met and reached a compromise: 
they agreed to limit the application of the Jury Law to the regional 
courts, but increased the number of regions and territories in 
which it would be applied from five to nine. This draft passed the 
combined panels of the Supreme Soviet on July 16, 1993.H'l2 
:Dther compromises were also made to pass the bill. In the first 
~!Sts.,J:b.e alternative procedures were to apply only in trials of 
forty-one selected criminal offenses, twenty-two of which would be 
tried in the people's courts.I 23 The final version of the law makes 
trial by jury, presided over by one judge, available to defendants 
charged with one of thirty-five serious felonies and subject to the 
jurisdiction of the regional and territorial courts only. 124 Three-
1 19 Interview with Evgenii N. Sidorenko, now Depury Minister of Justice, at the Ministry 
ofJustlce, in Moscow (Apr. 12, 1993). 
120 Slifl AJ~ksandr Larin, Ataka na .rudehnuiu reformu [Attack Qrt Judicial Riiform], I:t\'EST!IA, 
Jan. 21, 1993, at 5; ~is Zo!otukhin, Prokuror potreboval-sud'ia Qtvetil [The Prosecution De-
manded-the judge Answered], NovoE VREMIA. Nov. 6,1993, at 46-48. Procurator General 
Stepankov had become famous as the defender of Boris Yeltsin in August 1991. 
121 Meeting at the State Legal Department, in Moscow, (Mar. 30, 1993). The author 
;..~..,was present at this meeting. 
·-¥::;- !2'2~ tanovlenie Verkhovnogo Soveta Rossiiskoi Federatsii o poriadke wedeniia v 
de' a Rossiiskoi Federatsii 0 vnesenii izmenenii i dopolnenii v Zakon RSFSR '0 
sudoustroistve RSFSR', kodeks RSFSR, kodeks RSFSR i 
Kodeks RSFSR ob Soviet of 
'On Court '-''l""'"'"'"'Jull 
of the RSFSR,' the Criminal Code Procedure of the the Criminal Code of the 
RSFSR, and the Code of the RSFSR on Administrative Infraction$ (collectively, the Jury 
Law)]. VEDOMOST! RF, Issue No. 33, Item No. 1314, at 2265-66 (1993) [hereinafter Order 
of the Supreme Soviet Implementing the Jury Law}. 
123 December 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR §§ 432, 433). 
124 Id. §§ 36, 421. 
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judge panels were also made available in lieu of trials in courts with 
. people's assessors. 125 
With the failure of perestroika, the Legislative Committee of the 
Supreme Soviet became the vanguard of legal reform behind its 
Vice-Chairman Boris Zolotukhin and administrative head Sergei 
Pashin. After Yeltsin was elected President, Pashin became Head 
of Section for Judicial Reform in the President's State Legal De-
partment. His tireless drafting work126 and the clever coalition 
politics of Zolotukin, who was able to win over several opponents of 
democratization to the cause of judicial reform, 127 constituted rare 
examples of cooperation in what was otherwise a period of increas-
ing conflict between the legislative and executive branches of gov-
ernment. The results of their efforts were the law on the Status of 
Judges, the Jury Law, and the amendment of the CCP on May 23, 
1992, which allowed for judicial review of pre-trial detention. 128 
B. Preparation jiJ!f the Implementation of the jury Law 
Originally, the so-called "alternative criminal procedure" was 
slated for introduction in the Ivanovo, Moscow, Riazan', and Sara-
tov Regions, and in Stavropol Territory. To participate in the pro-
ject, the president of the regional co~rt, the. head of 
administration, and the president of the regwnal soVIet of each 
area had to agree to its introduction. 
In addition, the State Legal Department carefully selected the 
geographic areas which were to host this experiment. Using ~trict 
criteria, it chose medium-sized regions, which had an even n:~ of 
industrial and agricultural activity, and which were free of poht;tcal, 
nationalist, or economic tensions. 129 The Department dectded 
that by November 1, 1993, the right to trial by jury would be avail-
I25 Law on Court Organization § 10. . . 
126 Interview with Sergei A. Pashin, supra note 52. Pashm wrote the Law on the Consti-
tutional Court, was the main editor of the Concept of Judicial Refo~, co-auth<:'red the 
Law on the Status of Judges, wrote the Law on Judicial Control of Pretrial Detenuon, and 
was the main author of the Jury Law. . . . 
127 Interview with Boris A. Zolotukhin, supra note 51 (mentioning his rallymg the sup-
port of nationalist Deputies Isakov and Bab~rin for the. cause o: judie!~! reform). 
128 The Legislative Committee was abohshed, and Its functions divided between two 
President Yeltsin on September 21, 1993. .. . 
129 State Legal Department, Programma proek_ta poetapnogo vv~denna, sud.a pn-
siazhnykh i dmgikh printsipial'no novykh polozhenii protsessual'nogo 1 sudol{stroJstven-
nogo zakonodatel'stva v Rossii v sootvetstvii s Kontseptsiei sudebnoi reformy [Prb~~am for 
the Gradual Introduction of Trial by Jury and Other Fundamentally New ~rdvts1ons of 
Legislation on Procedure and Court Organization in Russia, in Conformiry wtili the Con-
cept of Judicial Reform] (1992) (unpublished). 
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able in the five regions originally targeted and that after January 1, 
1994, it would also be available in the regions of Ul'ianovsk and 
Rostov-on-the-Don, and in the Altai and Krasnodar territories. 130 
Beginning in January 1993, the Legal Academy of the Ministry 
of Justice hosted six ten-day seminars to prepare judges and prose-
cutors from the nine regions for jury trials. The faculty of the 
Legal Academy, along with Sergei Pashin and other jurists in the 
State Legal Department, gave lectures on the history of trial by jury 
in Russia, Europe, and America, explained the provisions of the 
new law, 131 and arranged mock trials and workshops. Defense law-
yers participated only in the last course in November 1993. 132 
Assistance from overseas was also available. The Ford Founda-
tion, for example, financed the production of a handbook for 
judges working with juries. 133 Similarly, the CEEU Program of the 
American Bar Association financed the creation of a second 
judge's jury trial manual.UH The American government also in-
vited several groups of judges and officials to the United States to 
attend seminars and training sessions on jury trials, and to watch 
American trials. 135 
!30 Order of the Supreme Soviet Implementing the jury Law, supra. note 122. 
131 The1trst seminars were based on the draft Jaw as it was before the final changes of 
May 1993. The author was a lecturer at the first seminar in january 1993. 
132 The Central and East European Law Initiative (CEELI) of the American Bar Associ-
ation financed the attendance of 27 lawyers, three from each of the nine regions. In April 
1994, after trials h~_already begun, CEELI organized two jury trial workshops for advo-
cates who had alrea'dY'T>articipateQ. in trials or who were preparing cases. One of the work-
shops took place in Suzdal' on April 18-21, 1994. The other one met in Sochi on April 25-
27, 1994. [hereinafter CEELI Jury Trial Workshop]. 
The Legal Academy trains judges and prosecutors, who are government officials. De-
~.:"-~fenst; att<;)rneys were free to attend at their own expense (which was prohibitive in all but 
···~. M~jl)W Region). 
•·J:'ll'l Sun PRISIAZHNYKH: NAUCHNG-PRAKTICHESIUI SBORNIK (JURY TRIAL: A SciENTIFIC ANn 
PRACTICAl. HANDBOOK] (1994) [hereinafter jURY TRIAL HAJ,IDBOOK]. 
134 The first draft of the manual (a "benchbook") was prepared by American lawyers. 
It was distributed to Russian judges about the time the first trials were being set [hereinaf-
ter CEELI Draft Benchbook]. A revised jury trial manual was financed by CEEll and co-
authored by professors Lidiia B. Alekseeva, Eleonora F. Kutsova, Inga B. Mikhailovskaia, 
and Sergei E. Vitsin. It was published in Moscow in October 1994. See LmnA B. AI.EKSEt:VA, 
ET AL, Sun PRISIAZHNYKH: POSOBIE DLIA SUDEI (JuRY TRIAL: MANUAL FORjUOG~:s) [hereinaf-
ter jURY TRIAL MANUAL). 
135 The author participated in one of these sessions in Washington, D.C., in july 1993. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE JURY LAW AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION IN THE 
FrRST RussiAN TRIALS136 
A. jury Lists and Requirements jif1' Becoming a juror 
With the exception of certain property qualifications that ex-
isted before the Revolution, the eligibility requirements of the Jury 
Law are based mainly on the Tsarist reforms of 1864.137 Under the 
Jury Law, all citizens twenty-five years or older who are registered 
residents of the judicial district in which the trial takes place and 
have a knowledge of the Russian language are eligible for jury ser-
vice, with the following exceptions: (1) citizens with pending crim-
inal cases or unexpunged criminal convictions; (2) citizens with 
disabilities which would prevent service; and (3) those whose pro-
fessions prevent their service as jurors, such as soldiers, certain gov-
ernment officials, individuals working in the administration of 
justice, doctors, teachers, pilots, monks, or priests. 138 
As before th~ Revolution, 139 jurors are required to serve only 
once a year for no longer than ten days, or until the end of the 
trial. 140 The remuneration of Russian jurors is comparatively high: 
they are paid the higher of their current salary, or one-half of the 
pro-rata salary of a judge.141 Reformers hope that this high pay will 
encourage citizens to appear for jury duty and participate in the 
administration of justice. This encouragement is particularly nec-
essary because the penalty for a juror's non-appearance is merely a 
minor fine; 142 the judge has no power to issue a bench warrant or 
to jail a recalcitrant prospective juror. 143 
136 See Appendix I for brief summaries of jury trials held in Russia from December 15, 
1993, until October 1994. 
137 Uchrezhdenie sudebnykh ustanovlenii [Statutes of judicial Institutions] (1864), in 
POI.NYI SVOD SUDEBNYKH VSTAVOV §§ 81-86 (1868) (hereinafter Statutes of judicial 
Institutions]. 
138 Law on Court Organization§ 80. 
139 Statutes of judicial Institutions, supra note 137, § 104. 
140 Law on Court Organization§ 85. 
141 Law on Court Organization § 86. In the United States the daily pay for jurors is 
substantially lower in terms of purchasing power. California, for instance, provides a $5 
per day statutory minimum. CAt.. Crv. PRoc. Com:§ 215 (West 1982). In the first Ivanovo 
trial, jurors were paid 3500 rubles a day for their three days of service (at this time the 
exchange rate was 1300 rubles per U.S. dollar); one juror was paid 13,000 rubles per day 
because she could confirm that this was her salary. Conversation with Iurii V. Smirnov, 
President of Ivanovo Regional Court, in Ivanovo (Jan. 13, 1994). 
142 Law on Administrative Infractions §§ 165 to 166 .. 
143 In the first Moscow Regional Court jury trial the court issued summonses for 60 
prospective jurors, but only 21 appeared in court. Fortunately, this was enough to form 
the jury. Conversation with Natalia V. Grigor'eva, Judge of the Moscow Regional Court 
and Presiding Judge in the trial, at Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 4, 1994). 
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In the earliest draft legislation of the perestroika era, the reform-
ers assumed that the "expanded panels of people's assessors" 
would be c~osen from the lists of people's assessors, 144 even 
though the lists of people's assessors were not the result of random 
s:Iectio~ but rather were controlled by the Communist Party. Ear-
l~er verswns of the Jury Law more closely followed the pre-revolu-
tlonary model, providing .for jury commissions composed of 
depunes from the local soVIets, members of social organizations, 
worker's collectives, or Ministry of Justice officials, who would com-
pile jury lists based on random selection from voter reoistration 
I. 145 I h . o· tsts. n t e final versiOn of the Jury Law, local administrative 
offic~als replace·d· the soviet-controlled commissions, thereby re-
flecnng the pohncal developments which culminated in Yeltsin's 
abolition of most of the local soviets in the wake of the October 
1993 events in Moscow. 146 
Mter. the_ local administrative officials compile "general lists" of 
p;ospecnve JUrors in their municipalities, the president of the re-
giOn_al court orders th.e preparation of an "annual list," with pro-
portional representatton from each area of the region, to 
eorr:spond to the par~cular needs of the regional court in the up-
-~~ll)IDg, year .. To proVIde for emergencies, the officials also pre-
pare reserve lists of prospective jurors from the regional capitals 
where the courts are located. 147 This practice of using three lists 
also existed before the revolution. 148 
144 INSTITUTE OF S'I:AT'E AND LAw DRAFT UPK. supra note 45, § 527-2; PROCURACY INsri-
TUTE 199l"'BRAFT UPK, supra note 82, § 346. 
145 October 1992 Draft Jury Law and November 1992 Draft Jury Law (Law of Court 
Organization § 81). 
. Random jury selectio_n departs from the pre-1917 practice of allowing the city Dumas 
~r vallag.e EOunse!t_ (:;emskU! sobrania) to appoint jury commissions, which made their selec-
tiOns from among Known local personalities. Statutes of Judicial Institutions, supra note 
137, §§ 89-101. This practice is akin to the "blue ribbon" or "key-man" jury selection meth-
ods that have been used in the United States. WAYNE R. LA FA\'E & JEROW H. ISRAEL, 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 835 (1985). 
~hangt t~e. Coontry ?nd P_eopleJ, IzvESTIIA, Oct. 27, 1993, at 4 (presenting accusations of 
IITegulanues by assiStant ch1ef of the Section on Judicial Reform of the State Legal Depart-
ment against Riazan'). 
146 Law on Court Organization§ 81. 
147 Id. §§ 81-82 
148 Statutes of Judicial Institutions, supra note I37, §§ 89, 100, 101. 
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B. Preconditions for the Right to Trial by Jury 
The Concept of Judicial Reform proposed trial by jury for all 
crimes punishable by deprivation of liberty for a year or more. 149 
While the Concept served as the model for the new Russian Jury 
Law, under the new law trial by jury is only available in criminal 
cases within the original jurisdiction of the regional/territorial 
courts, which usually includes only serious felonies punishable by 
death or ten to fifteen years imprisonment.150 Nevertheless, the 
right to trial by jury extends further than it did in the first drafts of 
the law prepared by the working group in the Ministry ofJustice, 
which foresaw its application only in capital cases. 151 i 
Under the new law, the court with people's assessors will con-
tinue to function alongside the new structures of a jury with a sin-
gle-judge and the threejudge panel. Upon conclusion of the 
preliminary investigation, the investigator will advise the accused of 
his or her right to be tried by a jury or by a panel of three judges, as 
an alternative to a trial with people's assessors. 152 The right to 
149 Concept of Judicial Reform, supra note 1, at 81. 
150 UPK RSFSR §§ 35, 421. Russian reformers have been wary of making the right to 
jury trial too expanshce, for they believe the procedure will be much more costly than the 
old procedure. In the United States, for example, the right to trial by jury, guaranteed by 
Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution, generally applies to cases punishable by imprison-
ment ofsix months or more. Baldwin v. New York, 399 U.S. 66 (1970). But in the United 
States, the universality of trial by jury, coupled with a structural inability to actually guaran-
tee such a trial for all the accused, has Jed to a system based on plea bargaining, which 
most Russian reformers want to avoid. 
The maximum sentence of deprivation of liberty in Russia is 15 years. A death sen-
tence, however, may be commuted to a sentence of life imprisonment. 
151 UPK § 432g; Ministry of Justice, Proekt, Zakon Rossiiskoi Federatsii o vnesenii, 
izmenenii i dopolnenii v Zakon RSFSR '0 sudoustroistve RSFSR' i Ugolovno-protses-
sual'nyi kodeks RSFSR [Draft Law of the Russian Federation on Implementation, Changes 
and Amendments of the Law of the RSFSR on Court Organization in the RSFSR and the 
Criminal Code of Procedure of the RSFSR] ( 1992) (unpublished) [hereinafter Ministry of 
Justice 1992 Draft Jury Law]. 
The draft Codes of Criminal Procedure of the Institute of State and Law and of the 
Procuracy Institute also limited trial by jury to the most serious felonies. INST!Tun: oF 
STATE AND LAw DRAFT UPK, supra note 45, § 527-1; PROGURACY INSTITUTE 1991 DRAFT UPK, 
note 82, 345. 
which 
the punishment social, property, and family rights. See Ustav ugolovnogo 
sudoproizvodstva [Code of Criminal Procedure]§ 201 (1864), in PoLNYI svon SUDEBNYKH 
UsTAvov (1868) [hereinafter 1864 
political cases 
or in cases involving state officials or the press following KAISER, supra note 16, at 
483-86; see gtnera11y KucHEROV, supra note 15. 
152 UPK RSFSR § 423. The decision of the Supreme Court, reversing SARATOV-2, has 
made it clear that the admonition must include an explanation of the limited right to 
appeal a jury verdict. Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 18, 1994 (Case of Semenychev), 
Case No. 32 kp-094-llsp. In that case, the defendant, when demanding trial by jury re-
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choose a jury, or the other alternative forms, lies exclusively with 
the accused. Co-defendants, however, must unanimously agree 
before the case may be heard by a jury. 153 
Earlier drafts of the Jury Law denied some classes of defendants 
the option of trial by jury. Among them were juveniles, the psycho-
logically or physically disabled, 154 and defendants charged with 
multiple offenses, any of which was not otherwise an offense triable 
before a jury. 155 These provisions, designed to limit the numbers 
of cases demandingjuries,156 were roundly criticized and removed 
from the bill after its first defeat in the Supreme Soviet. 157 
The Jury Law calls for a jury composed of twelve regular and 
two alternate jurors158 who sit with one professional judge.159 The 
first drafts of the law prepared by the working groups in the Minis-
try of Justice and the Legislative Committee of the Supreme Soviet 
called for juries composed of nine citizens. 160 In its early draft Law 
on Judicial Power and in its 1994 Draft CCP, the Procuracy Insti-
tute proposed a jury of seven citizens who were to sit with a panel 
of three professional judges.161 
· ,~~~rl-ed, "I don't want communists to try me, I want a jury. • Statement of G.S. Palsui, at 
OEB.Lijury Trial Workshop, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994). 
153 UPK RSFSR § 425. The Russian reformers saw this as an added protection for de· 
fendants of non-Russian origin facing trial in predominantly Russian regions. Ironically, 
the first to demand a trial under the new law in SARATOV-1 were two Gypsy men accused 
of murdering three ethnic Russians. 
154 October 1992 Draft Jury Law; November 1992 Draft Jury Law; December 1992 Draft 
Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 420). 
155 October 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 423); November 1992 Draft jury Law 
and December 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 425). 
156 Sergei A. Pashin, Statement at Russian Law Academy (Jan. 5, 1993). 
157 UPK RSFSR § 422. 
158 UPK RSFSR § 440. 
159 Before the October Revolution, a threejudge panel presided over the jury. 1864 
UPK, supra note 1~ § 595. The Concept of Judicial Reform also foresaw a jury with thre~ 
professional judges n1 the higher courts for cases punishable by more than 10 years depn-
vation of liberty. Concept of Judicial Reform, supra note 1, at 55; see also October 1992 
Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 430); November 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 430); 
December 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 433). 
. :--~ 160 _)1inistry of Justice 1992 Draft Jury Law, supra note 151, § 434. The author of this 
lr"*'cti_:oo... Vasilii P. Dvortsevoi, favored the French jury system in which the judge and the 
jury decide all questions of law or fact together, Interview with Vasilii P. Dvortsevoi, Mem· 
her of the Ministry of Justice Working Group, in Moscow (Mar. 31, 1993). Inga B. 
Mikhailovskaia of the Legislative Committee working group allowed the author to review 
the unpublished early draft of that group in November 1992. 
161 A.D. Boikov & Igor' I. Karpets, 0 zakonotvarchestve, sude/moi vlasti i Jnavosudii [On tile 
Creation ofLaw,JudicialPuwerand]ustice], 11 Gos.1 PRAvo 92 (1992). Althoughjuries of 12 
persons are the rule in the United States, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that Florida's 
six person juries are large enough to promote group discussions, to deter attempts at 
outside interference with the jury, and to guarantee a representative cross-section of the 
community. Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (1970). 
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From the time the investigator advises the accused of his or her 
right to trial by jury at the end of the preliminary investigation, the 
accused must be r·epresented by counsel. 162 If the accused has not 
or cannot retain counsel, the court has the obligation to appoint 
one. 163 Appointed counsel have represented defendants in the 
overwhelming majority of the cases, sometimes stepping in only a 
few days before the. trial begins. 164 They earn one-fourth the mini-
mum monthly wage for each day in court. 165 Thus well-known law-
yers seldom serve as appointed counsel, 166 leaving a large number 
of these cases in the hands of relatively inexperienced lawyers. 167 
· The Russian Bar has strongly criticized the low pay afforded to ap-
pointed counsel.168 · 
Between January 1 and September 1, 1994, defendants opted 
for trial by Jury in only 254 of the 1465 cases which were filed in 
the nine regional and territorial courts. 169 Although it has been 
suggested that investigators discourage many defendants from opt-
ing for jury trials.hefore they meet with their appointed counsel, an 
162 UPK RSFSR § 426. 
163 Id. § 426(2). 
164 In MOSCOW-"2, the court appointed defense counsel on the day bef01'e the trial 
began because the original attorney was ill. Interview \'oith Vasgen G. Avetiah, Defense 
Counsel in MOSCOW-2, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 10, 1994). In MOSCOW-3, de· 
fense counsel had only two days to prepare due to conflicting assignments of the previous 
attorney. Interview with Viacheslav N. Sharkov, defense counsel in MOSCOW<~. in Mos-
cow Regional Court (Jan. 18, 1994). Defense counsel had three days to prepare in 
RIAZAN'·L Interview with Georgii A. Kitaev, Defense Counsel in RIAZAN'-1, in Riazan' 
Regional Court (Mar. 23, 1994). Defense counsel had two days to prepare in RIAZAN'-4 
because the defendant had not gotten along with the previous lawyer. Interview with 
Sergei Iu. Kochetkov, Defense Counsel in RIAZAN'-4, in Riazan' Regional Collegium of 
Advocates (Aug. 12, 1994). 
165 UPK RSFSR § 427. 
166 A noted exception is the participation in MOSCOW-10 of Elena Iu. L'vova, defense 
counsel in the trials of both the August 1991 coup-plotters and the October 1993 defend-
ers of the Russian White House (author's note). 
167 Svetlana E. Ermakova, appointed to represent Slonchakov in MOSCOW-I, had 
worked as an advocate for two years and had not yet appeared in the Regional Court. 
Interview with Svetlana E. Ermakova, in Pavlovskii Posad People's Court (Jan. 5, 1994) . 
Valerii V. Kolesnik, who represented defendant Evenko in KRASNODAR-1, was defending 
his first case ever. The jury sentenced the co-defendant, Shevchenko, to death. Interview 
with Valerii V. Kolesnik, Defense Counsel, in Krasnodar (Sept. 13, 1994). 
168 In August 1994, a court-appointed advocate earned 5000 rubles a day (exchange 
rate: $1.00 2140 rubles as of Aug. 13, 1994), of which one-third was payable to the local 
Jaw office and collegium for overhead, leaving approximately $1.57 per day for the lawyer 
before taxes. Interview with Ivan I. Markov, President of the Riazan' Regional Collegium 
of Advocates, in Riazan' Region (Aug. 12, 1994). These calculations remained valid as of 
October 1994. Presentation of AI' bert S. Bulichov, President of the Ivanovo Collegium of 
Advocates, at the Sochi Jury Trial Conference, in Sochi (Oct. 4, 1994). 
169 See Appendix II. 
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equally likely explanation is found in the advocates' own reluc-
tance to support the new procedure. 170 
Because of the change to an adversary system of criminal pro-
ceedings, the drafters of the new Jury Law were intent on compel-
ling the procurator to be present in all cases heard before ajury. 171 
The first drafts of the Jury Law included a provision requiring the 
automatic dismissal of a case in which the procurator twice failed 
to appear in court. 172 Opposition from the Procuracy and other 
agencies led to the elimination of this provision. The failure of 
witnesses, advocates, prosecutors, and victims to appear in court is 
one of the reasons that criminal procedures in Russia are ex-
tremely slow. 173 
C. The Preliminary Hearing in jury Cases 
Mter the accused demands trial by jury at the close of the pre-
liminary investigation, the judge sets a preliminary hearing during 
which the judge must confirm the defendant's choice. The judge 
also takes one of the following actions based on the dossier of the 
'~ase: (1) sets a trial on the charges contained in the prosecutor's 
indictment or on lesser-included charges supported by the evi-
. ·dentf!;"' (2) dismisses the case for lack of sufficient evidence or on 
procedural grounds; (3) refers the case to another jurisdiction; or 
( 4) returns the case to the investigator for supplementary investiga-
tion.l'4 These are the same choices a judge faces at the prepara-
170 The aulhor has met with advocates from all nine regions and territories in which 
the system of trial by jury has been instituted, and has discerned in !he m1!iority a clear lack 
of interest'1n this new system. The main complaint has been !he miserable fee paid to 
court-appointed counsel. Yet conservative resistance to !he adversary features of trial by 
jury, which inevitably requires a much more active role for defense lawyers, most certainly 
plays a part in !his apalhy. The president of Ul'ianovsk Regional Court attributed the lack 
of requests for j14:Y trial to !he Bar's and the P. rocuracy's fear of !he new procedure. Inter-
view wilh Anatotrl"V. Zherebtsov, President of Ul'ianovsk Regional Court, in Ul'ianovsk 
Regional Court Quly 22, 1994). Judges in the Rostov-on-the-Don Region and in the Kras-
nodar Territory have made similar comments. Interview with Boris A. Nikolaev, Vice-Presi-
dent of Rostov Regional Court, in Rostov Regional Court (Sept. 9, 1994); Interview wilh 
::-_,. . Sergei N. Tkachev, Vice-President ofKrasnodar Territorial Court, in Krasnodar Territorial 
-~~~rt':1Sept. 13, 1994). 
' . l7i UPK RSFSR § 428. 
172 October 1992 Draft jury Law (UPK RSFSR §§ 429, 436). 
173 
,MOSCOW-4, 
8 was caused by the same reason. 
174 UPK RSFSR § 433, Grounds for returning a case for supplementary investigation 
are: (I) incompleteness of !he preliminary investigation; (2) substantial violation of !he 
Code of Criminal Proced.ure by investigative officials; (3) amendments of the indictment to 
add new charges arising from !he facts under investigation, or to increase in !he. severity of 
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tory phase of a nonjury triaL 175 Another functi<:n of the judge 
during the preliminary hearing i~ ru!ing _on motions to exclude 
·from the trial evidence gathered m viOlation of the law or other-
wise deemed inadmissible. 176 
Of the 254 cases in which defendants requested jury trials, 
judges returned nearly twenty percent for f~rther investigation at 
the preliminary hearing stage,I'7 upon a motion from the prosecu-
' ti' Iao Many tion,I71:l the defense,179 or upon the courts own mo on. . 
prosecutors are understandably reluctant to prese~t poorly or ~lie­
gaily investigated cases to juries. Thus, at the prelimmary h~ann~, 
many choose either to return such cases for more thorough mvestl-
gation or to reduce the charges to better reflect the all~ged c~m­
duct of the accused.181 Moreover, in those cas~s m wh1c~ 
defendants filed requests for jury trials, defenW:.n:' Wlthdr~~ th~!; 
requests in forty-two of the cases during the prehmmary heanng. 
Half of the defendants who "changed their minds" did so ~n cases 
in the Stavropol' and Krasnodar Territorial Courts.183 .•. 
In one Krasnodar case, judges at the preliminary hearing talked 
the defendant and defense counsel out of exercising the tight of 
trial by jury. In this case involving three serial murders, judges ar-
the charges; (4) addition of new defendants in the indictment; or (5)joinder or severance 
of counts or defendants. ld. § 232. 
175 Id. §§ 221·239, 433. . ' i . · 1 176 Id. §§ 69(3), 432, 433. This is the first legislative .enactme~t of the COI!Stltutlon~a 
provision relating to the exclusion of illegally gathered evtdence. See KoN~'T. RSFSR, sup 
note 94, at art. 65 (1978); KoNST. RF, supra note 22, at art. 50(2) (1993). 
171 See Appendix II. 12 of 178 A study conducted by the Procuracy Institute foun~ ~at, as ofJ~me 1. 1994, ned 
the 25 cases returned for furlher investigation at the prehmmary hearmg were tetur 
upon the prosecutor's motion. INFORMATSIONNOE l'IS'MO: 'AKl'UAl}!,lYE PRO!li.EMY SUD\ I'~!-
. ' (I'O MATERIALAM NAUCHND-PRAKTICHESKOl KONFERicNTSll) [INFORMATIONAl .• F.T-~~::H~RRENT PtWBLEMS OF TRIAL BY JURY . (l'ROM MATERIALS OF THE SciE~'T!FIC AND 
PRACTICAL CONFERENC£)) [hereinafter PROCURAcY INSTITUTE, INFORMATIONAL' Lf,TT~R) ·. 
179 Prosecutors appealed defense motions to return cases for furlh~~ m~esngauon, 
wilhout success, in Saratov and Krasnodar cases. See 5;uprente Court ?.ec1s10n ~f May 13, 
1994 (Case ofDavydov), Case No. 32·kp-094-17sp; Supreme Court DecisiOn ofJ~y 19, 1994 
(Case ofVereshchagin), Case No. 18-kp-094-69sp. 
ISO The chairman of !he Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court approved !he pr~ci 
tlce of Moscow judges to return cases for further investi~ti~n if t.hey. detect -substan~1a 
violations of !he Code of Criminal Procedure during their mvestigation of l,h~ doSSie.r 
before the preliminary hearing. Conversation between Svetlana V. Marasanova;Vtce-Presi· 
dent of Moscow Regional Court, and Aleksei P. Judge of the Court, at 
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gued that the length of the case would excessively tie up their 
court. Furthermore, the judges successfully convinced the defense 
counsel that the costs of having to bring the witnesses to Krasnodar 
from Anapa, a distant region, and rent hotel rooms for them 
throughout the course of the trial, would be too high. The defend-
ant was subsequently sentenced to death by a court with lay 
assessors. 184 
The apparent unwillingness of some advocates (defense attor-
neys) to encourage defendants to choose trial by jury, de~pite th.e 
predominantly positive results for defendants in the first tnals, may 
be due to anxiety and lack of knowledge of the new procedure. 185 
More likely, however, it is because the insignificant salary paid to 
court-appointed counsel does not compensate for the increased 
work and pressure involved in jury trials. 
D. The Exclusion of Illegally Gathered Evidence 
The judge may exclude illegally gathered evidence at the pre-
liminary hearing if he or she can make such a determination on 
!he basis of the preliminary investigation dossier alone.186 
·- In the United States, common grounds for motions to suppress 
··~oence are violations ofthe constitutional right to counsel, of the 
right to remain silent, and of th~ right t? be free from .unlawf~l 
searches and seizures. The Russ1an law 1s more expansiVe for 1t · 
allows evidence to be excluded for non constitutional violations of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure which governs the gathering of 
evidence during the preliminary investigation. Thus a Russian 
court XU..~Y suppress evidence for the investigator's failure to follow 
184 Interview with Sergei N. Tkachev,Judge, in Krasnodar Territorial Court (Sept. 13, 
1994). Judge Boris A. Nikolaev, Head of the Section on Jury Trial of the Rostov Regional 
~ Court, admitted that one or two of the seven judges he has designated to try jury cases 
"'\fe~ularly dissuade defendants from exercising their statutory right. He al~o stat~ that 
':idvocates and investigators are similarly guilty of dissuading defendants. Bons A. Ntkolaev, 
Statement at the Russian Law Academy Jury Trial Conference in Moscow (Sept. 15, 1994). 
185 Interview with Mikhail A. Gin, Defense Counsel in KRASNODAR·4, in Krasnodar 
(Sept. 12, 1994) (explaining why only four cases had proceeded to judgment before juries 
in Krasnodar). The Chainnan of the Cassadonal Panel of the Supreme Court, Judge AJek-
sei P. Shurygin,mentioned the case ofKrasnikov from UI'ianovsk in which the investigator 
wrote in the dossier that the defendant had rejected trial by jury without the judge ever 
advising him of that right. AJeksei P. Shurygin, Address at the Sochijury Trial Conference, 
in Sochi (Oct. 5, 1994). 
186 UPK RSFSR §§ 432, 433. 
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certain statutory procedures, even if the procedural defect does 
not implicate the constitutional rights of the accused. 187 
It is often difficult for judges to decide the legality of a piece of 
evidence on the basis of the dossier alone. Only an ignorant or 
careless investigator would include clearly illegally gathered evi-
dence in the dossier. Yet judges have found evidentiary violations 
at the preliminary hearings in several of the first cases. 
Judges in MOSCOW-I, MOSCOW-2, MOSCOW-11, SARATOV-
3, and SARATOV-4 have excluded statements taken by investiga-
tors who had questioned the accused "as a witness" in violation of 
Article 51 of the Russian Constitution, because the investigators 
did not advise the alleged "witnesses" of their right to remain si-
lent.188 The Russian Supreme Court cast doubt on the future of 
such exclusions, however, by reversing the jury's acquittal in AL-
TAI-6.189 Judges in MOSCOW-I and MOSCOW-3 excluded the 
statements of defendants' wives when the investigators had not ad-
vised them of their right not to testify against their spouses. 190 The 
judge in MOSCOW-2 excluded statements taken from juveniles 
who were not represented by counsel. 191 
Many investigators have tried to circumvent the law requiring 
mandatory appointment of counsel in cases of aggravat~d mur-
der192 by first charging suspects with lesser offenses which do not 
require appointment of counsel, and then using their statements 
to develop a case of aggravated murder. In RIAZAN' -1, police first 
187 See MOSCOW-! (the judge suppressed an alleged murder weapon and the fruits of 
a theft because of violations ofUPKRSFSR §§ 164, 165, prescribing investigative identifica-
tion procedures). 
188 KoNST. RF, supra note 22, at art. 51; seeal.soUPKRSFSR §§ 46, 52 (enumerating the 
rights of the accused and of suspects): § 150 (governing the questioning of the accused at 
the preliminary investigation); § 158 (addressing the questioning of witnesses). Compare 
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) (suppressing evidence obtained in statements 
from witnesses who were not advised of their right to remain silent). 
189 See Supreme Court Decision of Sept. l, 1994 (Case of Bulochnikov), Case No. 51-
kp-094-68p. The trial judge had excluded all of the d:fendant's ~tat:ments at the.pre!imi-
nary investigation because he had not been admomshed of h1s nght to remam stlem 
granted under Article 51 of the 1993 Constitution. The Supreme Court held that it was 
enough to advise a criminal suspect or defendant of his right under UPK RSFSR §§ 46 and 
52 to give a statement, because this implicitly conveyed the right not to give a statement. 
The Court added that the questioning of the defendant occurred before the December 
1993 referendum enacted the new Constitution with Article 51. 
190 See KoNST. RF, supra note 22, at art. 51; see also ROSTOV-13 (excluding the testi-
mony of the defendant's sister because of a violation of Article 51). 
191 See UPK RSFSR § 49 (mandating that juveniles be represented by counsel during 
the preliminary investigation and the trial); see also SARATOV-6 (judge excluded the state· 
ments of two juveniles which had not been taken in the presence of a teacher as required 
by UPK RSFSR § 159). 
192 UPK RSFSR § 49(5) (providing mandatory representation by counsel). 
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arr~sted ~ll three murder suspects for petty hooliganism, 193 al-
lowmg a JUdge to impose administrative detention for up to four-
teen days. Each suspect underwent seven days of administrative 
detention. During that time, the police, according to the testi-
mony of the three defendants, beat them into talking about the 
murder. 
Another law enforcement tactic to elicit confessions is to advise 
suspects that "turning themselves in" (iavka s povinnoi) and "clean-
hearted remorse" (chistoserdechnoe raskaianie) are statutory mitigat-
ing circumstances that will help them in sentencing.194 Thus in 
SARATOV-3, the judge excluded from the trial all of the defend~ 
ant's incriminating statements except a "declaration" (zaiavlenie) 195 
that he had written during a four week period while denied access 
to counsel. 
In Russia, the suppression of illegally acquired statements is es-
pecially important because criminal investigations appear to re-
volve around obtaining such statements from suspects and 
witnesses. 196 Rather than requesting the judge to exclude allegedly 
inv.Dluntary confessions and statements, defense lawyers have usu-
. ~·a!!X .<;h$?~sen to argue the validity of the evidence in front of the 
Jury. 197 This strategy apparently arises from the fear that the judge, 
rather than to dismiss the case for lack of evidence, may return it 
for further investigation, possibly to the same investigators who 
"obtained" the original statement or confession.198 
Law and practice are also unclear about the issue of standing to 
exclude evidence. Prosecutors in several of the cases have moved 
to exclude evidence acquired in violation of the law at the prelimi-
193 Code of Administrative Infractions § 158. Petty hooliganism usually involves public 
drunkenness. '""'·"· 
194 See UK RSFSR §§ 38(9), 111. 
195 A "declaration" is technically a statement of a citizen reporting the commission of a 
cdme. UPK RSFSR § 110. 
,._-,_ 196 :ro the author's knowledge, no accused in the first jury trials remained silent 
· -!i<:t:l;l;rougli'll!ut the investigation. Defendants have allegedly admitted full or partial guilt in all 
btit iimindful of cases. See, e.g., MOSCOW-6, MOSCOW-11, IVANOV0-2, and SARATOV-
2. 
197 In IVANOV0-3, IVANOV0-6, MOSCOW-!, RIAZAN'-1, ALTAI-6, ROSTOV-11, 
ROSTOV-18, STAVROPOL'-7, and KRASNODAR-4, defendants who had "confessed" to 
the police were acquitted of murder charges. 
198 Another worry for defense lawyers is that an appellate court will reverse a verdict of 
not guilty because of an unlawful suppression. Such a reversal happened in AL TAI-6. De-
fense counsel in KRASNODAR-4 revealed that he did not move to suppress any evidence 
so as not to run the risk of l).ppellate reversal. Interview with Mikhail A. Gin, supra note 
185. 
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nary hearing, usually without objection from the defense. 199 Critics 
. have warned that prosecutors could move to exclude exculpatory 
evidence gathered in violation of defendants' rights at the prelimi-
nary examination, thereby using their position as "guarantors of 
legality" to achieve unjust results. Indeed, the law provides that 
illegally gathered evidence cannot be used to prove the basic ele-
ments of the crimes charged in the indictment,200 thus casting 
doubt as to whether prosecutors could engage in such a tactic.201 
Nonetheless, this tactic was successfully employed over. the ob-
jection of the defense in ROSTOV-17 to suppress exculpatory de-
fense evidence. In that case, the defendant was charged With two 
counts of attempted murder. The defense for the first charge was 
self-defense: following a game of roulette, the victim had chased 
the defendant into an underground passage and attacked him, in-
jured him and caused the defendant to stab him in self-defense. 
The defendant was seen by a doctor who prepared a report docu-
menting his wounds. The prosecutor successfully moved to sup-
press the evidence of the defendant's wounds because the doctor 
violated the CCP in preparing his report. The defense for the sec-
ond charge claimed misidentification. The bartender in the hotel 
in which the defendant allegedly shot and wounded a customer 
viewed a line-up including the defendant but did not identify the 
defendant. At the time of the lineup, the defendant was ~held in 
custody in violation of his right to counsel. The victim's wife could 
not positively identify the defendant either, remarking only that he 
looked similar to the assailant. Furthermore, the victim, who had 
described the gunman as a person from the Caucasus with long 
dark hair, was shown a picture of the defendant, who looks more 
like a fair-haired Baltic resident, and was told: "He shot you." 
Later, the six-by-nine centimeter photograph of the defendant was 
put in a photo-lineup with much smaller photographs of other per-
sons, and the defendant was finally identified. Over defense objec-
tion, the judge allowed the photo-lineup, but the failure to identify 
at the physical lineup was excluded upon motion by the prosecu-
199 Statements of defendants were excluded upon motion of the prosecutor in ROS-
TOV-4 and ROSTOV-5 because of a violation of the right to counsel. In MOSCOW-11 they 
were excluded because of a violation of Article 51 of the 1993 Constitution, while the 
defendant was questioned as a "witness." The President of the Federal Union of Advocates, 
A.P. Galaganov, lamented the practice of prosecutors moving to protect the rights of de-
fendants in the face of silent defense counsel. Statement of A.P. Galaganov, at the Sochi 
Jury Trial Conference, in Sochi (Oct. 4, 1994). 
200 UPK RSFSR §§ 68, 69(3). 
201 Professor V.M. Savitskii stressed this position at the CEELIJury Trial Workshop, in 
Sochi, (Apr. 26, 1994). 
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tor. The defense moved to exclude the statement of the victim's 
wife at the preliminary examination where she had described the 
defendant as being the gunman without identifying him at the 
lineup, but this motion was also denied.202 
Traditionally, police in Russia have acted with impunity in their 
dealings both with criminal suspects and with law-abiding citizens. 
The constitutionally mandated exclusion from the trial of all ille-
gally gathered evidence may have dramatic effects on law enforce-
ment procedure.203 Many Russian legal scholars, however, believe 
that only "substantial" violations of the law should lead to exclusion 
of otherwise admissible evidence.204 The Ministry of justice has in-
corporated this reasoning into its Draft Code of Criminal 
Procedure. 205 
Despite efforts to exclude illegally obtained evidence from the 
proceedings before or during the preliminary hearing, however, 
some allegations of illegal police conduct do not surface until the 
actual trial.206 
E. Preparatory Part of the Trial 
~ .... ~..... 
:', .,,.,TheJtew law has not changed the procedure of the preparatory 
stages of the trial. The old Code of Criminal Procedure remains in 
force, except to the extent that it contradicts the new Jury Law.207 
Before jury selection begins, the judge announces the case,208 
determines that all of the parties and witnesses are present,209 and 
202 Interview with LA. Gel'fand, Defense Counsel in ROSTOV-17, in Rostov Regional 
Court (Se~9, 1994). Defendant was acquitted of the 1993 attempted murder, but the 
issue in the 1988 case is presently on appeal to the Supreme Court. 
203 See ROSTOV-18 (defense counsel successfully moved at the preliminary hearing to 
discover medical reports of injuries sustained by the defendant allegedly at the hands of 
investigators, whiltthe was in pretrial custody; defendant was later acquitted of the crime to 
which he had "co~ed"); see also MOSCOW-13 (judge suppressed prior statements of the 
defendants, claiming investigators had obtained them through coercion). 
204 See Sergei A Pashin, Lecture at the Russian Legal Academy (Nov. 11, 1993). Pro-
fessor Inga B. Mikhailovskaia believes that all merely technical violations of the Code of 
>·., Crimin<ll Procedure, such as missing signatures on documents, should be corrected by 
" ~'i\\tu;nh)~ the case to the investigator. She believes, however, that cases involving substan-
ti~l V!Ofations of the rights of the accused should be suppressed. juRY TRIAL MANUAL, supra 
note 134, at 43 n.38. 
205 MINISTRli OF jUSTICt: 1994 DRAFT UPJ{. .supra note 83, § 249(2) (l). 
206 UPK RSFSR § 435(3). At the trial, either party can move for a hearing out of the 
presence of the jurors to admit evidence previously suppressed at the preliminary hearing. 
Id. § 446(5). Although the procedure for this provision is not absolutely clear, judges uni-
formly allow such motions during trials. 
207 UPK RSFSR § 420. 
208 ld. § 267. 
209 ld. § 268. 
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then questions the defendant as to identity and personal informa-
tion.210 The judge advises the defendant, the aggrieved,211 civil 
plaintiffs and defendants,212 and expert witnesses of their rights 
and duties.213 The judge then hears any pretrial motions, including 
challenges to the composition of the court.214 
F. Selection of the jury 
At the preliminary hearing, the judge issues an order request-
ing the appearance of a given number of prospective jurors (in no 
case less than twenty) on the trial date. The court administrator 
issues the appropriate summonses and draws by lot the number 
requested by the trial judge from those appearing in court. 215 
When the prospective jurors appear on the trial date, the judge 
informs them of the type of case before the court and explains the 
procedure of jury selection and the criteria for jury eligibility.216 
Certain prospective jurors can request to be excluded from serv-
ing.217 At this time, the judge may ask questions designed to deter-
mine whether any of the jurors may be subject to a challenge for 
cause.218 Although most of the cases heard before juries in Russia 
210 ld. § 271. ' 
211 Under Russian law, an aggrieved party (pote-tpcvshyt) in a criminal case possesses 
nearly all the procedural rights of the prosecution and defense. The aggrieved person can 
participate in the preliminary investigation, receive full discovery of the results of the inves-
tigation, and participate in the trial. ld. § 53. In homicide cases the aggrieved is usually a 
close relative of the victim. ld. § 53(4). 
212 The court may attach civil suits, usually for restitution of material damage, to crimi-
nal cases. In such circumstances, the court gives the plaintiffs and the defendants of the 
civil suit substantial rights as parties to the criminal proceeding. ld. §§ 54, 55. Civil plain-
tiffs, defendants, and the aggrieved were full parties in pre-1917 criminal cases as well. 
1864 UPK. supra note 151, §§ 5 to 7. 
213 UPK RSFSR §§ 273-275. 
214 ld. §§ 276, 272. 
215 ld. § 434. 
216 Id. § 438(3 to 5). 
217 The following groups may request to be excused from jury duty: perso,ns who are 
60 years old or older, women v.ith small children, persons whose religious beliefs prevent 
them from serving, and persons whose professions are deemed necessary to the public, 
such as doctors, teachers, and pilots. Law on Court Organization§ 80(6). 
218 UPK RSFSR § 438(5). In addition to the statutory reasons for being ineligible for 
jury duty, some judges in the first jury trials also inquired into: whether the prospective 
jurors were acquainted with the case, parties, or witnesses; whether friends or relatives of 
the prospective jurors worked in law enforcement or law-related occupations; and whether 
prospective jurors had been charged with, convicted of, or were victims of similar crimes. 
In SARATOV-1, the judge asked if anyone had experienced serious conflict with the Gyp-
sies. In Moscow cases, judges asked whether anyone had previously served as a people's 
assessor. In MOSCOW-3, the judge asked questions about the jurors' feelings about the 
presumption of innocence, the burden of proof, their inclination toward resolving dis-
putes in favor of the defendant, and their attitudes toward alcohol consumption. 
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are punishable by death,219 and the jury will be advised of possible 
punishment before their deliberation, Russian jurors have thus far 
not been questioned about their opinions regarding the death 
penalty and are not subject to challenges for cause on this 
ground.220 
Parties to the proceedings, including the aggrieved and parties 
to pendent civil litigation, may challenge a juror for cause if the 
juror has an interest in the case or cannot be impartial.221 Parties 
to a trial submit questions in written form to thejudge,222 who then 
decides if they are pertinent to the development of a challenge for 
cause before posing them to the jury.223 
After challenges for cause, the court must reduce the number 
of potential jurors to eighteen.224 Both the prosecution and the 
defense are allotted peremptory challenges.225 The challenge pro-
219 Of the first 109 jury trials which proceeded to judgment, all but 12 have been po-
tential capital cases. Seventy-seven were aggravated murder cases, UK RSFSR § 102; 10 
involved aggravated rape or rape of a child under 14, id. § 117 ( 4); and 10 were attempts to 
commit aggravated murders, id. § 15. 
._220 Since Russian jurors may not impose the death penalty but may only negate it by 
'recommending lenience, there is no need to "death-<jualifY" the jury, a process which pro-
tltt!;!a~ aJuqo more likely to render a guilty verdict on the facts. Cj Witherspoon v. Illinois, 
39fU.S. 510 ( 1968) (holding that U.S. jurors are subject to challenge for cause if opposed 
to the death penalty). The fact that verdicts may be less than unanimous also obviates the 
necessity to weed out jurors who would be unable to render a particular penalty. 
221 UPK RSFSR §§59, 60, 438(7). In none of the nine cases in which the author ob-
served jury selection has a party challenged a juror for cause. To the author's knowledge, 
only one prospective juror in a murder case has expressed concerns over his or her ability 
to remain impartial. RIAZAN'-1. 
222 November 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK RSFSR § 443) allowed both the defense and 
the prosect!ti2,n to directly question the prospective jurors to develop grounds for a 
challenge. 
223 UPK RSFSR § 438(6). In SARATOV-1 and other Saratov cases, prosecutors asked 
jurors if they were unhappy with the work of the police, the procurator's office, or the 
courts because they felt their rights or the rights of others had been violated. Otherwise, in 
the .cases which th-t.hor has witnessed, the parties to the trial submitted few questions to 
prospective jurors. · 
224 UPK RSFSR § 438(9 to 10). If, after challenges for cause, more than 18 jurors 
remain, the judge puts their tickets in a box and withdraws the number of tickets necessary 
to reduce the number in the box to 18. If, on the other hand, fewer than 18 tickets re-
four peremptory on how many the prosecution used. The final 
number of tickets may not be reduced to fewer than 14. The remaining tickets are then 
placed in the box, and the judge selects the first 12 tickets to form the jury. The remaining 
two persons constitute alternate jurors. The Ministry of Justice Draft Code of Criminal 
Procedure provides that the prosecutor must discuss the exercise of the two peremptory 
challenges with the aggrieved party and with the civil plaintiff if there is one. MINISTRY OF 
JusTICE 1994 ERAFT UPK, supra note 83, § 354(6). 
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cess results in a jury composed of twelve individuals with two alter-
nates.226 The decision of cases by majority jury vote, rather than 
unanimous decision, diminishes the need for extended voir dire of 
prospective jurors and for numerous peremptory challenges. 
Once the jury is selected, according to the new Jury Law, any of 
the parties may challenge the entire panel on the basis that it will 
be unable, due to its composition, to arrive at an objective ver-
dict. 227 If the judge grants this motion, the jury is excused and the 
selection process begins anew. If the selected jury remains unchal-
lenged, the jurors proceed to elect a foreperson. 228 They then 
swear to decide the case honestly and impartially, based only on 
the evidence adduced in court, and "according to [their] inner 
conviction and conscience as befits a free citizen and just 
person."229 
Jury selection in the first Russian trials has usually lasted no 
more than one or two hours. The jury list given to the parties at 
the outset includes the age, occupation and place of resi4ence of 
the jurors. The cursory proceedings have uncovered little more. 
AB the next section will show, however, these relatively anonymous 
jury panels have responded with remarkable sympathy towards de-
fendants, even those charged with the most heinous crimes. 
226 UPK RSFSR §§ 439-440. In the 18 cases in which the author has information about 
the final make-up of the jury, women have outnumbered men in nine cases, men have 
oumumbered women in four cases, and in five cases, the numbers have been equally bal-
anced. Men outnumbered women in only one of seven Moscow cases (MOSCOW-3) and 
in none of the five Saratov cases. In Ivanovo, called the "city of brides" due to <.its prepon-
derance of women residents working traditionally in the textile industry, men outnum-
bered women two to one in the juries in IVANOV0-1 and IVANOV0-3. 
227 UPK RSFSR § 441. To the author's knowledge, only one defendant has challenged 
the composition of the jury under this section. See KRASNODAR-5 (defendant charged 
with raping his stepdaughter successfully challenged a panel of 10 women and two men, 
claiming a jury with so many women would not give him a fair trial, especially since the 
judge and the were also women). Other advocates have similar con-
cates remarked that they sought, for instance, more women on the jury due to the type of 
case, and a third complained about having too many "housewives" on the panel. See Inter-
view with Svetlana E. Ermakova, Defense Counsel in MOSCOW-I, in Pavlovskii Posad 
Trial Workshop, in Sochi (Apr. 26, 1994); see also Elena M. (svina, Defense Counsel in 
SARATOV-3, Comment at the CEELIJury Trial Workshop, in Sochi (Apr. 26, 1994). 
228 UPK RSFSR § 442. Forepersons in Russian juries are called starshina (elders). 
229 ld. § 443. Cj UPK RSFSR § 71 (stating that the court with people's assessors is 
supposed to evaluate evidence "according to its inner conviction, .based on an all-sided, 
complete and objective analysis of all circumstances of the case in its totality, guided by the 
law and socialist legal consciousness" (emphasis added)). 
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G. The Trial 
1. General Provisions 
The new Jury Law enacts into law several constitutional princi-
ples which had previously lain dormant in the Russian Constitu-
tion. These include the principle of adversarial procedure, 230 the 
presumption of innocence,231 the privilege against self-incrimina-
tion,232 and the exclusion of illegally gathered evidence.233 
2. The Role of the judge 
The return to adversarial procedure in Russian courts234 
changes the role of the judge from that of truth-seeker who, along 
with enforcing the law, was bound to 
take all legal measures towards the all-sided, complete and 
objective investigation of the circumstances of the case, and 
produce incriminating and exonerating evidence, mitigat-
ing and aggravating circumstances affecting respon-
··-sibility. 235 
The new language outlines the judge's new role: 
The preliminary hearing and the jury trial are based on the 
principle of adversarim;ss. Equal. rights. are. ~arant~ed. t~e 
parties, for. w~om the JUdge, whtle mam~~mg obJeCtiVIty 
and impartiality, creates the necessary conditions for an all-
sided and complete investigation of the facts of the case.236 
~~ 
230 ':Judicial Proceedings shall be conducted on the basis of adversary procedure and 
equality of the parties.» KoNST. RF, supra note 22, at art. 123(3). 
231 See id. at art. 49(1); see also KoNST. RSFSR, supra note 94, at art 65; UPK RSFSR 
§ 451 (obligating ~ge to instntct jurors about the presumption of innocence in 
sununation). · 
232 See KoNsT. RF, supra note 22, at art 51(1); see also KDNST. RSFSR, supra note 94, at 
art. 67; UPK RSFSR § 446 (requiring judge to advise defendant of right to give or withhold 
testimony); id. § 451 (stating duty of judge to instruct jurors in summation that defendant's 
''':~.failur,e tQ testifY is not evidence of guilt). 
'*"~~:~!!l! . ..sie discussion supra Part V.D. 
. 234 Pre-revolutionary Russian criminal procedure recognized the equality of arms. 
1864 UPK, supra note 151, § 630. The principle of adversariness (frrigpvorit'sia k sos-
tiazaniiu) was understood as giving the opposing side a chance to respond to all evidence 
produced by the other. IlL § 734. 
235 UPK RSFSR § 20. See KoMMENTARil K UGDLOVNO·I'RoTst:ssUAL'NoMu KODEKSU 
RSFSR [CoMMENTARY ON THE ConE OF CRIMINAL PROCF.DURE] § 20 n.ll ( 1985) (emphasiz-
ing that the duty of the judge, procurator, investigator, and police outlined in this section 
is fundamentally the duty to establish the truth). 
236 UPK RSFSR § 429 ( 1). 
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Thus the new law aims to strip the judge of all accusatorial func-
tions related to charging, dismissing, and prosecuting cases.237 In 
contrast, the court with people's assessors can, on its own motion, 
return a case for supplementary investigation,238 initiate new 
charges at trial if the evidence warrants it,239 and con,tinue to prose-
cute a case despite a prosecutor's motion to dismiss for insufficient 
evidence240 or failure to be present during the trial.241 Further-
more, in the court with people's assessors, the judge assumes a 
quasi-prosecutorial role by virtue of being the first to question the 
defendant, the witnesses, and the experts.242 
3. The Presumption of Innocence and Supplementary Investigations 
Despite the recent reforms, the provisions governing supple-
mentary investigation threaten to undermine the presumption of 
innocence in Russia. Under the new law, after trial has begun, the 
court can return a case for supplementary investigation upon a mo-
tion of the prosecutor, defendant, defense counsel, or the ag-
grieved, if there is new evidence that cannot be investigated at 
trial.243 
The judge must grant the prosecutor's motion to dismiss due to 
insufficiency of evidence if the aggrieved does not object'). but the 
judge cannot dismiss over the veto of the aggrieved.244 The final 
text of the Jury Law, giving the aggrieved veto power over the pros-
ecutor's motion to dismiss,24-" and resurrecting the much criticized 
power to return cases for supplementary investigation, may com-
237 The procurator must now participate in all jury trials. UPK RSFSR § 428. This 
requirement eliminates the burden on the judge to assume a prosecutorial role in the 
absence of an official prosecutor. 
238 !d. §§ 221 (2). 258. 
239 !d. § 255. 
240 !d.§ 259 (granting power of dismissal solely to the court). In pre-revolutionary law, 
if the court did not agree with the prosecutor's motion to dismiss, the case was referred for 
decision to the judicial PaneL 1864 UPK, supra note 151, § 528. 
241 UPK RSFSR § 251(1). 
242 ld. §§ 280, 283, 289. 
243 !d.§ 429(3). Pre-revolutionary Russian law allowed courts to suspend a jury trial to 
collect supplementary evidence and begin the case anew if the jury could not be reassem-
bled. 1864 UPK. supra note 151, §§ 634-35. In earlier drafts of the Jury Law, the court in a 
jury trial could not return a case for supplementary investigation after the start of trial. 
October 1992 Draft jury Law (UPK § 429); November 1992 Draft jury Law (UPK § 429). 
244 UPK RSFSR § 430(2). In earlier drafts of the Jury Law, the court was bound to 
dismiss the case upon the prosecutor's motion, regardless of the wishes of the aggrieved. 
October 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK § 429); November 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK § 430). 
245 UPK RSFSR § 430(2) ("The prosecutor's renunciation of the indictment during 
the trial leads to the complete or partial dismissal of the charges, in the absence of an 
objection on the part of the victim."). 
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promise the presumption of innocence and the equality of arms246 
in the new Russian jury trial. 
MOSCOW-2 clearly illustrates this problem. In that case, the 
prosecution charged three juveniles with the aggravated murder of 
an invalid alcoholic. The prosecution based its case on the confes-
sion of 011e juvenile, who, during the preliminary investigation and 
subsequent trial, alleged that illegal police conduct coerced his 
confession. No other evidence corroborated his confession. The 
defense moved the court to allow the testimony of two alcoholics 
whom the investigator interviewed but who were not included in 
the witness list attached to the indictment. At least one of them 
testified that he saw the victim the day after the juveniles had alleg-
edly killed him. 
At the conclusion of the taking of evidence, the prosecutor 
moved to dismiss the case, declaring that the uncorroborated con-
fession of the juveniles provided insufficient evidence of guilt.247 
Supplementary investigation could not easily resolve the alcoholics' 
conflicting testimony, as sixteen months had elapsed since the 
murder. The prosecutor even voiced his personal doubts as to the 
. p.etendants' guilt. But the aggrieved, the wife of the murdered 
'man, a:s:ked that the judge not dismiss the case and instead return it 
for supplementary investigation. Over the objection of the prose-
cution and defense, the judge sent the case back to the investigator 
and discharged the jury.248 
246 "Eq!J!}ity of anns" refers to the procedural equality between defense and 
prosecution. 
247 See id. § 77. 
· 248 The judge, prosecutor, and defense counsel all interpreted the judge's decision to 
return the(:ase for supplementary investigation as a Soviet-style slow dismissal which sought 
to avoid the blem~f an acq\littal on the investigative apparatus. They all assumed the 
investigator would dismiss the case within six months. Interview with Valentin V. Belich, 
Prosecutor, and Anatolll N. Rozhkov and Raisa V. Shvarskiene, Defense Counsel in MOS-
COW-2, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 18, 1994); interview with Judge Valerii G. Le-
tiagin, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 19, 1994). 
defendant Gusev in and in the retrial, MOSCOW-21 (Aug. 11, 1994). The 
author also reviewed the judge's order from the preliminary hearing. 
At the second trial, the prosecution played the previously suppressed videotape, the 
alcoholics testified that perhaps they had not seen the victim after the alleged time of the 
murder, and the court convicted all defendants and sentenced them to prison terms; see 
also MOSCOW-8. 
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As MOSCOW-2 illustrates, treating the aggrieved as a party not 
only violates the equality of arms between defense and prosecu-
tion, as the aggrieved usually sides with the prosecution,249 but also 
the presumption of innocence. The problem is particularly acute 
in murder cases in which the aggrieved is a relative of the deceased 
who often knows nothing of the circumstances of the crime. 250 
Following the mistrial in MOSCOW-2, this author repeatedly 
criticized the practice of returning the case for supplementary in-
vestigation as being a serious violation of the presumption of inno-
cence and of Article 47 of the Russian Constitution,251 e~Jpecially 
after the judge had sworn the jury and taken evidence. In aoing so 
the author called attention to the concept of jeopardy, which pre-
vents the state from repeatedly trying to convict a defendant and 
protects the defendant from repetition of the emotional and psy-
chological ordeal of a trial. 252 
Many defense counsel still consider the return of a case for sup-
plementary investigation a "victory," as it was in Soviet times. These 
advocates have not yet learned to rely on the presumption of inno-
cence and argue the clear inadequacy of the prosecution's 
proof.25!l 
The practic@ of supplementary investigation is a vestige of an 
inquisitorial system which presumes the defendant's guilt and gives 
law enforcement repeated chances to prove it. Decisions to return 
cases to the investigators will undermine the legitimacy of trial by 
jury in the eyes of the public. If judges dismissed cases or acquitted 
defendants because of sloppy or illegal investigations, criminal in-
vestigative work would likely improve. 
249 Occasionally, the opposite is true. See discussion infra Part V.G.5. on the role of the 
aggrieved during the trial, especially in MOSCOW-I. 
250 The State Department Draft General Part UPK renames the aggrieved the 
law. 2. A person accused of committing a crime have the 
a court with the participation of jurors in the cases provided 
RF, supra note 22, at art. 47. 
252 See Green v. United States, 355 U.S. 184, 187-88 (1967)~ see also Stephen C. 
Thaman, Fonnirovanie skam'i pruiazhnykh v Rossii i SShA, 7 RossusKAIA IusTJTSllA 5 (June 
1994). 
253 See MOSCOW-8 and KR.ASNODAR-2. 
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4. The &le of the jury 
After the evidentiary phase of trial, the jury decides the follow-
ing questions: (1) Were the acts charged in the indictment com-
mitted? (2) Did the defendant commit the charged acts? (3) Is the 
defendant guilty of the crime alleged? and ( 4) Does the defendant 
deserve leniency or special leniency?254 The judge decides. all 
other questions of fact and law.255 
Although the statute does not so command, several judges have 
given lengthy, American-style, introductory instructions to the ju-
rors. These instructions have explained the rules of evidence, the 
presumption of innocence, the burden of proof, the trial proce-
dure, and the principles of adversarial procedure.256 The judge 
also advises jurors of their rights and duties before the procedure 
for the taking of evidence begins.257 
5. Evidentiary Procedure 
The judge must exclude illegally gathered evidence at the trial. 
Tl}~ prosecutor begins the evidentiary portion of the trial by read-
•:ing the conclusion of the indictment,258 which summarizes the 
t1lttrges and the alleged conduct underlying the commission of the 
254 UPK RSFSR §§ 435(1), 303(1, 3, 4). 
255 Id. § 435(2, 3). 
256 The judges in IVANOV0-1, MOSCOW-I, and SARATOV-1 were invited to the 
United States by the U.S. Government, took part in seminars on trial by jury, viewed trials, 
and used the CEELI Draft Benchbook in preparing their instructions and dosing state-
ments. Interview with Natalia V. Grigor'eva, Judge in MOSCOW-I, in Moscow Regional 
Court (Jarf.'1!f;·I994). Interview with Vladimir L. Solov'ev,Judge in IVANOV0-1, in 1vanovo 
Regional Court (Jan. 13, 1994). The judge in MOSCOW-4 also used the CEELI 
benchbook. Interview with Aleksandr A. Dzyban, Judge in MOSCOW-4, in Moscow Re-
gional Court (Jan. 25, 1994). The judge in SARATOV-3 gave a comprehensive introduc-
tory instruction u§ing the CEELI Draft Benchbook, but also relied on a judge's manual for 
jury trial preparoo"By Aleksandr I. Galkin, President of Saratov Regional Court and the 
judge in SARATOV-1. Interview with Evgenii V. Druzin, Judge in SARATOV-3, in Saratov 
Regional Court (Feb. 16, 1994). 
257 UPK RSFSR § 444. Jurors may take written notes during the trial, may submit writ-
"~-: ... }~n. Qlii;;Stions through the judge for the defendant and witnesses, may participate in the 
· "''~kli).g_of all evidence, and may ask for explanations of the law. They may not leave the 
courtroom without permission of the judge, talk with anyone about the case, or gather 
evidence about the case. ld. § 437. 
In RIAZAN'-10, the defense counsel saw a juror talking to a prison transport officer 
about the case and moved to dismiss the entire panel. The judge refused to excuse the 
entire panel but did excuse the offending juror and chose an alternate juror. Interview 
with Nikolai P. Lezhnev, Acting President of the Riazan' Regional Court, in Riazan' Re-
gional Court (Aug. 12, 1994). 
258 The charging document in Russian trials is called the "accusatory conclusion" 
( obvinitel'noe zakliuchenie) [hereinafter "indictment"] and is divided into a descriptive and a 
condusory part (rezoliutivnaia chast). 
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• 259R • c . . ~rn~e. uss1an re1on;ners considered a Judge's reading of the 
I~dtctment an accusa~o~al function inconsistent with an adversary 
tnal ~nd therefore ~hmmated the practice in the Jury Law. Sub-
stantially more detailed than an American indictment the indict-
ment in a Russian murder case typically includes the defendant's 
alleged method of committing the murder, the defendant's mo-
tive, the victim's injuries, and the cause of death,260 Reference to 
the defendant's prior convictions or status as an especially danger-
ous recidivist must be omitted.261 
The judge then asks the defendant to state whether he or she 
un~erstands the i.ndictment and, if so, to enter a plea either of 
guilty or of not guilty to all or part of the indictment. 262 The conse-
quences of a guilty plea are different in Russian courts than in 
American cou~ts: In American courts, a guilty plea constitutes a 
complete admissiOn of all legal elements of the crime, of the right 
to ~onfront. an~ c:oss~xa~ine th~ witnesses, and of the privilege 
agamst self.mcrnJJ.mation. · A gmlty plea, therefore, amounts to a 
~owing. and int~lligent waiver of the right to trial by jury. In Rus-
sia, a gml.ty plea .Is considered just one incriminating piece of evi-
dence which the JUry (or court with lay assessors) must weigh in the 
context of the totality of the evidence. 
~ext, the judge advises the defendant of his or her right not to 
testify or to make a statement on his or her behalf.264 The court, in 
~onsultati~n with the parties, then decides the sequence of the tak-
mg of testlmony and other evidence in the trial. 
. 
259 In cases before a court with people's assessors, the trial judge reads the entire in-
dictment, tJ_PK RSFSR § ~78, the descriptive part of which includes a summary of the evi-
d~nce, tesumony. of ~tn~sses, conclusions of expert witnesses, other information 
d1scovered by the mvesugauon, and character evidence for the defendant and victim in-
cluding the prior criminal record of the defendant. See id. § 205. ' 
In the trial of the 1991 coup plotters, the court with people's assessors invited the 
prosecutor to read the indictment, but the prosecutor refused to do so, citing UPK RSFSR 
§ 27~. Instead, the se.cretary of the court read it. Due to the complexity of the case, the 
readmg lasted approxtmately one week. See Valerii Rudnev, Delo GKChP: Obvinenie vchistuiu 
proigralo debiut [Case of the State Committee of the State of Emergency: Prosecution cmnpletely blew iL' 
debut], IzVESTIIA, Oct. 20, 1993, at 8. 
260 An earlier draft of the law gave both the prosecution and defense the opportunity 
to make a short opening statement after the reading of the conclusory part of the indict-
ment October 1992 Draft Jury Law (UPK § 451). The Ministry of Justice Draft of the UPK 
would provide for opening statements. MINISTRY oF Jusncc: 1994 DRAFT UPK, supra note 
~3, §.36.3(1). The State Legal Department working group also considered such an innova--
uon m tts early drafts. STAn; UGAL Dt:PARTMENT DRAFTS, supra note 78. 
2 61 UPK RSFSR § 446. 
262 UPK RSFSR § 278. 
263 See Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238 (1969). 
• 
264 Id. § 44.6(~). In t?a!s before a cou;t with people's assessors, the defendant is ad-
vtsed only of hts nght to g~ve an explanation as to the indictment." Id. §§ 46, 273. 
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If all defendants fully admit their guilt and no doubts exist as to 
the foundations of the plea, the judge, with the consent of all par-
ties, may limit the trial to disputed items of evidence, if any, or to a 
determination of whether the defendant is entitled to lenience or 
special lenience.265 The judge may then proceed directly to argu-
ment of counsel.266 Although several defendants have entered a 
guilty plea at the beginning of the trial, no judge has yet invoked 
the abbreviated trial provision. 
In MOSCOW-I, for example, the defendant fully admitted guilt 
to a burglary charge unrelated to the murder charges, but the pros-
ecution called witnesses to prove all of the elements of the charge, 
and the jury returned a guilty verdict. Similarly, the defendant in 
MOSCOW-4 pleaded guilty to intentional murder, but the judge 
allowed evidence for the purpose of litigating the aggravating fac-
tor of "hooliganistic motivation"267 and the charge of threat of 
murder.268 
The most remarkable outcome from a guilty plea occurred in 
IVANOV0-3. The defendant, a young man with no criminal rec-
.ord and excellent character references, pleaded guilty to malicious 
. heoliganism, aggravated murder, theft, and attempted rape of a 
,. wJnor_ He claimed that he was so drunk on the night in question 
that he could not remember anything he had done, yet he was con-
vinced that he had in fact committed the acts. The case proceeded 
265 See ROSTOV-3 (defendant expressed a desire to plead guilty, and the jury in the 
ensuing trial convicted him but granted him special lenience). 
266 UPK RSFSR § 446. The drafters took this provision directly from the pre-revolu-
tionary law. See 1864 UPK, supra note 151, §§ 680-681 (1864). It otherwise does not exist 
in the cu~t Russian law. Russian law has no provision for entering a guilty plea and 
proceeding to sentencing; nor does it provide for outright bargaining of the charge and 
sentence as in the United States, The State Legal Department working group has dis-
cussed a variation which allows for the discharge of the jury upon a defendant's guilty plea 
in a non9pital C!l:Se. STATE LEGAL DEPARTMENT DRAFTs, supra note 78. V.V. Voskresenskii 
has voiced critici~of this provision. V.V. Voskresenskii, Address at the Procuracy Insti-
tute's Jury Trial Conference (June 1, 1994), in PROCURACI' INSTITUTE, INFORMATIONAL LET-
TER, supra note 178. 
267 UK RSFSR § 102{b). 
Court pronounced 
as an intentional act which either violates social ordel" or reflects a dear Jack of 
respect for society. Malicious hooliganism refers to acts which reveal exceptional cynicism 
and extreme insolence, target law enforcement officials or others fulfilling social duties, or 
involve armed hooliganism. UPK RSFSR § 206. 
268 The court convicted the defendant of hooliganistic murder and acquitted him of 
the threat charge. 
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to trial and, despite very strong evidence,269 the jury acquitted the 
defendant on the major charges of robbery, murder, and at-
. tempted rape.270 
In Russian criminal cases without a jury, following the defend-
d 271 d ant's plea and statement, the judge first asks the defen ant an 
witnesses to tell in narrative form all they know about the case. 
Each witness is first questioned by the judge, then the prosecutor, 
followed by the aggrieved, the citizen plaintiff and respondent, the 
defense counsel, and, finally, the defendant. In jury cases, the 
judge and jurors may question the defendant and witnesses only 
after the other parties have finished.272 
The Russian defendant's decision to testify at trial273 depends to 
a great extent on whether he or she remained silent du~ng t~e 
preliminary investigation. Almost all t_hose ~ccused o: cnmes m 
Russia make statements to police and mvestigators ~h1ch. may ~e 
read at trial if the defendant refuses to testify, or testifies mconsis-
tently with his or her prior statements:274 ~efendants who allege 
that beatings or other coercive practices mduced them to con-
fess275 often try to preempt the prosecution by explaining at the 
269 See IVANOV0-3. . . . 
270 The court convicted the defendant of malicious hooliganism a~d the ll_IfhctiO~ of 
minor bodily injury and sentenced him to five and a half months With c~ed.It for. ume 
served. A combination of factors led to this astonishing result: a sloppy p~e.hmmary mve~~ 
tigation, the very sympathetic, remorseful posture of the defendant, the bnlhant fina~ arg 
ment of the defense counsel, and the inflexibility of the ~o~ng prosecutor. who d1d not 
have the courage to amend the charges. The prosecutor ms1sted on pursumg the more 
serious charges, even though it became clear that it would be difficult to prove a murde~ 
committed for personal gain and in an attempt to conceal a theft, UPKRSFSR § 102(a, e), 
an aggravated robbery, id. § l46(a, b, e, v); and ,attem~ted ra~e, ul. § 1.17(3). 
2'71 The defendant is not a "witness" and, unhke a Witness, JS not advised of the duty to 
tell the truth upon penalty of peljury. UPK RSFSR §§ 280, 282, 283. 
272 UPK RSFSR § 446(3-4). 
273 The author is aware of only one case (RIAZAN'-9) in which a defen~ant refused to 
testify. Judge S.M. Tsepliaev, Address at the Russian Legal Academy Jury Tnal Conference 
(Sept. 15, 1994). · k · 
274 UPK RSFSR § 281. Reading prior statements from the case doss1er ta es up a sig-
nificant portion of the Russian trial. In MOSCOW-I, the read from the case 
prosecution's side of the case. Interview with N.V. Grigor'eva, in Moscow Regional Court 
(Jan. 4, I994). But she later kept the file at the bench in MOS.COW-5 and MOSCOW-6. 
275 In ALTAI-I two juveniles confessed to the murder committed by Bezgodov because 
police officials had' falsified documents and pressured them. Interview .with S.A Butorina 
and E.V: Okorokova, Defense Counsel in ALTAI-I~ at the CEEUJ~ry Tnal Adv~cacy "';ork-
shop, in•6uzdal' (Apr. 18, 1994). For documentation of such practices, see Igor K:orol kov, 
V slt!dstvennyhh il'.oliatwahh Rossii premeniaiut pytki [Torture Is Used in Russian Invest.Jgatwe De-
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beginning of the trial any inaccurate statements in the dossier in 
order to win the jury's sympathy. Mter the defendant has decided 
to testify and has given his or her narrative, he or she must submit 
to questioning by the parties. 276 Although it appears to contradict 
such principles as the prosecution's burden ofproo~, the presump-
tion of innocence, and the defendant's right not to testify,277 this 
practice is consistent with the inquisitorial nature of Russian crimi-
nal procedure and its almost exclusive reliance on the defendant's 
confession. 
Mter testifying, the defendant and witnesses, unless they are ex-
cused by the court, may be questioned at any time during the trial 
to resolve conflicting' evidence or testimony.278 When the parties 
finish questioning the defendant or witness, jurors may ask addi-
tional questions.279 The jurors must submit their questions in writ-
ing to the judge, who can overrule a question if it is leading, 
insulting, or irrelevant.280 In some cases, jurors have quite actively 
used their right to ask questions.281 
The free narrative form of witness testimony and the generally 
,wide-open character of Russian trials have led to some difficulty in 
,. . excluding282 illegally gathered evidence283 and defendants' prior 
··.'"Criminal records.284 In the first cases, the aggrieved and the wit-
tention Centers], IZVESTliA, Feb. 25, 1994, at 1, 5; see also Igor' Korol'kov, V Rnssii pytali i budut 
pytat' [In Russia They Tortured and Will Continue to Torture], IZVESTllA, Apr. 16, 1994, at I, 4 
(recounting the story of Nikolai Alekseev who related how officials in lvanovo Region beat 
and coerced him into admitting a murder he did not commit). 
276 Id. § 279; see also 1864 UPK, sujna note 151, §§ 678-681. 
277 Early drafts of the State Lega) Department working group contemplate a more 
tradition'lrl"adversarial trial with the prosecution first presenting its evidence, followed by 
the defense. Opposing parties would have the right to cross-examine, although leading 
questions would not be allowed. STATE LEGAL DEPARTMENT DRAFTS, sujna note 78. 
278 UPK RSFSR §§ 280(2), 283(4). Witnesses are not recalled to the stand or sworn 
again but stan<\,up from the spectator section and respond to questions. 
279 !d. § 441)t!f). 
280 Id. 
281 One judge has noted that the prosecutor and defense counsel's ineffectiveness in 
eliciting from the defendant and from witnesses the necessary facts for deciding the case, 
ai!d.,tpejudges' own reticence to take over the questioning, have led to incisive juror ques-
·.~:o;\JtiQUPO fill the void. Evgenii V. Druzin, Saratov Regional Courtjudge, Address at CEEU 
Jury Trial Workshop (Apr. 27, 1994). 
282 The jury Law prevents parties from calling the jurors' attention to evidence which 
has been excluded. UPK RSFSR § 435(4). 
283 UPK RSFSR § 435(3). 
284 Id. § 446(6). In ALTAI-9, defense counsel moved for a mistrial when two police 
officers told the jury of defendant's prior criminal record. Defendant had mentioned that 
he falsely confessed to the rape-murder because investigators threatened to put him in the 
"happy room" where detainees are sexually attacked. The police officer, claiming lack of 
knowledge of such a room, volunteered the comment that "defendant should know better 
than I, he's done so much time." The judge denied the motion because defendant himself 
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nesses repeatedly alluded to the defendants' prior criminal records 
. in the course of their testimony. In SARATOV-2, the aggrieved 
mother of the murder victim told the jury about the defendant's 
prior conviction for attempted murder.285 A policewoman in MOS-
COW-10 testified that she saw in the defendant's passport that he 
had previously been convicted. In RIAZAN'-1, a witness yelled to 
the jury while sitting in the audience: "It's the second person he 
killed and he says he didn't killJ"286 
With few exceptions, the first Russian jury trials have been less 
tightly controlled than American trials. Witnesses have related 
pure hearsay; lawyers have asked witnesses for their opinions of the 
victim and the defendant; judges and lawyers have read transcripts 
of testimony during the preliminary hearing in place of live testi-
mony;287 and both family members and friends in the audience 
have helped witnesses in remembering events.288 
The role of the aggrieved has created unique problems. Gener-
ally not represented by counsel, the aggrieved have the right to 
question all witnesses and express opinions as to all motions and 
legal questions. Since most of them lack proper education and 
often know little about the circumstances surrounding the deaths 
of their family members, they usually defer to the prosecution. 
When not themselves material witnesses, the aggrieved usually de-
scribe their deceased family members and often cry.289 In SARA-
had first mentioned his prior convictions in one of his rambling attempts to explain why he 
had falsely admitted his guilt. 
285 Gennadii S. Palsui, Defense Counsel, Address at CEELIJury Trial Workshop (Apr. 
27, 1994). 
286 A previous murder conviction is an aggravating circumstance. UK RSFSR § 102(i). 
287 Technically, reading a witness' testimony from the preliminary investigation re-
quires that it be inconsistent with the witness' testimony at trial or that the witness be 
unavailable at trial. Id. § 286. Although the prosecutor in MOSCOW-1 read with impunity 
from the file without making a foundation and without objections from defense counsel, 
judges and advocates have increased their vigilance in later trials, demanding a foundation 
for admitting prior statements. Death threats against a judge (which formed the basis for 
charges in MOSCOW-15) allegedly occurred because the court had convicted and sen-
tenced the defendants to nine years largely based on testimony from preliminary investiga-
tion transcripts. Interview with Otar 0. Kamkiia, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional 
Court (July 19, 1994). 
288 In MOSCOW-4, a decorated World War II veteran who had lived his whole life in 
the village, was asked his street address. When he shook his head and said he didn't know 
it, someone from the audience yelled, "Central Street!" When asked whether he knew the 
defendant, the witness said he had never seen him before and did not know his name. The 
prosecution then asked him whether the defendant killed the victim. He answered, "I 
guess so, the whole village says he did." 
289 In MOSCOW-I, the aggrieved widows of the two men who were allegedly strangled 
to death by the defendant Slonchakov actually undermined the prosecution's case. The 
first widow, Kulagina, testified that her husband, Kulagin, had beaten her and had 
threatened to rape their daughter. She purportedly went next door to ask the defendant 
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TOV-8, the aggrieved hired an attorney to represent him, but 
according to the trial judge, the attorney was more effective than 
the defendant's own lawyer in proving that the killing occurred in 
the heat of passion and was not an aggravated murder.290 
Most courts have allowed Russian juries to hear character evi-
dence. Previously, courts with people's assessors decided collegi-
ally all questions of guilt and the length of sentence, and had the 
defendant's entire dossier at their disposal. Under the new Jury 
Law, the jury decides only whether a crime occurred, whether the 
defendant committed it, whether he or she is guilty of the crime, 
and whether the defendant merits lenience or special lenience.291 
The judge then determines the appropriate sentence.292 Evidence 
of the defendant's character generally does not relate to the ques-
tion of guilt, although it could affect the jury's determination of 
lenience or special lenience. The law, however, strictly prohibits 
references to the defendant's prior criminal convictions or his or 
her recidivist status.293 No Russian evidentiary rules allow the court 
to admit otherwise inadmissible evidence if the defendant lies or 
· ~zrens the door" by offering evidence of good character. 294 
·~ ,,,.. QI}_e example ofthe potential difficulties with this approach ap-
·peared in RIAZAN'-1. In that case, the defendant was charged with 
strangling an eighty-year-old man to death to get his vodka. The 
defendant admitted his guilt but later retracted his confession, 
claiming that the investigators had beaten him. He allegedly told 
the police he could not have strangled the man because he had no 
for hel fendant Slonchakov and co-defendant Chemikov proceeded to beat the 
drunk ov allegedly strangled him to death. They left him submerged 
with rocks in his pocket!! under the. iee of the Kliazma River. Kulagina testified that her 
husband was a dangerous person who for two years constantly threatened and beat her and 
her children, acat since his death her life ha<;l improved a great deal. 
The other · aggrieved, Novikova, also helped Slonchakov's case. Following 
Slonchakov's admission that he beat and strangled the woman's husband, she testified that 
her husband threatened her and attacked her to get her pension money to buy vodka. She 
also testified that her husband had tried to strangle one of his daughters and had beaten 
Then she turned to the 
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fingers. 295 But the defendant had been convicted in the Moscow 
Regional Court in 1981 of strangling, with his fingerless hands, an-
, other octogenarian in order to rob the man to buy vodka. The 
defendant did not repeat his alleged statement at trial, but Russian 
legal commentators hold different opinions as to what circum-
stances would render prior convictions·admissible in such a case.296 
Old practices prevailed in the early jury trials.297 In later trials, 
however, judges, on their own initiative, have held certain types of 
testimony about the defendant's character to be irrelevant.298 Sev-
eral courts have admitted evidence of the defendant's good charac-
ter through the testimony of family members,299 victims,300 or the 
defendant himself.301 In ROSTOV-19, the judge reserved "charac-
teristics" and other aggravating and mitigating evidence for the 
hearing following the jury's verdict, a practice that has been 
adopted by the Rostov Regional Court.302 
295 During an exceptionally cold winter, the defendant had passed out drunk in the 
snow and had lost all of his fingers and toes to frostbite (author's note). 
296 The trial judge discussed with the author his perplexity about this issue as he was 
preparing the ease. Interview with N.P. Lezhnev, Vice-President of the Riazan' Regional 
Court, in Riazan' (Mar. 3, 1994). Although the statute appears to categorically exclude this 
kind of evidence, Professor L.B. Alekseeva favors the admissibility of prior convictions or 
bad acts if the defendant brings his or her good character intO question. JURY TRIAL MAN-
UAl., supra note 134, at 91. 
297 See, e.g., IVANOV(). I (the prosecutor, without objection from defense counsel, ad-
mitted evidence that the defendant had a bad work record, that he drank too much, that 
the village Soviet had reprimanded him, and that his wife had left him due to his drinking. 
The defendant had no prior criminal record.) (author's note), 
298 Called "characteristics" (kh«rakteristika), records from home, school, and work, in-
cluding statements by former employers, teachers, and heads of local soviets or collective 
farms, along with the defendant's past criminal record, are now included in ~he indict· 
ment. UPK RSFSR § 205. 
299 See, e.g., IVAI~OV0-3 (defendant's mother testified that he was a splendid boy in 
every way until entering the army and serving in the Caucasus and in Moscow during the 
failed 1991 coup). , 
300 Because of the intern"ecine character of the wanton, drunken violence ii;l some of 
these cases, the aggrieved has occasionally taken the defendant's side_ See, e.g., M:OSCOW· 
1 (the aggrieved was the co-defendant's mother-in-law and made a speech tha_hking the 
defendant for his actions); see also MOSCOW-5 (the defendant killed his broth<;r; the ag-
grieved, the aunt of both men, asked for lenience for the defendant); SARATbV-5 (the 
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6. Overcharging and Amending the Indictment to Conform to Proof 
The need to convince a jury has forced prosecutors to examine 
more critically the charges contained in the investigator's indict-
ment. Many cases before the first Russian juries have been 
"overcharged," raising intentional or even unintentional murders 
to the status of aggravated murder by alleging "hooliganistic moti-
vation," exceptional cruelty, the motive of personal gain, or other 
aggravating circumstances.303 Although the nearly universal inebri-
ation of both defendants and victims makes it extremely difficult to 
ascertain a motive in many killings, investigators sometimes try to 
create a cohesive story that includes one of the statutory aggravat-
ing circumstances. Stubborn or inexperienced prosecutors occa-
sionally insist on illogical renditions of events and suffer for it at 
the time of the verdict.304 
In a number of cases, prosecutors have amended indictments to 
conform to more realistic descriptions of events either after hear-
ing testimony or after reviewing the indictment but before taking 
evidence. In SARATOV-1, the prosecutor drafted a new indict-
i'rrent and dismissed all aggravated murder charges.305 Similarly, 
"'.the·presecutors in MOSCOW-18 and MOSCOW-19 completely dis-
missed all aggravating circumstances.306 In MOSCOW-22, the pros-
ecutor dismissed the allegation of "hooliganistic motivation," 
leaving special cruelty as the only aggravating factor. In RIAZAN' -2 
the prosecutor amended the charge of aggravated murder with ex-
ceptional cruelty to a charge of intentional infliction of serious 
bodily injury resulting in death, upon which the jury convicted the 
defenda:tlt. In RIAZAN' -3, the prosecutor dismissed the charge of 
aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty and concealment of 
303 See UK dPSR § 102. 
304 See, e.g., IVANOV0.3. 
305 The original indictment had included aggravated murder counts based on: per-
sonal gain, UK RSFSR § 102(a); exceptional cruelty, id. § 102(g); and killing of two or 
"~-:."more~rsons, id. § 102(z). The indictment also had a charge of aggravated armed rob-
"""\e~. § 146.(2) (b, v). The new indictment charged defendant Anur Martynov with one 
count of non-aggravated murder and charged his brother Aleksandr with the murder of 
the other two victims while using excessive force to defend Artur. 
306 In MOSCOW-IS, prosecutors originally charged Kumaev and Tomilin with aggra-
vated murder with exceptional cruelty during the course of the robbery of an automobile, 
UK RSFSR §§ 102(a, g. e), 146(2) (a, v). The prosecutor amended the indictment to 
charge auto theft, id. § 212-1 (3), and the use of force dangerous to the life and health of 
the victim, id. § 108. In MOSCOW-19, the prosecutor originally charged the defendants 
with murder out ofhooliganistic motivation, id. § 102(b), but the prosecution dropped the 
aggravating circumstances and charged only simple murder, id. § 103. 
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rape, replacing it with a charge of rape causing exceptionally seri-
ous consequences, a charge with the same potential penalties.'~07 
Another facet of overcharging relates to the joinder of unre-
lated lesser charges to the more serious charges that invoke jury 
trial jurisdiction. Although the law mandates and justifies such 
practice by obligating law enforcement officials to pursue, solve, 
and prosecute all violations of the law, Russian sentencing law vir-
tually prohibits tacking any lesser sentences on to the major sen-
tence received for the most serious crime.308 In reality, however, it 
seems that the prosecutors often join lesser charges in order to 
bring evidence of other crimes before the jury to influence them in 
their decision on the major offenses.309 
In some cases, the joined, unrelated crimes are crimes which 
have long remained uncharged, or have previously been dismissed, 
before being resurrected to bolster capital charges. In ROSTOV-
17 for instance, the defendant had been charged, in 1988, with a 
knife assault on~ disgruntled customer of his illegal (and perhaps 
dishonest) roulette game. That charge was dismissed due to insuf-
ficient evidence. In 1993, when the defendant was charged with 
shooting someone in a Rostov hotel, investigators revived the 1988 
case and, in addition, dug up an alleged hooliganism incident 
which occurred in 1991.310 As a result, the defendant Was con-
victed of the previously dismissed charge (the knife assault), but 
acquitted of the latter ones. 
7. Closing Arguments 
Closing arguments follow the taking of the evidence. The only 
restriction on the parties is that they may not mention inadmissible 
evidence during their arguments. The prosecutor gives his or her 
summation first, followed by the summations of the aggrieved, the 
civil plaintiff, the civil defendant, and then the defense lawyer.-311 
All parties have the right to reply/112 Although the defendant 
307 See also SARATOV-13 (prosecution amended one defendant's charges of aggra-
vated, hooliganistic murders to intentional infliction of minor bodily injury and non-aggra-
vated murder); ROSTOV-10 (prosecutor dismissed the major charge of embezzlement of 
state property in large amounts which had triggered jury trial jurisdiction). 
sol! UK RSFSR § 40. 
309 The Jesser charge is sometimes escape or walk-away from a previous in~arceration. 
See, e.g., ALTAI-8 (jury considered charge that defendant failed to return to pns~n cam~); 
see also ROSTOV-12 (jury considered charge that defendant escaped from pnson whtle 
serving a previous murder sentence). . . 
310 The defendant had allegedly thrown a vendor's cart into the Temermk Rtver. 
311 UPK RSFSR § 447. 
312 Id. § 448. 
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makes the final presentation at trial, if he or she introduces new 
evidence, the judge may reopen the taking of evidence.313 
Before the Jury Law, the aggrieved did not have a right to make 
a closing statement.314 Allowing the aggrieved to make a closing 
statement has proven disastrous. In MOSCOW-3, the aggravating 
circumstance in a murder case was the defendant's status as an es-
pecially dangerous recidivist.315 The defendant had served seven-
teen years in labor camps for serious crimes. Substantial evidence 
showed that the killing resulted either from excessive force in self~ 
defense or from criminal negligence. The aggrieved brother of the 
deceased knew the defendant's prior record and illegally revealed 
it in his closing statement.316 The judge immediately instructed 
the jury to disregard the statement and repeated this instruction in 
his summation. But the willful violation of the law went unpun-
ished and likely affected the jury's verdict.317 
The aggrieved have contributed to the conviction of defendants 
through persuasive arguments or replies. In MOSCOW-4, the de-
fense attorney pleaded for mercy for his twenty-year-old client be-
Ca:~Me the defendant's grandparents had raised him in poverty after 
'],'lis alcoholic mother had deserted him. The aggrieved sister of the 
victfm~ieinarked pointedly in her reply: "We also grew up with our 
grandparents. But it doesn't give us the right to take such a knife 
and stab someone ... to take away my brother ... (tears)." Inten-
tionally or not, the aggrieved also have helped the defendants in 
their arguments or replies. In MOSCOW-I, MOSCOW-5, SARA-
TOV-5, and UL'IANOVSK-3, for example, the victims asked for le-
nience fQI;,.Jhe defendants.318 
313 Id. §§ 448(2), 297. 
314 ld.§c295. ;..._ 
31!1 UK RSFSR § 102(L). 
Sl6 The aggrieved said: "The defendant is a dangerous man, he has already served 17 
years for his crimes." (aulhor's note). , 
3I7 voted seven to five to find intentional murder. If only one vote had been 
to court because of her confinement in a mental, institution. The aggrieved aunt, despite 
the fact lhat lhe defendant had admitted killing his brother, argued for his acquittal claim-
ing that the real culprits were the "Liubertsy bandits." a well-known gang which had re-
ceived significant publicity during the 1980s; see also IVANOV0-3 (defense counsel, 
focusing on a few puzzling pieces of evidence in an otherwise strong prosecution case, 
successfully induced doubt in the mind of lhe aggrieved and consequently lhe jury). 
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The eloquence (krasnorechie), for which many pre-revolutionary 
advocates, prosecutors, and judges were known, tAill take time to 
reestablish, but some law-yers have already presented excellent clos-
ing arguments. The defense attorney in MOSCOW-I eloquently 
portrayed her drunken client as a defender of the honor of wo-
men.319 In IVANOV0-3, defense counsel created doubt in the 
minds of the jurors and the aggrieved by focusing on a few perplex-
ing pieces of evidence-an empty vodka bottle, the victim's miss-
ing wallet, and strange fires in the village. The jury acquitted the 
defendant. 
But excellent arguments do not always lead Russian juries to 
acquit. In SARATOV-3, the lead advocate artfully analyzed the lack 
of solid proof as to guilt with a stentorian confidence that had her 
unpleasant client grinning in anticipation of acquittal, but the jury 
returned a guilty verdict.320 In MOSCOW-5, the advocate coun-
tered the allegation of exceptional cruelty by noting in his. closing 
argument that th,.e victim, who had a blood alcohol content of .46, 
could not have felt pain and therefore could not have been 
tortured.321 
Defendants have given mixed performances when stating their 
own "last words." In IVANOV0-3, the defendant remqrsefully 
asked for forgiveness, and the jury acquitted him on the most seri-
ous counts. In ROSTOV-IO, the defendant was so persuasive in his 
defense that the prosecutor dismissed the m::Yor embezzlement 
charges. The jury acquitted him on a minor assault charge and 
recommended special lenience on the remaining weapons 
charge.322 In contrast, defendants in MOSCOW-4 and MOSCOW-
6 could only shrug their shoulders. In general, defendants with 
with Vladimir V. Zolotykh, in 5, 1 ; see also KRASNODAR-6 (defendant 
charged with stabbing his wife and mother-in-law to death spoke for two and a half hours 
about God, the heavens, magic, his love for his wife and son, the torture he eni:iured as a 
result of his mother-in-law's dislike for him, and of how he was in a disembol!ied state, 
floating above the killing as it took place; the jury recommended lenience aft~r finding 
that he killed in the heat of passion and wilhout intent, despite lhe multiple stab wounds 
to vi tal organs). 
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criminal r~cords have been most active in their defense, perhaps 
due to the1r knowledge of the criminal justice system.323 
8. Preparing Questions for the Jury 
Mter the arguments, the judge prepares a list of questions for 
the jury to answer. The Jury Law gives the judge wide latitude in 
this respect, but the following three basic questions must be in-
cluded as to each crime charged: (1) Has the prosecution proven 
that the charged acts took place? (2) Has the prosecution proven 
that the defendant committed the acts? and (3) Is the defendant 
guilty of committing the acts?324 One basic question as to the guilt 
of the defendant may include all three of these elements.325 In 
addition, the judge may ask questions about circumstances that ag-
gravate or mitigate guilt, or those that excuse or justify the defend-
ant's actions. Questions may also address lesser included 
offenses.326 Finally, if the jury finds the defendant guilty of a 
charged crime or lesser included offense, the jurors must deter-
mine whether the defendant deserves lenience or special leni-
e~f.e.327 All parties have the opportunity to examine the list of 
·:·~uest~o!ls, to object to it, and to recommend changes.328 
·'"'Some questions involving legal issues are not put to the jury. 
For example, questions regarding prior convictions, recidivist sta-
tus, or the legal qualification of the acts found to be true by the 
jury are left to the judge following a guilty verdict. 329 
The Jury Law allows the jury to find a defendant not guilty de-
spite its determination that the defendant committed the charged 
misdeed,..a function tantamount to jury nullification. Most Ameri-
can jurisdictions do not encourage jury nullification,330 but Russian 
323 See, e.g., OV0-2; s!!e also MOSCOW-3, RIAZAN'-1. 
324 UPK RSF 9(1). This closely follows pre-revolutionary Russian law. See 1864 
UPK. JU{Jra note 151, §§ 750-53. 
325 UPK RSFSR § 449(2). 
' 326 ld. § 449(3,5). 
327 ld. § 449(4). 
. § 450. In the first cases, few parties objected to the judge's formulation of ques-
later cases. both defense and prosecution have suggested questions more 
favorable to their sides. In MOSCOW-4, the prosecutor's objection caused the judge to 
rephrase a question, making it more favorable to the prosecution. In MOSCOW-19, de-
fense counsel convinced the judge to ask crucial questions concerning the defendant's 
knowledge of the character of the murder weapon, a hand grenade. In ROSTOV-17, de-
fense counsel proposed an alternative list of 18 questions. The bench rejected the defense 
counsel's questions. Interview with LA. Gel'fand, defense counsel in ROSTOV-17, in Ros-
tov Regional Court (Sept. 9, 1994). 
329 Id. § 449(5). 
330 YALE KA.MISAR ET AL., MODERN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 1295·97 (7th ed. 1990). 
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juries before the 1917 revolution had the power to nullify the 
law.331 The drafters of the Jury Law saw this procedure as a neces-
~ary de~o~r~tic correctiv~ to state oppression, either in prosecut-
mg an mdlVIdual ca~e or m applying unpopular laws.s32 
. The tripartite breakdown of the fundamental question as to 
~mit has. been followed in the m<J:iority of cases.333 The first ques-
tion, wh1ch addresses the corpus delicti without reference to the 
identity of the perpetrator, however, has occasionally been omitted 
in cases in which no one but the defendant could have committed 
h . 334 d" c t e cnme,· an m a 1.ew murder cases.R35 Furthermore, in some 
murder c~ses the c?urtju~ped from the corpus delicti question to 
the question of gmlt, om1tting the second question regarding the 
"d ti" f h 336 . 1 en ty o t e perpetrator. Fmally, the Supreme Court reversed 
the first death penalty judgment following a jury verdict in ROS-
TOV-2 on grounds that the judge had failed to include the crucial 
question of guilt. 337 
. Single qn_estions regarding the guilt of the defendant as pro-
;'1-ded by .secti~n 449.(2) o.f ~he CCP, are sometimes put to the jury 
m cases mvolvmg mmor JOmed offenses, but are also increasingly 
d . d 338 S h . I . . use m mur er cases. uc smg e questions have at times con-
3 31 The tradition of jury nullification made possible the famous acquittal ofVera Zasu-
lich in 1878. See Suo PRISIAZHNVKH v Rossu at n.28l (S.M. Kazantsev ed., 1991). For a 
discussion of the nullification doctrine before the revolution, see KucHEROV, supra note 15, 
at 6_6·6?. Pre-r~volution~ry Ju~sts made a cJ~ar dis~inction between the notions of "perpe-
tration of a cnme and gmlt. &;, A.F. Kom, Pnszazhnye !!asedateli [The jurorJ], in Sun PRJ. 
SIAZHNVKH v Rossn 28. 
332 S.A. Tropin, State Legal Department Official, Lecture at the Russian Law Academy 
Qan. 13, 1993). Before the 1917 Revolution, Russian juries routinely acquitted defendants 
guilty of violating restrictive passport laws. KucHEROV, supra note 18, at 361. The same was 
true of <;~Ionia.! American juries, who acquitted colonists charged with violating British ta.x 
and seditious hbellaws. See, e.g., Albert W. Alschuler & Andrew G. Deiss, A B1iej History of 
Criminal jury in the United States, 61 U. CHJ. L. REv. 867, 871-75 (1994); &e also Alan W. 
SchetTiin,jury Nullification: The Right to Say No, 45 So. CAL. L. REY. 168 (1972). 
333 The author analyzed the question lists from 80 cases of murder and attempted 
murder. The tripartite form was followed in 59 of these. 
334 ALTAI-I and UL'IANOVSK,.2. 
335 RIAZAN'-4, ROSTOV-1, ROSTOV-17, and SARATOV-7. 
336 IVANOV0-1, lVANOV0-4, SARATOV-12, and STAVROPOL'-6 . 
337 Supreme Co~rt Decision oquty 12, 199~ (Case ofPanchishkin/Filippov), Case No. 
41-kp-094-3-sk. The Judge felt that 1f the questions meticulously outlined the elements of 
the n;--o mur~er~ ';,ith exceptional cruelty prefuced ?r the phrase "has it been proven," the 
question of gmlt was superfluous. Judge Shurygm added that the jury could still have 
said "not '?uilty" ~!though all of the elements were "proven." Interview with Vladimir V. 
Zoloty~h, m Soch1 (Oct. 5, 1?94); Conversation with Vladimir V. Zolotykh and Aleksei P. 
Shu~n, Head of the Cassauonal Panel of the Supreme Court, at Russian Legal Academy 
Jury Tnal Conference (Sept. 15, 1994). The guilt question was also omitted in IVANOV0-
3 in relation to the murder charge for which the defendant was ultimately acquitted. 
338 MOSCOW-6, MOSCOW-9, RIAZAN'-4, ROSTOV-12, ROSTOV·l5, ROSTOV-16 
SARATOV-9, SARATOV-11, SARATOV-13, SARATOV-17, and SARATOV-19. ' 
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tained considerable detail regarding motive, modus operandi, and 
even aggravating circumstances. 339 The criteria for when the judge 
should formulate the three basic questions separately, and when it 
is proper to combine them into one or two questions, are not 
clear.340 
Judges also disagree about the amount of detail that should be 
included in the jury questions. Some hold that the jury must find 
the truth of virtually all of the factors which must be addressed in 
the descriptive part of the judgment.341 This can lead to very com-
plicated questions phrased precisely in the terms of the indict-
ment, which include details not crucial to answering the three 
fundamental questions.342 
The sheer number of questions posed to the jury can be as-
tounding. In theft cases, for instance, some courts list virtually 
every item of allegedly stolen property in the questions leaving the 
jurors to strike out items not proven to be stolen.343 The same is 
true in every other category of crimes. In MOSCOW-3, nineteen 
questions were asked relating to one count of murder in which the 
aggravating factor was not even before the jury.344 Forty-one ques-
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tions relating to issues collateral to the key murder charge were 
posed in ALTAI-I. The fifty-two questions in RIAZAN'-4 addressed 
' four different defendants, three murders and other related 
charges; and the eighty-seven questions in SARATOV-18, a!idressed 
charges of theft, sodomy, murder, and attempted murder. 
The desire to have the jurors decide not only the primary facts 
relating to guilt, but also collateral issues such as motive and aggra-
vating factors, will likely lead to confusion and perhaps unjust ver-
dicts.345 In many trials, for instance, questions to the jury include 
the issue of drunkenness, an aggravating factor in Russian,criminal 
law.346 Yet some courts, such as the court in RIAZAN'-7, have 
greatly simplified the fundamental questions to include only the 
legal elements of the crimes. Similarly, in ROSTOV-12, all of the 
questions were phrased in the simplest terms, using only the guilt 
format. 
Judges in these early cases have been plagued by the following 
problems in formulating the questions relating to aggravating, mit-
igating, and exculpatory factors: (1) To what extent are aggravat-
ing and mitigating circumstances questions of fact for the jury, or 
questions of law for. the judge? (2) How s?ould the. 9ues.tion ?f 
guilt be formulated rn relation to aggravanng and m1nganng cir-
cumstances? (3) To what degree must mitigating or exculpatory 
evidence be proven in order to justify a lesser offense or acquittal? 
Lesser degrees of murder or complete defenses ihvolving 
claims of heat of passion, self-defense, or negligence have playe? a 
role in many of the first cases,347 but treatment of these has varied 
widely in the question lists, often yielding confusing results. 
I 
death of the victim due to hostile relations after an argument and a bout of drit,1king while 
he was under the influence of alcohol? 
345 Inga B. Mikhallovskaia, in the jury Trial Manual, argues convincingly fo~ limiting 
jury questions to the legal elements of guilt, leaving the judge to find the statur;mty aggra· 
vating or mitigating factors independently, within the sentencing range determmed by the 
jury's resolution of the question of lenience. jURY TRIAL MANUAL, supra note 134, at 96-97. 
346 UPK RSFSR § 39(10). In 61 of the 97 capital cases, it has been alleged that .the 
defendant was drunk. The question lists in 27 of the 80 examined T?urder cases conta_tna 
question concerning the drunkenness of the defendant, ll of wh1ch ~ere phrased m a 
separate question. In other cases, such as UL'IANOVSK-2, drun~enness ts referred to as an 
aggravating factor in the judgments, although not found by the JUry to be proven as part of 
the question list. 
347 "Necessity defense" exists when a person defends the "interests of the Soviet state, 
social interests, and the personality or rights of himself/herself or of another" against un-
lawful attack, when the means are not clearly out of proportion to the force used. l!K 
RSFSR § 13 (the phrase "Soviet state" still appears in the current code). Murder whtle 
using excessive force in self-<iefense, id. § 105, murder while in a condition of strong emo-
tional disturbance ("heat of passion"), id. § 104, and negligent murder, id. § 106, are all 
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In the first jury trials in Moscow and Ivanovo, the judge phrased 
questions relating to self-defense, accident, and strong emotional 
disturbance in such a way as to demand proof that the defendant's 
version was true.348 In order to reach the question of affirmative 
defenses or lesser-included offenses in MOSCOW-I and MOS-
COW-3, the jury first had to answer in the negative the question of 
whether the defendant intentionally killed the victim after a fight 
whiCh arose from a hostile relationship. In MOSCOW-3 this led to 
serious confusion of the jury,349 because a negligent or intentional 
killing involving strong emotional disturbance or self-defense can 
also arise out of a hostile relationship or from a fight, especially 
when all the parties are drunk. 
The court in IVANOV0-1 found a solution, putting the guilt 
question to the jury in the same form as in the Moscow cases, but 
making it plain to the jury that an affirmative answer to the inten-
tional killing did not foreclose addressing succeeding questions 
about affirmative defenses.350 The judge did not, however, put the 
question of excessive force in self-defense to the jury, presumably 
t~serving this question for himself.351 
"'•In UL'IANOVSK-3, another approach was taken in connection 
wtth a aefense of heat of passion. In that case, the victim was killed 
by a relative of his because he had once again scandalized his vil-
lage by getting drunk, running his wife out of the house, and ma-
rauding through the town on horseback searching for her in other 
people's houses. Defendants claimed they committed the murder 
lesser offe~~ to aggravated murder, id. § 102, and non-aggravated intentional murder, id. 
§ 103. 
348 IVANOV0-1, Question 4: "If the answer to question 2 was affirmativ~ (as to inten-
tionality), was it proven that the defendant G.N. Korolev caused the lethal kmfe wounds to 
V.K. Toropov and AV. Khrenova while defending himself from a threatened at~ck ?Y the 
victims?"'MOSCQp~l;.l. Question 18: "If you have answered the fourth quesuon m the 
negative (as to whether Slonchakov was guilty of intentionally m~rdering No~kov due to a 
hostile relationship emerging during an argument), and have g1ven affirmative answers to 
the first two questions (as to whether Novikov was strangled to death and whether 
. Slonchakov killed him and dumped his body into the Vokhna River), ~he? did Novikov 
·O:c-~.attackVas'kina and Slonchakov with a knife, causing a real danger to their hfe and health, 
"hlGJ:t..i:fecessitated Slonchakov to defend them?" 
349 The jury found with a simple majority (seven to five) that the defendant was guilty 
of intentionally killing the victim. See MOSCOW-3, Questions 4 and 7, supra note 344. But 
their unanimous answer to Question 5 was that the defendant killed the victim because of a 
personal conflict. after drinking Jiq'!or. Id. This foreclosed the~ury fro~ answering any of 
the eleven questions which dealt With self-defense, strong emouonal disturbance, or non-
intentional homicide. 
350 This form was also used in ALTAI-I, ALTAI-3, and ALTAI-8, IVANOV0-4, IVA-
NOV0-9, and IVANOV0·6, ROSTOV-17, and SARATOV-9. 
351 In IVANOV0-1, the victims had no weapons, so the judge perhaps felt it would be a 
case of exc~~ive force as a matter of law. 
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while in a sudden heat of passion,352 even though the evidence 
clearly showed that the men had planned the killing and that it 
took place several hours after Akhmetzianov's shenanigans. The 
judge distilled this affirmative defense into a single preliminary 
question for the jury, asking: "Has it been proven that between 
Akhmetzianov's commission of illegal acts in relation to his v.rife, 
and his murder by Kamaletdinov and Khamidullin, several hours 
had passed?" Only by answering in the negative could the jury con-
sider the lesser charge of murder in a sudden heat of passion. 
The questions relating to defenses in the above cases asked, 
"Has it been proven ... ?" or affirmatively, "Did the victim attack 
the defendant ... ?" The formulation of the questions was the 
subject of some experimentation. In the early Saratov cases, in AL-
TAI-2, and in KRASNODAR-6, judges framed the questions as fol-
lows: "Is it probable that the acts of [the defendant] were carried out 
in self-defense?"353 The theory behind this form was that phrasing 
the question in terms of probability conformed better to the pre-
sumption of innocence and the prosecutorial burden of proof.354 
Use of the word "probable" was criticized,355 however, because the 
judge could not be certain, after the verdict, as to whether the jury 
had found that lesser-included offenses had indeed been proven. 
More specifically, Saratov judges complained that juries 1vere al-
most always finding that the defense theory was "probable."356 
They therefore stopped using the "probable" formulation, and in-
stead asked, for example, "Has it been established that [defendant] 
committed the violent act described in Question 5 because [victim] 
had earlier [beaten] him?"fl57 
The case of SARATOV-14 is an interesting illustration of blun-
ders in formulating questions for the jury.358 The judge formu-
!!52 UPK RSFSR § 105. 
353 Question 4 in SARATOV-1 (self-defense); see also SAR'\TOV-2 (alibi defense), SA-
RATOV-4 (self-defense), SARATOV-5 (self-defense), and ALTAI-2 (accident defense). 
354 See jURY TRIAL HANDBOOK, supra note 133, at 273. 
355 Statement of Lidiia B. Alekseeva, at the CEELIJury Trial Workshop, in Suzdal' 
(Apr. 19, 1994). 
356 Statement ofEvgenii Druzin, CEELIJuryTrial Workshop, in Sochi (Apr. 25, 1994). 
In fact, the jury voted in the affirmative in only two of the four Saratov cases in which the 
formulation was used (SARATOV-1 and SARATOV-5), although d1ey also did in ALTAI-2 
and KRASNODAR-6. 
357 SARATOV-6, Question 6. The word "probable" has been abandoned, and the word 
"established" has been used in the subsequent cases from Saratov: SARATOV 6, SARATOV 
7, SARATOV-8, SARATOV-13, SARATOV-14, SARATOV-16, and SARATOV-17. 
358 SARATOV-14. The allegedly drunk Efremov got into a fight with his wife and she 
left to go to her mother's apartment in the same building. Efremov followed her cursing. 
She found her neighbors Chernov, Gurin and Serganov, and told them what had hap-
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lated a single guilt question for each of the two crimes-the 
murder of one victim and the stabbing of another victim. Follow-
ing deliberations, the jury found the defendant guilty. The judge 
then chose a unique formulation to address the threshold issue of 
heat of passion and self-defense, asking: "Were the actions of [vic-
tim] on the staircase correct, when he pushed [defendant] into his 
apartment and kept pushing him within the apartment?" The jury 
unanimously held that the victim's acts were not "correct" but 
found that the defendant had acted in self-defense with force com-
mensurate to the character and degree of the danger caused by the 
attack. The judge realized that the verdict was contradictory, since 
the jury had reached a guilty verdict when they really intended an 
acquittal. A new set of questions was therefore formulated, this 
time leading the jury to vote unanimously for the acquittal of the 
defendant. The Supreme Court reversed the acquittal, however, 
holding inter alia that it was error to phrase the self-defense ques-
tions in relation to the conduct of the victim, and holding further 
that questions of self-defense and excessive force were questions of 
· law intended for the judge, not the jury.359 
,, . '• Distinguishing between matters for the jury and juridical quali-
·f:tcaiions which the judge must make after the jury has returned a 
verdict has been a source of struggle for Russian courts. 360 This 
struggle is evident in murder cases when determining the aggravat-
ing factors of "hooliganistic motivation"361 and exception~ cru-
elty.362 "Hooliganistic motivation" is an invention of SoVIet law 
which relates to particularly senseless conduct and violence, almost 
always.-Qy drunken defendants, who "grossly violate social order 
and evince a dear lack of respect for society."363 Judges in these 
cases have sometimes simply asked the jury whether the crime was 
pened. Suppo!My to protect Efremov's '_"ife, the t_hree physically forc~d Efremov back 
into his apartment. Efremov grabbed a kitchen kmfe and :tabbed Gurm an~ <;:hernov. 
Chemov died of the wounds. Efremov claimed that he acted m self-defense while m a heat 
of passion caused by the actions of Chemov and the others . 
.. 11~ Supreme Court Decision of July 28, 1994 (Case of Efremov), Case No. 32-kp-094-
.3{)&1* 
360 According to the Code of Criminal Procedure, the jury must decide the basic three 
to corpus delicti, by defendant, and UPK RSFSR 
the guilty verdict and circumstances established the judge which are not within the 
competence of the jury .... " Id. § 459(2). 
361 UK RSFSR § 102(b). The same is true for joined charges of malicious or armed 
hooliganism. Id. §§ 206(2, 3). 
362 ld. § 102(g). 
363 For the legal definition of "hooliganism," see supra note 267. 
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committed out of "hooliganistic motivation"364 or "with excep-
tional cruelty"365 and then described this state of mind to the jury 
in their summations,366 Other judges include a more detailed de-
scription of legal elements in the questions themselves.367 
In SARATOV-3, in which the defendant was charged with hooli-
ganistic murder with exceptional cruelty, the judge asked three 
questions. The first question included all of the injuries inflicted 
upon the victim. The second question was whether the defendant 
was culpable of inflicting these wounds using his hands and feet, 
and other objects. The third question combined the contents of 
the first two questions, but did not expressly mention the cHements 
of "hooliganistic motivation" or exceptional cruelty.368 During the 
sentencing hearing, the judge proceeded to qualifY the fact'! which 
the jury had found to correspond to aggravated murder with ex-
ceptional cruelty, but did not make a finding of "hooltganistic 
motivation." 
The Supreme Court spoke on the issue of juridical qualifica-
tions in its reversal of the convictions of two defendants :and the 
acquittals of two other defendants in RIAZAN'-4. The Supreme 
Court's decision could be interpreted to mean that posing ques-
tions in the conclusory language of the Criminal Code, coupled 
with guiding instructions in the judge's summation, constituted re-
versible error. Reviewing the jury questions in RIAZAN' -4, the 
Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court held that the following 
questions constituted error because they demanded that the jury 
364 See, e.g., MOSCOW-4, Question 2: "If Question 1 was answered in the affirmative 
(whether the defendant stabbed the victim to death), has it been proven, that Kuzenkov 
committed the intentional murder of Shibaev out of hooliganistic motivation?" 
365 MOSCOW-5, MOSCOW-6, MOSCOW-13, MOSCOW-22, and RlAZAN'-4. 
366 In MOSCOW-4, the judge instructed in relation to hooliganistic motivation: "It is a 
killing for anti-social reasons. i.e., for no real articulable, significant reason, i.e.,-because of 
failure to give one a cigarette or a drink." In MOSCOW-5 the judge instructed,thejury as 
follows: "Exceptional cruelty means the killing is accompanied by torture of the person, 
pain, and suffering-more suffering than caused in the usual murder. It is balied on the 
circumstances of the killing, the amount of bodily pain caused, and the intent lmd knowl-
edge that the attack will cause special torture and pain." ' 
367 For example, some questions give a detailed description of the factual situation 
that might trigger a finding of hooliganistic motivation. In SARATOV-17, the question 
stressed the motivation behind the double murder, "[h]as it been that 
their apartment (after .... 
368 SARATOV-3, Question 3: "Is Bortsov guilty, that on May 23, 1993, at mid-
night near the cultural palace 'Peace' in the city of Saratov, following Zakopailo's refusal to 
engage in sexual intercourse with him, dealt her a multitude of blows with his hands and 
feet, and with an empty bottle on different parts of her body, crushed the organs in her 
neck, hit her with a wooden object in the area of her eyes, with the intent to kill her, 
causing the bodily injuries described in Question 1, which led to the death ofZakopailo?" 
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make decisions on questions of law. Question I, "Is (defendant] 
guilty of the negligent murder ... ?" Question 2, "Is [defendant] 
guilty of the attempted rape of [a] juvenile ... ?" Question 7, "Has 
it been proven that (defendant] committed the intentional murder 
of [the victim] with the intent of stealing his money, by attacking 
him and inflicting a multitude of bodily injuries with exceptional 
cruelty, from which (the victim] died?" Question 14, "Is [defend-
ant] guilty of the murder of [the victim], committed out of hooli-
ganistic motivation?"369 
The practice of the lower courts and the perplexing decisions 
of the Supreme Court lead this author to believe that Russian 
judges equate questions relating to the mental state of the accused 
with questions of law rather than fuct. 370 This confusion is not sur-
prising, given that in trials before a court with people's assessors, 
there is no separation of the trier of fact and the trier of law. 
Finally, if the jury reaches a guilty verdict, it must determine 
whether the defendant deserves lenience or special lenience. The 
m,Yority of judges formulate a separate question for each charged 
crime in the following manner: "If the defendant has been found 
. ,,gUilty, does he deserve lenience or speciallenience?"371 A minority 
gfjudges ask only one lenience question at the end, to cover all the 
charged offenses of which the defendant has been found guilty.:~72 
A few judges split the lenience question into two parts, first asking 
whether special lenience is deserved, and then whether lenience is 
appropriate. 373 
Russian judges have clearly found formulating questions to be 
one of the most difficult aspects of the new procedure. Pre-revolu-
tionary qilestion lists were much simpler than those created under 
369 Supreme Court Decision of Sept. 1, 1994 (Case of Churochkin/Anikin/ 
Shaposhnikov/Iesi\l.in), Case No. 6-kp-094-l2sp. The Cassational Panel also found error 
in a question posed in ROSTOV-2, which asked the jury to determine whether the defend-
ants had killed their victims with exceptional cruelty, thereby requiring a juridical detenni-
nation. Supreme Court Decision of July 12, 1994 (Case of Panchishkin/Filippov), Case 
, No. 41-kp-094-3-sk-sp. 
·.:-:; "'"', 370 Judge AN. Klimov of Altai Territorial Court, who presided over ALTAI-1 and Alr 
""4A:I-9;-was of the opinion that the intent to kill was a legal question for the judge. and that 
the jury should only be asked what physical acts the defendant perpetrated against the 
victim. Judge E.G. Zeidlitz and this author convinced him of his error, but after reading 
the Churochkin decision, the author is not sure he was convinced. Judge Klimov is soon to 
be elevated to the Supreme. Court. 
371 Of 62 cases examined involving multiple counts against the defendants, 39 contain 
a separate lenience question for each count. 
372 Of the 62 cases examined, 23 followed this format. 
373 ALTAI-8, IVANOV0-3, IVANOV0-7, IVANOV0-8, RlAZAN'-4, RIAZAN'-7. Inga B. 
Mikhailovskaya also recommends this solution. JURY TRIAL MANUAL, supra note 134, at 100. 
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the new procedure.374 To address the problems discussed in this 
, section, future legislation or practice will have to set better guide-
lines to distinguish factual questions for the jury from legal ques-
tions for the judge; determine how much detail in the explanation 
of the legal elements of the crimes should be included in the ques-
tions to the jury, rather than being supplied by the judge in the 
summation; and decide whether descriptive or aggravating factors 
are matters for the jury, or whether they can be left to the discre-
tion of the judge following a guilty verdict.375 
9. The Judge's Summation 
Before the jury retires to the jury room for deliberations, the 
judge delivers a summation which, in some respects, resembles in-
structions given by Americanjudges.376 The summation must con-
tain the contents of the indictment, an explanation of the 
pertinent crimin~ statute, a summary of the incriminating and ex-
onerating evidence presented in court, the positions of the prose-
cutor and defense, and an explanation of the rules of evaluating 
the evidence in its totality. The judge must also instruct the jury 
that the defendant is presumed innocent, and that they should re-
solve any doubt in favor of the accused.3'7 If the defendant does 
not testifY, the judge must instruct the jury not to interpret this as 
evidence of guilt. 378 The judge must also instruct the jury that 
their verdict may be based only on evidence adduced in court and 
not on anything the court has ruled inadmissible.379 
Finally, the judge is prohibited from expressing an opinion as 
to how any of the jury questions should be answered.380 If any 
party believes that the judge improperly injected his or her own 
opinions into the summation, that party may raise an objection 
upon completion of the summation. A lack of objectivity in the 
374 Lecture of N.V. Nemytina, Doctoral Candidate at the Saratov Academy of the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs (writing about the pre-revolutionary jury trial), at the CEEU Trial 
Workshop, in Sochi (Apr. 25, 1994). 
375 Ministry of Justice 1994 Draft UPK§ 364(5) would leave for the judge the question 
of "whether the act committed constitutes a crime and under which criminal statute." 
376 This procedure also closely follows the guidelines provided in pre-revolutionary 
Russian law. See 1864 UPK, supra note 151, §§ 801, 802. 
377 UPK RSFSR § 451(3). 
378 Id. § 451 ( 4). This progressive feature was added in the December draft of the law. 
This principle of law already existed in the pre-revolutionary code, however. See 1864 UPK, 
supra note 151, § 68. 
379 UPK RSFSR § 451(5). 
380 Id. § 451. 
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summation may be grounds for appeal only if an objection is made 
after the summation. 381 
In explaining the rules for evaluating the evidence, some 
judges have been paraphrasing standard American jury instruc-
tions regarding concepts such as "reasonable doubt.''382 In gen-
eral, Russian judges have been thorough in their explanations of 
the substantive criminal law, explaining lesser-included offenses in 
as much, if not more, detail than is done in most American crimi-
nal trials. They have prepared their summations ahead of time 
with great care, evincing the seriousness with which they approach 
this critical part of the trial. They are aware that misstatements of 
the law and the lack of objectivity in commenting on the evidence 
were the chief sources of reversible error before the revolution. 383 
Judges must also instruct the jury that they may recommend 
"lenience" or "special lenience" if they render a guilty verdict.384 
To facilitate this recommendation, the judge's summation to the 
jurors includes the possible range of sentences for each crime 
charged, including the possibility of the death penalty, a practice 
,:~ressly prohibited in American trials.385 
t ,~ W.- jury Deliberation and Verdict 
After hearing the summation, the jury retires to deliberate and 
reach a verdict. The jurors may not discuss their deliberations with 
381 ld. § 45I (9). At least two of these objections desenre note. In SARATOV-1 one of 
the defense lawyers objected to the judge's statement that the jury should completely ex-
clude the testimony of a witness, Ogly, whose prior statements and testimony had been 
excluded lt'the preliminary hearing because he had been found to be insane. The judge 
instructed the jury as follows: "Please forget about Ogly. There is no Ogly for you.w The 
defense had wanted to argue that Ogly had committed the murders. In MOSCOW-I the 
prosecutor used the opportunity to object to argue for approximately 15 minutes about the 
weaknesses in th~ defense arguments, an opportunity he had foregone by not giving a 
rebuttal statemen'f."'The Supreme Court rejected his appeal based on the Jack of objectivity 
of the judge's summation. Supreme Court Decision of Mar. 2, I994 (Case of Slonchakov), 
Case No. 4-kp094-I5sp. 
382 MOSCOW-I and MOSCOW-4. Other paraphrases of standard American jury in-
'·>. structions regarding certain evidentiary issues used in the trials have been gleanedfrom 
-c""'\\ae:c:E:R,LI Draft Bench book. N.V. Grigor'eva, a Moscow judge who presided over several 
dnl\ete cases, has reached into pre-revolutionary Russian legal sources for her definition 
of doubt, quoting the great judge A.F. Koni in her summation in MOSCOW-12: "You have 
to t with doubt and either it or be that in theend 
383 See Koni, supra note 
384 UPKRSFSR § 45I(7). 
385 According to AF. Koni. it took 45 years for pre-revolutionary courts to finally adopt 
the practice of telling juries the range of sentences threatening the defendant. See Koni, 
supra note 33I, at 30. The pre-revolutionary jury did not handle capital cases which were 
strictly the province of military courts. KucHEROv, CouRTS, supra note 15, at 204. 
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the judge or any other person; only the twelve regular jurors are 
permitted in the jury room.386 
The judge instructs the jury to try to reach a unanimous ver-
dict.387 If, however, the jurors are unable to reach a unanimous 
verdict within three hours of deliberations,388 they may answer the 
questions by m::Yority vote, with at least seven votes needed for a 
guilty verdict (or an answer contrary to the defendant's interests). 
Tie votes inure to the benefit of the defendant.389 
During deliberations, the jurors may ask the court to allow 
them to hear additional evidence in the case, to explain or 
reformulate the questions, or to give supplementary explanations 
of the applicable law.390 In RIAZAN'-1, for example, the jury was 
confused by the questions submitted by the judge, going so far as 
to suggest amending the time of the alleged murder in the co:pus 
delecti question. In response, the judge formulated an cntlrely 
new question list. On appeal, the Supreme Court reversed the 
judgment, holding it to be a substantial violation of the Gode of 
Criminal Procedure to submit a completely new list of questions.391 
Mter reaching a verdict, the jury returns to the courtro9m and 
the judge reviews the verdict to insure that it is not contra~lictory. 
If the verdict is found contradictory, the jury receives further expla-
nations and is instructed to return to the jury room to correct the 
defects. This process may warrant further alterations of the ques-
386 UPK RSFSR § 452. The Supreme Court set aside a judgment of acquittal on 
charges of attempted aggravated murder in ALTAI-3, UK RSFSR §§ 15, 102 (b, d, zJ, be-
cause the two alternate jurors had sat in on the deliberations unbekn~wnst to the Judge 
and the parties. Supreme CourtDedsion of june 28, 1994 (Case ofDemsov), Case No. 51-
kp-094-6lsp. 
387 UPK RSFSR § 453. 388 In RIAZAN'-1 the jury came back into the courtroom after less than three hom;> of 
deliberation. The judge accepted their verdict of acqu~ttal with ni~e votes fo~ acqmttal 
and three for conviction. The Supreme Court found this non·unammous ve;d1ct to be a 
substantial violation of the Code of Criminal Procedure and reversed the JUdgment of 
acquittal. Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 19, 1994 (Case of Artiukhov), Case No. 6kp· 
094-13sp. . . . . 
389 lJPK RSFSR § 454. The same process, a prelimmary goal of a unammous verd1ct 
followed by m~oricy voting, prevailed before the .revolution. 1864 UPK. S'lliflra not: 151, 
§ 813. Many Americans, including the author, voiced their criticism of non-unammous 
verdicts, in death-penalty cases, during the drafting of the law. The ~ovember 
1992 and the December 1992 Draft Law would have required 
accused. Seven votes would have resulted in a November 1992 Draft jury Law 
(lJPK § 456); December I992 Draft jury Law (lJPK § 456). 
390 UPK RSFSR § 455. If the case is to be re-opened and new evidence heard, the 
parties have an opportunity to give a short supplementary argument, and the judge may 
reformulate the questions and give a supplementary summation. 
391 Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 19, 1994 (Case of Artiukhov), Case No. 6kp-094-
13sp. 
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tion list and may even necessitate reopening the argument and 
providing a supplementary summation by the judge.392 
11. Consequences of the Verdict and judgment 
Mter the proclamation of the verdict, the judge discharges the 
jury and holds a hearing to discuss the consequences of the verdict. 
An acquitted defendant must be released immediately.393 During 
the hearing, the parties may discuss the legal qualification of the 
verdict, but may neither call into question its validity, nor refer to 
evidence that was not admitted at triaP94 The judge then qualifies 
the verdict, taking into consideration evidence not presented to 
the jury, such as the official position of the defendant, 395 any prior 
criminal record, and other facts demandingjuridical evaluation.396 
The judge has the power to vacate a guilty verdict and call for a 
new trial if he or she believes that sufficient evidence exists for an 
acquittaP97 The judge may also enter a judgment of acquittal de-
spite a guilty verdict if the elements of the charged crime are 
absent.398 
Before pronouncing judgment, the judge must hear the argu-
ments of the parties399 and the last word of the defendant.400 He 
.·-392 UPK RSFSR § 456. In MOSCOW-3 the jury was completely confused by the list of 
19 questions, and answered questions that should have been excluded by their previous 
answers. The judge explained the proper way to navigate through the question list and 
sent them back to deliberate, but the new verdict was nevertheless contradictory (to this 
author). See supra notes 344 and 349. · 
393 UPK RSFSR § 457(1). 
394 !d. § 458. In MOSCOW-3 the judge had to interrupt defense counsel and the de-
fendant several times when they began doubting the correctness of the verdkt. 
395 Celll:ilin crimes, such as bribery, depend on the official post occupied by a 
defendant. 
396 UPK RSFSR § 459(2). In MOSCOW-9 the defense moved to strike the recidivist 
status as an enhancing factor based on the fact that the court order declaring the status 
had been lost or destroyed by the Kazakhstan court. The judge denied the motion, basing 
the decision on r~ces to the order in other documents, on the fact that the defendant 
had been incarcerated in a camp reserved for especially dangerous recidivists, and the fact 
that the defendant had not personally disputed the fact. 
397 UPKRSFSR § 459(3). In MOSCOW-17, the same judge who returned the case for 
,~ investigation in MOSCOW-2 set aside the verdicts of aggravated robbery and murder be-
,, ~~"'-~!}US('! h'fj did not find the incriminating testimony believable enough to support a guilty 
v~Fd~Before the 1917 Revolution, if a three-judge panel was unanimously of the opinion 
that the jury had convicted an innocent person, they could also set aside the verdict and set 
a new trial. 1864 UPK, supra note 151, § 818. 
398 UPK RSFSR § 459(4). The judge in MOSCOW-I entered such a judgment. The 
jury found co-defendant Chernikov guilty of concealing evidence that Slonchakov inten-
tionally committed murder, id. § 189, but acquitted Slonchakov of the murder. Because au 
element of the crime was absent, however, the judge entered a judgrnent of acquiu:1l. 
399 In ROSTOV-2, defense counsel for Panchishkin and Filippov presented uo {'\i· 
dence at the sentencing following a guilty verdict for a double murder with exceplional 
cruelty. Panchishkin was developmentally disabled and Filippov was an invalid as a resull 
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or she must also take into consideration the statutory aggravat-
ing401 and mitigating circumstances402 and the recommendation of 
the jury as to "lenience" or "special lenience." Even if the jury has 
not recommended "lenience," in extraordinary circumstances the 
judge may impose a sentence lighter than the minimum required 
by law.403 In the event that there is an attached civil suit, the judge 
must also rule on that suit and make a finding as to damages. 404 
Finally, if the judge has reason to believe that the defendant is 
mentally ill and is therefore not capable of being criminally re-
sponsible, the judge must discharge the jury and initiate psychiatric 
commitment procedures.405 
12. Appeal 
The prosecutor, the defense, and the victim or the victim's rep-
resentative may appeal judgments of conviction and acquittal to 
the Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federa-
tion. 406 Dismissals or decisions made during the preliminary hear-
ing to return a case for supplementary investigation are the only 
procedural rulings of the judge that may be appealed in cassation. 
No other judicial decisions are subject to appeal.407 
of brain trauma sustained in 1985. Both had only one prior conviction for theft and were 
only 21 and 24 years old respectively. Panchishkin was sentenced to death and Filippov to 
15 years deprivation of liberty. The trial judge felt these disabilities were evidence that they 
could not be rehabilitated. Interview· with Vladimir V. Zolotykh, suf!ra note 337. 
400 In SARATOV-5, the defendant, with a prior conviction for the murder of his father, 
was now convicted of the murder of his cousin using excessive force in self-defense. At the 
judgment hearing, the defendant made this unforgettable statement; "I told the truth that 
I just couldn't kill a human being. In the case of my father, that's another story." 
401 For a list of aggravating factors, see UK RSFSR § 39. 
402 For a list of mitigating factors, see id. § 38. 
403 UPK RSFSR § 460(4); id. § 43. Some judges have been quite creative in the use of 
their sentencing powers. In KRAS:SODAR-6, the judge was so incensed by the verdict that 
she knowingly sentenced the defendant to more than was legally permissible, well aware 
that she would be reversed on appeal. Interview with Natalia A Pomarenko, Krasnodar 
(Sept. 14, 1994). In the Soviet era, judges often sentenced defendants to terms more se-
vere than the law allowed in order to show their political correctness, knowing they would 
be reversed. 
404 UPK RSFSR § 462(3). 
405 !d.§ 46I(2). But see id. §§ 403-413. The Russian jury does not decide questions of 
insanity, as does its counterpart in many American jurisdictions. The State Legal Depart-
ment working group has considered submitting this question to the jury. In MOSCOW-26, 
defense counsel tried to argue diminished capacity or insanity, but the judge instructed the 
jury that that issue was not in their purview. 
406 UPK RSFSR § 325; id. §§ 463-464. 
407 !d. § 464. The decisions to return the cases for supplementary investigation made 
during the trials in MOSCOW-2 and MOSCOW-8 were not appealable. 
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The following constitute the exclusive grounds for appeal to 
the Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court following a jury 
trial:408 
(1) one-sided or incomplete trial due to: (a) erroneous ex-
clusion of evidence affecting the verdict;409 (b) failure to hear 
evidence essential to the outcome of the case,410 including evi-
dence that could have been gathered had the judge returned 
the case for supplementary investigation;411 or (c) erroneous 
admissions of evidence affecting the verdict;412 
(2) substantive violation of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure; 
(3) incorrect application of the law to the circumstances of 
the case; and 
(4) imposition of an unjust sentence. 
The Cassational Panel may not modify a decision of the trial 
court if this would put the defendant in a worse position, or reverse 
an acquittal or conviction on the grounds that the rights of the 
defendant were violated.413 Nor can the Cassational Panel return a 
case for supplemental investigation.414 The objectivity of the 
· j~dge) . .summation may be a ground of appeal only if there was a 
tilliely objection in the trial court.415 
408 UPK RSFSR § 465. 
409 The procurator in MOSCOW-I unsuccessfully appealed under this section, citing 
the trial judge's exclusion of the testimony of the defendant's wife and the exclusion of 
pictures of a murder victim's body. Supreme Court Decision of Mar. 2, 1994 (Case of 
Slonchakov) Case No. 4-kp-094-15sp). 
410 See V:PK RsFSR § 7':!. For example, evidence must be heard as to the cause of death 
in murder cases, as must testimony of psychological experts and other evidence about the 
personal characteristics of the defendant, victim, and other witnesses. 
411 See id. § 465(1.3) (referring to UPK RSFSR §§ 232(2), 258, 308(2), 343(2.2), 
351(4), and 352(1~which deal with the duty of the judge to return the case for supple-
mentary investigauon··at any time during trial if a complete and fair trial is otherwise not 
possible). But see id. § 429(3) (restricting return for supplementary investigation to situa-
tions of newly discovered evidence). 
412 See Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 16, 1994 (Case of Bogatyrev), Case No. 4-kp-'"~"':J>94~61sp, The defense appealed in MOSCOW-3 on the grounds that the aggrieved in-·V~'t:pii;:,cl..thejury of the defendant's prior prison record. Despite the slim seven-to-five vote 
calling for a guilty verdict, the Supreme Court ruled that the corrective instruction of the 
eliminated the error and affirmed the Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 
413 UPK RSFSR § 465(2-3). 
414 /d.§ 465. The power to do so exists in cases tried by a court with people's assessors. 
See id. § 339(2). ALTAI-6, SARATOV-2, and STAVROPOL'-7 had all been reversed by the 
Supreme Court following trials before a court with people's assessors, and sent back for 
further investigation before being tried by a jury. 
415 UPKRSFSR§465(4). 
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Final judgments of acquittal and conviction may be subject to 
special review upon a motion by the prosecutor or the presiden~ of 
the court that imposed judgment for the same reasons governmg 
review of non-final judgments in cassation.416 
As of the date of this writing, the Plenum or Plenary Session of 
the Supreme Court has reversed three judgments following special 
review. 417 The Supreme Court reversed the judgments of aggra-
vated murder and armed hooliganism reached in SARATOV-2, 
finding error in the explanation of the limited rights of appe~l in 
jury cases given to the defendant.418 It also reversed the acqmttal 
judgment in ALTAI-3 because the two alternate jurors had been 
present during the deliberations of the regular panel.419 Finally, 
the Supreme Court reversed the first death-penalty judgment. in 
ROSTOV-2, pointing to errors in the formulation of the questiOn 
relating to guilt. 420 As of October 1, 199~, the Cassational ~an~l of 
the Supreme Court had reversed eight judgments f~llowmg JU~ 
verdicts,421 requiring the retrial of six defendants preVIously acquit-
ted of capital murder. 
416 /d. §§ 371, 466. Special review (so-called nadzor) of a judgment of acquittal is per-
missible only within a year from the time the judgment was final. /d. § 373. 
417 See Appendix 11. One of these cases was MOSC~~-10, in which the Plevu?"' of the 
Supreme Court agreed with the prosecutor that determmmg whether or not f~rcJble oral 
copulation with a minor was a "sexual act" or "lewd conduct" was a legal questiOn for the 
judge, not a question of fact for the jury. . . . . 
The Plenum of the Supreme Court exercises supervi.sory ft~~cuons Wit.h .. respect to 
decisions of the Cassational Panel and can annul any of Its decisiOns. Dec1s~ons of the 
Plenum may be reviewed by the Presidium. See LAw oN CoURT ORGANIZATION; see also JoHN 
N. HAZARD ET AL., THF: SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEM: THE LAw IN Tim 1980s, at 41 ,(1984); see 
generally M.S. STROGOVICH, PROVERKA ZAKONNOST! I OBOSNOVANNOSTI SUDEBNYKH 
PRIGOVOROV (REVIEW OF THE LEGAL11Y AND JUSTICIABIL11Y OF JUDICIAL JUDGMENTS) 278 
(1956). 
418 Supreme Court Decision of Apr. 18, 1994 (Case of Semenychev), Ca~e ;No .. 32-kp-
094-llsp. Upon retrial, the defendant requested a trial before three p~ofesswpal }udge~, 
but since neither Altai, Saratov, nor Ul'ianovsk were yet capable of offermg such tnals, ~Is 
retrial was before a court with lay assessors and he was convicted and sentenced, for a third 
time, to 15 years. - . . 
4 419 Supreme Court Decision of June 28, 1994 (Case of Demsov), Case No. 51-kp-09 -
6lsp. 
420 
Supreme Court Decision of July 28, (Case ofEfremov), Cas~ !'lo. 32-kp-094· 
30sp; reversal of the entire judgment in ~'-4, S~preme; Court DecisiOn pf Se~t. 1, 
1994 (Case of Churochkin, Anikin, Ieshkm, Shaposhmkov), Cllse No. 6-kp-09'\·12sp, and 
the conviction for a lesser-included offense of counterfeiting in lVANOV0-71 Supreme 
Court Decision of Sept. 8, 1994 (Case of Razov), Case No. 7-kp-094-2lsp. : 
421 See also ALTAI-6 and RIAZAN'-1. The statistics in Appendix II do not mclude the 
decision in IVANOV0-7. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
A. An Aptrraisal of the Results of the First jury Trials 
The nine Russian regions and territories in which jury trials 
have been introduced provide a laboratory for a study of the coex-
istence of inquisitorial and proto-adversarial procedural modes at 
the same time and place in history. 
Introducing jury trials involves much more than creating an 
anonymous panel of twelve lay persons untutored in the law, who 
decide issues of fact and of compassion (i.e., recommending leni-
ence and deciding upon the imposition or nullification of the 
death penalty). The changes affect the very notion of "adversari-
ness," which, up until now, has meant primarily institutionalizing 
the equality of arms, and clarifying the roles of the prosecution, 
the defense, and the neutral judge. 
In the neo-inquisitorial criminal justice system of the old Soviet 
Union, the judge, in the mythical search for truth, had to play willy-
nilly the roles of investigating, charging, prosecuting, defending, 
<i(ld punishing authority. The new system has stripped the judge of 
· ~<ist prosecutorial functions, making him or her a more neutral 
'ar"biiei' Tn the courtroom. 
For their part, the prosecutorial authorities (investigator and 
procurator) can less and less rely on the court to bail out poorly or 
illegally investigated cases. The Russian jury, unlike its typical 
American counterpart, does not tend to swallow uncritically ·the 
testimony of police officers, and is not yet so hardened by the press 
and huf!gry politicians as not to feel sympathy for those caught in 
the alcohol-sodden, senseless violence which seems endemic to 
Russia. As a result, prosecutors have been forced to look critically 
at the cases which investigators have turned over to them. Now, 
prosecutors ~st send back poorly investigated cases for further 
investigation or more realistic charging, or amend the charges dur-
ing the trial to conform with the proof or with realistic expecta-
::.~-- tions drawn from the evidence. 
--~Q~; ::Q:;rense lawyers have finally been given a legitimate profession. 
For the first time since the revolution, they can actually exercise 
real influence on the trier of fact and achieve that which was virtu-
ally impossible in the Soviet criminal justice system: an acquittal, 
mercy, or lenience. Unfortunately, so far defense lawyers have 
been less concerned with the new procedure than with the misera-
ble pay they receive as court- or investigator-appointed representa-
tives of defendants. The Russian Bar is still largely against 
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establishing offices of public defenders, fearing that they might 
weaken the now-dominant collegia of advocates (defense attor-
neys). 422 The state is not yet willing to pay attractive fees for han-
dling the capital cases of the poor. The surprisingly favorable 
verdicts have often been attributable to the excellent work of advo-
cates, but just as often, they are the result of the sympathies of ju-
ries who have received little or no help from either the prosecution 
or the defense in understanding the case. 
Before assessing the statistical results of the first trials, it is 
worthwhile to examine a few of the cases that have made their way 
through the old court with people's assessors before landing 
before a jury under the new procedure. Those critics of trial by 
jury who believe that the new system will be expensive and time-
consuming need only examine these and other similar cases to de-
termine whether the jury will actually prolong the agony of Russian 
criminal procedure, or give it the common sense and finality it has 
lacked. 
The following are cases from the old courts, which had been 
returned for supplementary investigation or reversed by higher 
courts.423 Three cases from Saratov illustrate one of the former 
prosecutorial functions of the judge-that of returning a case for 
further investigation so that additional or more severe chirges can 
be added to the pleading.424 The new adversary procedure is in-
tended to eliminate this practice. 
In SARATOV-4 the defendant, who had been previously de-
clared an especially dangerous recidivist due to five prior convic-
tions,425 shot and seriously wounded his boss following an 
argument.426 He was arrested on the same day and confessed to 
the shooting, but he claimed that it was an accident while the vic-
tim insisted the shooting was intentional. The defendant was 
422 Interview with A.P. Galagonov, President, Russian Union of Advocates and Presi-
dent, Russian .Federation of Advocates, and Moscow Regional Collegium of Advocates, in 
Moscow (Apr. 1, 1993). 
423 For detailed fact summaries of these cases, see Appendix I. 
424 UPK RSFSR § 232(3). 
425 UKRSFSR § 24(1). He had served upwards of 18 years in prison camps, mainly for 
theft convictions. 
426 The argument was about a duck which was apparently missing. The boss had 
threatened to feed the defendant to the pigs if the duck was not found. The defendant was 
also apparently upset because the victim had not invited him to drink. vodka with another 
furmer. 
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charged with intentional infliction of serious bodily injury.427 The 
case was sent to the People's Court of Saratov Region for trial.428 
Unsatisfied with the charges, the judge in the People's Court 
returned the case to the procurator for supplementary investiga-
tion of a possible charge of attempted aggravated murder due to 
recidivist status.429 For the duration of this "supplementary investi-
gation"-M:ay 18 until November 12, 1993-the defendant stayed 
in the custody of the court.43° Finally, on November 24, 1993, the 
case was sent to Saratov Regional Court for trial on the aggravated 
murder charge. The Regional Court judge, however, was not satis-
fied that the charges were sufficiently serious and again returned 
the case for further investigation to explore potential additional 
charges of theft and possession of military explosives.431 On Janu-
ary 14, 1994, a final indictment for attempted aggravated murder 
and theft and possession of military explosives was filed in the Sa:r:a-
tov Regional Court. Trial commenced on February 15. On Febru-
ary 17, 1994, the jury found the defendant guilty of attempted 
murder but acquitted him on the charge of theft of explosives. 
The jury recommended lenience, resulting in a sentence of nine 
,,y~ars deprivation of liberty. 
- '"'"- SAR"ATOV-6 and SARATOV-8 illustrate how the new jury trial 
procedures resolve the seemingly endless back-and-forth inherent 
in the old system. The case of SARATOV-6 was brought before the 
People's Court on non-capital charges alleged to have been com-
mitted on May 28, 1993, but once again, the People's Court judge, 
returned the case for supplementary investigation on October 26, 
1993. B,.ecause the procurator of the Saratov Region extended the 
defenda;;:'t's pretrial detention, the final indictment was not filed in 
the Saratov Regional Court untilJanuary 14, 1994. The indictment 
contained three charges: ( 1) malicious hooliganism for engaging 
AI'-,...~ 
427 UK RSFSR § 108. 
428 This was a simple case in which all of the evidence was collected on the day of the 
shooting and the only issues were the defendant's intent, and whether he tried 
excess 
the Procurator General of the RSFSR, UPK RSFSR § 97(1), and extensions over nine 
months must be approved by the Procurator General of the USSR (a country which, of 
course, no longer exists), id. § 97(2). Returning a case for supplementary investigation 
appears to give the local procurator the power to extend the period of detention, id. 
§ 97(6). This may be a hidden reason for judges' decisions in cases like this. 
431 UK RSFSR § 218-1. 
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in a scuffle;432 (2) attempted aggravated murder out of "hooliganis-
tic motivation" for attacking the victim with an axe;433 and (3) re-
sisting arrest by a police officer.434 
Trial by jury commenced on March 9, 1994. The prosecutor 
amended the indictment to drop the charges of hooliganism, in-
stead charging the defendant with attempted aggravated murder to 
prevent carrying out a social duty (i.e., attacking the victim while 
he was trying to break up a fight) .435 The prosecutor also added 
the charge of inflicting bodily injury on a person carrying out a 
social duty.436 The jury returned a very sympathetic verdict. They 
found the defendant (1) not guilty of hitting the victim after he 
had tried to break up the scuffle; (2) not guilty of resisting arrest; 
(3) not guilty of attempted murder; but (4) guilty of attacking the 
victim with the axe. The jury established that the motive for the 
attack was the fact that the victim had hit the defendant first. The 
jury therefore recommended special lenience. The judge aeclared 
the defendant guilty of intentional infliction of serious ~odily in-
jury,437 sentenced him to a mere fine, and released him from 
custody. 
In SARATOV-8, the defendant was charged with the murder of 
one person and the attempted aggravated murder of another438 on 
June 13, 1993. The defendant, who had four prior convictions and 
had served many years in prison camps, was preventively detained. 
The case was sent to the People's Court of Petrovska on charges of 
murder in a state of strong emotional disturbance.439 The judge in 
the People's Court, dissatisfied with the lesser homicide charge, re-
turned the case for further investigation. The Petrovska Procuracy 
protested the decision of the court, however, convincing the judge 
in the Saratov Regional Court to send the case back to the People's 
Court for trial on November 4, 1993. But the People's Court judge 
again sent the case back for supplementary investigation on De-
cember 7, 1993. This time, the Saratov Regional Court rejected 
the protest of the Procuracy. A new indictment finally was· filed on 
.434 Id. § 191-1(2). 
435 Id. § 102(v). 
436 ld. § 193(2). 
437 ld. § 108(1). 
438 I d. §§ 15, 102 (z). 
439 Id. § 104. 
mur-
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der of one person440 and the attempted aggravated murder of 
another.441 
Trial commenced on April 11, 1994. Two days l~ter: t.he jury 
found the defendant guilty of inflicting serious bodily mJu:ry on 
both Chuev and Chausov, but while in a state of strong emotional 
disturbance and without an intent to kilL442 They recommended 
special lenience, resulting in the imposition of a fine and the re-
lease of the defendant from custody.443 
IVANOV0-2 illustrates how a judge's decision to return a case 
for further investigation in the interest of procm~ng a fair trial. for 
the defendant resulted in the first complete acqmttal before a JUry 
in modern Russian history. That case was twice sent for trial to the 
lvanovo Regional Court, but the state's key witnesses were not 
brought in because they had been removed to a camp in another 
region for protection. The prosecutor a~tempted to ~rosecute the 
case both times based on the witnesses wntten testlmon~ taken 
during the preliminary hearing. The judge refused to admtt the~e 
testimonies, returned the case for further investigation to ascertam 
tll£ whereabouts of the witnesses, and demanded that they be 
·*brought to court. . . 
· --"' 1\i the third trial, the witnesses were brought m, and tesufied 
that defendant was not responsible for the killing, that they had 
been forced into implicating him, and that in reality an?~er per-
son, who also had been questioned in relation to the kil~mg, ~ 
responsible. That other person, however, had hanged htmself m 
custody after having been condemned to death for the t;nurder of a 
prison Qt;fj.cial. Faced with this testimony, the judge agatz:t retu:ned 
the case to the investigator on November 18, 1993, to mvesttgate 
the plausibility of the other person's guilt. When the case ~arne 
back to court for the fourth time, the defendant requested t:tal ?Y 
· Trial ~held between February 1 and 4, 1994, resulting m ~~ . ~ 
the defendant's acqmttal on all charges. . 
F' ally RIAZAN' -2 illustrates the injustice of allowmg the 
m ' · I tht 
'-'::': ~ Procuracy to appeal judgments in its supervisory capacity. n a 
'"''""{l :: . ..-' 
440 ld. § 103. 
441 Id. §§ 15, 102(z). 
442 ld § 110. . 
443 In. both SARATOV-6 and SARATOV-8 the defendants spe~t another four to _s1x 
months in retrial detention because the judges felt that they mented attempted capual 
murder ch!rges while the jury found them guilty of substantially lesser charges and r~com· 
mended special' lenience, whereupon no sentence to deprivation of li~rty was posstble. 
444 Interviews with Valerii Stepalin, Trial Judge, Nikolai A. Borodm, Prosecutor, and 
rumma A. ~alaktionova, Defense Counsel for Sergeev, in Ivanovo (Feb. 10, 1994). 
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case, the defendant originally had been charged with intentional 
infliction of serious bodily injury resulting in death.445 The court 
with lay assessors convicted and sentenced him to nine years depri-
vation of liberty. The prosecutor appealed, claiming that the pros-
ecution at trial had improperly qualified the crime, that the 
investigation was incomplete, and that the sentence was too light. 
The case was therefore reversed and re-charged as aggravated mur-
der with exceptional cruelty.446 Mter hearing the evidence at the 
retrial before a jury, the trial prosecutor reduced the charges to 
reflect the original charge, and the defendant was sentenced to 
eight and a half years deprivation of liberty. 
It is clear from the above five cases that the jury can play a role 
in bringing a needed finality to cases that endlessly go back and 
forth from the court to the investigator because of the lack of clear 
definition of responsibility for prosecuting the case under the cur-
rent Russian law. Only if the judge is completely stripped of the 
power to return" a case for further investigation will prosecutors 
and investigators genuinely take their accusatory tasks seriously, 
and thoroughly investigate crimes immediately after their commis-
sion, when the evidence is easiest to find. The prevention or seri-
ous limitation of trial by transcript would also prevent delays such 
as those in IVANOV0-2. 
A review of the first Russian jury trials reveals first and foremost 
how unjustified the fear of Russian and foreign jurists was that the 
Russian people, imagined to be predominantly in favor of capital 
punishment and angry at "criminals" for making the streets unsafe, 
would mete out a severe and bloody strain of justice. The mildness 
of the verdicts has belied this fear. All but twelve447 of the 114 ini-
tial cases were potentially capital cases.448 For thirty-two of the 119 
defendants, the capital charge was found to be justified and leni-
ence was not recommended, leaving open the possibility of a death 
sentence. Three defendants have been sentenced to death thus 
445 UK RSFSR § 108. 
446 ld. § 102(g). 
447 In ALTAI-1 and MOSCOW-11 the charge was bribery. ld. § 173(3). In IVANOV0-
7, KRASNODAR-3, ROSTOV-3, ROSTOV-4, STAVROPOL'-8, and STAVROPOL'-9, the 
charges involved passing counterfeit money. Id. § 87(1). ROSTOV-8 and ROSTOV-10 in-
volved embezzlement of large amounts of state property. Id. § 93-1. In MOSCOW-14, the 
charge was violating railroad safety rules leading to a serious accident Id. § 85(1). In MOS. 
COW-16, the charge was threatening a judge. !d.§ 176(2). 
448 Of the 109 cases that have proceeded to judgment, there were 77 cases of aggra-
vated murder with 99 defendants, I 0 cases of attempted aggravated murder and 10 cases of 
rape of a minor, all punishable by eight to 15 years or death. 
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far. 449 Twenty-two defendants, a few of whom had been granted 
lenience by juries, have been sentenced to the maximum term of 
fifteen years deprivation of liberty.450 The jury found the capital 
charge to be justified but recommended lenience for twenty-eight 
defendants and special lenience for six more.451 Sixty-seven de-
fendants have received sentences of from eight to fourteen years 
deprivation of liberty, a sentence which is within the parameters of 
capital cases. Thirty-one defendants have received sentence~ of 
deprivation of liberty for up to eight years, and seven have rece1ved 
no jail time at all.452 
Twenty-three defendants were convicted of the following lesser 
offenses to aggravated murder (including attempt): intentional 
non-aggravated murder;453 murder using excessive force in defense 
of self or others;454 negligent murder;455 intentional infliction of 
serious bodily injury;456 intention<!] infliction of serious bodily in-
jury while in a state of strong emotional disturbance;457 and negli-
gent infliction of serious bodily injury.458 Ten of these defendants 
received lenience, and six speciallenience.459 Seventeen defend-
~-'"449 Panchishkin in ROSTOV-2, Shevchenko in KRASNODAR-1, and Brovkin ~n 
. s;[A:VRGPOL' -5. But ROSTOV-2 has been reversed by the Supreme Court. . The Commll-
. tee of Clemency in the President's Administration has commuted all but fiv~ o~ the dea.th 
penalty cases it has reviewed (in excess of 75) (one being the case of Ch1kaulo). Tnal 
judges in Saratov, Moscow, and Ivanovo Regional Courts have stressed to the author that 
they and most of their colleagues are opponents of the death penalty, and that death has 
not been considered an option in any of their cases. Conversations with Ale~ndr :· Gal-
kin, President of the Saratov Regional Court, in Saratov (Feb. 16, 1994): Iuru V. Smu;wv, 
President of the Ivanovo Regional Court, in Ivanovo (Jan. 12, 1994); and Judge Natalia V. 
Grigor'eva of the Moscow Regional Court, in Moscow (Jan. 4, 1994). 
450 SAR.ATOV-2, SARATOV-3, SARATOV-9, and RIAZAN'-7 (as to Kupriianov). Many 
findings or'lenience may indeed be aimed at eliminating the death penalty as an option. 
451 Both defendants in MOSCOW-13, defendant Saltykov in MOSCOW-20, and de-
fendant Khamidullin in UL'IANOVSK-3 were granted special lenience. 
452 Fines wet.e imposed in IVANOV0-7, MOSCOW-19, ROSTOV-1, SARATOV-6, and 
SARATOV-8. T~efendams fell under amnesty provisions and were not punished _in 
ALTAI-2, ALTAI-5, and MOSCOW-23. In all but ALTAI-5, the jury recommended spec1al 
lenience. 
453 UK RSFSR § 103. See MOSCOW-!, MOSCOW-5, and MOSCOW-18 (defendant 
· ROSTOV-7 and STAVROPOL'-2 and STAVROPOL'-
.. UK RSFSR § 105. See MOSCOW-23; SARATOV-1 (both defendants); and SARA-
TOV-5. 
455 
456 UK RSFSR § 108. See MOSCOW-17; RIAZAN'-2 and RIAZAN'-6; ROSTOV-1; SARA· 
TOV-6 (not resulting in death). 
457 UK RSFSR § 110. See KRASNODAR-6 (as to two counts); SARATOV-8. 
458 UK RSFSR § 114( 1). See MOSCOW-20. 
459 Special lenience was accorded in ALTAI-2, MOSCOW-20, ROSTOV-1, SARATOV-6 
and SARATOV-8, and STAVROPOL'-10. 
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ants have been acquitted of all capital charges without having been 
found guilty of lesser-inclu<j.ed offenses. 460 
Ten cases involved charges of rape of a minor:4{;1 the jury 
found for the lesser offense of lewd conduct with a child in three 
cases;462 statutory rape in another;463 and lesser rape charges in n:o 
more.464 Lenience was recommended in four cases,465 and spec1al 
lenience in a fifth.466 
Sixteen cases have involved multiple killings, either during one 
inddent467 or in separate incidents.468 Five other cases have in-
volved an aggravating factor of a prior murder.469 Only three of 
these cases, the type which in the United States often lead to d~ath 
verdicts, resulted in death penalties;470 eight defendants rece1ved 
fifteen years deprivation of liberty.471 The jury acquitted the de-
fendants of double murders in three cases,472 and of one of the 
charged murders in another three cases.473 The defendants in 
KRASNODAR-6, SARATOV-1, and SARATOV-5 were found guilty 
of substantially Jess serious offenses and received vew short 
. d I · 475 · sentences.474 Seven defendants rece1ve emence. 
The verdicts in the twelve cases charging non-capital offenses 
were particularly favorable for the defendants: six ended in acquit-
tals.476 In two cases the defendants were convicted of lesser in-
460 See ALTAI-3 and ALTAI-6, IVA.l\lOV0-3, KRASNODAR-4, MOSCOW-17 and MOS-
COW-19, RIAzAN'-4, ROSTOV-5, ROSTOV-11, ROSTOV-15 and ROSTOV-18, SARATOV-
12 and SARATOV-14, and STAVROPOL'-9. 
461 UKRSFSR § 117(4). 
462 Id. § 120. See MOSCOW-10 and MOSCOW-25, and IVANOV0-5. 
463 UKRSFSR § 119(1). SeeALTAI-5. 
464 SARATOV-10 and STAVROPOL'-3. 
465 ALTAI-5, MOSCOW-7, ROSTOV-6, and UL'IANOVSK-2. 
466 STAVROPOL'-3. 
467 IVANOV0-1 and IVANOV0-8, KRASNODAR-6, ROSTOV-11, RIAZAN'-9, SARA-
TOV-1, and STAVROPOL'-5 and STAVROPOL'-7. 
468 ALTAI-6, IVANOV0-6, KRASNODAR-1, MOSCOW·1, RIAZAN'-4, ROSTOV-2, and 
SARATOV-5. 
469 RIAZAN'-1 and RIAZAN'-4, ROSTOV-12, SARATOV-5, and STAVROPOL'-1. 
474 The defendant in KRASNODAR-6 was sentenced to three years deprivation of lib-
erty; the defendant in SARATOV-1 to 18 months; and the defendant in SARATOV-5 to one 
year. 
475 IVANOV0-8, KRASNODAR-6, MOSCOW-I, RlAZ&l\l'-4, and SARATOV-1. 
476 ALTAI-7, KRASNODAR-3, MOSCOW-11. MOSCOW-14 and MOSCOW-16, and 
STAVROPOL'-9. 
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eluded offenses, 477 and in the three cases in which the defendants 
were convicted exactly as charged, the juries recommended special 
lenience.478 
B. Prognosis for the Future 
It remains to be seen whether the jury will be the catalyst for a 
thorough reform of the Russian criminal justice system, as the au-
thors of the "Concept of Judicial Reform" had hoped. A majority 
of Russian judges support the new law479 and believe it will help 
ensure their independence from the executive branch and the 
Procuracy. The judges in these early jury trials have prepared with 
elan for their new role and have conducted the trials, on the whole, 
with authority and efficiency. While giving up the job of marshal-
ling the evidence to the prosecutor, they have gradually asserted 
their authority in deciding questions relating to admissibility. 
There is also an indication that the introduction of trial by jury 
is beginning to change the way Russian judges "judge" in the tradi-
tional court with lay assessors. In trying to defuse criticism that jury 
i:·rials had resulted in too many acquittals, Chairman. of the Cassa-
. J,i:Pnal.J>anel of the Supreme Court A.P. Shurygin emphasized at 
the Sochi Jury Trial Conference that the court with lay assessors 
had returned more acquittals in the Altai Territory and Moscow 
Region than had the courts with juries.480 
Whether the Russian jury trial will slowly incorporate more as-
pects of Anglo-American-style adversary procedure, or remain a pe-
culiar appurtenance to an otherwise inquisitorial criminal process, 
will defrend on the experience gleaned from the first trials. The 
477 In IVANOV0-7 the defendant was convicted of attempted theft by fulse pretenses, 
UK RSFSR §§ 1~ 147 ( 1). The jury recommended special lenience, resulting in the imposi-
tion of a mere 'ffi're. The Supreme Court reversed this conviction due to errors in the 
formulations of the jury questions and the judicial characterization of the verdict. 
Supreme Court Decision of Sept. 20, 1994 (Case ofRazov), Case No. 7-kp-094-l2sp. 
478 In ROSTOV-3, the defendant was given a suspended sentence. In ROSTOV-4 and 
·";"-,.~.., Sl;~\l.gOPOL'-8, the defendants were given one year deprivation of liberty. 
·"'"~'V .. ~~,Z2\Interview with G.N. Kartsev, former President of the Council of Judges of the Rus-
sian Federation and Judge of the Sevastopol' Raion Court of Moscow, at the Sevastopol' 
Raion Court, in Moscow (Apr. 5, 1993). 
4 80 Shurygin cited three acquittals before a jury and five before the court with lay asses-
sors in Altai Territory. In the Moscow Region, there were four jury acquittals compared to 
six before the court with lay assessors. Of course, in the Altai Territorial Court, only 19 
cases were filed with ajury request in comparison to 160 others, and in Moscow Regional 
Court, only 75 cases were filed withjury requests compared to 210 other cases. See Appen-
dix II. Supporters of trial by jury under the Tsars also emphasized that the acquittal rate 
before juries did not differ substantially from that before other courts. KucHF.ROV, supra 
note 15, at 81. 
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character of the new Code of Criminal Procedure will also deter-
mine the future of the reforms. The Code failed to materialize 
during the life of the old Supreme Soviet and most likely will be a 
subject of much debate in the two houses of the new Federal As-
sembly in 1995. 
The working group in the Ministry of Justice has finished its 
draft of the Code and has submitted it to the State Duma. This 
draft makes few changes in the jury trial provisions currently in 
force,. and l~av~s untouched the practice of returning cases for fur-
ther mvesttgation and the veto power of the aggrieved over 
prosecutorial motions to dismiss. 
The wor~ng group_ of the State Legal Department, on the 
other hand, mtends to mcrease the adversarial nature of criminal 
trials by allowing the defense to investigate the case481 and call its 
own witnesses. It also strengthens the presumption of innocence 
a.nd the protec~on against multiple trials by eliminating the provi-
sion for returmng a case for supplementary investigation after a 
jury has been empaneled. 
Although Boris Zolotukhin was elected to the State Duma and 
is again vice-chairman of the new legislative committee, the com-
mittee is now chaired by nationalist V.B. Isakov. The new chair-
man nonetheless supported aspects of judicial reform at 
Zolotukhin's urging when he was a member of the Supreme So-
viet.482 One would think that the Ministry ofJustice's less contro-
versial Draft Code of Criminal Procedure would be more to the 
liking of the new Parliament than that of the State Legal Depart-
ment or the President. 
During the Parliamentary session beginning in October 1994 
the President planned to move the State Duma to add three ne~ 
jurisdictions to the nine in which the alternative of trial by jury was 
available: the Republic of Karelia, the city of Moscow, and the Che-
liabinsk Region. 483 
Although the right to a jury trial is anchored in the 1993 Consti-
tution and is officially supported by all of the major involved agcn-
481 STATE LEGAL DEPARTMENT DRAFTS, supra note 78, § 89(5). 482 Interview with Boris A Zolotukhin, supra note 51. Zolotukhin convinced hard-line 
nationalists that judicial reform helped everyone, on the right or left, if they happened to 
run afoul of the authorities. 
483 The Draft Order suggesting the inclusion of these jurisdictions was presented to 
the Sochi Jury Trial Conference, in Sochi (Oct. 4-6, 1994). 
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cies,484 this author believes that it would never have become law 
were it not for the initial political impulse of Boris Zolotukhin and 
the inexhaustible draftsmanship, politicking, teaching, and lectur-
ing of Sergei A. Pashin. 485 Indeed, the new law has thrown a 
wrench into the "business as usual" of the Interior Ministry and the 
Procuracy, and it is doubtful whether these agencies can be 
counted on for active support of the new institution. The Ministry 
of Justice tolerates the new court system, but its draft Code of Crim-
inal Procedure certainly does not envision any expansion of the 
adversarial procedure to adapt to the presence of lay factfinders. 486 
The most avid supporters of trial by jury in the legal profession 
are the core group of trial judges who have handled the first cases. 
Although the presidents of the regional and territorial courts pay 
great lip service to the new institution, it is widely suspected that 
some courts joined the "experiment" in the hope that their partici-
pation would lead to increased financial and material support.487 
The regional collegia of advocates have been peculiarly lukewarm 
in their support of the jury system, despite the professional advan-
t~ges that defense counsel derive from the jury system. On the 
·,, other hand, many of the lawyers who have tried the first cases, and 
· ,~ard''tore of experienced advocates versed in the pre-revolution-
ary tradition, are vocal proponents.488 
Whether the State Legal Department and the small group of 
earnest supporters in the judiciary and the Bar can overcome the 
conservative inertia afflicting the majorityof the Russian criminal 
justice establishment, will depend upon the constellation of polit-
ical forces in 1995. The success of this most democratic, if also 
'""""'·· most controversial, form of criminal procedure also depends upon 
484 This support, if not always passionate, was voiced by the Acting Procurator General 
Iliushin, and rep~ntatives from the Ministries of Justice and Interior at the Sochi Jury 
Trial Conference, in Sochi (Oct. 4-6, 1994). 
485 A constitutional right to a jury trial is not a guarantee that appropriate legislation 
~ill be drawn up to implement that right. 
486 The clash between the Ministry 
"'wxc• .... u attacked Sergei A. Pashin for using the conference to push the State 
Legal Department's Draft General Part UPK, and also for trying to create a cross-agency 
commission to guide judicial reform, the administration of which would be handled by the 
487 suspicion has focused mainly on the least active of the courts: Krasnodar, 
Stavropol' and Ul'ianovsk. 
488 Genri M. Reznik, a well-known Moscow lawyer who edited a book of speeches by 
the famous pre-revolutionary lawyer Fedor N. Plevako, and Semion A Kheifets, a well-
known St. Petersburg lawyer, are two of the most eloquent spokespersons among Russian 
advocates. The 69-year-old Kheifets was brutally beaten upon returning home in Septem-
ber 1994, a!!.d lay in a coma as the manuscript for this article was being completed. 
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whether economic, political, and judicial reforms will continue the 
,transformation of Russia into a state under the rule of law. 
C. Epilogue 
All Russian lawyers know of the great names of pre-revolution-
ary criminal justice: A.F. Koni, F.N. Plevako, V.D. Spasovich, P.A. 
Aleksandrov, and others. However, they know that these are new 
times and the cases are meaner and dirtier than were those of the 
past. 
They will not have such famous or clearly set-up defendants as 
Vera Zasulich489 or Mendel Beilis.490 They are more likely to deal 
with murderers like Chikatilo.491 They will not have sympathetic 
outpouring from the media and public opinion. They will not be 
able to count on a one-minute closing argument, as did F.N. 
Plevako in the case of an old provincial priest, who had admitted to 
embezzling 10,000 rubles in church money: 
During 30 years, one year after the other, you gentlemen of 
the jury came to priest Kudriavtsev for confession and also 
as many times he absolved your sins. Now, once in 30 years, 
the repentant sinner comes to you for pardon with words of 
sorrow, repentance and entreaty. Won't you also absolve his 
sin? 
This case ended in the acquittal of the priest.492 
Russian lawyers are more likely to have cases like UL'IANOVSK-
4, involving Father Tes'kov, deacon of the Russian Orthodox 
Church. Charged with having brutally stabbed a boyhood friend to 
death and attempting to dimember his body allegedly to facilitate 
the theft of icons and rare church books, Tes'kov was convicted of 
aggravated murder and sentenced to fifteen years deprivation of 
liberty. The compassion and understanding of the Russian jury 
now has its limits. 
official, see KucHERov, supra note 15, at 
490 For an account of the trial and acquittal of the Kiev Jew, who had been arrested by 
the tsarist authorities as a part of an anti-Semitic campaign in 1911 for an alleged ritual 
killing of a Christian boy, see id. at 243-66. 
491 Chikatilo killed 56 people in Rostov-on-the-Don, and was charged with rape and 
cannibalism. For details on this notorious case, see VlADIMIR BuT, MAN'IAK (1993). 
492 KuCHEROV, supra note 18, at 361. 
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ALTAI TERRITORIAL COURT 
'ALTAI-I 
Judgment of March 11, 1994 (Bezgodov and Vorona), Altai Terri-
torial Court. 493 
Judge: A.N. Klimov 
Prosecutor: E.N. Oshovskaia 
Defense Counsel: E.V. Okorokova (for Bezgodov), S.A. Butorina 
(for Vorona) 
Charges 
Bezgodov: Auto theft using force or violence. UK RF § 212-
1 (3). 494 Theft of personal property. § 144(2). Possessiorl of fire-
arms and military explosives. § 218(1). Aggravated murdet for the 
purpose of effecting theft. § 102(e). . 
Vorona: Auto theft using force or violence. UK RF § 212-1 (3). 
Theft of personal property. § 144(2). Possession of fireatms and 
military explosives. § 218(1). Concealment of murder. § 189(1). 
·Attempted escape from pretrial detention. §§ 15, 188(2). 
Allegations 
Defendant A.V. Bezgodov, who was previously convicte4 (with a 
suspended sentence) for malicious hooliganism and intentional in-
fliction of serious bodily injury, traveled from Aleisk to Bamaul to 
meet with defendant A.A. Vorona. Bezgodov brought a sawed-off 
sh,otgun, and Vorona was in possession of hand grenades he had 
obtained as a student in St. Petersburg. On February 18, 1993, they 
decided to steal a car; around 1 P.M. they stopped a passing motor-
ist, V.K. Burau, and asked for a ride to a nearby neigl:{orhood. 
Once inside the car, Bezgodov, who was seated in the back, pro-
duced the sawed-off shotgun and ordered Burau to move to the 
passenger seat. The victim refused and Bezgodov fired two shots 
into his back, killing him instantly. The defendants drove the car 
to a remote area, removed money and valuables from the victim's 
body, and disposed of the corpse . 
493 Interview with E.V. Okorokova and SA. Butorina, Counsel for the defbldants, in 
Suzdal' (Apr. 18, 1994). The author also reviewed the indictment, the questibn list, the 
judgment, a partial protocol of the trial, and the Supreme Court Decision. All the docu-
ments and transcripts of interviews cited in this Appendix are on file with the~ author. 
494 All citations to code sections in the Appendix are to the UK RSFSR (Criminal 
Code), unless otherwise noted. 
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At 11 P.M. that night, still in Barnaul, the defendants and three 
other friends were driving in the stolen auto when they nearly co'l-
lided with a police car. The ensuing chase ended when Varona, 
the intoxicated driver, drove the car into a snowbank; Varona es-
caped, but Bezgodov and some of the others were arrested. At the 
time, Bezgodov was in possession of a bag which contained the 
shotgun, hand grenades, and some items belonging to the victim. 
Varona was arrested later. On February 22, 1994, Varona and 
some other prisoners escaped through a hole they had carved in 
the wall of the detention facility but were caught immediately. 
At trial, Bezgodov admitted the car theft and the killing, but 
claimed the gun had gone off accidentally; Varona denied all the 
charges levied against him. Two youths who had confessed (under 
coercion and falsification of documents) to this and two similar 
crimes testified as witnesses against Bezgodov and Varona. 
Verdict 
Both defendants were convicted of auto theft, theft of personal 
pp?_Perty, and possession of weapons. Bezgodov was also convicted 
,,at aggravated murder, while Varona was convicted of concealment 
an-d 'a1tempted escape. 
Sentence 
Bezgodov: Fifteen years, thirteen for the murder and other 
crimes and two for the violation of the conditional sentence on his 
prior conviction. 
Varona: Six years. 
Appeal 
An appeal~ advocates (defense attorneys) was rejected by the 
Supreme Court. Decision of June 28, 1994, Case No. 51-kp-094-
45sp. 
1.c:-}¥::A.J .• 'fA:J,.. 2 
·-r::- """"~ 
Judgment of April16, 1994 (Gordymov), Altai Territorial Court.495 
Judge: I.M. Popov 
Prosecutor: E.N. Oshovskaia and N.S. Bastrykina 
Defense Counsel: I.I. Gusel'nikova 
495 Interview with I.I. Gusel'nikova, Defense Counsel, in Suzdal' (Apr. 18, 1994). The 
author also reviewed the file and the judgment. 
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Charges 
Aggravated murder of a juvenile. § 102(d). Attempted mur-
der. Murder under circumstances causing danger to more than 
one person. §§ 15, 102(d, z). 
Allegations 
On July 8, 1993, V.G. Gordymov's father called him home to 
their village (Tiagun, Zarinskii Raion) to help bring in the hay. 
When he and his father returned to fix a tool at midnight, his 
mother and sister told them thieves had been stealing from their 
garden again (chickens and cherries had been stolen earlier). 
Gordymov, a former police officer, loaded a shotgun and helped 
with farm work until the thieves arrived around 1 A.M. In the en-
suing confrontation, one thief was killed and the others injured. 
Defendant claimed that while chasing the victims away, he tripped 
and fell and the_ gun accidentally discharge<;~. (Averiaskin, Kolotov 
and Shishlov were all struck, and Averiaskin died later of his inju-
ries.) The surviving victims, however, claimed he fired two shots. 
Evidence produced at trial established that it was likely that the 
defendant tripped, and conclusive evidence was offered to prove 
that the gun could have fired accidentally and that one shot could 
have caused all of the injuries. 
Verdict 
The defendant was convicted of negligent murder and negli-
gent infliction of serious bodily harm(§§ 106, 114(1)). 
Result 
The jury recommended special lenience. Defendant was 
gran ted amnesty by presidential decree upon adoption of the new 
Russian Federation Constitution in December 1993. 
ALTAI-3 
Judgment of April 26, 1994 (Denisov), Altai Territorial Court.496 
Judge: G.I. Vargaskina 
Prosecutor: V.G. Krasnoperov 
496 Interview with G.I. Vargaskina,Judge, and V.I. Laputina, Defense Counsel, in Altai 
Territorial Court, Bamaul (Sept. 1, 1994). Interview with V.G. Krasnoperov, Prosecutor, in 
Altai Territorial Court, Barnaul (Sept. 2, 1994}. The author reviewed the judgment, the 
question list, the judge's summation, and the Supreme Court decision. 
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Defense Counsel: V.I. Laputina 
Charges 
Attempted aggravated murder of more than one person. §§ 15, 
102(b, d, z). 
Allegations 
~n .August 2~, 1~~· defen?ant Iu.A. Denisov, who had a prior 
conVIction for mfhcting senous bodily injury, drove to the 
Slav?'orod Market to trad; in army surplus items. He parked his 
car m. front of the store Konstantin." Kalok and Kutsenko, who 
worked in the store, came out and told him to move his car. De-
fendant refused and was beaten. Defendant testified he was 
parked legally and. that his ~ailants demanded H)OO rubles an 
hour to park in front of the store. There was evidence that the 
defendant had demanded an apology from his assailants. 
·~~ The next day, two automobiles containing nine employees of 
; ~e ~t<?.[e "Konstantin" drove up to the defendant's house and con-
' Iron ted him. Words were exchanged and defendant, who testified 
that he was afraid they had come to beat him up, retreated into his 
house. Mter a rock was thrown through a window, Denisov told his 
wife and children to hide, grabbed his shotgun and fired five to six 
shots out the window. Kalok was badly wounded, losing an eye, 
and Kutsenko, Vol'f, and Rubtsov sustained serious injuries. De-
fendan~laimed he acted inself-defense and in the heat of passion, 
while the prosecution argued that he lured the others to his house 




Prosecutor appealed, claiming that alternate jurors had wrong-
fully sat in on jury deliberations, and their presence constituted a 
violation of the confidentiality of jury deliberations. Verdict re-
versed by Supreme Court. Decision of june 28, 1994, Case No. 51-
kp-094-61sp. 
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ALTAI-4 
Judgment of May 5, 1994 (Burlakov), Altai Territorial Court.497 
Judge: S.P. Kamnev 
Prosecutor: Iu.A. Panchenko 
Defense Counsel: V.V. Popkovich 
Charges 
Aggravated extortion of state property. § 95(2). Aggravated 
murder out of hooliganistic motivation. § l02(b). 
Allegations 
Defendant A.B. Burlakov, an armed military guard at the Altais--
kaia train station, got drunk while on duty celebrating the 76th 
anniversary ofthe Great October Revolution on November 7, 1993. 
A train car with a shipment of wine stood at the station and defend-
ant arid KalenniJcov, an employee, went to the car, knocked on the 
door and demanded wine. P .A. Poluiarov, the person in charge of 
the wine, which was state property, testified that defendant swore at 
him and threatened him at gunpoint. Kalennikov testified that 
Poluiarov refused to provide them with any wine, but that he did 
not hear Burlakov make any threats. Burlakov recounted that he 
had offered to pay for the wine and uttered no threats. 
Thereafter defendant ordered four trespassing juveniles, the 
victim, A.A. P'iankov, Andrei Naumov, Oksana Viarzia, and Oksana 
Glazkova, to get off the tracks. He threatened them with his re-
volver and led them to . the platform. He stuck the gun into 
Naumov's side and kicked him; then he grabbed P'iankov and put 
the gun to his temple. The gun fired, and P'iankov died instandy. 
The defendant testified that when P'iankov turned away, he 
slipped and the gun went off accidentally. The other juveniles and 
several other eyewitnesses testified to this scenario. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of the extortion charge. Convicted of negligent mur-
der (§ 106). The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
One year deprivation of liberty. 
497 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judge's summation, and the 
judgment. 
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ALTAI-5 
Judgment of May 5, 1994 (Saprykin), Altai Territorial Court.498 
Judge: G.N. Belova 
Prosecutor: E.N. Oshovskaia and N.S. Bastrykina 
Defense Counsel: V.A. Barsukov 
Charges 
Infliction of minor bodily injury. § 109(1). Forcible rape. 
§ 117(2). Repeated battery in a torturous manner. § 113. Threat-
ening murder. § 207. Rape of a child with threats of force or in-
fliction of serious bodily injury. § 117 ( 4). 
Allegations 
On May 27, 1991, the victim499 willingly accompanied defend-
ant Vasilii Dmitrievich Saprykin to a dacha in the "Stroitel'' settle-
ment, Pervomaiskii Raion, and engaged in sexual intercourse with 
b.irn. Thereafter she testified that she sought to leave the dacha 
'• and that the defendant chased after her, caught her, kicked her in 
, ·t.iie h.(;id, and beat her, causing bodily injury. She also testified he 
later administered first aid in the dacha and, after threatening to 
beat her and cutting her with a broken bottle, raped her. Wit-
nesses S.A. Nekrasov and A.L. Nekrasova testified that the victim 
fell down the stairs, causing her injuries. Defendant testified he 
only hit her once and completely denied the rape. 
The--..,v.i.ctim also testified that on June 26, 1991, she was at 
Makhmad Kodzhaev's apartment in Barnaul and encountered the 
defendant again. Witnesses testified that she demanded money 
from Saprykin for payment of some debt. She testified that he beat 
her and tooher to I.A. Krotova's apartment in Barnaul, where he 
beat, choked, and threatened to kill her. 
On March 28, 1993, the defendant engaged in sexual inter-
'~'~·~\~qur~e with a thirteen-year-old girl. She testified that it was not 
bn~nsual; the defendant got her drunk and threatened to kill 
her to induce her participation. Defendant denied the charges, 
claiming the intercourse was voluntary, and that he did not know 
she was underage. The court had her appear in the same clothes 
she wore the night of the rape. 
498 The author reviewed the judgment, the question list, and the judge's summation. 
499 The names of rape victims have been omitte<L 
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Verdict 
De~en.dant was acquitted of all charges relating to the May 27, 
1991, mc~d~nt but con~cted of inflicting minor bodily injury on 
the first VICttm. (§ 112) m connection with the June 26, 1991, inci-
dents. Regardmg the 1993 incident, he was convicted of the lesser 
included offense of statutory rape (§ 119(1)), and was acquitted of 
all other charges. The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
At sentencing the victim refused to pursue the punishment of 
defendant and, because prosecutions for § 112 must be dismissed 
if the victim refuses to prosecute, that charge was dismissed. 
Though the judge ordered a one-year sentence for the statutory 
rape, defendant was not sentenced, because the case fell under the 
general presidential amnesty decreed at the time of the adoption 
of the new constitution. 
ALTAI-6 
Judgment of May 26, 1994 (Bulochnikov), Altai Territorial 
Court.500 
Judge: G.N. Belova 
Prosecutor: V.N. Vorontsov 
Defense Counsel: V.I. Laputina 
Charges 
Two counts of intentional murder. (§§ 103, 102(i) ). 
Allegations 
Defendant Sergei Nikolaevich Bulochnikov was charged with 
the separate murders of V.A. Seniushkin and N.K Marushkin on 
May 14, 1993, in Barnaul. Defendant confessed to the murders 
during the preliminary investigation, but denied respon;ibility at 
the trial. He testified that investigators had beaten him and plied 
him with alcohol to get him to admit to the murders. Defendant's 
prior statements were suppressed by the judge, because he had not 
500 Interview with V.I. Laputina, Defense Counsel, in Altai Territorial Court, Bamaul 
(Sept. 1, 1994). Interview ~th G.N. ~elo"?", Judge, ~t Russian Law Academy (Sept. 15, 
1994). The author also reVIewed the JUdge s summa non, the question list, and the infor-
mational bulletin of the case. 
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been advised of his right to remain silent under article 51 of the 
Russian Federation Constitution. 
Both victims died after being struck in the neck by an axe. De-
fendant admitted he had an axe, and a witness, Dubrovin, testified 
that defendant had taken the axe from one Smirnov following 
Smirnov's argument with a woman. At around 10:00 P.M. on May 
14, 1993, defendant, along with Seniushkin, Dubrovin, and 
Liutaeva, were drinking. Liutaeva testified that the other three 
went outside and Dubrovin returned, saying that Bulochnikov had 
killed Seniushkin (but another witness reported that he did not see 
Dubrovin leave the apartment). Smirnov testified that defendant 
went out after Seniushkin alone and, upon returning, said, "I killed 
him." 
Later in the evening N.K. Marushkin was killed by an axe simi-
lar to that used on Seniushkin. A witness, Petrenko, testified that 
the defendant told him he had killed two people. Blood on the axe 
matched the blood type of Onishchenko {the woman Smirnov had 
argued with) and Marushkin. 
The defendant was acquitted (8-4) of the murder of Seniushkin 
and unanimously acquitted of Marushkin's murder. 
Appeal 
The""ftcquittal was overturned by the Supreme Court, which 
held that the trial judge unlawfully excluded the statements given 
by the defendant during the preliminary examination. Decision of 
Sept. l,, 199"-Case No. 51-kp-094-68sp. 
ALTAI-7 
-":_z~:JH~g@ent of July 1, 1994 (Es'kov), Altai Territorial Court. 501 
Judge: E.G. Zeidlits 
Defense Counsel: V.N. Sokolov 
501 Interview with E.G. Zeidlits, Judge, in Altai Territorial Court, Barnaul (Sept. 1, 
1994). The author also reviewed the indictment, the judge's summation, the question list, 
and the judgment. 
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Charges 
Abuse of office for personal gain. § 170 (1). Receiving bribes in 
large sums in relation to the fulfillment of public duties. § 173(3). 
Theft of government property. § 92(2). 
Allegations 
In late July 1991, defendant Sergei Mikhailovich Es'kov, presi-
qent of the Administrative Commission of State Auto Inspection 
(GAI) for Zonal'nyi Raion, allegedly stopped Terent'ev on the 
grounds of the "Sokoloveki" State Farm, Zonal'nyi Raion, for 
drunk driving. According to the preliminary-hearing testimony of 
his partner, Litvinov, he took Terent'ev's driver's license! but did 
not begin to fill out a report. Terent'ev claimed that defendant 
suggested that in exchange for some granulated flour produced by 
the state farm, he would return the license and not charge him 
with drunk driving. According to Terent'ev and a co-worker, Kress, 
they loaded seven hundredweights of the flour into the defend-
ant's service vehicle and he returned Terent'ev's driver's license. 
On October 31, 1991, one Peresil'd was stopped for drunk driv-
ing by GAl officer Antonov. In mid-November he said he ap-
proached the defendant to see if he could fix the ticket. The 
defendant knew that Peresil'd worked for an auto repair shop and 
suggested that he repair a relative's car. Peresil'd testified that he 
and Epp (a co-worker who had lost his license for drunk driving) 
repaired the car, and both were given their licenses back; though 
Peresil' d paid a small fine. 
Defendant denied the charges; he claimed that he never 
stopped Terent'ev, and that his relative paid for the repairs to his 
car. No records were produced to show how much, if any, flour 
was missing or how much it was worth. 
Verdict 
Defendant was acquitted of all charges. 
ALTAI-8 
502 Interview with V.N. Dil'man and M.P. Bobrov, Defense Counsel, in Altai Territorial 
Court, Barnaul (Aug. 31, 1994); interview with E.G. Zeidlits,Judge, and V.G. Krasnoperov, 
Prosecutor, in Altai Territorial Court, Barnaul (Sept. 2, 1994). The author also observed 
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Defense Counsel: V.N. Dil'man (for Zaitseva), M.P. Bobrov (for 
Begliarov) 
Charges 
Zaitseva: Intentional murder. § 103. Attempted aggravated 
murder. § 15, 102(v, i). 
Begliarov: Concealment of murder. § 189(1). Refusing to fin-
ish a previous sentence in a prison camp. § 188(1). 
Allegations 
On August 24, 1993, Oleg Gennad'evich Begliarov, Elena 
Mikhailovna Zaitseva, Zaitseva's mother, and her mother's boy-
friend, M.F. Cherkasskii, were celebrating Zaitseva's sister's birth-
day. There were hostile feelings between Zaitseva and Cherkasskii, 
because he abused alcohol and frequently threatened and beat 
Zaitseva and her mother, even attacking them with a knife. 
Cherkasskii, Begliarov, and Zaitseva were all very drunk, and when 
, ~it~eY..a saw Cherkasskii leave the room to lie down she went to her 
·room and retrieved an axe she had hidden under her bed. Hold-
ing it behind her back she asked Cherkasskii, "How long are you 
going to torture us?" She then struck him three times in the cheek 
and neck, killing him. She returned to the party and told her 
mother she had put an end to her suffering. 
They took the body into the yard and Zaitseva dismembered it, 
placin~e torso in one bag and the head and limbs in another. 
The next morning Begliarov helped her take the body on a bicycle 
to Paramonovskoe Lake where they hid it among the rocks. On 
August27, 1~, they buried the body in the dump in the village of 
Kliuchi. 
On September 20, 1993, Zaitseva again got drunk and took a 
kitchen knife to the Petukhovskii Soda Factory, where she had 
'-~~:::.,pl1ce.\ worked, to "clarify the situation" with M.A. Boldykov, the 
wrortiman. Boldykov had been instrumental in having her fired 
for coming to work drunk and stealing soap powder from the fac-
tory. She entered the watchman's room and pulled the telephone 
cord out of the wall, interrupting a conversation in which Boldykov 
was involved. 
the discussion of the question list, the judge's summation and verdict, and reviewed the 
indictment. 
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Zaitseva testified that she took the knife, either to scare him, or 
to underline the seriousness of her complaints, claiming she 
wanted to know whether Boldykov was spreading rumors that she 
had contracted a venereal disease. She also claimed he had made 
an amorous advance towards her. Boldykov claimed she told him 
that because he had reported the theft to the police and had her 
fired that he should now "say goodbye to life" and stabbed him in 
the ch~st. He defended himself by hitting her on the head with an 
iron stove lid, ?ut she stabbed him a second time. He finally 
wrested the knife away and stabbed her a few times. Zaitseva 
clai.med that he attacked her first with the stove lid, and she de-
fended herself with the knife. 
Oleg Gennad'evich Begliarov had been sentenced to nine years 
in a prison camp in Tiumen' Region. In January, 1993, he was 
gi~en leave to at~end his girlfri:nd's funeral. He fell ill, was hospi-
talized, and decided not to fimsh the last four months of his sen-
tence. Instead, he moved to Altai Region and lived with Zaitseva, 
waiting for Zaitseva's divorce to become final. They were married a 
month or so after Cherkasskii's murder. 
Verdict 
Zaitseva: Convicted of all charges. 
Begliarov: Convicted as charged. (In Russia, a person cannot 
be convicted of concealment of the crime of his or her spouse, but 
Begliarov's argument that he was Zaitseva's de facto spouse failed). 
Sentence 
Zaitseva: The jury recommended lenience and she was sen-
tenced to eight years. 
Begliarov: Fifteen months. 
ALTAI-9 
Judgment of September 7, 1994 (Nikitin), Altai Territorial 
Court.503 
Judge: A.N. Klimov 
Prosecutor: A.P. Zozulia 
Defense Counsel: E.V. Okorokova 
!503 Interview with E.V. Okorokova, Defense Counsel, and A.N. Klimov, Judge, in Altai 
Territ?rial Court, Barnaul (Aug. 3~, 1994, Sept. 1: 1994, and Sept. 2, 1994). The author 
also Witnessed the final days of testimony, and revtewed the indictment. 
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Charges 
Murder to conceal rape. § 102(e). Rape. § 117(4). 
Allegations 
Defendant Aleksandr Viacheslavovich Nikitin and the victim 
both worked at Thermal Electric Plant No. 2 in Barnaul. On De-
c.em.ber 22, 1993,. the plant celebrated "Electricity Day" with festivi-
ties m the cafetena. The defendant and the victim met for the first 
time, danced, and drank to excess; they were seen kissing and left 
together at 11:00 P.M. Defendant testified that the victim invited 
him to her house to engage, he assumed, in sexual intercourse. 
When they arrived at the victim's apartment, she told the defend-
ant to wait near the garages as she walked toward her building. 
The defendant, who did not know she lived with her child and her 
deceased husband's parents, chased after her and brought her 
~ack to the garage area. He testified at the preliminary investiga-
tt<:.n that she agreed to consensual sex in the snow near the ga-
',_rages. Mter completing intercourse he became angry because she, 
~hesaw it, forced them to make love in the snow instead of her 
apartment, and strangled her with her own scarf (a task made eas-
ier by her extreme drunkenness). He then smoked a cigarette, 
bought a bottle of vodka and went home to his wife. 
At trial defendant changed his testimony. He claimed that he 
had made love to the victim in the restroom of the cafeteria, and 
he deni~pkilling her. Nikitin stated that he was coerced into con-
fessing at the preliminary examination by threats to put him into 




Sentenced to fourteen years. 
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IVANOVO REGIONAL COURT 
'IVANOV0-1 
Judgment of January 13, 1994 (Korolev), lvanovo Regional 
Court.504 
Judge: V.L. Solov'ev 
Prosecutor: A.G. Korokin 
Defense Counsel: E.I. Gradusov 
Charges 
Aggravated murder of more than one person. § 102(z). Theft 
of personal property. § 144(2). Intentional destruction of per-
sonal property. § 149. 
AllegationS 
On May 21, 1993, defendant G.N. Korolev got drunk with his 
father. He then went across the hall to the home of his neighbor, 
Toropov, to swap homegrown tobacco for another bottle of vodka, 
but Toropov refused. According to the defendant, he was sub-
jected to insulting remarks by Toropov's female companion, Khre-
nova. Defendant then returned home to get a knife with which he 
intended to scare the elderly couple, but instead he stabbed them 
both to death. His defense was that Toropov was "coming at him" 
and that Khrenova threw a bottle at him. Mter the stabbings, de-
fendant returned to the victims' home, stole some personal items, 
and unsuccessfully attempted to set fire to the apartment. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder and theft. Acquitted of inten-
tional destruction of property. 
Sentence 
Fifteen years. 
504 Interview with V.L. Solov'ev,Judge, in Ivanovo Qan. 13, 1994); interview with AG. 
Korokin, Prosecutor, in Ivanovo Oan. 12, 1994); interview with E.I. Gradusov, Defense 
Counsel, in Ivanovo Qan. 12-13, 1994). The author also observed the trial and read the 
indicttnent. 
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IVANOV0-2 
Judgment of February 4, 1994 (Sergeev), Ivanovo Regional 
Court.sos 
Judge: V.P. Stepalin 
Prosecutor: N.A. Borodin 
Defense Counsel: R.A. Galaktionova 
Charges 
Aggravated murder with extreme cruelty. § 102(g). Malicious 
hooliganism. § 206(2). 
Allegations 
On May 12, 1992, in the OK 3/4 Prison Labor Camp, a group 
of twenty inmates beat A.N. Paukov as punishment for allegedly 
sodomizing a drunk inmate, V.G. Mesiatsev. A group of prisoners, 
lafgely from Mesiatsev's hometown of Shui, had convened an im-
~ J;\t;:Omp.tu court and decided that Paukov wa:s guilty of sodomy and 
had to be punished. Mesiatsev later testified that he was not 
sodomized. 
According to other prisoners, defendant O.P. Sergeev, one of 
this group of twenty prisoners, in order to improve his status in the 
camp, chased Paukov out of the barracks and stabbed him at least 
twenty-five times. Mter smoking a cigarette, h~ ~legedly r~tur~ed 
to the ~"ene of the crime, observed that the VICI:lm was stlll alive, 
and proceeded to slit his throat. He also stripped unti~ he was na-
ked because, as he admitted later, he knew that the pnson guards 
would not ~t him, as beating on naked flesh causes scars. The 
defendant denied all charges, and testified that the blood found 
under his nails came from hitting Paukov earlier in the day. 
"~~~~¥~t. 
Acquitted of all charges. 
505 Interview with V.P. Stepalin,Judge, in Ivanovo (Feb. 9, 1994); interview with N.A. 
Borodin, Prosecutor, in Ivanovo (Feb. 9, 1994); interview with R.A. Galaktionova, Defense 
Counsel, in Ivanovo (Feb. 10, 1994). The author also reviewed the file and the question 
list, as well as a local newspaper article, Tak kto z.he ubil? [Then Who Did the Killing f), 
RABocHn KRAI, Feb. 10, 1994. 
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IVANOV0-3 
·Judgment of February 11, 1994 (Kulakov), lvanovo Regional 
Court.506 
Judge: E.V. Kalenov 
Prosecutor: LB. Tsvetkov 
Defense Counsel: V.S. Arkharov 
Charges 
Malicious hooliganism. § 206(2). Theft by force and violence. 
§ 146(b, v, e). Aggravated murder for personal gain and to con-
ceal theft. § l02(a, e). Attempted rape of a minor. § 117(3). 
Allegations 
Evidence at the trial showed that defendant S.V. Kulakov, after 
getting very drunk with friends at a dance, went to S.A. Eremin's 
house in the village of Emel'ianovo at about 2:20A.M. Mter ring-
ing the bell, defendant uttered profanities to Eremin and punched 
him in the face before being chased away. 
At about 6:00A.M. the same night in the village of Khotomil', 
N.V. Khustochka allegedly awoke in her house to find defendant 
standing over her with a woodsplitter in his hands and a "crazed 
look'' in his eyes. Defendant went towards Khustochka, dropped 
the woodsplitter, unzipped his pants and said he was "going to get 
her." Khustochka woke up her seventeen-year-old daughter, 
Zhanna, and ran to their neighbors for help. 
When Khustochka returned, she found defendant on top of her 
daughter, strangling her; both she and Zhanna testified that de-
fendant was attempting to kill Zhanna. Khustochka hit the defend-
ant with a wooden barn door bolt while her neighbor beat him 
with his fists. The defendant then ran out of the house, pants in 
hand, swam across the river to his house, and went to sleep. Khus-
tochka subsequently found her elderly father, V.F. Zheleznov, in 
his bed with his head crushed by a heavy blunt object. Blood 
matching Zheleznov's was later found on the woodsplitter. The 
victim's lacquer boxes were found near the river with the defend-
ant's fingerprints on them; Zheleznov's wallet was missing. 
e>06 Interview with E.V. Kalenov,Judge, in Ivanovo (Feb. 10, 1994); interview with I.B. 
Tsvetkov, Prosecutor, in Ivanovo (Feb. 10, 1994): interview with V.S. Arkharov, Defense 
Counsel, in Ivanovo (Feb. 10, 1994). The author observed the trial, and reviewed the file 
and the Supreme Court opinion. 
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At the opening of the trial, defendant pled guilty to all charges 
but claimed he was unable to tell his story because, he said, he was 
too drunk and did not remember anything. In a videotaped state-
ment provided by the prosecution, defendant, prodded by investi-
gators, admitted to the version of the crimes included in the 
indictment but repeated that he did not remember the facts. 
Verdict 
Convicted of malicious hooliganism and of infliction of minor 
bodily injury. Acquitted of theft by force and violence, aggravated 
murder, and attempted rape. 
Sentence 
Five and one half months, with credit for time served. 
Appeal 
Rejected by Supreme Court. Decision of Apr. 20, 1994, 
Supreme Court, Case No. 7-kp-094-7sp. 
',_IVANOV0-4 
! ... -... ~~).. ' >,;.~-
Judgment of February 24, 1994 (Troitskii, Artemichev, and Savint-
seva), Ivanovo Regional Court.507 
Judge: I.S. Chumina 
Prosecutor: A.N. · Emel'ianov 
Defense Counsel: AG. Blinova (for Troitskii), E.Iu. Drondina (for 
Artemi~~v), A. G. Benin (for Savintseva) 
Charges 
Trg~tskii: . Aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty. 
§ 102(g). T~~counts of theft. § 144(3). 
Artemichev: Theft. § 144(3). 
Savintseva: Theft. § 144(3). 
On September 28, 1992, defendant Evgenii Nikolaevich Troit-
some 
vodka. Zaikin, who had been diagnosed as suffering from schizoid 
psychopathy, and Troitskii argued over the price. Zaikin seized a 
507 Interview with I.S. Chumina, Judge, in Ivanovo Regional Court (Aug. 16, 1994). 
The author also reviewed the judgment, the question list, and the indictmenL 
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knife, which Troitskii wrestled away from him; Troitskii then seized 
. some barbells and pummelled the victim in the head and body 
with the weights until he was dead. 
Troitskii told his friends, co-defendants· Vadim Ivanovich 
Artemichev and Galina Ivanovna Savintseva, who also lived in the 
same building and were also drunk, of the incident. They went to 
see Zaikin's body and, after determining he was dead, decided to 
steal clothing and household items from the apartment. Mter the 
defendants resumed drinking, Troitskii returned to the apartment 
to steal some additional items. All defendants admitted their guilt 
and they returned most of the stolen property to Zaikin's mother. 
Troitskii claimed self-defense. 
Verdict 
Troitskii: Convicted of aggravated murder and of both thefts, 
but the jury recommended lenience on the murder charge. 
Artemichev and Savintseva: Convicted. 
Sentence 
Troitskii: Ten years. 
Artemichev: Three years. 
Savintseva: Two years with a condition of treatment for 
alcoholism. 
Appeal 
Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of Sept. 6, 1994, Case 
No. 7-kp-094-llsp. 
NANOV0-5 
Judgment of April 6, 1994 (Fokin), lvanovo Regional Court.508 
Judge: I.S. Chumnina 
Rape of a child. § 117(4). 
508 Interview with I.A Frolova, Defense Counsel, in Suzdal' (Apr. 21, 1994); interview 
with I.S. Chumina, Judge, in Ivanovo Regional Court (Aug. 16, 1994). The author also 
reviewed the indictment, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Allegations 
Defendant Stanislav Ivanovich Fokin admitted to oral copula-
tion on October 14, 1993, with a twelve-year-old girl who lived in 
his building. He testified that it was a consensual act, while she 
said he forced her into the building, undressed her, kissed her 
body and forced her to perform the act. She had bruises on her 
shoulder to confirm this. Apparently, Fokin was drunk. 
Verdict 
Convicted of lewd conduct with a juvenile (§ 120). Jury found 
that the specific act of oral copulation had not been proved, and 
also found that defendant knew the victim was a juvenile, but did 
not know that she was under fourteen. 
Sentence 
Three years (maximum sentence). 
·IVANOV0-6 
~),;~;:dgll!.,ent of May 10, 1994 (Sokolov), Ivanovo Regional Court.509 
Judge: I.S. Chumina 
Prosecutor: A.N. Emel'ianov 
Defense Counsel: P.P. Nizovtsev and G. V. Romanov 
Charges 
Two counts of rape-murder. §§ 117(4), 102(e), 102 (e, i). 
·~· 
Allegations 
OIJ, May 10, 1993, defendant Aleksandr Viktorovich Sokolovwas 
drunk:;~nd 1ttta five-year-old girl, who was riding her bicycle, away 
from her house in the village .of Tepliaki, Savinskii Raion, to a 
grove of alder trees near the Uvod' River. Defendant undressed 
;.:c-:- . apd.p.ped her. To prevent the discovery of the crime he struck the 
·~"'Ychikl' in the head several times with a board, killing her. 
The victim was the daughter of one of his friends who had seen 
the defendant walking off with her. The defendant admitted this 
crime to the investigators, but claimed she kept bothering him 
509 Statement by P.P. Nizovtsev, first Defense Counsel, in Suzdal' (Apr. 20, 1994) 
(statement describing the facts of the case); interview with I.S. Chumina,] udge, in Ivanovo 
Regional Court (Aug. 16, 1994). The author also reviewed the indictment, the judgment, 
and the q~stion list. 
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while he was fishi~~ ~o he h~,t her a few times, the~ decided to rape 
• her. A group of Pwneers (a former Commumst children's or-
ganizati~m) sco~red the a.rea and found the body. At trial defend-
ant demed haVIng committed the crime. 
~te~ defendant was arrested for the May 10 killing, officers in-
vestlgatmg the May 4 killing of a nine-year-old girl interviewed him. 
He confessed to that killing, saying he lured the girl away from the 
"Verendeevka" Pioneer Park in Shuia, took her to the woods near 
the village of Orlovo, Shuiskii Raion, raped her, choked her to 
death, and ~hr~w t?e bo~y into a river. Later he denied the rape-
murder, cla1mmg mvestigators had coerced him into confessing. 
When it w~s fou~d, the gi~l's body had been decomposed and dam-
aged by wild ammals; neither the cause of death nor the fact of 
rape could be shown. 
Defendant's first lawyer took the position that he was guilty of 
the May 10 killing, but innocent of the May 4 one. Defendant de-
nied both murd~rs and fired his first lawyer just before the closing 
arguments. A new lawyer was given one and a half weeks to famil-
iarize himself with the case and gave the closing argument. 
Verdict 





Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of Sept. 6, 1994, Case 
No. 7-kp-094-18. 
IVANOV0-7 
Judgment ofJune 17, 1994 (Razov), Ivanovo Regional Court.51 o 
Judge: E.V. Kalenov 
Prosecutor: N.N. Mikhailov 
Defense Counsel: A.V. Kurnysheva 
Charges 
Two counts of passing counterfeit money. § 87(1). 
51 0 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the verdict 
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Allegations 
Defendant Evgenii Vital'evich Razov allegedly obtained two 
counterfeit 50,000-ruble notes at the Ivanovo train station in No-
vember 1993. On February 23, 1994, he allegedly asked a friend to 
buy some wine with one of the notes, and she brought back 47,980 
rubles in change and two bottles of wine. On February 24, 1994, 
defendant tried to buy some crackers in Ivanovo but the saleswo-
man recognized the note as being counterfeit. Defendant ran out 
of the store, but was apprehended. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of passing the first 50,000-ruble note, guilty of at-
tempting to pass the second note, but not guilty of intending to 
put counterfeit money into circulation. The jury recommended 
special lenience. 
Sentence 
The judge qualified the crime as an attempted theft by decep-
~ -·uon (§§ 15, 147(1)) and fined defendant the equivalent of three 
·.·-months' salary. 
Appeal 
Judgment reversed by Supreme Court due to errors in the ques-
tion list and qualification of defendant's acts. Decision of Sept. 20, 
1994, Case No. 7-kp-094-21sp. 
·~··" 
NANOV0-8 
Judgment of July 25, 1994 (Krest'ianinov), Ivanovo Regional 
Court:.511 
Judge: E.V. Kalenov 
Prosecutor: N.N. Mikhailov 
· Defense Counsel: L.A. Romanova 
tiona! cruelty. §§ 1 (v, g, z). Infliction of minor bodily injury on 
a person who was trying to prevent the commission of the murders. 
§ 193(2). 
!H 1 The author reviewed the file, the question lisr, and the judgment-
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Allegations 
On September 7, 1993, defendant Sergei Valer'evich 
Krest'ianinov, defendant's father, V.A. Paniutin, Paniutin's wife 
(A.Iu. Paniutina), and her brother (V.Iu. Pimenov) were drinking 
in defendant's apartment. Defendant's father fell asleep, and Pani-
utin and Pimenov left. Paniutina stayed, and when the defendant 
insisted she leave, she refused, claiming he owed her 500 rubles. 
Defendant later stated that he thought she was trying to incite a 
rape. Pimenov and Paniutin came back to get her, and she again 
tried to enter the house. The defendant barred the door, 
threatened to kill her, hit her in the face, and went back into his 
apartment. Pimenov left; Paniutina called the defendant a choknut 
(crazy person) and chased him back into the house. Paniutin fol-
lowed. Defendant grabbed a bottle, broke it and cut Paniutina's 
face. During an altercation with Paniutin, Krest'ianiov cut him 
over ninety times, killing him. He then began to stab Paniutina 
with a fork. When she died, she had been wounded no fewer than 
thirty-five times by both the fork and a broken bottle. 
The defendant's father woke up during the battle, and tried to 
stop his son until the defendant attacked him with the bottle, cut-
ting him in the hand, and punched him in the face; the father 
retreated to his room. The next afternoon he bound and tied his 
sleeping son and called the police. Defendant admitted the killings 
but claimed he was in a heat of passion caused by Paniutina calling 
him a· choknut and Paniutin jumping on him and choking him. 
Verdict 
Convicted of murdering both victims with exceptional cruelty, 
acquitted of having attacked his father who had tried to prevent 




Judge: I.S. Chumina 
Prosecutor: M.V. Tymochko 
Court.512 
512 Interview with I.S. Chumina, Judge, in Ivanovo Regional Court (Aug. 16, 1994). 
The author also read the indictment, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Defense Counsel: T.N. Abozina 
Charges 
Aggravated robbery. § 146(2) (b, v, e). Murder with excep-
tional cruelty. § 102 (a, g, e). 
Allegations 
Defendant Oleg Vladimirovich Andreev had lost his job and 
had been kicked out of the house where he had lived with his wife, 
two children, and his mother. A.M. Iakusheva, a seventy-six-year-
old woman who lived alone in the village of Sokol'skoe helped, fed, 
and employed him. On April 7, 1993, defendant told her of the 
problems in his life and she criticized him, calling him a weakling. 
The defendant testified that he was insulted, so he left her house, 
found a brick, and decided to avenge the insult. He returned and 
hit her on the head with the brick several times. Thinking she was 
dead, he stole money (9000 rubles) and some other items (sugar, 
candy, and a milk bottle with some moonshine in it). Defendant 
"-then heard a groan. Fearing that she would recover and report 
" Jlilll tQ. the police, he wrapped the brick in a sh?et, an~ hit her ~th 
" it until she died. In all she was struck fifteen times With the bnck. 
Verdict 
The prosecutor dropped the robbery charge and the charge ?f 
murder with exceptional cruelty, alleging that defendant commit-
ted a theft of personal property (§ 144(2)) and murder to prevent 
discove'ry of the theft (§ 102 (e))); the defense counsel a~gued 
there was no intent to kill. The jury found the defendant gmlty of 




• ...., " KRASNODAR TERRITORIAL COURT -!\--~"\" 
\< 
KRASNODAR-1 
Judgment of May 16, 1994 (Shevchenko and Evenko), Krasnodar 
Territorial Court.513 
513 Interview with V.M. Epifanov, Judge, at Krasnodar Territorial Court (Sept. 14, 
1994); interview with V.V. Kolesnik, Defense Counsel, in Krasnodar (Sept. 12-13, 1994); see 
also Verdikt prisiazhnykh: Vinoven [The jury's Verdict: Guilty] RossiiSKAIA GAZF.TA,july 12, 1994; 
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Judge: V.M. Epifanov 
Prosecutor: V.T. Putimtsev 
167 
Defense Counsel: B.P. Chepumoi (for Shevchenko) and V.V. 
Kolesnik (for Evenko) 
Charges 
Evenko: Two counts of aggravated robbery. § 146(2) (a, b, v, 
d). Two counts of aggravated murder. § 102(a, e, i). 
Shevchenko: Three counts of aggravated robbery. § 146(2) (a, 
b, v, d). Two counts of aggravated murder. § 102 (a, e, i). One 
count of murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(a, g, e). Posses-
sion of hashish and marijuana. § 224(1). 
Allegations 
Defendants Iurii Mikhailovich Shevchenko and Aleksandr Le-
onidovich Evenko met while serving time for previous crimes. On 
March 21, 1992, Shevchenko talked Evenko into helping him steal 
a car. When Evenko asked if it would be "without corpses," 
Shevchenko responded in the affirmative. They negotiated a ride 
with I. N. Savinko at the Armavir bus station and drove in the direc-
tion of the "Golden Colossus" collective farm, near Sovetskoi Sta-
tion, Novokubanskii Raion. As they were driving in an 
unpopulated area, Shevchenko slipped a noose around Savinko's 
neck and strangled him to death while Evenko slipped into the 
driver's seat and grabbed the wheel. Defendants put Savinko's 
body in the trunk, drove to the Urup river, stripped off his jeans, 
and threw the body into the river. They stole a small amount of 
money, the jeans, and the car. Evenko admitted his part in the 
crime, but claimed he did not know Shevchenko was going to kill 
Savinko, and that he did not assist in the killing. Shevchenko de-
nied the charges, claiming that Evenko committed the murder. 
On October 8, 1992, defendants again negotiated a ride with a 
elderly motorist acting as a private taxi-driver, S.l. Chekmak. 
Chekmak took them from the Otradnoi bus station to the area of 
the Zaria collective dairy farm in Otradenskii Raion, when 
Shevchenko began to strangle Chekmak with a piece of cord while 
Evenko took over the controls. Chekmak did not die easily, and 
Shevchenko pulled him into the backseat and used Chekmak's 
own belt to finish the job after his cord broke. Evenko admitted 
Tak reshil sud prisiazhnykh [Thus the jury Decided], KuBANSKII KRA1, Sept. 2-9, 1994. The 
author also reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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participating in the robbery, and implicated Shevchenko for the 
murder. Shevchenko placed the entire blame on Evenko. 
On November 20, 1992, Shevchenko went to the house of an 
old woman who allegedly owed some money to one of 
~hevchenko's relatives. She was thought to have been in posses-
siOn of a large sum of money. Shevchenko punched and kicked 
her over thirty times, trying to get her to tell him where her money 
was. He then bound her hands and feet and hit her four times in 
the head with a hammer, killing her. He stole her state privatiza-
tion voucher, worth 10,000 rubles, and 1500 rubles in cash. 
Shevchenko denied the murder charges, changing his story several 
times, claiming others had killed the old woman. When he was 
arrested, the voucher and forty-seven grams of hashish were found 
in his room. 
Mter his arrest for the old woman's murder, Shevchenko wrote 
a statement linking Evenko to the murders of the motorists. Only 
then was Evenko arrested, and he promptly declared that 
Shevchenko was the killer. Shevchenko claimed that the police 
~~at him into making his statement. 
Shevchenko: Convicted as charged. 
Evenko: Convicted of the robbery-murder of Chekmak and the 
robbery of Savinko. The jury recommended lenience. 
Shevchenko: Sentenced to death. 
Evenko: §~!ltenced to eleven years. 
KRASNODAR-2 
S.N. Tkachev 
Prosecutor: T.S. Negliad 
Defense Counsel: B.S. Napso 
514 Interview with S.N. Tkachev,Judge, at Krasnodar Territorial Court (Sept. 13, 1994). 
The author also reviewed the order returning the case for supplementary investigation. 
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Charges 
Attempted murder for personal gain by a means likely to cause 
injury to a number of people. §§ 15, 102(a, v, d, z). Unlawful pos-
session of military weapons. § 218 (1). 
Allegations 
. D~fenda~t Anzori Omarovich Odikadze was charged with hav-
mg tned, twice, to murder F.F. Morozov in May 1993, once with a 
pistol, and once, on the night of May 23, 1993, by climbing a lad-
der a~d relea_sing a grenade into Morozov's second story apart-
ment m the c1ty of Tuapse. The grenade did not explode. 
At trial defendant denied the charges, stating that his earlier 
confession, in which he stated that he acted alone, was ~;;oerced. 
But the victim testified that he could not move the fifty-nine-kilo-
gram metal ladder away from his window without the help of a 
neighbor, and he also testified that an eyewitness, who was not 
questioned, saw two people emerge from a car that had diiven up 
to his house and that the two of them had set up the lad<)er. 
Results 
Defense counsel moved, with the approval of defendartt, to re-
turn tb.;e case for further investigation to see if it would have been 
possible for defendant alone. to move the metal ladder. The judge 
granted the motion and also ordered the interrogation of the 
newly discovered eyewitness. 
KRASNODAR-3 
Judgment of June 9, 1994 (Mishkin), Krasnodar Territorial 
Court.:n5 
Passing counterfeit money. § 87(1). 
• 515 Interview with N.A. Ponomarenko,Judge, in Krasnodar Territorial Court (Sept, 14, 
1994). The author also reviewed the question list and the judgment. 
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Allegations 
OnJanuary 23, 1994, defendant Vladimir Ivanovich Mishkin al-
legedly used a counterfeit 50,000-ruble bill to try to buy some 
candy at a kiosk at the Starominskoi bus station. The salesman no-
ticed it was fake and returned it. Later that day defendant passed 
the bill to A.N. Radchevskii to pay off a debt owed to Radchev-
skaia's mother. Defendant denied he knew the bill was counterfeit. 
Verdict 
Defendant was unanimously acquitted. 
KRASNODAR-4 
Judgment of June 28, 1994 (Lebedev), Krasnodar Territorial 
Court.516 
Judge: N.A. Ponomarenko 
Prosecutor: M.P. Kuz'min 
Defense Counsel: M.A. Gin 
Cliarges 
··-.Aggravated murder by means likely to cause injury to more 
than one person. § 102(d). Attempted aggravated murder. §§ 15, 
102(d, z). 
Allegations 
Tamara Khromykh, her son E.V. Sorokin and her husband G.F. 
Iamskoh-f:efugees from Abkhaziia, lived in a trailer in a rural area 
near G~riachii Kliuch-Khaduzhensk. A tense situation developed 
between them and defendant Aleksandr Valentino~ch Lebe~ev, a 
beekeeper, 'i_ho felt these unwanted newcomers drsturbed hrs bu-
colic way ofli'fe. On October 10, 1993, Sorokin hit the defendant 
over the head with a metal bar and stabbed him, putting him i~to 
the hospital. Lebedev allegedly swore revenge, and arou.nd mrd-
<c·::~. pight, on October 11, 1993, someone fired a ~hotgun mt~ the 
· \tra:iter. The dog didn't bark, apparently knowmg the assatlant. 
Sorokin was not at home, but Khromykh was hit in the stomach. 
When an ambulance finally came at 8 A.M. the next morning, Iam-
skoi had already cleaned all of the blood from the trailer. Before 
516 Interview with N.A. Ponomarenko,Judge, in Krasnodar Territorial Court (Sept. 14, 
1994}; interview with M.A. Gin, Defense Counsel, in Krasnodar (Sept. 1~-13; 1994}. Th7 
author reviewed the question list and the judgment; see also Tak k/{1 !.he ubiit.sa. [Then Who s 
the Killer?], .~ullANSKil KRAt, Sept. 2-9, 1994. 
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Khromykh died, she was asked who did it, and she answered, "my 
husband." 
Iamskoi was arrested, but he denied the charges and blamed 
the defendant. Defendant, after initially denying the charges, 
eventually confessed to the police, claiming he had sneaked out of 
his hospital room, gotten his shotgun, and fired at the trailer. At 
trial he repudiated his confession, claiming that the police had 
told him it would be better if he confessed; he believed that his 
wife would be in danger if he did not confess. 
Iamskoi was remarried just one month after his wife died, and 
Sorokin, who was also a suspect, did not even attend his mother's 
funeral. 
Verdict 
Defendant was acquitted. 
KRASNODAR-5 
Jury discharged August 30, 1994 (Sukhenko), Krasnodar Territo-
rial Court. !'>17 
Judge: N.V. Nesterenko 
Prosecutor: N.A. Iakovleva 
Defense Counsel: A.N. Boltov 
Charges 
Rape of a child. § 117(4). Rape of a minor. § 117(3). 
Allegations 
Defendant Viktor Vasil'evich Sukhenko was charged with sys-
tematic rape by use of threats of physical force, and taking advan-
tage of his stepdaughter over a fifteen-year period from January 21, 
1978, to August 8, 1993. 
Verdict 
A jury of ten men and two women were selected as regular ju-
rors, with two alternates. The defense counsel moved to discharge 
the panel, believing it could not be fair in such a case. The judge 
granted the motion over the objection of the prosecutor. 
517 The author reviewed the order discharging the jury. 
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KRASNODAR-6 
Judgment of September 14, 1994 (Sherstnev), Krasnodar Territo-
rial Court.518 
Judge: N.A. Ponomarenko 
Prosecutor: N.V. Bort 
Defense Counsel: R.F. Kosimov 
Charges 
Two counts of aggravated murder. § 102(z). Illegal possession 
of a knife. § 218(2). 
Alkgations 
On November 7, 1993, defendant I.F. Sherstnev, who was 
drunk, got into an argument with his wife, T.A. Sherstneva, at their 
home in Slaviansk-on-the-Kuban. He then decided to visit his par-
ents in Vyborg and take their son Zhenia with him. His wife had 
told her older son Pavel (who had a different father) to go sum-
mon her parents, in order to stop the defendant from taking 
.. Zh'enia away. Defendant claimed that, after he had chased his wife 
!back ~into the house, his mother-in-law, E.A. Perekrestova, arrived 
and attacked him. Sherstneva yelled: "He has a knife," and Per-
ekrestova answered, "I don't care, I'm not afraid." 
Defendant testified that when his wife mentioned his knife he 
pulled it out and stabbed Perekrestova,just to keep her away from 
him, not to kill her. Mter he stabbed Perekrestova, his wife lunged 
at him and he stabbed her. Both women died of stab wounds two 
days late'r- Defendant claimed he was in a fog (he is an alcoholic) 
and did not want to kill either woman. At the preliminary exami-
nation, however, he had said that he intended to kill them both 
becausethey ~e constantly bothering him and getting in his way. 
Defendant was arrested at a train station, and the knife was in 
his possession. Sherstneva's oldest son said that defendant con-
'-'-- stantly threatened people with his knife. 
~~~~tiarc;· 
Convicted of illegal possession of a knife. The jury found that 
defendant inflicted the knife wounds without intent to kill and 
518 Interview with N.A. Ponomarenko,Judge, in Krasnodar Territorial Court {Sept. 14, 
1994); interview with R.F. Kosimov, Defense Counsel, and N.V. Bort, Prosecutor, in Krasno· 
dar Territorial Court (Sept. 13, 1994). The author also reviewed the indictment and the 
question list, and observed the judge's summation and the announcement of the verdict. 
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while in a heat of passion (§ 110), and recommended lenience on 
the assault count. 
Sentence 
Three years, three months. 
MOSCOW REGIONAL COURT 
MOSCOW-I 
Judgment of December 28, 1993 (Slonchakov and Cht:~mikov), 
Moscow Regional Court.519 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: M.A. Gaisinovich 
Defense Counsel: S.E. Ermakova (for Slonchakov); A.P. Lopin (for 
Chernikov) 
Charges 
Slonchakov: Two separate counts of murder. §§ 103, 102(i). 
Burglary. § 144(3) . 
Chernikov: One count of being an accessory after the fact to 
murder. § 189(1). 
Allegations 
Konstantin Nikolaevich Slonchakov pleaded guilty to the bur-
glary charge for a theft on January 25, 1993, in Pavlovskii Posad, 
but denied the intentional murder of N.I. Kulagin in December 
1989 and the intentional murder of I.I. Novikov on April 26, 1993, 
also in Pavlovskli Posad. 
In December 1989 Kulagina asked Slonchakov (who was 
drunk) to come to her house, because her husband, Kulagin (who 
was also drunk), had been beating her. Defendant Sergei Niko-
laevich Chernikov, Kulagin's wife, and Kulagin's daughter 
(Chernikov's wife) were at the house when Kulagin threatened to 
rape daughter in front of Chernikov. A fight started, and there was 
evidence that Slonchakov strangled Kulagin while he was helpless 
on the floor. The two defendants put Kulagin's body on a sled and 
519 Interview with N.V. Grigor'eva, Judge, in Moscow Regional Court Gan. 4, 1994); 
interview with M.A. Gaisinovich, Prosecutor, in Moscow Regional Court Gan. 10, 1994); 
interview with S.E. Ermakova, Defense Counsel, in Pavlovskil Posad Gan. 5, 1994); inter-
view with A.P. Lopin, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Gan. 20, 1994). The author also wit· 
nessed the trial, and reviewed the indictment and the question list. 
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pulled it to the Kliazma River where they cut a hole in the ice and 
threw the body in. 
On April 26, 1993, Novikov was drunk and tried to make his 
daughter, Slonchakov's girlfriend, give him money to buy vodka. 
Slonchakov, who was also drunk, began fighting with Novikov, and 
allegedly also strangled him to death. Slonchakov claimed at trial 
that Novikov pulled a knife on him, and denied any intent to kill. 
Slonchakov disposed of the body in the Vokhna River. 
Verdict 
Slonchakov: Acquitted of Kulagin's murder, convicted of the 
intentional murder of Novikov and of the burglary. The jury rec-
ommended leniency for the murder conviction. 
Chernikov: Convicted, but the judge set aside the conviction 
because Slonchakov's acquittal made this verdict legally untenable. 
Sentence 
Slonchakov: Six years. 
·"-~tPe(JL 
Supreme Court rejected appeal by prosecution. Decision of 
Mar. 2, 1994, Case No. 4-kp-094-15sp. 
MOSCOW-2 
Jury discharged January 18, 1994 (Saltykov, Gerasimov, Gusev), 
Moscow Regional Court.520 
!~-.. .. -~. 
Judge: V.G. Letiagin 
Prosecutor: V.V. Belich 
Defense Counsel: A.N. Rozhkov (for Saltykov), V.G. Avetian (for 
Gerasimov) ,lfand R.V. Shvarskiene (for Gusev) 
Charges 
'"':::;-~~.· ,, , Saltykov: Aggravated robbery-murder with exceptional cruelty. 
~§~W2(a, g), 146(2) (a). 
Gerasimov: Aggravated robbery-murder with exceptional cru-
elty. §§ 102(a, g), 146(2) (a). 
520 Interview with V.V. Belich, Prosecutor, AN. Rozhkov, V.G. Avetian, and R.V. Shvar-
skiene, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 18, 1994); interview with V.G. 
Letiagin,Judge, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 19, 1994). The author observed t~e first, 
sixth, and seventh days of the trial, and reviewed the orders setting the case for tnal and 
returning the case for further investigation. 
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Gusev: Aggravated robbery-murder with exceptional cruelty. 
§§ 102(a, g), 146(2) (a). 
Allegations 
In a statement to investigators, Aleksei Gerasimov said that he 
and the other defendants were drunk and lured V.V. Abdalin, an 
alcoholic, away from the beer dispensary at the Vinogradov train 
station, Voskresenskii Raion, into a wooded area where they beat 
him to death, and stole his money to buy more alcohol, on Septem-
ber 14, 1992. At trial all three defendants denied the charges. Ger-
asimov testified that he had been beaten by the police and had 
been promised release if he confessed. Piskulov and Puzin, two 
other alcoholics, testified that they had seen the victim on Septem-
ber 15, 1992, after he had allegedly been killed by the defendants, 
contradicting their earlier testimony to investigators that they had 
last seen him on September 8. 
Verdict 
The prosecutor moved to dismiss the case for insufficient evi-
dence, claiming an uncorroborated confession was inadequate ba-
sis for a guilty verdict. He went on to state that he himself had 
some doubt as to the guilt of the defendants. Abdalin's widow ob-
jected to the dismissal and the judge returned the case for further 
investigation based on the "new evidence" (the testimony of Pis-
kulov and Puzin). (See MOSCOW-21, infra, for the retrial.) 
MOSCOW-3 
Judgment of January 25, 1994 (Bogatyrev), Moscow Regional 
Court.521 
Judge: Iu.B. Tutubalin 
Prosecutor: A.V. Sokin 
Defense Counsel: V.N. Sharkov 
Charges 
Aggravated murder committed by an especially dangerous re-
cidivist. § 102(1). 
521 Interview with Iu.B. Tutubalin, Judge, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 24, 1994); 
interview with A.V. Sokin, Prosecutor, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 25, 1994); interview 
with V.N. Sharkov, Defense Counsel (several meetings throughout the trial). The author 
observed the entire trial, examined the file, and reviewed the Supreme Court decision. 
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Allegations 
The events of this case took place on June 4, 1993, in the village 
of Ostrovtsy, Ramensk Raion. The testimony of the defendant 
Igor' Viktorovich Bogatyrev and five other eyewitnesses agreed that 
the victim challenged the defendant to armwrestle. The defendant 
won, infuriating the victim, who, when drunk, liked to show his 
strength. As defendant exited the house, the victim followed and 
began kicking him and hitting him. The defendant left, but appar-
ently found an axe on the way home and decided to return to con-
front the victim. Witnesses said they saw the defendant, with an 
axe in one hand and a knife in the other, approach the house. 
The defendant retreated after one of the victim's friends bran-
dished a shovel. 
The victim allegedly asked his friends to accompany him to the 
bus station. As he was walking with his three escorts he suddenly 
charged at the defendant, who was standing behind a sandpile, and 
was mortally stabbed. The defendant testified that the victim 
lunged at him, exclaiming he was going to kill him, and he held 
the knife to his chest in self-defense. During the closing argument, 
. ,_tlifir aggrieved brother of the deceased told the jury that the de-
·f@.ladant-was a "very dangerous man" who had spent seventeen years 
in prison camps. 
Verdict 
The jury narrowly (7-5) found the defendant guilty of inten-
tional murder and recommended lenience. The judge found the 





Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of Apr. 26, 1994, 
·-~:~~~00. 4-kp-094-6lsp. 
MOSCOW-4 
Judgment of January 31, 1994 (Kuzenkov), Moscow Regional 
Court.522 
522 Interviews with AA Dzyban, Judge, Iu.L. Sobina, Prosecutor, and I.D. Brovikova, 
Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional Court (Jan. 28, 1994). The author observed the 
entire trial and reviewed the file. 
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Judge: A.A. Dzyban 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sabina 
Defense Counsel: I.D. Brovikova 
Charges 
L I I 
Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. § 102(b). 
Making death threats. § 207. 
Allegations 
On June 9, 1993, defen.dant Aleksandr. Evgen'~vich Kuzenko: 
got drunk and went to the livestock factory m the vlll~g~ of Krasn)'l 
Kotelshchik, Stupinskii Raion, where he and the VIctim worked. 
He found the victim and Tsvetkov playing cards and began. to beat 
the victim, who was deaf. He pulled the victim outside, and when 
the victim tried to escape, he stabbed him four times in the back, 
killing him. He . returned to the building and asked Tsvetkov ~o 
help him dispose of the body, which was thro~ into a .garbage P.lt. 
Defendant denied threatening Tsvetkov and sa1d he killed the .VI~­
tim because he had insulted him the week before. At the prehmi-
nary investigatici'n Tsvetkov testified that defendant had threatened 
to kill him if he did not help dispose of the body. 
Verdict 





Judgment of March 1, 1994 (Terekhov), Moscow Regional 
Court.523 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: lu.L. Sabina 
Defense Counsel: N.F. Katasonov 
523 Meetings with Iu.L. Sobina, Prosecutor, and N.F. Katasonov, Defense Couns~l, in 
Moscow Regional Court (Mar. 4, 1~94): The. author als~ reviewed the file and the Judg-
ment, and witnessed parts of the tnal, mcludmg the closmg arguments. 
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Charges 
Aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(g). 
Allegations 
On March 24, 1993, in the town of Liubertsy, defendant Alek-
sandr Fedorovich Terekhov and his brother had become drunk. 
The defendant claimed his brother attacked him with a kitchen 
knife and that he disarmed his brother as they fought. Then they 
slugged each other and the brother fell and later died. Defendant 
claimed that he did not intend to kill his brother. The victim had a 
btood alcohol content of 0.46. The defendant was diagnosed as 
having a psychopathic personality, but legally competent. 
Verdict 
Guilty of intentional murder without aggravating circumstances 
(§ 103) but deserving of lenience. 
Sentence 
· ~, ",.,. .fixe and one half years. 
MOSCOW-6 
Judgment of March 9, 1994 (Mikhalev), Moscow Regional Court. 524 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sobina 
Defens~Counsel: V.P. Khalmosh 
Charges 
Aggravat:tQ..~murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102 (g). 
Allegations 
··::c. . Dtfendant Sergei Anatol'evich Mikhalev testified that, on No-
~~einbh 29, 1993, he and his common-law wife, Marina Sazhena, 
got drunk, and he went to sleep. He allegedly awoke to find her 
dead from over 100 blows to the body. He denied having killed 
her but could not explain what might have happened. 
524 Interviews with Iu.L. Sobina, Prosecutor, and V.P. Khalmosh, Defense Counsel, in 
Moscow Regional Court (Mar. 4, 1994). The author observed the last two days of the trial, 
including dosing arguments and instruction of the jury, and reviewed the judgment. 
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Verdict 




Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of Apr. 25, 1994, 
Case No. 4-kp-094-66sp. 
MOSCOW-7 
Judgment of March 18, 1994 (Dubrovin), Moscow Regional 
Court."'25 
Judge: S.V. Marasanova 
Prosecutor: N.V. Teplova 
Defense Counsel: T.K. Dolbneva 
Charges 
Rape of a minor. § 117(4). 
Allegations 
On August 14, 1993, defendant Oleg Petrovich Dubrovin got 
drunk and went to the train station in the village of Vasilevo, 
Pushkinskii Raion. He sat next to a thirteen-year-old girl on the 
platform. He maintained he was protecting her from some drunk 
youngsters on the platform, but she testified that he grabbed her 
by the hand, pulled her into the forested area 250 meters from the 
platform and threatened to kill her if she did no~ submit to_ sexual 
intercourse. He undressed her and raped her tWice, damagmg her 
hymen and vagina. The defendant claimed the sex was consensual 
and he thought she was sixteen or eighteen years old. 
Verdict 
. Convicted as charged; the jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Eight years. 
525 The author reviewed the file and the judgment. 
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MOSCOW-8 
Jury discharged March 25, 1994 (Andreev), Moscow Regional 
Court.526 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sabina 
Defense Counsel: A.S. Gusev 
Charges 
Intentional murder and attempted aggravated hooliganistic 
murder by one who had earlier committed a murder. §§ 103, 15, 
102(b, i). 
Allegations 
Defendant Igor' Anatol' evich Andreev was charged with the in-
tentional murder of Ivakin on October 31, 1993, and with attempt-
ing to murder A.V. Gavrilov on November 6, 1993, both in 
Pavlovskii Posad. Defendant denied the charges, claiming he 
. "stabbed lvakin with a sharpened piece of metal in self-defense and 
".·that~ he accidently wounded Gavrilov in the neck with a trinket in 
the shape of a woman's shoe when he shoved him. 
Gavrilov testified that the drunk defendant attacked him with a 
knife, and the defendant's girlfriend said that he had told her he 
murdered Ivakin. Ivakin's mother looked at pictures of the dead 
man and could not identity him as her son. The police had not 
asked her to identity the body and she had not known her son was 
dead until after the burial. 
The Prosecutor moved to return the case for further investiga-
tion, for the purpose of exhuming the body. Defense counsel did 
not object ~ the jury was discharged. The body was exhumed 
and the mother was still not able to identity the dead person as her 
son. The case was set for trial a second time, a second jury was 
:scict.;Lcu. but Gavrilov did not anoe<u 
526 Conversation with Iu.L. Sobina, Prosecutor, in Moscow Regional Court (Mar. 
1994). The author also reviewed the notes of a law student who observed this trial, and 
reviewed the order discharging the jury. 
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MOSCOW-9 
.Judgment of April 7, 1994 (Krasotkin), Moscow Regional Court.527 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sabina 
Defense Counsel: L.P. Liubimtseva 
Charges 
Aggravated murder committed by an especially dangerous re-
cidivist. § 102(1). 
Allegations 
Defendant Pavel Pavlovich K:rasotkin and V.K. Shelopaev got 
into an argument and a fight while drunk on December 2J3, 1992, 
in Orekhova-Zuevo. Defendant stabbed the victim dead in the 
heart with a knife. Defendant had been declared to be an "espe-
cially dangerous recidivist" by a Kazakhstan court. 
Verdict 




Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of June 21, 1994. 
Case No. 4-kp-094-81sp. 
MOSCOW-10 
Judgment of April 8, 1994 (Tomilov), Moscow Regional Court.528 
Defense Counsel: E.Iu. L'vova 
Rape of a child. § 117(4). Making a death threat. § 207. 
527 The author reviewed the judgment and the question list. 
528 Interview with E.Iu. L'vova, Defense Counsel, in Suzdal' (Apr. 18, 1994). The au-
thor also reviewed the question list and the judgment. 
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Allegations 
Defendant Dmitrii Viktorovich Tomilov, previously convicted of 
rape of a child, admitted to forcing a twelve-year-old girl to submit 
to his oral copulation of her vagina onJune 2I, I993, in the city of 
Peutov. He expressed remorse, and claimed he did not know she 
was only twelve years old. The defense argued that this conduct 
only amounted to lewd conduct, not rape. 
Verdict 
Guilty of the death threat and of having committed a lewd act 
with a minor {§ I20). 
Sentence 
Three years (maximum sentence). 
Appeal 
Rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision of June 6, I994, Case 
,.No. 4-kp-094-74sp. The Plenum of the Supreme Court vacated the 
~ Cassational Panel's decision and reversed the judgment, remand-
. , ''i'I:ig ttie case for retrial. 
MOSCOW-II 
Judgment of April 22, I994 (Shcherbakov), Moscow Regional 
Court.529 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sobina 
Defense Counsel: V.E. Liliutin 
Charges 
Two counts of accepting bribes in exchange for the fulfillment 
or non-fulfillment of official duties. § I73{3). 
Allegations 
"'"''~~ 
Defendant Iurii Mikhailovich Shcherbakov was the head of ad-
ministration of the Nikol'skii Village Council in Odintsovskii 
Raion. Evidence was admitted concerning an alleged bribe of 
IOO,OOO rubles in January I993 from M.A. Vlasov, in exchange for 
529 Interview with Iu.L. Sobina, Prosecutor, in Moscow Regional Court (Apr. 11, 1994); 
interview with V.E. Liliutin, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional Court (Apr. 11, 1994). 
The auth~ observed one day of the trial and reviewed the file and the judgment. 
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allo~a~ion of a parcel ~f land. Shcherbakov was also charged with 
recenrmg ~ personal bnbe of $200 from Iu.B. Pegachkov to receive 
another p1ece of land. The defendant also allegedly received an 
automobile worth 5,232,000 rubles on May 6, 1993, from L.O. 
Zverev, who also desired a favorable plot. Defendant denied re-
ceiving the bribes, and claimed the automobile was received not as 
his own personal property, but for use of the village Soviet. The 
defense introduced evidence that the head of the local Soviet, N.E. 
Po~ova, had "set ~p" the defendant because she was angry at not 
haVIng been appomted head of administration. 
Verdict 
Defendant acquitted of all charges. 
MOSCOW-12 
Judgment of May 11, 1994 (Shvedova), Moscow Regional Court.53o 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: S. Artem' eva 
Defense Counsel: O.V. Denisov 
Charges 
Aggravated murder. § I02(i). Threatening murder. § 207. 
Allegations 
Defendant, Liubov' Ivanovna Shvedova, originally from Bar-
naul, Altai Territory, left for Moscow after her first husband 
drowned. She married Shvedov and was convicted along with him 
in 1986 for the attempted murder of Baranov. Mter her release 
from prison camp she began to see N.V. Buslaev, with whom she 
and her husband had once lived, and the two of them moved in 
with A.S. Fomichev. On November 4, 1993, in the city of Khimki, 
Buslaev, Fomichev, and the defendant got drunk in Fomichev's 
apartment. An argument arose between the defendant and Bus-
laev. She said she was depressed and didn't want to live any longer, 
and Buslaev exclaimed that he didn't want to live without her. Bus-
laev dared defendant to stab him and told Fomichev to give her a 
knife, whereupon the defendant stabbed him once in the heart, 
killing him. 
530 !he author reviewed the file, the question list, the judgment, and the judge's 
summation. 
•)'" 
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Fomichev testified that defendant had been lying on the 
kitchen floor, claiming that Buslaev was cheating on her. She 
threatened to cut Buslaev; he told her to ''go ahead," and she 
stabbed him. Defendant, who had originally confessed to the stab-
bing, testified at trial that she was in a dream-like state, that she 
had no intent to kill him, and that Buslaev stabbed himself by pull-
ing her hand, which was holding the knife, into his own chest. 
When the ambulance and doctor came, defendant was lying on 
Buslaev's body, claiming she loved him and saying she was sorry. 
The doctor claimed she threatened him while brandishing the 
knife, but she claimed she intended to kill herself, not the doctor. 
The police to some extent corroborated her version. 
Verdict 
Convicted of murder, acquitted of threatening to murder. The 
jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
.. Eight years. 
,,'~ 
-'MOSOOW-13 
Judgment of May 13, 1994 (Glushchenko and Konovalov), Moscow 
Regional Court.531 
Judge: R.V. Rogov 
Prosecutor: A.G. Zerkova 
Defense Counsel: L.V. Baranov, A.Ia. Dunaevskii 
Charges 
Glushchenko: Aggravated robbery-murder with exceptional 
cruelty as ~esult of a conspiracy. §§ 146(2) (a, b, v), 102 (a, g, e, 
n). 
Konova:lov: Aggravated robbery-murder with exceptional cru-
'·"'"- elty as the result of a conspiracy. §§ 146(2) (a, b, v), 102 (a, g, e, n). 
-~~~"+-xzti~tions 
On August 14, 1993, in the city of Balashikha, the defendants, 
Oleg Valer'evich Glushchenko and Nikolai Sergeevich Konovalov, 
while drunk, took a ride from N.D. Serebriakov, who was moon-
lighting as a private taxi-driver. At the preliminary investigation 
531 The author reviewed the question list, the judge's summation, and the judgment. 
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Konovalov testified that they decided to steal the car. Konovalov, 
sitting in the back seat, grabbed Serebriakov by the neck and 
Glushchenko, in the passenger seat, stabbed him twenty-three 
times. They then took 1200 rubles from his pockets, stole1his den-
tal bridges, and drove off in his car. At trial, Konovalov testified 
that his earlier confession was the result of coercion and threats. 
He testified that he did not participate in the killing and was only 
guilty of helping get rid of the body. Glushchenko testified at trial 
that an argument had erupted between him and the victim over 
the amount of money to be paid for the ride. The victim began 
hitting him and he lost control of his senses. When he came to, 
the victim was dead and Glushchenko had a kitchen knife in his 
hand. Later, one of their friends, Vladislav Lukashin, saw the 
blood in the car and noticed the dental bridges; he and his brother 
Evgenii held the defendants until the police came. 
Verdict 
Both defendants: convicted of aggravated murder with excep-
tional cruelty (§ 102 (g)) and aggravated theft (§ 144(2)). The jury 
recommended .special lenience. 
Sentence 
Glushchenko: Seven years. 
Konovalov: Five years. 
Appeal 
Protest by the prosecution was rejected by the Suprerrie Court. 
Decision of.July 28, 1994. Case No. 4-kp-094-94sp. 
MOSCOW-14 
Judgment of May 23, 1994 (Kukushkin), Moscow Regional 
Court.532 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: A.I. Kuznetsov 
Defense Counsel: N.M. Lazareva 
532 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judgment, and the judge's 
summation. 
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Charges 
Violating railroad safety rules and causing a serious railway acci-
dent. § 85(1). 
Allegations 
Defendant Viacheslav Aleksandrovich Kukushkin worked as a 
supervisor's helper on Platform No. 88, Voskresenskii Raion, on 
the Moscow-Riazan' electric train line. At one point on january 24, 
1994, he signalled the supervisor to allow the automatic doors on 
the train to shut. V.V. Kir'ianov, who had helped an old lady with 
her luggage to enter the train caught his left leg in the doors as 
they closed. The train pulled away from the station with Kir'ianov 
hanging out of the door. He managed to hold on to the handle of 
the machinist's cabin for several kilometers, but the cold made him 
let go, and he was left dangling from the car. He finally worked his 
left foot free and fell to the tracks, suffering broken ribs, a concus-
sion, and lung injuries. 
Defendant denied the charge that he had violated the safety 
· ~l};;les and claimed he had carefully checked to see that all passen-
gers had exited and entered the train before signalling for the 
tiborSi:o be shut. 
Verdict 
Defendant was acquitted. 
MOSCOW-15 
Judgm&lt of May 24, 1994 (Glukhov, Dmitriev, Savinskii), Moscow 
Regional Court.533 
Judge: AA Dzyban 
Prosecutor: ~,L. Sobina 
Defense Counsel: O.V. Denisov, S.V. Katenev, L.I. Liul'cheva 
Charges 
~L,!i:lukhov: Malicious hooliganism. § 206(2). Aggravated hooli-
ganistic murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(b, g, n). 
Dmitriev: Malicious hooliganism. § 206(2). Aggravated hooli-
ganistic murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(b, g, n). 
Savinskii: Malicious hooliganism. § 206(2). Aggravated hooli-
ganistic murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(b, g, n). 
533 The author reviewed the judgment, the question list, and the judge's summation. 
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Allegations 
On September 18, 1993, defendants Igor' Vladimirovich 
Glukhov, Vladimir Aleksandrovich Dmitriev, and Igor' Ivanovich 
Savinskii, along with Solov'ev and Kalinkin, got drunk together in 
Savinskii's apartment in Serpukhov. An argument erupted be-
tween Kalinkin and Savinskii. During the argument Savinskii de-
manded that Kalinkin tell him who had burglarized his apartment. 
Between 3:00 and 4:00 P.M., according to the statements of 
Glukhov and Dmitriev at the preliminary investigation, the three 
defendants tied Kalinkin up and began beating him. Savinskii put 
a rope around his neck and would tighten it when asking ques-
tions. The defendants claimed that when Kalinkin calmed down 
they untied him, and he threatened to return with his friends. 
Kalinkin did return with another man. Dmitriev hit Kalinkin in 
the stomach with an axe, and Kalinkin's friend left. Then Savinskii 
came in with a knife, and when he left, there was blood on the 
knife and he allegedly said, "Kalinkin is a corpse." Solov'ev testi-
fied he saw Savinskii stab Kalinkin in the stomach. Kalinkin died of 
a knife wound to the stomach and also had wounds to the buttocks 
and cheek. 
At trial Glukhov and Dmitriev admitted their participcltion but 
denied intending to kill Kalinkin, putting that blame on Savinskii. 
Savinskii presented an alibi, claiming that he left with Kalinkin's 
friend. 
Verdict 
All defendants were convicted as charged. The jury recom-
mended special lenience for Glukhov. 
Sentence 
Glukhov: Five years. 
Dmitriev: Ten years. 
Savinskii: Twelve years. 
Appeal 
Savinskii's appeal was rejected by the Supreme Court. Decision 
of Aug. 1, 1994, Case No. 4-kp-094-107sp. 
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MOSCOW-16 
Judgment of May 30, 1994 (Volikovskii and Chigarkina), Moscow 
Regional Court.534 
Judge: A.A. Dzyban 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sabina 
Defense Counsel: 0.0. Kamkiia (for Volikovskii) and T.P. 
Kartashova (for Chigarkina) 
Charges 
Volikov5kii: Threatening a People's Court judge and lay asses-
sors with death or iryury to influence a verdict. § 176(2). Threat-
ening a prosecutor. § 193(1). 
Chigarkina: Threatening a People's Court judge and lay asses-
sors with death or injury to influence a verdict. § 176(2). 
Alkgations 
Defendants Aleksei Aleksandrovich Volikovskii and Nadezhda 
'~ Stepanovna Chigarkina were on trial before Judge Petrov and two 
_ ,.,._ b.~:y--assessors in the Pushkin People's Court for auto theft with the 
use of force. The judge allowed the reading of testimony of eyewit-
nesses over the objection of the defendants (who were without 
counsel). They were both convicted and sentenced. Upon render-
ing the verdict, Volikovskii allegedly told the court (including the 
lay assessors and the prosecutor) that all of their spines should be 
broken. He later denied having said this. Chigarkina admitted say-
ing~judge Petrov, this is your last term on the bench," but claimed 
she was going to appeal the unfair trial and the result would be 
Petrov's removal from the bench. 
Verdict 
Volikovskii: Guilty as charged. The jury recommended 
Sentence 
Volikovskii was sentenced to six months, concurrent with the 
sentence for auto theft. 
534 Interview with 0.0. Kamkiia, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional Court (July 19, 
1994L The author also reviewed the file, the question list, and the judgment. 
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MOSCOW-17 
Judgment of June 1, 1994 (Anur'ev), Moscow Regional Court.535 
Judge: V.P. Malakhov 
Prosecutor: N.L Kostenko 
Defense Counsel: N.A. Malinovskaia 
Charges 
Aggravated murder due to especially dangerous recidivist sta-
tus. § 102 ( 1). Burglary and theft of personal pro pert}{ and docu-
ments. §§ 144(4), 195(3). Making a death threat. § 207. 
Alkgations 
Defendant Iurii Ivanovich Anur' ev testified th~t he and 
Gubareva, with whom he claimed he lived, went to vish her good 
friend G.P. Volkov on May 30, 1993, in the city of Ramenskoe. 
They got drunk along with Volkov's friend Iasnov. Defendant testi-
fied that he and Gubareva left at about midnight and tHat he knew 
nothing abo~t Volkov's murder. At the preliminary in~estigation, 
however, he admitted having stabbed Volkov to death. Gubareva 
testified that she accidentally met the defendant at her neighbor's 
house and he stayed with her for a few nights. She alleged that on 
May 30, 1993, they went to Volkov's apartment, where they drank. 
She went on to state that at 10:00 P.M. she decided to go home; 
Volkov accompanied her to the gate and she went to her apart-
ment. Immediately thereafter the defendant, very drunk and 
wielding a knife, caught up with her, beat her cruelly, and said he 
had "laid Volkov out" and would do the same to her. Iasnov said a 
loud argument woke him and he saw the defendant stab Volkov in 
the stomach. The autopsy revealed a blood alcohol content of 0.49 
in Volkov's body. 
Gubareva also testified that she came home on J 
bles worth of property stolen. A note was on the table, saying that 
she was an animal who would be hung from the chandelier be-
cause of her tongue. She took this as a threat from the defendant. 
Defendant testified that he did return to her apartment to get his 
things and when he couldn't find them he took a number of her 
535 The author reviewed the judgment, the question list, the judge's summation, and 
the prosecutor's cassational protest. 
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things as collateral. He wrote the note but did not intend to 
threaten her. 
Verdict 
Defendant was acquitted of all charges. 
MOSCOW-IS 
Jury discharged June 7, 1994 (Kumaev, Tomilin, Dorokhov, 
Kosykh), Moscow Regional Court.536 
Judge: V.G. Letiagin 
Prosecutor: V.V. Belich 
Defense Counsel: A.I. Chernov, V.M. Bobrov, A.D. Bychkov, L.N. 
Iuzkevich 
Charges 
Kumaev: Aggravated robbery. § 146(2)(a, v). Aggravated rob-
bery-murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(a, g, e). 
Tomilin: Aggravated robbery. § 146(2)(a, v). Aggravated rob-
. oery-murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(a, g, e). 
r .~., Dorokhov: Aggravated robbery. § 146(2) (a, v). Acquiring and 
possessing an illegal firearm. §§ 218(1)(3), 218(1). 
Kosykh: Aggravated robbery. § 146(2) (a, v). 
Allegations 
Defendants Iurii Valer'evich Kumaev, Oleg Viacheslavovich 
Tomili11...,.Aleksei Sergeevich Dorokhov, and Andrei Evgen'evich 
Kosykh were charged with the robbery of Filippov's automobile 
and (Kumaev and Tomilin only) with his murder. During the trial 
the prosecu.tor amended the indictment to charge auto theft 
(§ 212-1 (3) ),iiimd using force dangerous to the life and health of 
the victim (§ 108). Dorokhov was charged with stealing a home-
made firearm from Filippov's automobile, and possession of a rifle. 
. · ~"'WtfJ:Jlitt 
Kumaev: Convicted of auto theft with use of force dangerous to 
life and health. § 108. 
Tomilin: Convicted of auto theft with use of force dangerous to 
life and health. Acquitted of everything else. 
536 Conversation with V.G. Letiagin,judge, in Moscow Regional Court (Aug. 22, 1994). 
The author also reviewed the order discharging the jury. 
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Dorokhov: Convicted of auto theft with use of force dangerous 
to life and health. Convicted of stealing and carrying a firearm. 
Kosykh: Convicted of auto theft with use of force dangerous to 
life and health. 
The judge determined that there were no believable facts upon 
which to base a finding that the crimes were proven or that the 
defendants committed them. Because he felt there was reason to 
return a not guilty verdict he discharged the jury and set the case 
again for trial. 
MOSCOW-19 
Judgment of June 21, 1994 (Denisov and Il'in), Moscow Regional 
Court.537 
Judge: R.V. Rogov 
Prosecutor: V.M. Postugaeva 
Defense Counsel: A.Iu. Alekseevskii, N.M. Lazareva 
Charges 
Denisov: Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. 
§ 102(b). 
Il'in: Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. 
§ 102(b). 
Allegations 
On February 28, 1993, defendants, Sergei Konstantinovich 
Denisov and Gennadii Evgen'evich Il'in, along with Lukichev, Ter-
enov, Bashkov, and other persons were on the Krasnoiarsk-Moscow 
train as it passed through the Moscow Region. They were coming 
from the Chuvash Republic to Moscow on a work assignment. 
They all got drunk and played cards. 
Lukichev won at cards and bought more alcohol. When the 
defendants, Lukichev, and Bashkov went out to smoke in the vesti-
bule, Bashkov insulted Denisov. Denisov got enraged, grabbed a 
penknife, and stabbed the victim three times in the stomach. Ac-
cording to testimony of Lukichev at the preliminary examination, 
Il'in told Denisov to finish him off. When Denisov returned to the 
compartment, Denisov, Lukichev, and Terenov testified that Il'in 
grabbed Denisov's knife and went back out. When he came back, 
537 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judge's summation, and rhe 
judgment 
... 
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he allegedly told the others he had "made sausage out of him." 
Bashkov died of seven knife wounds. When the train reached Mos-
cow, a bloody knife was found in Il'in's coat pocket. 
At trial, Denisov admitted his guilt and showed remorse. The 
prosecutor dropped the charge of hooliganistic motivation against 
Denisov and charged him with non-aggravated murder (§ 103}. 
Denisov had originally told investigators that he alone was responsi-
ble for all the stab wounds, and Il'in denied the charges against 
him, saying he was in the compartment and in the toilet when the 




Denisov: Guilty of intentional murder without aggravating cir-
cumstances (§ 103}. The jury found he deserved lenience. 
Sentence 
~·~ Denisov: Five years. 
MOSCOW-20 
Judgment of July 1, 1994 (Iriushkin), Moscow Regional Court.538 
Judge: V.P. Malakhov 
Prosecutor: V.V. Belich 
Defense Counsel: 0.0. Kamkiia 
-~ .. 
Charges· 
Attempted aggravated murder of four persons out of hooli-
ganistic m~tion an~ wit? exceptional cruelty. §§ 15, IO~(b, g, 
d, z}. Aggravated hoohgamsm. § 206(3}. Unlawful possess10n of 
military weapons. § 218(1). Destruction of personal property. 
§ 149(2). Destruction of state property. § 98(2). 
Kustareva's apartment on October 11, 1993, in Orekhova-Zuevo. 
Kustareva tried to get rid of defendant at around 1:00 P.M., but the 
538 Imerview with 0.0. Kamkiia, Defense Counsel, in Moscow Regional Court (July 19, 
1994). ~~author also reviewed the judgment. 
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defendant, who was drunk, felt insulted, went home, and got a 
hand grenade. He returned to the house, sat down, and tossed the 
grenade from hand to hand. Testimony as to what then happened 
differed. At trial one of the women testified that the main victim, 
Chushkin, told him to toss the grenade to him. Earlier, they had 
said he tossed it under the kitchen table saying he was going to kill 
them. The grenade exploded, causing serious wounds to 
Chushkin, leading to the amputation of both legs, less serious inju-
ries to Terekhova, and minor shrapnel wounds to Kustareva, 
Katkova, and the defendant. Defendant testified that he thought it 
was a practice grenade. An expert witness testified that practice 
grenades are black and live grenades are yellow with the letter "U," 
for "universal" printed on them. Defendant, at trial, claimed he 
thought the "U" stood for "practice" ( uchebnyz) (a claim he had not 
made earlier). He denied intent to injure people or property. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of attempted murder, malicious hooliganism, dam-
age to personal property, and possession of military weapons. Con-
victed of the negligent infliction of serious bodily injury (§ 114 ( 1)) 
upon Kushkin, and the negligent infliction of minor bodily injury 
upon Kustareva and Katkova (§ 114(2)). He was also found guilty 
of negligently damaging state property (§ 99). The jury found he 
did not know the grenade was an active one and therefore had no 
intent to kill; the jury recommended special lenience. 
Sentence 
Sentenced to a fine and one year for violation of probation on 
his previous conviction. Defendant was released because of the 
credit for time served. 
MOSCOW-21 
Gerasimov Gusev , Moscow 
Defense Counsel: A.V. Malashevich (for Saltykov), L.I. Iuzkevich 
(for Gerasimov), R.V. Shvarskiene (for Gusev) 
539 Telephone interview with R. V. Shvarskiene, Defense Counsel (Aug. 11, 1994), The 
author also reviewed the judgment. 




See MOSCOW-2. Witnesses Piskulov and Puzin, who had stated 
they had seen the victim on September ~5, 1992, ~ow stated they 
might have been mistaken and had poss~bly seen ~urn on Septem-
ber 14, 1992. Another key witness had d1ed and h1s statement ~as 
read into the record. The judge, who had witnessed the first tnal 
and had openly criticized Judge Letiagi~'s sup~ression of the 
videotape of the visit to the scene of the cnme, demed the defense 
motion to suppress it in the retrial. 
Verdict 
Gerasimov and Saltykov: Convicted of aggravated murder .for 
personal gain, but without exceptional cruelty, and of aggravated 
._robbery. 
·-r .~ Gusev: Convicted of all charges. 
·· """· -The jury recommended lenience for Gerasimov and Gusev and 
special lenience for Saltykov. 
Sentence 
Gusev: Eight and one half years. 
Gerasimov: Eight years. 
,,..___, 
Saltykov: Seven years. 
Appeal 
Rejecte~ .. by the Supreme Court. Decision of Sept. 6, 1994. 
Case No. 4-kp-094-113sp. 
MOSCOW-22 
·-4<""'~ 
Judgment of July 14, 1994 (Komar'kov), Moscow Regional 
Court.540 
Judge: L.M. Brykalova 
Prosecutor: V.V. Belich 
Defense Counsel: L.V. Razhnova 
540 TJ:!e author reviewed the file, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Charges 
Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation and with ex-
ceptional cruelty. § 102(b, g). 
Allegations 
Defendant Nikolai Anatol'evich Komar'kov and his girlfriend 
A.S. Cheraneva went over to Golovachev's apartment in the city of 
Bol'shoe Tesovo, Mozhaiskii Raion, to continue drinking with 
Nikolai and Ivan Golovachev and their mother, E.S. Golovacheva. 
Defendant, the Golovachev brothers, and Cheraneva were all very 
drunk and both women went into the other room to sleep. Ivan 
passed out, and the defendant and Nikolai Golovachev kept on 
drinking. Defendant went in to wake up Cheraneva, but she was 
drunk and did not want to leave. Defendant then g~t angry at 
Nikolai Golovachev for getting Cheraneva drunk and started an ar-
gument. Nikolai Golovachev demanded that the defendant take 
his girlfriend home. Without saying anything, defendant took a 
knife and stabbed Golovachev in the chest, killing him. Cheraneva 
and Ivan Golovachev slept through the killing, but the mother was 
a witness. The mother testified that defendant stabbed her in the 
mouth, causing minor wounds, and threatened to pluck1 out her 
eyes if she reported the murder. 
The prosecutor amended the indictment to dismiss the hooli-
ganism charge and to add a charge of intentional infliction of mi-
nor bodily injury on Golovacheva. He dismissed the accusation of 
hooliganistic motivation on the murder charge. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of inflicting injury on Golovacheva and the threat; 
convicted of negligently killing Golovachev (§ 106). The jury rec-
ommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Defendant was sentenced to eighteen months. 
MOSCOW-23 
Judgment of July 21 (Bezrukov), Moscow Regional Court.541 
Judge: S.V. Marasanova 
541 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judge's summation, and the 
judgment. 
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Prosecutor: V.P. Zimin 
Defense Counsel: A.M. Beliaev 
Charges 
Aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(g). 
Allegations 
31:61 
On January 17, 1994, defendant Bezrukov was drunk in the 
basement of a garage in the town of Protvino when he got into a 
fight with I.P. Bochin and stabbed him to death. The defendant 
claimed that he acted in self-defense. 
Verdict 
Convicted of using excessive force in self-defense (§ 105). 
Since the defendant had no prior criminal record, admitted his 
guilt, and showed remorse, the jury recommended lenience. 
··y .&ntence 
~ ~ ""·~~*' ' (.,.,._ MJoO!i 
One year. Defendant fell under the amnesty of February 23, 
1994, and was released. 
MOSCOW-24 
Judgment of July 25, 1994 (Grigor'ev and Shatalov), Moscow Re-
gional.(;ourt. 542 
Judge: V.P. Malakhov 
Prosecutor: S.V. Artem 'eva 
Defense C~el: M.N. Kerfman and N.E. Zendrikov 
Charges 
'-"::';,.; .. ; . q.rigor'ev: Aggravated robbery of personal and social property. 
~§·§"1:46(2) (a, b, v), 91(2) (a, b, v, e). Theft of personal documents. 
§ 195(1, 3). Aggravated robbery-murder. § 102(a, e, n). 
Shatalov: Aggravated robbery of personal and social property. 
§§ 146(2)(a, b, v), 91(2)(a, b, v, e). Theft of personal documents. 
§ 19.5(1, 3). Aggravated robbery-murder. § 102(a, e, n). 
542 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judge's summation, and the 
judgment;_ 
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Allegations 
Defendants Eduard Nikolaevich Grigor'ev and Nikolai Alek-
seevich Shatalov got drunk at the market in Podol'ska at noon on 
June 11, 1993 and stopped D.M. Aref'ev's car, which belonged to 
the "Podol'skii Machine Construction Company" Stock Company. 
He agreed to give them a ride to Chekhovskii Raion, and along the 
way they asked him to stop. In their first statements to investiga-
tors, defendants claimed they attacked Aref'ev with the intent to 
steal his automobile and did so, along with 500,000 rubles which 
his wife testified he took with him that morning on the way to the 
airport. They said they told Aref'ev to get out of the car and he 
resisted. Grigor' ev, sitting in the back seat, grabbed him by the 
neck and Shatalov, in the passenger seat, hit him in the face, break-
ing his nose, and tied his hands with a strap. Aref'ev broke away 
and tried to run. The defendants caught him and Grigor'ev hit 
him four times in the head with an axe. Shatalov stabbed him in 
the neck and when he saw he was still breathing, strangled him 
with a towel. Shatalov took 50,000 rubles from his pocket. 
Grigor'ev and Shatalin then dumped the body into a hole and 
Grigor'ev poun;d gasoline over him and set it on fire. They then 
drove off in the car. Shatalov crashed the car outside of a factory 
in which he used to work and was seen there by fellow workers. 
At trial Shatalov and Grigor' ev testified that Shatalov asked 
Aref'ev to stop the car because he felt sick. Shatalov then went 
into the woods, and Grigor'ev got into an argument with Aref'ev 
about how much they owed him for the ride. Grigor'ev testified 
that Aref'ev began hitting him with a tire iron and he defended 
himself with the axe. Shatalov only admitted to helping get rid of 
the body. Both defendants said the investigators coerced them 
into giving the first statements admitting full guilt. A letter 
Grigor'ev wrote to his mother, saying he was going to take all the 
responsibility, was introduced at trial. · 
Verdict 
Both defendants were convicted of aggravated robbery and rob-
bery-murder. 
Sentence 
Each defendant was sentenced to twelve years. 
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MOSCOW-25 
Judgment of July 28, 1994 (Luk'ianov), Moscow Regional Court.543 
Judge: S.V. Marasanova 
Prosecutor: S.V. Artem'eva 
Defense Counsel: I.K Eremenko 
Charges 
Rape of a child. § 117 ( 4). Making a death threat. § 207. 
Allegations 
On January 28, 1994, at 2:00 P.M., defendant Evgenii 
Vladimirovich Luk'ianov was standing in the entrance of an apart-
ment house in the settlement of Novostroika, Sergiev<rPosadskii 
Raion, waiting for a bus. He claimed he was with his friend Sergei 
Vasil'tsov. A young girl was coming home from school and defend-
ant testified that Sergei suggested raping her, and if he didn't, 
Sergei threatened to tell their acquaintances that the defendant 
~:trad been in a psychiatric hospital. (Defendant had suffered brain 
_,.J.fmama which caused emotional problems). When the girl entered 
the building where she lived, the defendant grabbed her, covered 
her mouth, and told her not to scream or he would kill her. He 
led her up to the area between the second and third floors, mo-
lested her, and made her orally copulate him. He told her to meet 
him on February 4, 1994, at 4:00P.M., at the bus station in Rem-
mash, and if she did not, he would kill her parents. She told her 
paren'B'and she, her father, and three policemen went to the Rem-
mash bus station at the designated time. Defendant was arrested, 
throwing a knife into the snow as he tried to flee. 
"'-Verdict 
The jury found that defendant's acts did not constitute rape, 
blltlewd conduct with a minor (§ 120), and they also found him 
swhy of making the death threat against the parents. 
Sentence 
Sentenced to two years and eight months, but his case fell 
within an amnesty provision and he was released. 
54!1 The author reviewed the file, the question list, the judge's summation, and the 
judgmen! 
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MOSCOW-26 
, Judgment of September 14, 1994 (Sogokon'), Moscow Reo-ional 
Court. 544 o-
Judge: R.V. Rogov 
Prosecutor: Iu.L. Sobina 
Defense Counsel: S.O. Nikolaev 
Charges 
Two counts of attempted aggravated hooliganistic murder. 
§§ 15, 102(b), 15, 102(b, i). 
Allegations 
In the night of July 24, 1993, on a street in the settlement of 
Udel'naia, Ramenskii Raion, defendant Oleg Iur'evich Sogokon', 
who was drunk, stabbed S.A. Barskii in the chest. Later that night, 
def~n~a~t stabbed L.Iu. Voronkova in the chest causing less seri-
ous lllJUnes. Defendant testified that he was drunk, sat on a bench, 
~d drank alcohol with Barskii, but did not remember stabbing 
htm. He cam~ to when arrested by the police. Barskii and 
Voronkova tesufied that they were stabbed without any palpable 
reason. Defense argued that defendant was so mentally sick he 
could not be held responsible. 
Verdict 




Judgment of September 23, 1994 (Moiseev), Moscow Regional 
Court.545 
Judge: N.V. Grigor'eva 
Prosecutor: G.V. Rogacheva 
Defense Counsel: S.Iu. Pal'tseva 
544 The author reviewed the judgment, the question list, and the judge's summation 
545 The author reviewed the judgment. · 
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Charges 
~pe-murder with exceptional cruelty by someone previously 
conVIcted of murder and declared an especially dangerous recidi-
vist. §§ 117(4), 102(e, g, i, l). 
Allegations 
Defendant Aleksei Egorovich Moiseev had served twenty-four 
years for various crimes, the last of which was attempted murder 
(§§ 15, 103) in 1981, which led to him being declared an especially 
dangerous recidivist. He got drunk on January 17, 1994, in his 
house in the village of Kalitsino, Lotoshinskii Raion. He got into 
an argument with his mother M.F. Moiseeva and beat her to death 
with fists and feet. He was also charged with having raped his 
mother while beating her to death. 
Verdict 
Guilty of aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty; the judge 
. 1fUalified the murder due to his prior murder conviction and recid-
;'j~&Utgtus. § 102 (g, i, l). He was acquitted of the rape. 
Sentence 
Fifteen years. 
RIAZAN' REGIONAL COURT 
RIAzAN":1 
Judgment of March 25, 1994 (Artiukhov), Riazan' Regional 
C t .M6 our.. .lh-
Judge: N.P. Lezhnev 
Prosecutor: P.I. Shemonaev 
Defense Counsel: G.A. Kitaev 
convicted of murder. §§ 102(a, i), 146(2) (v, d, e). 
546 Interview with N.P. Lezhnev.judge, in Riazan' Regional Court (Mar. 3 and 22-23, 
1994); interview with G.A. Kitaev, Defense Counsel, in Riazan' Regional Court (March 23-
24, 1994). The author also observed the trial and examined the file. 
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Allegations 
· At the preliminary investigation, A.l. Melekhov and Iu.B. 
Nazartsev (witnesses), who worked with the defendant Nikolai Iva-
novich Artiukhov on a collective farm in Siberka, Kalinovskii 
Raion, testified that all three of them got drunk at Nazartsev's 
house on April29, 1993. The three then proceeded next door to a 
house where the eighty-year-old A.S. Sergevin sold vodka. Accord-
ing to the witnesses, Sergevin refused to give vodka to them, so 
Artiukhov hit him with a log and choked him to death. Melekhov 
and Nazartsev testified that fear motivated them to help Artiukhov 
hide the body. 
Artiukhov initially admitted culpability but later recanted, 
claiming that the police beat the confession out of him. ~e testi-
fied at the preliminary investigation that he could not haye stran-
gled the victim because he had no fingers; he lost them in his 
youth when he passed out drunk in freezing winter weathdr. How-
ever, Artiukhov had been convicted in Moscow Regional Court in 
1981 (after the loss of his fingers) for strongarm robbery a'nd mur-
der by strangulation of another eighty-year-old man. 
At trial, both witnesses recanted and claimed that they knew 
nothing about the killing, and that they had been bea!ten and 
forced to give incriminating statements implicating Artitikhov at 
the preliminary investigation. Artiukhov did not repeat the claim 
that he could not have strangled the victim, but did show the jury 
his fingerless hands. In addition, Nazartsev's mother testified that 
the three had been drinking on April 25 rather than April 29. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of aggravated robbery-murder for personal gain by 
one previously convicted of murder in a 9-3 vote. However, the 
jury returned the verdict before the end of the legally required 
The Supreme Court reversed the judgment because of the vio-
lation of the requirement that the jury deliberate for at least three 
hours, and because of errors in the question list. Decision of Aug. 
18, 1994, Case No. 6-kp-094-13sp. 
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Judgment of April18, 1994 (Tsukanov), Riazan' Regional Court.547 
Judge: G.D. Shershneva 
Prosecutor: T.Ia. Solov'ei 
Defense Counsel: A.S. Chubashov 
Charges 
Aggravated murder with extreme cmelty. § 102(g). 
Allegations 
Defendant had been deprived of the apartment in which h.e 
and his mother lived by persons who had take~ .adv~ntag: of ~1s 
alcoholism. Homeless, he and his mother were hvmg m a 'VIllage m 
the Rybnovskii Raion with one Sheremet'ev. On February 28, 
1993 Sheremet'ev told defendant that he and his mother had to Ieav~. Defendant, who was drunk, began gathering his things to 
move to Riazan'. He became infuriated with his mother, who w~s 
"frail and unable to move, and proceeded to beat her severely, ult1-
. "' .. .mate!¥ causing damage to her br~n and internal organs, and 
breaking her ribs. He then loaded h1s mother onto~ sled an.d left. 
When he noticed that his mother was dead, he buned her m the 
snow and later turned himself in, admitting he had b~aten her. ~e 
claimed at trial that "Gypsies," who had swindled h1m out of h1s 
apartment, had killed his mother. The prosecutor a~ended t~e 
indictment to the charge of intentional infliction of senous bodily 
injury"'resulting in death. § 108(2). 
Verdict 
Convict&i·of intentional infliction of serious bodily injury r.e-
sulting in death. The jury held by an 8-4 vote that defendant d1d 
not have the intent to kill his mother, and voted 6-6 to grant 
l~ni~nce. 
Sentence 
Eight and one-half years, with mandatory treatment for 
alcoholism. 
547 Interview with A.S. Chubashov, Defense Counsel, in Riazan' Regional Collegium of 
Advocates (Aug. 12, 1994); see also Sanochki [Little Sled], PRIOKSKAIA GAZET~, ~pr. 30, 1994, 
at 2. The author also reviewed the judgment, the question list, and the mdrctment. 
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RIAZAN'-3 
·Judgment of April 27, 1994 (Kukhtenkov), Riazan' Regional 
Court.548 
Judge: A.V. Gostev 
Prosecutor: N.A. Veroina 
Defense Counsel: V.S. Luchnikov 
Charges 
Rape resulting in the death of a juvenile. § 117 ( 4). Aggravated 
murder. § 102(g, e). Rape-murder. §§ 117(4), l02(g, e). 
Allegations 
Defendant Andrei Mikhailovich Kukhtenkov and his wife in-
vited her sister, a fifteen-year-old girl (victim), to their home in 
Boriskova, Novoderevenskii Raion, after celebrating New Year's 
Eve at the house of the victim's grandmother. On January 1, 1994, 
when his \\ife and daughter were at the hospital for treatment, de-
fendant and \ictim drank alcohol and visited a few places before 
returning home· around 6:00 P.M. He claimed she wanted to have 
sex but he was unable to because he was drunk. She began belit-
tling him. Defendant admitted to beating the victim but claimed 
he did not have sex with her; he claimed non-Russians raped and 
killed her. The victim was found in bed with forty-eight bodily 
wounds and two tears to her hymen. Defendant told friends that 
she was sick and took her to the hospital after she was already dead. 
The prosecutor dropped the charge of aggravated murder with 
exceptional cruelty and the charge of concealing the commission 
of a rape(§ 102(g, e)). 
Verdict 
Convicted of rape resulting in the death of a juvenile. 
§ l17(4).549 The jury recommended lenience (9-3). 
Sentence 
Thirteen years. 
548 Mladshaia sestra [ Young>rr Sister], PRroKSKAIA GAZETA, May 14, 1994, at 2. The author 
also reviewed the case file, the judgment, and the question list. 
549 Although the jury unanimously found thar the defendant was guilty of the crime, 
the answer to the question of whether he committed the acts was 8·4 in the affirmative. 
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Appeal 
The Supreme Court rejected defendant's appeal. Decision of 
Aug. 9, 1994, Case No. 6-kp-094-10sp. 
RIAZAN'-4 
Judgment of May 19, 1994 (Churochkin, Anikin, Ieshkin, 
Shaposhnikov), Riazan' Regional Court.550 
Judge: AI. Platonov 
Prosecutor: E.D. Artemov 
Defense Counsel: V.S. Sinichkin, S.Iu. Kochetkov, L.S. Gavrikova, 
T.V. Sharashkina 
Charges 
Sergei Nikolaevich Churochkin: Intentional murder. § 103. 
(The prosecutor later amended this murder charge to negligent 
murder. § 106.) Attempted rape of a juvenile. §§ 15, 117(3). Ag-
gravated robbery and murder. UK RF §§ 102(a, g, e), 146(2) (a, b, 
,Yl· Murder after having previously committed a murder. § 102(1). 
·., Aggravated murder out ofhooliganistic motivation and with excep-
·'tfui1af-cruelty and attempted arson. §§ 15, 102(b, g), 149(2). 
Nikolai Anatol'evich Anikin: Aggravated murder out of hooli-
ganistic motivation and with exceptional cruelty and attempted ar-
son. §§ 15, 102(b, g), 149(2). 
Vasilii Ivanovich Ieshkin: Aggravated murder out of hooliganis-
tic motivation and with exceptional cruelty and attempted arson. 
§§ 15, J.Q2(b, g), 149(2). Murder after having previously commit-
ted a murder. § 102(i). 
Shaposhnikov: Aggravated robbery and murder. UK RF 
§§ 102(a, e,iJ., 146(2) (a, b, v). 
Allegations 
. On December 6, 1992, Churochkin, who was sixteen years old, 
~~'\;alJ:$edly attempted to rape a minor girl while drunk. On Decem-
ber 11, 1992, he and Shaposhnikov were drinking together. They 
allegedly decided to rob one Senin. They beat Senin to death, 
stole approximately 4000 rubles, and buried Senin's body under 
some snow. The next day, December 12, 1992, Churochkin alleg-
edly got drunk with Anikin, Bakhmet' ev, and Ieshkin, who was a 
550 Interview with S.Iu. Kochetkov, Defense Counsel, in Riazan' Regional Collegium of 
Advocates s_Aug. 12, 1994). The author also reviewed the judgment and the question list. 
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convicted murderer. Ieshkin argued with Bakhmet' ev and the 
, three defendants allegedly beat Bakhmet'ev to death with a ham-
mer, the butt of an axe, and their feet. They then allegedly set the 
house on fire. On November 24, 1993, Churochkin allegedly 
stabbed and killed Kozlov during a drunken argument. All crimes 
were committed in the village of Mozhary, Saraevskii Raion. 
Verdict 
Churochkin: Convicted of aggravated robbery with tlse of a 
weapon, infliction of serious bodily injury, aggravated mutder for 
financial gain and with exceptional cruelty of Senin, and aggra-
vated murder of Bakhmet'ev out of hooliganistic motivation, with 
exceptional cruelty and after having previously committed a mur-
der. Acquitted of attempted rape, the murder charge relating to 
Kozlov, and arson. The jury recommended lenience. 
Anikin: Acquitted of all charges 
Ieshkin: Convicted of being an accomplice in the aggravated 
murder of Bakhmet' ev, while having previously committed an in-
tentional murder. 
Shaposhnikov: Acquitted of all charges. 
Sentence 
Churochkin: Nine years. 
Ieshkin: Thirteen years. Pronounced an exceptionally danger-
ous recidivist. 
Appeal 
Supreme Court reversed the judgment because of the improper 
formulation of the question list and judicial qualification of the 
verdict. Decision of Sept. 1, 1994, Case No. 6-kp-094-12sp. 
RIAZAN'-5 
Judgment May 25, 1994 (Rusin), Riazan' Regional Court.551 
Judge: V.A. Chebakov 
Prosecutor: L.V. Zaitsevoi 
Defense Counsel: V.N. Maksimov 
551 The author reviewed the judgment and the question list. 
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Charges 
Aggravated robbery and murder with special cruelty and for fi-
nancial gain. §§ 102(a, g), 146(2) (b, v). 
Allegations 
On January 19, 1993, defendant, sixteen-year-old Roman Petro-
vich Rusin, attacked A.T. Agafonov with a board with the intent of 
robbing him. The event took place in the village of Starye Kel'tsy, 
Skopinskii Raion. Defendant was serving a suspende~ sentence for 
theft at the time. Defendant robbed Agafonov of h1s coat, boots, 
keys, and 150 rubles. Agafonov died of massive head and chest 
injuries. The prosecutor dismissed the charge of aggravated mur-
der with exceptional cruelty. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated robbery and robbery-murder. 
' . .,.,.,. T~; years: nine for the robbery-murder and an additional year 
for the previous theft. 
Appeal 
Supreme Court reversed the judgment because of errors in the 
questi<Ul}ist. Decision of Sept. 6, 1994, Case No. 6-kp-094-11sp. 
RIAZAN'-6 
Judgment it_ May 30, 1994 (Radchenko), Riazan' Regional 
Court.552 
Judge: N.J. Lezhnev 
. Prosecutor: M.V. Pechnikov 0::~:;'tprl$:)lse Counsel: O.S. Ivanova 
Charges 
Theft of personal property. § 144(3). Aggravated murder with 
exceptional cruelty. § 102(g). 
552 Interview with N.I. Leznev, Judge, in Riazan' (Aug. 12, 1994). The author also 
examined the case file, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Allegations 
Aleksandr Nikolaevich Radchenko had five prior convictions 
for theft, hooliganism, and forced sodomy charges and had previ-
ously served over sixteen years in labor camps. Defendant and his 
girlfriend, T.N. Dement'eva allegedly stole clothing and other 
items on May 29, 1993, from G.F. Bezgladnaia and V.A. Zhirkova, 
two women in their communal living quarters in Kasimov. Defend-
ant denied this charge and claimed that Dement'eva was 
responsible. 
On June 4, 1993, defendant argued with Dement'eva and 
chased her with an axe to her mother's house in Kasimov. There, 
defendant got into a fight with N.G. Kuznetsov (victim) whom de-
fendant suspected of having eyes for Dement'eva. According to 
eyewitnesses (Dement'eva, her brother, and her mother) defend-
ant brutally stomped and beat the victim to death and threw his 
body into the hall. Defendant denied this description, claiming he 
hit the victim and threw him into the hall, but that someone else 
must have killed him. Defendant, victim, and most witnesses were 
drunk. 
Verdict 
Convicted of theft and of infliction of serious bodily injury re-
sulting in death, but ·without intent to kill. The jury found that 




Judgment of June 6, 1994 (Volodina, Kupriianov, and Demidov), 
Riazan' Regional Court.553 
Judge: A.I. Platonov 
Prosecutor: M.P. Chikunkova 
Defense Counsel: O.K. Bychkova, A.l. Kanukhin, N .I. Kiriushkina 
Charges 
Tatiana Pavlovna Volodina: Attempted murder. §§ 15, 103. 
Organizing the murder of her husband. §§ 17, 102(a, i). 
553 The author reviewed the indictment, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Sergei Petrovich Kupriianov: Aggravated murder for personal 
gain, as the result of a previous agreement, and in that he was pre-
viously convicted of murder and found to be an especially danger-
ous recidivist. § 102(a, i, l, n). 
Viktor Alekseevich Demidov: Aggravated murder for personal 
gain and as the result of a previous agreement§ 102(a,n). 
Allegations 
Volodina and her husband Sergei Volodin (victim) had a turbu-
lent marriage. Victim's abuse of alcohol often resulted in violence 
toward Volodina, including beatings and his chasing her out of the 
house. During one such incident on March 22, 1992, victim 
punched Volodina's mother in the fu.ce, prompting Volodina to hit 
victim several times in the head with a hammer, knocking him un-
conscious. When victim regained consciousness, he chased her 
with the hammer. Mter her cousin Shchenikov stopped him and 
disarmed him, Volodina hit victim several times with a tire iron in 
_the head, causing serious injury. 
~·~~ On July 1, 1993, Volodina contracted for the victim's death. 
!'. ~e ..offered Kupriianov 10,000 rubles and three liters of alcohol if 
he would do the job. Kupriianov had three prior convictions, in-
cluding aggravated murder, and had spent fourteen and one half 
years in prison camps. He had been declared to be an especially 
dangerous recidivist. Kupriianov enlisted the assistance of a friend, 
Demidov, in the killing. Demidov had served thirteen years in 
prison camps. 
Th~vening, Volodina gave Kupriianov and Demidov 3000 ru-
bles to buy alcohol, which they consumed until drunk. At about 
midnight, Kupriianov and Demidov went to Volodina's house 
where they e the victim, telling him that they needed help to 
fix a car. Wh walking through a park, Kupriianov and Demidov 
beat the victim. Volodina caught up to them there and Demidov 
fled, thinking she was a policeman. Kupriianov finished the victim 
. 
'a:tl:tti;tnml'~lirLg him with his T-shirt. Kupriianov and Volodina cov-
ered the body with grass and left the park. 
Verdict 
Volodina: Convicted of inflicting bodily injury while in a state 
of extreme emotional disturbance (§ 110), and of organizing the 
murder. 
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Kupriianov: Convicted of aggravated murder pursuant to a 
prior agreement for financial gain by a person who was previously 
declared to be an especially dangerous recidivist and who had pre-
viously committed an intentional murder. 
Demidov: Convicted of participating in a murder, though not 
of personally having committed murder. 
The jury recommended lenience for all defendants. 
Sentence 
Volodina: Ten years. 
Kupriianov: Fifteen years. 
Demidov: Thirteen years. 
RIAZAN'-8 
i 
Judgment of June 15, 1994 (Kirilin), Riazan' Regional Court.554 
Judge: A.I. Zyrianov 
Prosecutor: V.N. Simkin 
Defense Counsel: A.I. Panarin 
Charges 
Making a firearm while working in a prison factory. § 218(1). 
Attempted escape from prison camp. § 188(2)(b). Attempted 
murder of a prison official in order to effectuate the escape. §§ 15, 
102(e, v). 
Allegations 
Valerii Vasil'evich Kirilin made a gun while working in a factory 
at a prison camp in Riazan', where he was serving a seven-year sen-
tence. On October 9, 1993, defendant stabbed himself with a 
homemade knife and feigned unconsciousness in order to be 
taken to a prison hospital. In the ambulance on the way to the 
hospital, defendant drew his gun on the prison doctor, S.A. Blem 
badge and did not hurt him. Blem and the ambulance dofi:tor sub-
dued defendant. Nobody was hurt; defendant did not escape. 
Verdict 
Convicted of all charges. The jury recommended lenience. De-
fendant was declared to be an especially dangerous recid~vist. 
554 The author reviewed the indictment, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Sentence 
Ten years, to be served in addition to the three years remaining 
on his previous sentence. · 
RIAZAN'-9 
Judgment of July 5, 1994 (Fomin), Riazan' Regional Court.555 
Judge: S.M. Tsepliaev 
Prosecutor: T.Ia. Solov' ei 
Defense Counsel: V.S. Solodovnikova 
Charges 
Intentional murder of more than one person. § 102(z). 
Allegations 
Aleksandr Grigor'evich Fomin (defendant), twice convicted of 
crimes and having served around four and one half years in prison 
camps, was drinking with Z.I. Demkina and S.V. Gromov on the 
. ':.night of December 11, 1993, in the village of Novoselovo, Korablin-
;, ~i~Rruon. An argument arose between defendant and Demkina 
on one side, and Gromov on the other. During the argument de-
fendant stabbed Gromov in the chest with a kitchen knife, killing 
him. Defendant then began to batter Demkina, eventually asphyxi-
ating her by putting his hands over her mouth. 
Verdict 
cd~cted on both counts of intentional murder. 
Sentence 
D~e to t\tttigating circumstances (defendant has two children 
and suffers from tuberculosis, and the victims were both extremely 
drunk) defendant was sentenced to fifteen years rather than death. 
:"':~~~\t~N' -10 
Judgment of July 28, 1994 (Kudriashov), Riazan' Regional 
Court.556 
Judge: G.D. Shershneva 
Prosecutor: V.N. Simkin 
555 The author re\iewed the indictment, the judgment, and the question list. 
556 T'!!; author reviewed the indicunent, the judgment, and the question list. 
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Defense Counsel: V.A. Makarov 
Charges 
211 
Aggravated murder (aggravated because defendant had been 
previously declared to be an especially dangerous recidivist. 
§ 102(1) ). 
Allegations 
Aleksandr Anatol'evich Kudriashov (defendant) had been con-
vi~ted of four crimes, had served fourteen and a half years in 
p_n~o.n camps and. ha~ been declared an especially dangerous re-
cidiVIst. He was dnnking at T.P. Cherkesova's apartment in Riazan' 
~th her and another friend, G.P. Zhdanov. Cherkesova's boy-
fnend, M.M. Kuznetsov (victim) arrived, became jealous, and ar-
gued with defendant. During the argument, defendant stabbed 
victim in the chest, killing him. 
Verdict 




ROSTOV-ON-THE-DON REGIONAL COURT 
ROSTOV-1 
Judgment of April 8, 1994 (Iarmizin), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Court.557 
Judge: B.A. Nikolaev 
Prosecutor: V.G. Shavgulidze 
Defense Counsel: L.A. Gel'fand 
Charges 
Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. § 102(b). 
Attempted aggravated murder. § 15, 102(b, z). Indictment 
amended to add one count of non-aggravated murder. § 103. 
~51 In.terview with, B.A. Nikolaev,Judge, in Rostov Regional Court (Sept. 9, 1994); in-
terview with L.A. C:el fund, Defen~e C?unsel, .in Rostov Regional Court (Sept. 9, 1994). 
The ~uthor also reviewed the question hst, the judgment, and the order preparing the case 
fur trial. 
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Allegations 
On June 12, 1993, lurii Leont'evich Iarmizin (defendant), who 
was drunk, was walking home with two acquaintances in Rostov-on-
the-Don. They met G.S. Kemoklidze (victim) who got into an argu-
ment with one of defendant's acquaintances. To help his friend, 
Iarmizin stabbed Kemoklidze in the chest, inflicting a serious 
wound. Kemoklidze was taken to the hospital and lived. Defend-
ant was also accused of stabbing one A.D. Pantsulaia during that 
fight. Pantsulaia. died. Defendant claimed self-defense. 
Verdict 
Convicted of inflicting serious bodily iryury without intent to 
kill upon Kemoklidze. Acquitted of the murder of Pantsulaia. The 
jury recommended special lenience. 
Sentence 
Two years corrective labor at defendant's place of work and gar-
nishment of twenty percent of wages earned. Sentence declared 
·,completed due to defendant's pre-trial detention. 
,.~~ ,.,.._,_ 
Appeal 
Appeal by victim's representative was rejected by the Supreme 
Court. Decision of.June 28, 1994, Case No. 41-kp-094-63sp. 
ROSTOV-2 
Judg~pt of April15, 1994 (Panchishkin and Filippov), Rostov-on-
the-Don Regional Court.558 
Judge: Vladimir V. Zolotykh 
Prosecutor:~.V. Kuiumdzhi 
Defense Counsel: I.N. Khudiakova (for Filippov), V.A. Moskvin 
(for Panchiskin) 
Aggravated murder with extreme cruelty, by one 
who had previously committed an intentional murder. § 102(g, i). 
Filippov: Aggravated murder with extreme cruelty, by on~ who 
had previously committed an intentional murder. § 102(g, 1). 
558 Interview with V.V. Zolotykh,Judge, in Sochi (Oct. 5, 1994); see also Sud prisiaz.hnykh 
vperoye ~nes smertnyi prigovor Uury &turns the First Death Verdict], Izvr.sTJIA, Apr. 23, 1994. 
The author also reviewed the judgment. 
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Allegations 
On March 13, 1993, Aleksandr Viktorovich Panchishkin and 
Sergei Viktorovich Fillipov (defendants) murdered one 
Goncharov, after drinking with him in his home in the city of 
Kamensk. They beat Goncharov savagely over his body with various 
objects and poured salt, ice, and other foodstuffs into an open 
wound in his head. Goncharov died of the wounds. 
On April 12, 1993, defendants murdered S.M. Filimonov after 
drinking with him at his house in Chichirino, Krasnosulinskii 
Raion. They beat him with various objects and stuffed his personal 
documents into an open wound in his stomach. Filimonov died. 
The defendants both tried to put the blame on each other. 
Panchishkin is developmentally disabled and Filippov is an invalid 
because of brain trauma he sustained in 1985. 
Verdict 
Panchishkin: Convicted as charged. 
Fillipov: Convicted as charged. 
Sentence 
Panchishkin: Death. 
Fillipov: Fifteen years. 
Appeal 
Supreme Court reversed the conviction for errors in the ques-
tion list. Decision of July 12, 1994, Case No. 41-kp-94-3-sk SP. 
ROSTOV-3 
Judgment of May 16, 1994 (Strokan'), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Court.559 
Charges 
Passing counterfeit money. § 87(1). 
559 The author reviewed the order preparing the case for trial, the question list, and 
the judgment. 
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Allegations 
Andrei Anatol'evich Strokan' tried to buy food on January 13, 
1994, at the Sal'sk train station with a counterfeit 50,000-ruble 
note. The saleswoman refused to accept it. Defendant was later 
successful buying food with the note in a kiosk. 
Verdict 
Convicted of counterfeiting. Jury recommended special 
lenience. 
Sentence 
Two years, suspended. 
ROSTOV-4 
Judgment of May 27, 1994 (Asel'derov), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
gional Court.560 · 
. Judge: Vladimir V. Zolotykh 
"P-.J"osecutor: A.B. Kuiumdzhi 
~_,"Qeferne Counsel: O.V. Kosheleva 
Charges 
Conspiring with an unknown third person and passing counter-
feit money with the help of a child. § 87(1). Contributing to the 
delinquency of a minor. § 210. 
Allegat'trJtns 
OnJuly 16, 1993, Umakhan Gabibulaevich Asel'derov, who had 
ten counterfeit 5000-ruble notes, used a young boy to pass one of 
the bills at f.kiosk to buy some cigarettes. The event took place in . 
the town of Volgodonsk. 
The prosecutor moved to dismiss the charge of contributing to 
·:1: .. tj)e .. pelinquency of a minor at the preliminary hearing. 
-~,T:::-.' 
Verdict 
Convicted of using the boy to pass counterfeit bills in pursuit of 








Judgment of June 1, 1994 (Volkov), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Court.561 
Judge: Iu.A. Minko 
Prosecutor: V.G. Shavgulidze 
Defense Counsel: P.I. Dziub 
Charges 
Robbery-murder with exceptional cruelty. §§ 102(a, g, e), 
146(2) (b, v, e). Destruction by arson of personal property. 
§ 149(2). 
Allegations 
Anatolii lur'evich Volkov (defendant), while drunk, allegedly 
robbed and murdered P.T. Serov in his apartment in the city of 
Taganrog on August 4, 1993. Defendant allegedly set fire to vic-
tim's apartment after the robbery-murder. Defendant dehied the 
robbery-murder but admitted to burglary and to theft of a large 
amount of personal property. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of the robbery and aggravated murder charges. Con-




Judgment of June 2, 1994 (Chernokozov), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
gional Court. 562 
Judge: G.P. Ivanov 
Prosecutor: I.G. Churaev 
Defense Counsel: I.G. Vinokur 




2 The author reviewed the order setting the case for trial, the question list, and the 
Judgment. 
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Charges 
Two counts of forcible rape of a minor by an especially danger-
ous recidivist. § 117(4). Committing lewd acts with a juvenile. 
§ 120. 
Allegations 
Aleksandr Vasil'evich Chernokozov had spent twenty-seven 
years in prison and had been convicted of rape three times. On 
the night of October 1, 1993, .while drunk, he invited a fifteen-year-
old girl into his apartment in Novocherkassk, beat her with his fists 
and forced her to submit to an act of sexual intercourse. On the 
night of October 13, 1993, while drunk, he hit the same girl in the 
face and shoulders ~d raped her again. In early October 1993, 
defendant stripped a twelve-year-old girl naked, kissed her breasts, 
and exposed himself. 
Verdict 
Convicted of two counts of forcible rape of a minor by an espe-
·:.-J;ially dangerous recidivist and of committing lewd acts with a juve-
'r nile. The jury recommended lenience. 




Judgment of June 8, 1994 (Musharov), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Cour~ 
Judge: V.E. Bondar' 
Prosecutor: T.V. Bulanova 
Defense C~sel: A.M. Treglazov 
Charges 
w~pe, murder, and robbery. §§ 117(4), 102(a, e), 146(2) (b, v). 
"", '. ~~··. 
bar in Rostov-on-the-Don on March 30, 1993, and accompanied 
her home. Both were drunk. Defendant strangled her with a 
568 The author reviewed the order setting the case for trial, the question Jist, and the 
judgment. 
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stocking and then stole some items from her apartment. Evidence 
showed that victim had also been raped. 
Verdict 
The jury found that defendant intentionally murdered the vic-
tim and stole items from her apartment, but did not find that he 
robbed her. The jury found 8-4 that she had been raped, but were 
split 6-6 on whether defendant was the one who raped her. The 




Judgment of June 16, 1994 (Gusev), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Court.564 
Judge: L.B. Akubzhanov 
Prosecutor: A.I. Pomozkov 
Defense Counsel: M.M. Rechitskaia 
Charges 
Embezzlement of state property in large amounts. § 93-1. Fal-
sifying documents. § 175. 
Allegations 
From October 10, 1992, until April 27, 1993, Andrei Pavlovich 
Gusev (defendant) was the director of a state store which sold elec-
tronics equipment in the city of Bataisk. During his employment, 
eighty-seven TV sets were found to be missing, collectively worth 
6,453,674 rubles. Inventory sheets had been falsified to hide the 
missing items. Defendant claimed he did not himself steal them. 
Verdict 
loss of the missing items through negligence (§ 1 
ing forged the inventory documents. 
564 The author reviewed the order setting the case for trial, d1e question list, and the 
judgment. 




Judgment ofJune 24, 1994 (Pavlov and Moguchev), Rostov-on-the-
Don Regional Court. 565 
Judge: I.P. Goncharov 
Prosecutor: F.M. Kagieva 
Defense Counsel: V.K Bukolov and G.V. Somov 
Charges 
Sergei Sergeevich Pavlov: Aggravated murder with exceptional 
cruelty. § 102 (g). Murder threat. § 207. Illegal possession of a 
military weapon and of a bayonet-knife. § 218(1, 2). 
Boris Borisovich Moguchev: Concealment of a murder. 
§ 189(1). 
Allegations 
,. -~ On November 28, 1993, Pavlov (defendant) got drunk and 
· ·weni"'to Il'iashenko's home to continue drinking. Defendant testi-
fied that Grigorii Il'iashenko's wife, Liudmila, had wounds on her 
face from beatings by her husband. An argument erupted bet~een 
defendant and Grigorii. Grigorii hit defendant several t:J.mes. 
Grigorii then left "to get some friends." Defendant tes~fied that 
Liudmila asked him to stay to protect her. He then test:J.fied that 
he reJJJ.,e,mbers nothing further. Liudmila testified that her hus-
band c~me back at around 9:00P.M. and that defendant told her 
he was going to cut off Grigorii's head. She saw def~ndan~ sitti~g 
on Grigorii and stabbing him with his bayonet-knife. Lmdmlla 
closed the ifct'Oor so her two-year-old daughter and her mother 
would not see what was happening. Defendant then stabbed 
Grigorii one more time and killed him. Defend~nt passed out_ and 
>- wh~.n he awoke at 11:30 P.M. he did not beheve he had killed 
·~'i--"''\f~.G~orii. . 
The next day, Pavlov asked his friend Moguchev to help him 
get rid of Grigorii's body. They took it to the Rostov helipor~ and 
buried it. Liudmila accompanied them because she was afrard of 
what Pavlov might do to her. When the police arrested Pavlov, they 
found an assortment of ammunition and weapons. 
565 The author reviewed the file, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Verdict 
Pavlov: Convicted of the non-aggravated murder of Il'iashenko 
(§ 103) and of illegal possession ofthe bayonet-knife. Acquitted of 
the exceptional cruelty charge, possession of the military ammuni-
tion and weapons, and of the murder threat. 
Moguchev: Convicted of helping Pavlov get rid of Il'iashenko's 
body. The jury recommended special lenience. 
Sentence 
Pavlov: Nine years. 
Moguchev: Six months of corrective labor with credit for the 
time he had served in pretrial detention. He was released. 
ROSTOV-10 
Judgment of June 30, 1994 (Rozhkovetskii and Vasil' ev), Rostov-on-
the-Don Regional Court.566 
Judge: Vladimir V. Zolotykh 
Prosecutor: A.B. Kuiumdzhi 
Defense Counsel: O.A. Sychevaia and P.S. Sidenko 
Charges 
Vladislav Valentinovich Rozhkovetskii: Embezzlement of state 
property in large amounts. § 93-1. Falsifying documents in order 
to obtain money and commodities. § 196(2). Illegal possession of 
firearms and military ammunition. § 218(1). Infliction of minor 
bodily injury. § 112. 
lurii Konstantinovich Vasil'ev: Embezzlement of state property 
in large amounts. § 93-1. Falsifying documents in order to obtain 
money and commodities. § 196(2). Illegal possession of firearms 
and military ammunition. § 218(1). 
Allegations 
Rozhkovetskii and Vasil'ev acquired various guns and ammuni-
tipn and kept them illegally. Rozhkovetskii was charged with hav-
ing inflicted minor bodily injury on A.P. Lychev on September 2, 
1992, in Taganrog. Both defendants were charged with having em-
bezzled state property in August 1992 in the sum of 857,000 rubles 
and in September 1992, in the sum of8,000,000 rubles, and ofhav-
566 Interview with V.V. Zolotykh, Judge, in Sochi (Oct. 5, 1994). The author also re-
viewed the order setting the case for trial, the question list, and the judgment. 
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ing falsified state documents in the course of their conspiracy. The 
prosecutor moved to dismiss the embezzlement and document-fal-
sification charges. 
Verdict 
Rozhkovetskii: Convicted of the illegal possession of weapons 
and ammunition. Acquitted of the charge of infliction of minor 
bodily injury. The jury recommended special lenience. 
Vasil'ev: Convicted of possession of the illegal weapons and am-
munition. The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Rozhkovetskii: Correctional labor at his place of work. He was 
given credit for the time he served in pretrial custody and the sen-
tence was deemed served. 
Vasil'ev: Nine months. He was released with credit for time 
served. 
-~OSTOV-11 
·.·-'"·:JUdgment of July 8, 1994 (Viazovets), Rostov-on-the-Don Regional 
Court.567 
Judge: V.E. Bondar' 
Prosecutor: T.V. Bulanova 
Defense Counsel: A.G. Kameshkov 
Charg4, .. 
Aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty of two persons, by 
an especially dangerous recidivist. § 102 (g, e, z, l). 
~-.... 
Allegations 
On August 14, 1993, lurii Pavlovich Viazovets (defendant), who 
Makeev and his wife, Elena. Defendant testified at trial that he and 
Bratishcheva went home at 10:00 or 10:30 P.M. and had nothing to 
do with the deaths of the Makeevs. 
567 The author reviewed the file, the question list, and the judgment. 
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At the preliminary investigation, defendant related that at 
around 10:30 P.M., an argument erupted about who should go to 
get more alcohol. Defendant and Bratishcheva wanted to go home 
when Makeev accused defendant of stealing his slippers and indi-
cated he would "deal with that." Defendant took this as a threat. 
Elena Makeeva called him a fuflyshchik (wimp). Elena ran out the 
gate and her husband ran after her. Makeeva fell and Makeev, 
swearing, jumped on her. Defendant tried to pull him from her 
and saw a knife in his hand. Makeev stabbed Elena in the head 
and defendant told Bratishcheva to go home. Makeev then at-
tacked defendant with the knife crying: "Now, you goat, I;m going 
to tear off your head." Defendant went to the steps of the house, 
turned off the lights, grabbed a lampbowl, and hit Makeev with it. 
He then wrested the knife away and stabbed Makeev once. He 
turned to leave and Makeev rose and jumped on him, whereupon 
defendant stabbed him several more times. 
Bratishcheva. told investigators that she passed out at the 
Makeevs' and was awakened by defendant who was dragging 
Makeev's body into the yard saying: "He's finished." When asked 
where Elena was, he answered: "She's finished too, a superfluous 
witness." At the preliminary investigation, Makeev's brother, N.J. 
Makeev, testified he lived next door and heard his brother tell de-
fendant during an argument: "Don't touch her." Makeeva's sister, 
N.M. Obraztsova, testified that Makeeva loved to drink and that 
defendant had once threatened to cut off her head and throw it 
under a train. Neither Obraztsova nor Makeev showed up for trial 
and their prior testimony was not read into the record. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of both murders. 
ROSTOV-12 
Judgment of July 21, 1994 (Stoianenko 
the-Don Regional Court. 568 
Prosecutor: A.l. Pomozkov 
Defense Counsel: V.Ia. Skakun and L.D. Sukhorukova 
568 The author reviewed the order setting the case for trial, the question list, and the 
judgment. 
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Charges 
Sergei Ivanovich Stoianenko: Aggravated murder by one who 
had previously been convicted of murder. § 102(i). Theft without 
intent to steal. § 212-1. Possession of an illegal knife. § 218(2). 
Escape from a prison camp. § 188-1. 
Viacheslav Nikolaevich Shishkov: Failure to report a murder. 
§ 190. 
Allegations 
On August 3, 1993, Stoianenko escaped from a prison camp 
where he was serving a nine-year sentence for murder. He stayed 
with Shishkov in Kostroma until November 26, when they came to 
Rostov Region. N.M. Komarov (victim), a sixty-four-year-old man, 
gave them a ride to the settlement of Frunze where Stoianenko's 
relatives lived. An argument began between Komarov and Stoi-
anenko, who was drunk. Stoianenko stabbed Komarov five times in 
the chest and stomach, killing him. He then deposited the body in 
a forested area and defendants proceeded to Frunze where the car 
broke down and they left it. Defendants were arrested on Decem-
_l;lt;r J,-1993, in Frunze. Stoianenko's knife was illegal. 
Verdict 
Stoianenko: Convicted of aggravated murder by one who had 
previously been convicted of murder, theft without intent to steal, 
illegal possession of a knife, and escape from a prison camp. 




Stoianenko: Fifteen years 
Shishkov: One and one half years. 
~'':'z~\~9_!T0V-13 
Judgment of July 26, 1994 (Bashkirov and Abramov), Rostov-on-
the-Don Regional Court.569 
Judge: G.P. Ivanov 
Prosecutor: V.G. Shavgulidze 
569 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the order setting the 
case for trial. the question list, and the judgment. 
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Defense Counsel: V.M. Zaytsev (for Bashkirov) and Iu.N. Tsukanov 
(for Abramov) 
Charges 
Vladislav Vital' evich Bashkirov: Aggravated murder with excep-
tional cruelty and pursuant to a conspiracy. § 102(g, n). Taking a 
vehicle without intent to steal. § 212-1. Three counts of theft of 
personal property. § 144(2). Theft of personal documents. 
§ 195(3). Arson of personal property. § 149(2). 
Vitalii Vladimirovich Abramov: Aggravated murder with excep-
tional cruelty and pursuant to a conspiracy. § 102(g, n). Taking a 
vehicle without intent to steal. § 212-1. Three counts of theft of 
personal property. § 144(2). Theft of personal documents. 
§ 195(3). Arson of personal property. § 149(2). Preparing and 
possessing marijuana and hashish for personal use. § 224(3). 
Allegations 
In September and early October 1993, Abramov gathered the 
tops of cannabis plants that were growing in an open field and pre-
pared marijuan~ and hashish for his own use. In October 1993, 
23.9 grams of hashish and 20.5 grams of marijuana were seized 
from his house in Volgodonsk. 
On September 15, 1993, Abramov burglarized the house of Z.S. 
Gladkikh and stole a large number of personal items, worth 
1,819,200 rubles. Bashkirov appropriated some of the stolen items, 
knowing they were stolen. 
On the evening of September 22, 1993, pursuant to a previous 
agreement, defendants, who were drunk, took an automobile be-
longing to V.Ia. Nikitenko and drove it to a friend's house where 
they removed items from the trunk. Mter stealing the car they 
stole personal items from the drunk E.A. Leushin, and put him in 
the car. They drove to a beer kiosk in Volgodonsk and then, dur-
ing an argument, defendants beat Leushin with a blunt object on 
the head and body. Defendants then set the car on fire. When 
Leushin crawled out of the car defendants beat him viciously on 
the head and threw him back near the burning car where he died 
of serious burns and asphyxiation. Defendants then went to 
Leushin's apartment and stole a leather coat and some other items. 
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Verdict 
Bashkirov: Convicted of aggravated murder with exceptional 
cruelty and pursuant to a conspiracy, taking a vehicle without in-
tent to steal, receiving stolen property (§ 208 (1)), theft of personal 
property, arson of personal property, and preparing and possess-
ing marijuana and hashish for personal use. 
Abramov: Convicted of aggravated murder with exceptional 
cruelty and pursuant to a conspiracy, taking a vehicle without in-
tent to steal, three counts of theft of personal property, theft of 
personal documents, arson of personal property, and preparing 
and possessing marijuana and hashish for personal use. · 
Sentence 
Bashkirov: Fifteen years, 
Abramov: Twelve years. 
ROSTOV-14 
}\ldgment of July 29, 1994 (Kuznetsov), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
-~~n~l_Court. 570 
Judge: I.P. Goncharov 
Prosecutor: F.M. Kakieva 
Defense Counsel: L.G. Azoeva 
Charges 
Ag~~ted murder for financial gain and with exceptional ~ru­
elty. § 102(a, g). Theft of personal property. § 144(2). Extortion 
of personal property. § 148(3). 
Allegations 
On May 27, 1993, Aleksandr Iur'evich Kuznetsov (defendant) 
and others got drunk in an apartment in Rostov-on-the-Don. V.S. 
victim, and others continued to drink through-
the day into May 28. During this time ~efendant extorted 
with hands and feet, and eventually stabbed him in the eye and in 
the heart, killing him. 
570 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the order setting the 
case for trial, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder for financial gain and with ex-





Judgment of August 10, 1994 (Shchepakin), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
gional Court.571 
Judge: G.P. Ivanov 
Prosecutor: P.V. Kirchik 
Defense Counsel: D.M. Fadeev 
Charges 
Attempted aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty. §§ 15, 
102(g). Intentional infliction of minor bodily injury. § 112. 
Allegations 
On November 25, 1993, Aleksandr Ivanovich Shchepakin (de-
fendant) allegedly drove his girlfriend, T.V. Mironova (victim), 
into the fields near the hamlet of Proletarka, Krasnosulinskii 
Raion, doused her with gasoline, and set her on fire in a fit of jeal-
ousy. She ran into the woods and managed to smother the flames 
after she had suffered second and third degree burns on her face, 
neck, hands, and shoulders. Defendant then went to the house of 
her father, V.A Ashifin. After finding out what defendant had 
done to his daughter, Ashifin attacked defendant. Defendant de-
fended himself with a metal rod. 
Defendant denied the charges, claiming Mironova caught fire 
the j of the assault on Ashifin after the jury had found him 
guilty and recommended special leniency. The judge found that 
571 Interview with G.P. Ivanov, Judge, in Rostov (Sept. 9, 1994). The author also re-
viewed the order setting the case for trial, the question list, and the judgment. 
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no crime was committed because the defendant defended himself 
within the permissible range of force. 
ROSTOV-16 
Judgment of August 11, 1994 (Butakov and Zimov), Rostov-on-the-
Don Regional Court. 572 
Judge: L.B. Akubzhanov 
Prosecutor: A.I. Romazkova 
Defense Counsel: I.H. Safonov and N.P. Varashov 
Charges 
Butakov: Aggravated robbery-murder. §§ 102(a, e, n), 
146(2) (a, b, e,v). 
Zimov: Aggravated robbery-murder. §§ 102(a, e, n), 146(2) (a, 
b, v, e). 
4lf!igations 
;_",.,.. O'rf'"May 27, 1993, defendants, while drunk, broke into the 
apartment of eighty-eight-year-old M.P. Aleshina (victim) i~ ~e 
city of Millerovo with intent to steal. Butakov th~eat~ned VIctim 
with a knife and hit her with the butt of the kmfe m the face. 
Zimov twisted a towel around victim's neck and tied her arms and 
legs, then threw her to the floor and kicked her. Butakov punched 
victim in the face and strangled her to death with the towel. De-
fendanttstole sheets, clothes, and other property worth 55,301 
rubles. 
Verdict 
Butakov: Convicted of aggravated robbery-murder. 




Butakov: Fifteen years. 
Zimov: Fifteen years. 
572 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the order setting the 
case for trial, the question list, and the judgment. 
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ROSTOV-17 
·Judgment of August 19, 1994 (So.kolov), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
gional Court/'73 
Judge: Iu.A. Minko 
Prosecutor: Unknown 
Defense Counsel: L.A. Gel'fand 
Charges 
Attempted aggravated murder for personal gain. §§ 15, 102(a). 
Attempted aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation by 
one who had earlier committed such a crime. § 15, 102(b, i). Ma-
licious hooliganism and willful destruction of state property. 
§§ 206(2), 98(1). 
Allegations 
On June 8, 1988, Konstantin Anatol'evich Sokolov (defendant) 
allegedly ran an illegal roulette game in the city of Rostov-on-the-
Don. He rigged the game and controlled who would win. At 5:00 
P.M. on that day, while Iu.V. Seriomin (victim) and V.A. Solosin 
were playing the game, Solosin reali.zed the game was rigged and 
challenged defendant. Seriomin supported Solosin. They de-
manded their money back. Defendant pushed victim and ran, and 
victim followed him. Victim eventually caught up with defendant, 
at which point defendant pulled out a knife and stabbed victim in 
the stomach, injuring his liver. Defendant claimed self-defense. 
Following the incident a doctor examined defendant and noticed 
wounds indicating self-defense. 
On October 23, 1991, defendant threw a cart from the state 
cafe "Temernik" at the Rostov railway station into the Temernik 
River. 
On May 10, 1993, defendant allegedly got drunk in the foreign 
currency bar at the Hotel Intourist in Rostov, badgered the other 
customers with profanities, and was warned by the police. At 4:50 
A.M., he picked an argument with A.B. Gegrokov (victim) and shot 
him four times with a pistol in the crotch area, leading to amputa-
tion of victim's testicles and other serious injuries. Defendant de-
nied having committed the shooting. The bartender and the 
573 Interview with L.A Gel':fund, Defense Counsel, in Rostov {Sept. 9, 1994). The au-
thor also reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment and the question list. 
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victim's wife viewed a physical line-up and neither could positively 
identify the defendant. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of the attempted murder of Gegrokov and the al-
leged hooliganism on October 23, 1991. Convicted of the at-




Judgment ofAugust 30, 1994 (Petrovichev), Rostov-on-the-Don Re-
gional Court. 574 
Judge: G.P. Ivanov 
Prosecutor: A.V. Kuiumdzhi 
Defense Counsel: S.A. Mikhailov 
,~ t:harges 
-- :R;pe-murder of a child with exceptional cruelty. §§ 117(4), 
102(g, e). Five counts of aggravated theft. § 144(2). Two counts 
of theft of personal documents. § 195(3). Aggravated robbery. 
§ 146(2) (b). 
Allegations 
Vlatiimir Nikolaevich Petrovichev (defendant) admitted the fol-
lowing crimes: (1) that in May and June of 1992, while he was living 
in the atelier of the sculptor Komeev (victim) in St. Petersburg, 
and while ~nk, he stole 240,300 rubles worth of ~orneev's p:r-
sonal property; (2) that in June and July of 1992, while he was .liv-
ing in a communal dormitory in the city of Anzeba, Irkutsk Reg10n 
and while drunk, he stole property and personal documents from 
.· · tsov (victims); (3) that onJuly 24,1 while drunk, he hit 
his grandmother A.T. Goncharova (victim) over the head with an 
iron, threw her to the ground, bound her arms and legs, held a 
knife to her throat, threatened to kill her, demanded money, and 
stole 8351 rubles worth of property from her; (4) that on March 
574 The author reviewed the order setting the case for trial, the question list, and the 
judgment. 
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29, 1993, defendant broke into the apartment ofVitkovskii (victim) 
in Moscow and stole property worth 5,990,700 rubles in the form of 
gold and silver objects, vouchers, electronic games, and a large col-
lection of medals from many countries, along with personal papers. 
Defendant did not admit the rape-murder of a six-year-old girl, 
which took place in Gorkii Park in the city ofTaganrog behind the 
billiard parlor on September 3, 1992. The child was sodomized, 
then beaten on the head with a blunt object until dead. Defendant 
maintained that he was subjected to beatings and coerced to admit 
this killing. Defendant sought to introduce X-rays of injuries in-
flicted by investigating officers in Taganrog and St. Petersburg. 
Verdict 
Convicted of the robbery of his grandmother and of all of the 




Judgment of September 9, 1994 (Shchepin and Barannikov), Ros-
tov-on-the-Don Regional Court.5 75 
Judge: Vladimir V. Zolotykh 
Prosecutor: A.B. Kuiumdzhi 
Defense Counsel: M.A. Granovskii and O.V. Kasatova 
Charges 
Igor' Valentinovich Shchepin: Aggravated robbery-murder 
with exceptional cruelty. §§ 102(a, g, e, n), 146(2) (a, b, y, e). 
ll'ia ll'ich Barannikov: Aggravated robbery-murder with excep-
tional cruelty. §§ 102(a, g, e, n), 146(2) (a, b, v, e). 
The Shchepins and the Skaliapovs lived next door to each other 
in the settlement of Sinegorskii of the city of Belaia Kalitva.: One of 
Skaliapov's three daughters was married to Oleg Shchepin. B.A. 
Skaliapov (victim) had remarried and now lived in the hamlet of 
575 Interview with AB. Kuiumdzhi, Prosecutor, in Rostov (Sept 8, 1994). The author 
also observed the reading of the verdict and reviewed the indictment, the order setting the 
case for trial, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Terekhovka and only came to Sinegorskii on the sixteenth of each 
month to get his pension check and a check to support his chil-
dren, each amounting to 50,000 rubles. On December 16, 1993, 
victim had given one of his daughters the child support money_ and 
was in his apartment. The defendants, who were drunk, testified 
that they decided to call on victim to continue drinking with him. 
Victim's daughters testified that neither defendant was on friendly 
terms with victim. Defendants testified that a fight started because 
victim would not contribute money to buy a bottle of vodka, and 
that Barannikov started fighting with victim. Shchepin stated that 
he punched victim twice in the face and victim fell down. Defend-
ants then took victim and threw him into a full bathtub "to wake 
him up" and left. Defendants denied stealing any money from vic-
tim, or stabbing him and beating him with an axe and mallet. The 
investigation showed that victim drowned, but also had been bru-
tally beaten, perhaps with a mallet and a bloody axe that were 
found in the room. Victim had broken ribs and teeth, and had 
been stabbed in the chest. A large amount of blood was found in 
his apartment and blood was found on the defendant:s' clothes af-
·~r their arrest the next day. No money was found m the apart-
: ,ment: .. The prosecutor amended the indictment to charge theft of 
the 50,000 rubles (§ 144(2)) instead of robbery. 
Verdict 
Shchepin: The jury found that he had beaten the victim with 
fists, t)ae~axe, and the mallet, and threw him in the bath~ub, but 
that he· did not intend to kill him. The judge charactenzed the 
crime as intentional infliction of minor bodily injury. § 109. Ac-
quitteP. of the theft. 
Barannil:t,v: Same. 
. Sentence 
•::*'~ :.· .w:'\ 
, •. ·~-Shchepin: Two years. . . 
Barannikov: Two years with treatment for chrome alcoholism. 
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ROSTOV-20576 
, Judgment of September 29, 1994 (Kravtsov), Rostov-on-the-Don 
Regional Court.577 
Judge: Vladimir V. Zolotykh 
Prosecutor: A.Iu. Borokhov 
Defense Counsel: N.N. Titova 
Charges 
Murder and attempted murder with exceptional cruelty. §§ 15, 
102(g). 
Allegations 
Over a period of several years Vladimir Ippolitovich Kravtsov 
(defendant) had been mistreated by his two adult sons, Sergei and 
Iurii Korolev (victims). Both victims were unemployed alcoholics. 
Victims often beat defendant and forced him to give them money. 
Mter one of these incidents, victims passed out drunk and defend-
ant doused them with gasoline and set them on fire. Sergei died of 
the burns but Iurii managed to awaken and smother the flames. 
Iurii survived with extremely serious burns. 
Verdict 
Convicted of murder and attempted murder with exceptional 
cruelty. The jury recommended lenience. 
&ntence 
Twelve years. 
SARATOV REGIONAL COURT 
SARATOV-1 
Judgment of December 17, 1993 (Martynov and Martynov), Sara-
tov Regional Court.578 
576 Another trial took place between ROSTOV·l9 and ROSTOV-20 but the author was 
not able to get any information about it before completing his research in early October 
1994. 
577 Interview with V.V. Zolocykh, Judge, in Sochi (Oct. 5, 1994). 
578 Interview .with A.I. Galkin, Judge, in Saratov (Feb. 16, 1994); interview with V.I. 
Afanas'eva and S.Iu. Roman ova, Defense Counsel, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1~94); see also Doveriv 
sud'bu sudu prisia:t.hnykh, obviniaemye, pokhor..he, n8 progadati [Having Entrusted Their Fate to the 
Jury, the Defendants, It &ems, Made the Right Choice]'; IzVFsrllA, Dec. 17, 1993, at 5: Led tronulr 
sia v Saratove, gospoda pri.siazhnye zasedateli [The Ice Has Melted in Saratov, Ladies and Gentlemen 
ofthejury], IZ\'ESTIIA, Dec. 21,1993, at5. The author also listened to a tape of the trial. 
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Defense Counsel: V.I. Manas'eva (for Artur Martynov), S. Iu. 
Romanova (for Aleksandr Martynov) 
Charges 
Artur Osipovich Martynov: Robbery and aggravated murder of 
multiple victims, for personal gain and with exceptional cruelty. 
§§ 102 (a, g, z), 146(2)(b, v). 
Aleksandr Iosifovich Martynov: Robbery and aggravated mur-
der of multiple victims for personal gain and with special cruelty. 
§§ 102 (a, g, z), 146(2)(b, v). 
Allegations 
' The evidence was nearly exclusively based on testimony of the 
defendants. Artur Martynov (defendant) claimed that he had 
been drinking with Volkov (victim) and Zastupov (victim) when he 
,"' j:n\ssed out, and that he did not kn:ow how they died. During the 
'.'preliminary investigation he had testified that he had clubbed 
Volkov and Zastupov with an axe-handle after they had attacked 
him, but at the trial he stated that he had lied to the investigators 
in order to protect his brother Aleksandr. 
Aleksandr Martynov (defendant) testified during trial that he 
and Iurii Ogly were in the kitchen of the Martynov house, and that 
Artur JY!artynov had passed out, when the victims, came over and 
broke Into their house. Volkov and Zastupov started beating Artur 
Martynov while Subbotin (victim) tried to protect him. Aleksandr 
Martynov testified that he later saw Subbotin lying in a puddle of. 
blood'while,,W.Olkov and Zastupov continued to attack Artur Marty-
nov. Aleksandr Martynov grabbed an axe-handle and clubbed 
Volkov and Zastupov to defend his brother. He testified that he 
did not think were dead. He left the house with his brother. 
to defendants. The victims, who had been set on fire, were 
found dead. 
Both defendants denied having stolen anything from the vic-
tims and they denied setting fire to the victims. Ogly was declared 
insane and not allowed to testify at the trial, nor was his statement 
admitted into evidepce. The defendants had no prior criminal 
record. 
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The prosecutor amended the indictment to dismiss the aggra-
vated murder charges and the robbery allegations. According to 
'the amended document, Artur Martynov was charged with inten-
tional murder (§ 103) of Subbotin and Aleksandr Martynov with 
murder by use of excessive force in self-defense (§ 105) of Zastupov 
and Volkov. 
Verdict 
Artur Martynov: Convicted of using excessive force in self-
defense. 
Aleksandr Martynov: Convicted of using excessive force in self-
defense. The jury recommended lenience for Aleksandr. 
Sentence 
Artur Martynov: Eighteen months 
Aleksandr Martynov: One year. 
SARATOV-2 
Judgment of February 11, 1994 (Semenychev), Saratov Regional 
Court.579 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: E.A. Pokhov 
Defense Counsel: G.S. Palsui 
Charges 
Aggravated murder (aggravated because he had previously 
been convicted of attempted murder). § 102(i). Possession of a 
firearm. § 218(1). Armed hooliganism. § 206(3). 
Allegations 
The trial involved two separate incidents allegedly involving 
Aleksandr Alekseevich Semenychev (defendant). On October 11, 
mer girlfriend, L. V. Shevtsova and demanded admittance. When 
she did not open the door, he fired two shots into the door and 
two shots into the window. 
579 Interview with E.V. Druzin, Presiding Judge, in Saratov Regional Court, (Feb. 16, 
1994); interview with G.S. Palsui, Defense Counsel, in Sochi (Apr. 17, 1994); interview with 
E.v: Druzin,Judge, at the Russian Law Academy (Sept. 15, 1994) (regarding thf retrial). 
The author also reviewed the file. the question list, and the judgment. 
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On December 23, 1991, defendant allegedly shot his ex-wife. 
He claimed that at that time he was working as a security guard in a 
shoe store. Several children testified that they had seen defendant, 
drunk, playing hockey near his wife's apartment. The ex-wife, N.A. 
Semenycheva (victim) was shot at the·time he claimed to be in the 
shoe store and died one week later. While still alive, she told inves-
tigators that defendant had shot her. 
Defendant had been found guilty of the murder and sentenced 
to fifteen years, but the Supreme Court reversed the case and re-
ferred it for further investigation to determine whether the mor-
tally wounded Semenycheva had been mentally competent to 
relate who had shot her. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder, possession of firearms, and 
armed hooliganism. The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
· .. _ Fifteen years. 
--~ar 
On appeal, the Supreme Court reversed all convictions because 
defendant had not been advised about the limited right of appeal 
following a jury verdict. Decision of Apr. 18, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-
094-11sp. Upon retrial, defendant waived his right to trial by jury 
and was again convicted and sentenced to fifteen years. 
·-· SARATOV-3 
Judgment of February 18, 1994 (Bortsov), Saratov Regional 
Court.!?80 "-
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: Iu.I. Sidorova 
;::-~ Defense Counsel: E.M. Levina and M.B. Ignatenko 
·:~~ :~ .. , 
cli;;;ges 
Aggravated murder with extreme cruelty and due to hooliganis-
tic motivation. § 102(b, g). 
580 Interview with E.V. Druzin, Presiding Judge, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994); interview 
with Iu.I. Sidorova, Prosecutor, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994); interview with E.M. Levina and 
M.B. Ignatenko, Defense Counsel, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994). The author also observed this 
trial and reviewed the file and the question list. 
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Allegations 
On May 23, 1993, A.P. Bortsov (defendant) and some friends 
bought a case of champagne at a store. There defendant met the 
victim who worked at the store and agreed to meet him and an-
other saleswoman Burmistrova. Defendant and his friend Antonov 
returned to the store and bought another case of champagne. 
Defendant, victim, Antonov, and Burmistrova went to find a ho-
tel in order to have sex. They could not find one, so Antonov and 
Burmistrova left the defendant and victim at the "House of Cul-
ture-Peace" in a remote area of Saratov. Both defendant and the 
victim were extremely drunk. Defendant testified . that he then 
asked the victim to make love but she said, "not here, either at my 
place or in a hoteL" 
In a written statement to the police, defendant had said that he 
got mad and started beating the victim. He hit her with a cham-
pagne bottle, dragged her outside into the bushes, beat her some 
more, and then passed out. When he awakened, she was dead. At 
trial, defendant said he was forced to make the statement. He al-
leged that the police had threatened to have him set on fire and 
killed if he did l)ot confess. 
He testified in court that he had tired of trying to have sex with 
the victim and just left her near the "House of Culture-Peace." A 
kiosk owner had allegedly told police that the defendant came to 
him around midnight covered with mud and blood, pounded his 
fists on the kiosk, and then passed out. A friend and co-worker of 
defendant allegedly told police that defendant had come home at 
2:00 A.M. and asked her to wash his clothes, which were bloody 
and dirty. At trial, both witnesses denied having said they had seen 
blood on defendant's clothing. Antonov and Burmistrova did not 
appear in court. 
The victim had been brutally beaten and had a tree branch 
swck through her eyesocket into her brain. Her nude body was 
found in the bushes the morning of May 24, 1993. Defendant had 
ho prior criminal convictions. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder with extreme cruelty, due to 
hooliganistic motivation. The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Fifteen years. 
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Appeal 
(By defense counsel) Rejected by Supreme Court. Decision of 
May 13, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-094-15sp. 
SARATOV-4 
Judgment of February 18, 1994 (Nesterenko), Saratov Regional 
Court.581 
Judge: V.F. Shishliannikov 
Prosecutor: V.I. Levchenko 
Defense Counsel: A.K. Meleshin 
Charges 
Attempted aggravated murder, because of the defendant's sta-
tus as an especially dangerous recidivist. §§ 15, 102 (f). Theft and 
possession of military explosives. §§ 218-1, 218(1). 
Allegations 
-., Lev Mikhailovich Nesterenko (defendant). had five prior con-
,! Vi~tions (all for theft or hoo.liganism) and had served eighteen 
' -'~ars and five months in prison camps. He was living with his girl-
friend, Z.I. Solodun, at a farm belonging to Solodun's brother, M.I. 
Korolev (victim). Victim had previously accused defendant of 
stealing alcohol and of being responsible for a missing duck. On 
October 11, 1992, victim had offered a drink of vodka to a neigh-
boring farmer but failed to invite defendant, thus insulting him. 
Victim_,.tqld defendant that if he did not find the duck, he would 
feed the defendant to the pigs. Defendant, who was already drunk, 
returned to the house, armed himself with a shotgun and waited, 
appar<:ntly fearing that victim would make good on his threat. 
When victinh:ame into the house, defendant shot him in the stom-
ach. According to victim, defendant tried to shoot again but could 
not load the gun properly. The victim pried the gun away and the 
'-=':~ . d~f~ndant grabbed a pitchfork and tried to stab victim with it. Vic-
"""''¥nw •. ]:ired the second round into the floor near defendant's feet 
and left. 
Defendant allegedly told investigators he wanted to kill the vic-
tim so he would not be. fed to the pigs. Defendant had put explo-
581 Interview with V.I. Levchenko, Prosecutor, in Saratov (Feb. 15, 1994); interview 
with A.K. Meleshin, Defense Counsel, in Saratov (Feb. 15, 1994); interview with V.F. Shish-
!iannikov, Judge, in Saratov (Feb. 15, 1994). The author also observed the trial and re-
viewed the file and the question list. 
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sives in his pockets because he wanted to blow up the victim with 
them. In court, defendant said he did not have his glasses on when 
'he signed the confession and that he did not intend to kill the 
victim or to blow him up, or to steal his explosives. 
Verdict 
Convicted of attempted murder and of carrying explosives with 





Judgment of February 25, 1994 (Burmistrov), Saratov Regional 
Court.582 
Judge: Iu.N. Tsarev 
Prosecutor: V.I. Sheka 
Defense Counsel: G.A. Litrovnik 
Charges 
Aggravated murder by one who had previously been convicted 
of intentional murder. § 102(i). 
Allegations 
A.K Burmistrov (defendant) had previously served seven years 
for crushing his father's skull with a woodsplitter while hi~ father 
was sleeping. After his release from prison camp, defenaant re-
turned home to the village of Erykla (Vol'skii Raion), where he 
began selling cattle and veal in order to buy alcohol. Defendant 
worked with his cousin, A. V. Zhirov (victim). Victim's father testi-
fied that animosity existed between victim and defendant b~cause 
they both worked on the same tractor, and that victim did all the 
work and defendant just drank. 
On September 10, 1993, after defendant had been drinking 
with friends, victim came by. Defendant testified that a fight 
erupted and that victim hit him in the mouth. Defendant then 
stabbed the victim once in the chest with a homemade knife and 
killed him. Defendant then placed the knife in the hand of 
582 The author reviewed the file, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Abakumov, a friend who had passed out before victim's visit, and 
told the victim's father that Abakumov had actually killed his son. 
Defendant later confessed, fearing the father would hurt 
Abakumov. 
The aunt of both defendant and victim testified that victim had 
beaten his ninety-year-old aunt. Defendant had favorable charac-
ter witnesses. 
Verdict 
The jury found it "probable" that defendant had acted in self-
defense and after having been seriously insulted. Defendant was 
convicted of murder using excessive force in self-defense. § 105. 




.. CJudgment of March 14, 1994 (Gavrilenko), Saratov Regional 
_ ·~ourr:5sa 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: E.A. Lokhov 
Defense Counsel: N.Y. Sudarkina 
Charges 
Sefi'ous hooliganism. § 206(2). Attempted murder out of 
hooliganistic motivation. § 102 (b). Using force to resist arrest. 
§ 191 (2). 
Allegations 
Valentin Ivanovich Gavrilenko (defendant) had no prior con-
;~-- victions and was a veteran of the clean-up of Chernobyl and the 
.,~~~1\rilenian earthquake. On May 28, 1993, defendant got drunk and 
· went with others to gather the medicinal herb zelenko near the farm 
of V.I. Chemov (victim). Defendant saw V.I. Tiukhno whom he 
accused of poorly caring for defendant's cow. According to by-
standers, defendant cursed Tiukhno, grabbed his shirt, and pulled 
583 Interview with E.V. Druzin, Judge, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994); interview with N.V. 
Sudarkina, Defense Counsel, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994). The author also reviewed the in-
dictment and the question list. 
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him from his horsedrawn wagon. Chernov and another man, Kras-
nov, broke up the fight. Defendant hit Chernov, but Chernov also 
managed to knock defendant down and kick him once. 
Insulted by Chernov's violence, defendant procured an axe and 
returned to Chernov's farmhouse. Defendant hit Chemov four 
times in the arms before opening his skull with the axe. Defendant 
then tried to continue the attack with a board. Defendant alleg-
edly was screaming his intent to kill Chernov during the entire inci-
dent. Another man, Sultanov, stopped defendant. 
When a local policeman, Iu.I. Orgenich, later tried to arrest de-
fendant, defendant attacked him, hitting and kicking Orgenich 
and tearing off his tie and insignia. 
The prosecutor amended the indictment to drop the hooligan-
ism charges and amend the attempted aggravated murder charge 
to attempted murder of one carrying out a social duty (§'102(v)). 
The charge of inflicting corporeal injury on someone engaging in 
a social duty (§ 193 (2)) was also added. 
Verdict 
Defendant was acquitted of resisting the police officer and of 
hitting Chernov after he had pulled him away from Tiukhno. He 
was convicted of attacking Chernov with the axe (but not the 
board) without intent to kill him. The jury also established that 
the motive for the attack was the fact that Chernov had hit him 
earlier, not that Chernov had stopped him from attacking Ti-
ukhno. The jury recommended special lenience. The judge found 
defendant guilty of intentional infliction of serious bodily injury 




Judgment of April 16, 1994 (Tarasov), Saratov Regional Court.584 
Judge: V.F. Shishliannikov 
Prosecutor: V.I. Illarionov 
Defense Counsel: OJ. Igumnova 
584 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Charges 
Robbery of personal property. § 146(1). Robbery of state prop-
erty. § 91(1). Rape. § 117(1). Attempted murder to cover up the 
robbery and rape. §§ 15, 102 (e). Battery of a citizen in the course 
of fulfilling his civic duty of trying to detain him after the crime. 
§ 193(2). Aggravated theft. § 212-1 (2). Attempted murder of a 
policeman. § 190~2. 
Allegations 
On September 27, 1993, Viktor Alekseevich Tarasov (defend-
ant), who was drunk, visited a state store at the Krasavka train sta-
tion where N.G. Seliutina (victim) was working. When she left the 
store for the noon break, he followed her with the intent of rob-
bing her of the store's proceeds. Defendant allegedly went after 
her with a can opener. When she refused to hand over her purse, 
he hit her, knocked her down, and kicked her in the head until she 
· }ost consciousness. He took her purse and then dragged her to a 
: wooded area and undressed her. Defendant denied trying to rape 
-·h~t;·'sa)ing he was only pretending to make love to her when three 
men passed by. The men saw a trail of blood and that the woman 
was unconscious. One of the men, Terzioglo, ran after defendant 
and caught him, but defendant hit him and escaped. 
Police apprehended defendant two days later while defendant 
was attempting to steal a tractor. Defendant admitted attacking the 
victim :4Wd robbing her but denied intent to kill her. Victim was 
stabbed four times in the chest and heart area with the can opener. 
Defendant testified that the victim had enraged him by claiming 
that h.~ had infected his girlfriend with venereal disease and then 
left her. "-
Verdict 
was: (1) convicted of attacking the victim with the 
intent of stealing both personal and state property; (2) convicted 
tempted murder to cover up the ro convicted of battery 
on Terzioglo to prevent him from fulfilling his civic duty; (5) con-
victed of theft of the tractor with use of force, and of trying to run 
over a policeman, but without intent to kill him; and (6) acquitted 
of rape.~, 




The Supreme Court rejected defendant's appeal. The Court 
changed the characterization of the theft crimes but the sentence 
remained at nine years. Decision of July 21, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-
094-26sp. 
SARATOV-8 
Judgment of April 13, 1994 (Kozin), Saratov Regional Court.585 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: S.V. Il'in 
Defense Counsel: T.B. Nikiforova 
Charges 
Intentional murder. § 103. Attempted aggravated murder. 
§§ 15, 102(z). Attempted murder of more than one person. 
Allegations 
Around midnight on June 12, 1993, Nikolai ViktoroviGh Kozin 
(defendant) and his girlfriend, G.A. Dontsova, were rhurning 
drunk from a restaurant in Petrovska. They were accosted by sev-
eral men, including A.G. Chuev and N.N. Chausov (victims), who 
tried to pull Dontsova away from defendant. Suspectipg they 
wanted to rape her, defendant ran off with Dontsova. Victims and 
three others ran after them. To evade the pursuers, defendant 
took Dontsova into a swamp area. The pursuers caught them at 
the other side of the swamp and pulled Dontsova out of the swamp. 
Outnumbered, defendant fled, leaving Dontsova behind. :Victims 
and the other three men subsequently gang-raped Dontsqva. Vic-
tims then took her home, broke into her house, took out some 
Defendant, suspecting Dontsova was being raped, 
home, his wet clothes, and got a knife. 
went to 
had been raped by Chuev and Chausov. Defendant, enraked, en-
tered the house and stabbed Chausov in the stomach. Chausov 
585 Interview with E.V. Druzin, judge, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994). The author also re-
viewed the file and the question list. 
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fled. Defendant then found Chuev and stabbed him several times, 
killing him. 
Defendant threw away the knife but later turned himself in. 
Chausov testified that he and Chuev did not rape Dontsova, but 
merely saved her from the swamp. Dontsova testified to the rape, 
confirming defendant's testimony. 
Verdict 
Convicted of inflicting serious bodily injury without intent to 
kill and while under the influence of a sudden strong emotional 
disturbance. § llO. The jury recommended special lenience. 
Sentence 
A fine of fifty monthly payments of 4275 rubles. 
SARATOV-9 
Judgment of April 21, 1994 (Litvinov), Saratov Regional Court.586 
~J:udge: A.I. Galkin 
,.. ·Prosecutor: Iu.L Sidorova 
·'()Hense Counsel: V.P. Kol'chenko 
Charges 
Aggravated robbery-murder. §§ 102 (a, e), 146(2) (b, v). 
Allegations 
On"'Nuvember 7, 1993, Dmitrii Aleksandrovich Litvinov (d~ 
fendant), his mother, her boyfriend A.P. Myshko and two of hts 
mother's friends, S.P. Rossoshanskii and Rossoshanskii's common-
law wife, N.)l,Kuryshova (victim), were drinking at his mother's 
house in Samoilovka. 
Defendant was wanted by the police for killing a cow, so he 
·~ needed money to leave town. He learned during ~e par~ that 
·· .:~~r;tirt). was carrying 34,000 rubles on her person. Wh1le speaking :o 
· Mfsh1m, defendant suggested robbing Kuryshova, but Myshko d1d 
not take him seriously. 
After Rossoshanskii left and the other guests passed out, de-
fendant called victim away from the party into an adjacent room 
where he was waiting for her with an axe. He hit her with the blunt 
586 Interview with V.P. Kol'chenko, Defense Counsel, in Sochi (Apr. 27, 1994). The 
author also reviewed the indictrnen t and the question list. 
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end, crushing her skull and causing her to fall unconscious to the 
floor. He then hit her with the sharp end of the axe six times in 
the neck area before taking her money and fleeing the scene. Vic-
tim died immediately. 
Defendant hid for two days before being arrested in Belgorod 
Raion. At trial, defendant testified that victim had assaulted him 
first. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder and aggravated robbery. The 




Judgment of April 27, 1994 (Kocherov), Saratov Regional Court;~87 
Judge: V.F. Shishliannikov 
Prosecutor: V.I. Levchenko 
Defense Counsel: M.N. Dubrova 
Charges 
Attempted rape of a child. §§ 15, 117(4). Robbery. § 146(1). 
Allegations 
On October 24, 1993, Sergei Mikhailovich Kocherov, who was 
drunk, approached a group of girls at the Letiazhevka Station, 
Arkadakskii Raion, and tore one of them away. He took her to a 
barnyard, beat her with his fists, banged her head on the barn and 
on the ground, hit her with a stick, stuck his fingers in her eyes, 
and bit her on the forehead between her eyes, causing a perma~ 
nent scar. He forced her give up her gold earrings and wallet, and 
he tried to rape her but failed. 
Verdict 
Convicted of attempted rape of a child, and of robbery. 
587 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the question list, and 
the judgment. 




Judgment of May 4, 1994 (Radchenko and Radchenko), Saratov 
Regional Court. 588 
Judge: V.N. Konev 
Prosecutor: V.I. Illarionov 
Defense Counsel: N.V. Popova and N.V. Nachmurina 
Charges 
Aleksandr lvanovich Radchenko: Aggravated robbery. 
§ 146(2). Intentional damaging of personal property. § 149(2). 
Aggravated murder for personal gain and to conceal the commis-
sion of a serious crime. § 102(a, e). 
Evgenii Aleksandrovich Radchenko: Same. 
Allegations 
" ·:·-~ On August 25, 1993, Aleksandr Radchenko (father) and 
'.·~'Evgeiiii Radchenko (son) decided to rob A.K Nesterova, whom the 
son had robbed before. They armed themselves with an axe, a 
knife, and kerosene. While the son pretended to ask the woma~ 
for moonshine, the father broke the window of the house with the 
axe. The victim got scared and defended herself with a pitchfork 
in the barn. The son hit her with a stick in the head and she fell. 
The ~~er then came and stomped her with his feet upon fi~ding 
that she had no money. She died after the sort stabbed her m the 
chest. Father and son dragged her body into the house, doused it 
with kerosene, and caused a fire that burned the house and the 
woman's ~y. The incident took place in the village of Grivki, 
Turkovskii Raion. The son admitted complicity but the father de-
nied that he participated in the murder or in the arson. The in-
dictment said that the crime was the father's idea and that he had 
son to con 
Verdict 
A.I. Radchenko: Convicted of aggravated robbery. Acquitted 
of murder and of intentionally damaging personal property. 
588 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the question list, and 
the judgment. 
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E.A. Radchenko: Convicted of aggravated robbery, intentional 
damaging of personal property, and aggravated murder for per-
sonal gain and to conceal the commission of a serious crime. 
Sentence 
A.I. Radchenko: Fourteen years. 
E.A. Radchenko: Nine years. 
SARATOV-12 
Judgment of May 6, 1994 (Kononenko), Saratov Regional Court.589 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: E.A. Lokhov 
Defense Counsel: N .A. Firsova 
Charges 
Illegal possession of firearm. § 218(1). Attempt to murder a 
police officer. § 191-2. 
Allegations 
A Saratov police officer reported that someone shot at him on 
July 28, 1993, as he was driving along the Volga in Saratov. A 
sawed-off rifle was found in the garage of Valerii Vesil'evich Ko-
nonenko, who denied having fired at the officer. 
Verdict 




The Supreme Court rejected the appeal to reduce sentence. 
Decision of Aug. 11, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-094-33sp. 
589 The author reviewed the question list and the judgment. 
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SARATOV-13 
Judgment of May 10, 1994 (Gur'ianov and Bogolei), Saratov Re-
gional Court.emo 
Judge: E.V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: S.V. Il'in 
Defense Counsel: M.N. Pestrova and M.N. Dubrova 
Charges 
Aleksandr Alekseevich Gur'ianov: Two counts of aggravated 
murder out of hooliganistic motivation pursuant to a conspiracy. 
§ 102(b, i, n). Robbery of state property of especially great value. 
§ 98-1. Burglary-theft. § 144(3). 
Pavel Nikolaevich Bogolei: Same. 
Allegations 
On July 10, 1993, Gur'ianov and Bogolei (def~ndants) an~ a? 
unknown man (victim) got drunk and began fighung. Bogolet htt 
· ·.lfictim over the head causing moderately serious injury. Gur'ianov 
; then stabbed victim in the chest and neck killing him. Victim's 
· ~,P~~~;al belongings were burned and th~ body thrown in t~e c~l­
lar of the building. Both defendants cla1med they were acung m 
self -defense. 
At 2:00A.M. on July 13, 1993, defendants got drunk and broke 
into the premises of a construction firm. They stole. a UA?- van 
after forcing the watchman into the watchhouse at kntfe pomt. 
Ar-41:00 AM. that day, defendants and one Sychev (victim) bur-
glarized an apartment. All three of them later got drunk and be-
gan fighting. During the fight, Gur'ianov stabbe~ Sychev at le~t 
three time~I1 the chest and Bogolei struck Sychev m the head Wlth 
a wooden prank. Sychev die? from his injur!es and. his body was 
thrown into the cellar. All cnmes took place m the ctty of Saratov. 
Gur'ianov turned himself in and confessed to the killings but 
;"'::~,,, cla~ed self-defense, as did Bogolei. . ~·-rhe prosecutor amended the indicunent t~ charge_ B<_>g?lei 
only with intentional infliction of moderately senous baddy 1llJury 
of the unknown man (§ 109) and of robbery of personal property, 
as the construction finn had been privatized (§ 146(2) (a, b)). The 
prosecutor dismissed the charges of hooliganistic motivation and 
590 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the question list, and 
the judgment. 
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charged Gur'ianov with the intentional non-aggravated murder of 
the unknown man (§ 103) and the aggravated murder of Sychev by 
one who had previously murdered (§ 102(i)). The prosecutor 
charged Bogolei with the non-aggravated murder of Sychev 
(§ 103). 
Verdict 
Gur'ianov: Convicted of intentional, non-aggravated murder of 
the unknown man, aggravated murder of Sychev by one who had 
previously murdered, and burglary-theft. Declared to be an espe-
cially dangerous recidivist (§ 24-1 (3) (1)). 
Bogolei: Convicted of intentional infliction of moderately seri-
ous bodily injury of the unknown man, of robbery of personal 
property, and of burglary-theft. 
Sentence 
Gur'ianov: Fifteen years. 
Bogolei: Ten years. 
Appeal 
The Supreme Court rejected Bogolei's appeal. Dedsiof! of July 
28, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-094-29sp. 
SARATOV-14 
Judgment of May 20, 1994 (Efremov), Saratov Regional Court.591 
Judge: Iu.N. Tsarev 
Prosecutor: V.I. Illarionov 
Defense Counsel: V.M. Zaitsev 
Charges 
Attempted aggravated hooliganistic murder and aggravated 
hooliganistic murder of persons fulfilling a social duty. §§ 15, 
102(b, v, z). 
Allegations 
At around 10:00 P.M. on November 28, 1993, Vladislav 
Vladimirovich Efremov (defendant) and his wife, O.V. Efremova, 
were drinking in their aparunent in Saratov and got into a fight. 
591 The author reviewed the descriptive portion of the indictment, the question list, 
and the judgment. 
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She left to go to her mother's apartment, which was located in the 
same building. As she was ascending the stairs, defendant fol-
lowed, swearing at her. She saw her neighbor, D.O. Chernov (vic-
tim) and two of his friends S.A. Gurin (victim) and V.Iu. Serganov, 
and told them what was happening. Chernov, Gurin, and Serga-
nov tried to stop defendant from following her. When defendant 
refused to return to his apartment, the three men physically forced 
defendant back into his own apartment, shoving him. Defendant 
then grabbed a kitchen knife and stabbed Gurin and Chernov. 
Gurin escaped with minor injuries but Chernov died in his apart-
ment a few minutes later. 
Defendant admitted stabbing the men, but claimed he was not 
drunk, and that he was protecting himself from an unlawful assault 
by Gurin, Chernov, and Serganov. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of attempted aggravated hooliganistic murder and 
aggravated hooliganistic murder of people fulfilling a social duty. 
"J The jury found that the conduct of Gurin and Chernov was not 
t 'correct and that defendant acted in self-defense and without exces-
-~Sive fOrce. 
Appeal 
The Supreme Court reversed the acquittal, finding that it was 
error for the judge to submit a new question list after finding an 
irregularity in the first one, and holding that questions of self-de-
fense 'and heat of passion were questions of law, not of fact. Deci-
sion of July 28, 1994, Case No. 32-kp-094-30sp. 
SARATOV~~ 
Judgment of May 24, 1994 (Ermakov), Saratov Regional Court.5112 
Judge: V.F. Shishliannikov 
Rape of a child by one who was previously convicted of rape. 
§ 117(4). 
592 The author re"'ewed the judgment. 
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Allegations 
On May 29, 1993, Valerii Aleksandrovich Ermakov (defendant), 
who had been previously convicted of rape, lured a young girl (vic-
tim) into his apartment in the city of Engels, where he forced her 
to commit oral copulation by threatening her with violence. 
Verdict 
Convicted of rape of a child by one who was previously con-




Judgment of July 8, 1994 (Kashuba and Bykov), Saratov Regional 
Court.593 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: E.A. Lokhov 
Defense Counsel: S.N. Dolzhikov and R.V. Eremin 
Charges 
Sergei Nikolaevich Kashuba: Illegal possession of weapons. 
§ 218(1). Hooliganistic murder. § 102(b). Attempted hooliganis-
tic murder. §§ 15, 102(b, z). 
Andrei Vladimirovich Bykov: Malicious hooliganism. § 206(2). 
Failure to report a murder. § 190. 
Allegations 
At the beginning of October 1993, Kashuba (defendant) 
bought a sawed-off shotgun and a pistol in the city of Samara. On 
October defendant) and Kashuba, who were 
drunk, met Vorzhbet, Apraksin 
the city of Balakovo. Defendants and the victims did not one 
for no and kicked 
Vorozhbet causing minor bodily injury. 
tance of one meter, pointed his pistol at Apraksin and shot twice. 
The gun misfired. Kashuba then pointed the gun at Vorozhbet 
593 The author re"'ewed the question list and the judgment. 
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and fired twice, hitting him in the head and neck, and killing him. 
Defendants claimed an argument had preceded the violence. 
Verdict 
Kashuba: Convicted of illegal weapons possession, hooliganistic 
murder, and attempted hooliganistic murder. 
Bykov: Convicted of malicious hooliganism. Acquitted of fail-
ing to report the murder and of attempted murder. 
Sentence 
Kashuba: Fifteen years with treatment for opium addiction. 
Bykov: Four years. 
SARATOV-17 
Judgment of August 3, 1994 (Brazhin), Saratov Regional Court.594 
Judge: V.F. Shishliannikov 
Prosecutor: Iu.I. Sidorova 
Defense Counsel: M.A. Poromotskaia 
:--
· .. --Charges 
Two counts of aggravated hooliganistic murder. § 102(b, z). 
Malicious hooliganism and a murder threat. §§ 206(2), 207. 
Allegations 
On August 19, 1992, Dmitrii Gennad'evich Brazhin (defend-
ant),who was drunk, met with his friend and two women, and sug-
gested that they visit his neighbor, Z.P. Shumilina (victim), to 
drink there. Shumilina was in her apartment with her boyfriend 
D.A. Gaba~(victim). When Shumilina refused to open the door, 
defendant oroke it down. Victims told defendant to leave but de-
fendant began to swear at them, kick them, and hit them until they 
lost consciousness. Defendant and his friends then went into the 
!cit'(hen and drank alcoholic beverages. Defendant dragged the 
mfconscious victims into the bedroom and slit their throats with a 
knife. 
At about 3:30 P.M., Shumilina's daughter, N.A. Shumilina (vic-
tim), came home. She tried to go into the bedroom, but defend-
ant, who was naked, was holding the door from the inside. He 
594 The amhor reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the question list, and 
the judgment. 
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finally emerged, swore at her, and began to beat and kick her. She 
ran out o~ to the bal~ony and shouted for help. The naked de-
fendant seized the knife and chased after her, threatening to kill 
her and throw her from the balcony. When someone in the apart-
ment yelled that the police were coming, defendant threw his 
clothes on and he and his friends left. 
Verdict 
c~~victed of the aggravated hooliganistic murders of 
Shumilma and Gabaev, and malicious hooliganism and a death 




Judgment of August 9, 1994 (Iunev and Zhadan), Saratov Regional 
Court.595 
Judge: Iu.N. Tsarev 
Prosecutor: V.I. Levchenko 
Defense Counsel: M.I. Timofeev (for Iunev) and T.I. Er~enkova 
(for Zhadan) 
Charges 
Vladimir Aleksandrovich Iunev: Twelve counts of forcible sod-
omy and one count of attempted forcible sodomy of a juvenile. 
§ 121. Illegal possession of military ammunition. § 218(1). Aggra-
vated hooliganistic murder. § 102(g). Attempted aggravated mur-
der by someone who had previously murdered, to conceal that 
previous murder. §§ 15, 102(e, i). Two counts of theft of personal 
property. § 144(3). Attempted theft of public property. §§ 15, 
89(3). Theft of socialist property. § 93-1. Theft of personal docu-
ments. § ~95(3). Theft of~ license plate. § 195(1). Contributing 
to. t~e delm.q~ency of a mmor by encouraging him to engage in 
cnmmal actlVlty. § 210. 
Aleksandr Viacheslavovich Zhadan: Two counts of theft of per-
sonal property. § 144(3). Attempted theft of public property. 
• 
59~ Interview with Sarah Reynolds, Professor at Harvard Law School, who observed the 
~na~. m Moscow (Au~. 11, 1994). The author also reviewed the descriptive part of the 
mdJctment, the question list, and the judgment 
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§§ 15, 89(3). Theft of socialist property. § 93-1. Theft of personal 
documents. § 195(3). Theft of a license plate. § 195(1). 
Allegations 
Six minor boys (victims) testified that Iunev (defendant) either 
attempted to or did forcibly sodomize them at various times since 
1987. In a couple of cases Iunev sodomized the same boy more 
than once after threatening to reveal the previous act to his friends 
unless he submitted again. In every case Iunev threatened the boys 
with bodily injury or death. 
On January 26, 1993, lunev, who was drunk, invited another 
boy (victim) into an apartment and tried to get him to invite a 
young girl as well. The boy refused and Iunev stabbed him in the 
chest and neck, killing him. Iunev put the boy's body under the 
bed and invited another boy back to the apartment. Iunev alleg-
edly threatened him with a knife and forced him to submit to sod-
omy. According to the indictment, the boy later noticed the dead 
body. Fearing that the boy would report the murder and the sod-
~..Qmy, Iunev plunged the knife into the boy's chest, but the boy fled 
't",_,into.the hall where a man prevented Iunev from catching him. 
Zhadan (defendant) also testified that Iunev forcibly 
sodomized him several times in 1990, when he was still a minor. 
All of the above acts took place in the town of Mokrous, Fedorov,. 
skii Raion. 
In April1992 Iunev and Zhadan, who lived in a hotel with one 
Varaev (victim), stole Varaev's property, including a leather coat, 
shoes;""and a scan, together worth 10,300 rubles. In June 1992 
Iunev, with Zhadan acting as a look-out, reached into a state store 
and unplugged an air-conditioner; they fled, however, when 
Zhadan hei{.~ a noise. In July 1992 Iunev and Zhadan broke into 
the garage· of a local newspaper and stole the newspaper's car 
which contained personal documents and property of A.K Anosov; 
they later stole the car's license plate. 
found some illegal military ammunition which defendant 
claimed to have found ten years earlier while digging a trench. 
Verdict 
Iunev: Convicted of twelve counts of forcible sodomy of a juve-
nile, illegal possession of military ammunition, aggravated hooli-
ganistic murder, attempted aggravated murder by someone who 
""' 
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had previously murdered, two counts of theft of personal property, 
, theft of personal documents, theft of a license plate, and contribut-
ing to the delinquency of a minor by encouraging him to engage 
in criminal activity. Acquitted of the attempted theft from the state 
store and one attempted sodomy charge. 
Zhadan: Convicted of two counts of theft of personal property, 
attempted theft of public property, theft of socialist property, theft 
of personal documents, and theft of a license plate. The jury rec-
ommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Iunev: Fifteen years. 
Zhadan: Four years, suspended for three years. 
SARATOV-19 
Judgment of August 10, 1994 (Rakhimov), Saratov Regional 
Court.596 
Judge: Evgenii V. Druzin 
Prosecutor: V.P. Anashkin 
Defense Couns~l: Iu.N. Spirkin 
Charges 
Rape-murder for personal gain. §§ 117(4), 102(a, e). Theft of 
personal items. § 144(2). Theft of a passport.§ 195(3). 
Allegations 
On March 13, 1994, Umar Ramazanovich Rakhimov (defend-
ant) attended a dinner in memory of a dead acquaintance at 
Shashaeva's house in the village of Sosnovoborskoe, Petrovskii 
Raion, and got drunk. The Evstigneev and Nedoshivin couples 
were also present. M.V. Evstigneeva went to her house I_I~Xt door 
the back and and forced her to submit to anal inter-
course. He then strangled her and hid her body in a ha;~tack in 
596 The author reviewed the descriptive part of the indictment, the question list, and 
the judgment. 
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the courtyard of the house. Defendant then stole miscellaneous 
articles and Evstigneeva's passport, and left. 
Verdict 
Convicted of rape-murder for personal gain, theft of personal 
items, and theft of a passport. 
Sentence 
Fifteen years. 
STAVROPOL' TERRITORIAL COURT 
STAVROPOL'-1 
Judgment of April 22, 1994 (Poliakov), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.597 
Judge: N.C. Nikitenko 
Prosecutor: S.S. Kuz'menko 
Defense Counsel: V.A. Sidorchenko 
t Charges 
_,.~,. A~~ravated robbery. § 146(2) (v). Grand larceny. § 144(2, 3). 
Aggravated murder for financial gain, out of hooliganistic motiva-
tion, and to prevent a citizen from carrying out his civic duty. 
§ 102(a, b, v). 
Allegations 
NikOlai Mikhailovich Poliakov (defendant) was aware that his 
neighbor, E. Ol'khovskaia (victim), an elderly woman, had moved 
in with another man, leaving her house and possessions unat-
tended. M~.becoming intoxicated one evening, defendant took 
his wheelbarrow to Ol'khovskaia's house, intending to steal her 
personal property. On his first haul, he took about 500,000 rubles 
. ._._ worth of goods. 
'· ·*-""\'· ~~J)uring his second trip, he encountered Ol'khovskaia's son-in-
law, N. Sukhikh, who had been informed of the theft. Defendant 
returned home, drank some more, and returned to continue his 
theft. Defendant took a shotgun, purportedly to scare Sukhikh. 
Defendant again encountered Sukhikh, who threatened to send 
597 Popytka ubiitsy razygrat' natsU:mal'nuiu kartu podtl.erzhki u prisiazhnykh ne nashla [Attempt 
by Murderer to Play the Nationalism Card Found No Support with the jury], Izn:sTnA, Apr. 27, 
1994, at 2. The author also reviewed the file. 
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the police to defendant's house the next day. Defendant re-
sponded by shooting him in the head, killing him. 
Defendant also allegedly stole a rug belonging to Mrs. 
Laudenshleger in September 1993. 
At trial, defendant unsuccessfully tried to gain favor with the 
jury by pointing out that Laudenshleger and Sukhikh were non-
Russian. 
Verdict 
Convicted of aggravated murder to conceal the commission of 
a theft and of two counts of theft. Acquitted of robbery. 
Sentence 
Fifteen years deprivation of liberty. 
STAv'ROPOL'-2 
Judgment of April 27, 1994 (Ioev), Stavropol' Territorial Court.598 
Judge: L.V. Kondrat'ev 
Prosecutor: S.S. K:lJz'menko 
Defense Counsel: V.A. Sidorchenko 
Charges 
Aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. § 102(b). 
Illegal possession of firearms. § 218(1). 
Allegations 
On November 6, 1992, Vitalii Sergeevich Ioev got into an argu-
ment with G.B. Avsharov, in which they exchanged threats, insults, 
and profanities. Defendant, who was drunk, shot Avsharov four 
times, killing him. He claimed that he acted in self defense. The 
incident took place in the village of Aleksandrovsk . 
Verdict 
Convicted of non-aggravated intentional murder. Acquitted of 
illegal possession of firearms. 
Sentence 
Six years. 
598 The author reviewed the question list and the judgment. 
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Appeal 
The Supreme Court rejected defendant's appeal. Decision of 
Sept. 23, 1994, Case No. 19-kp-094-51sp. 
STAVROPOL'-3 
Judgment of May 4, 1994 (Dergalev), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.599 
Judge: I.I. Kurbatov 
Prosecutor: L.N. Suvorova 
Defense Counsel: D.M. Fedorenko 
Charges 
Rape of a child, causing a serious bodily injury. § 117(4). 
Allegations 
On September 11, 1993, Sergei Aleksandrovich Dergalev (de-
fendant), who was drunk, lured a twelve-year-old girl away from her 
~jpily's garden plot, threw her down, beat her with his fists on the 
·~. heac!_and body, and choked her, causing injuries to her brain. He 
·ilfen raped her. When the girl heard her parents looking for her, 
she managed to flee. Defendant hid and later went home, where 
he was arrested. He confessed to the investigators. At trial he testi-
fied that he did not hit the girl, but only tried to rape her and was 




Convicted of rape of a minor, not a child, causing especially 
serious ho~~ injury. The jury found that defendant did not kn?w 
that the g~rf'Was under fourteen. They recommended special 
lenience. 
Judgment of May 13, 1994 (Esenov and Esenov), Stavropol' Terri-
torial Court. 600 
599 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
60° The,!uthor reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgmenL 
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Judge: L.I. Kondrat' ev 
Prosecutor: V.V. Alykov 
Defense Counsel: V.P. Sychev and Iu.K Ivanova. 
Charges 
257 
Ainadin Iarysovich Esenov: Attempted murder of a policeman. 
§ 191-2. Possession of a firearm. § 218(1). 
Khainadin Iarysovich Esenov: Two counts of inflicting minor 
bodily injury of a policeman in the performance of his duty. 
§ 193(2). 
Allegations 
On October 28, 1993, policemen KM. Lachinov, A.V. 
Pleshchenko, A.A. Kits, and A.K Dinmukhambetov went to the 
house of the Esenov family (village of Makhmud·;Mekteb, 
Neftekumskii Raion) to arrest Zainadin Esenov who had refused to 
serve thirteen days of administrative detention. Zainadin Esenov 
was not there, out the policemen found his brother Khainadin Esc-
nov in his store in one part of the house, where he was selling alco-
holic beverages, cigarettes, etc., illegally. The police st~rted to 
inventory the illegal merchandise. A third brother, Ain~din Esc-
nov noticed the arrival of the police and became worried that they 
would discover his Makarov revolver. Mter policeman Lachinov 
did find the revolver, Khainadin ran out to warn his brother 
Ainadin who heard Khainadin yelling, got a shotgun from the 
house, and ran toward the store. Khainadin claimed that he yelled 
to Ainadin in their native Nogai language not to shoot. Policeman 
Lachinov, however, claimed that Khainadin told his brother to 
shoot. Ainadin fired the shotgun and policeman Pleshchenko was 
fatally hit in the head. 
nov claimed that Khainadin kicked him in the spine during the 
struggle. Khainadin was arrested. He later attempted to flee and 
allegedly caused minor injuries to policeman Dinmukhambetov. 
Ainadin later claimed that the shotgun went off accidentally 
and that he did not know that it was loaded. 
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Verdict 
A.Ia. Esenov: Convicted of attempting to murder a policeman. 
Kh.Ia. Esenov: Acquitted. 
Sentence 
A.Ia. Esenov: Ten years. 
STAVROPOL' -5 
Judgment of June 17, 1994 (Brovkin and Minkin), Stavropol' Terri-
torial Court.601 
Judge: L.I. Kondrat'ev 
Prosecutor: V.V. Chernenko 
Defense Counsel: M.S. Benediuk and L.G. Sazanova 
Charges 
Pavel Fedorovich Brovkin: Aggravated murder of two people. 
':§""l02(e, z). Theft. § 144(2). 
+·"''~ Ivan Ivanovich Minkin: Theft. § 144(2). 
Allegations 
In late October 1993, Brovkin and Minkin. (d~fendan~), while 
drunk, went to the home of Brovkin's ex-Wife m the Vlllage of 
Donsk Trunovskii Raion. She was not home. Defendants stole, ~or 
urpo~ of resale, a motorcycle from in front of her ~ouse, wht~h 
belonged to Sukhinin. Both defendants admitted haVlng commit-
ted this theft. . 
In Au~t of 1993, Brovkin, who abused alcoh~l, bega~ seemg 
Natal'ia Kos'Ukhina. Natal'ia's mother, Mari~a, dtd not hke her 
daughter seeing Brovkin. Mariia and Brovkin argued a lot and 
Brovkin swore at her and created scandals. The two ~ever fought 
:.~"_¥,_ , phy~ically. Brovkin once told Natal'~a that w?.en he ~1ed he would 
""'·~~t~ a member of her family with htm. Mama o.btamed a ~atchet 
and kept it with her at all times, fearing B~ovkin ~ould kill her. 
Natal'ia had two daughters, four-year-old Katta and s~teen-year'"?ld 
Evgeniia, who got along well with Brovkin. To avmd the tens1~n 
between Mariia and Brovkin, Natal'ia moved out of t.he family 
house and moved in with Brovkin at a communal dormitory. 
60l The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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On November 4, 1993, defendants and some co-workers got 
drunk at lunchtime. At 3:00P.M., Brovkin decided to go to the 
Kosukhina house to get his clothes. The door was open and he 
entered to see Mariia standing in the hall, holding the hatchet in a 
defensive manner. Brovkin grabbed the hatchet and began chas-
ing her up the stairs. He trapped her in a room on the second 
floor, in which Katia was also present. Brovkin hit Katia on the 
head with the blunt end of the hatchet and she fell unconscious to 
the floor. He testified that he was trying to hit Mariia, but acciden-
tally hit Katia. Mariia escaped and ran to the third floor. Brovkin 
caught her there and hit her seven or eight times in the head with 
the hatchet, killing her. He then returned to the second floor 
where he saw that Katia was still alive. He decided to finish her off, 
striking her three more times in the head. He then washed the 
hatchet, put it under his coat and left. Brovkin hid the hatchet 
underneath a house on the way back to work. According to 
Brovkin's friends, when Brovkin rejoined them that afternoon, he 
looked pale and was shaking. He downed two large glasses of 
vodka and then started crying. 
Natal'ia and Evgeniia returned home around 5:15 P.M. and 
found Katia and Mariia. Katia died before the ambulance came. 
Verdict 
Brovkin: Convicted of aggravated murder of two people and 
theft. 
Minkin: Convicted of theft. The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Brovkin: Death. 
Minkin: Three years, suspended. 
STAVROPOL'-6 
Judgment of June 23, 1994 (Gokorian and Arutiunian), Stavropol' 
Territorial Court.602 
Judge: M.K. Chubarkin 
Prosecutor: V.V. Chernenko 
Defense Counsel: M.S. Benediuk and L.S. Alekseeva 
602 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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Charges 
Suren Serezhaevich Gokorian: Aggravated robbery-murder. 
§§ 102(a, e, n), 146(2) (a, b, v). 
Armen Tigranovich Arutiunian: Same. 
Allegations 
In May 1993 Gokorian and Arutiunian (defendants) moved 
from Armenia to the village of Kambulat, Turkmenskii Raion, 
where they worked in construction. They were fired for selling 
concrete on the side and periodically visited their supervisor, 
Vagan Simonian, to get back pay. On October 21, 1993, Vagan'.s 
cousin, Sum bat Simonian (victim), returned to Kambulat from SI-
beria on his way to Armenia. Sumbat met defendants and they 
spent time together in the ensuing days. Defendants thought that 
Sumbat Simonian was carrying around one million rubles. 
On October 24, 1993, defendants decided to kill victim and 
steal his money. Defendants invited him that evening to come with 
-:~.them to visit some women. Victim came, drunk. Defendants led 
• -,~if!} .through a wooded area. Gokori~n had brought a ~e~ ba.r 
, with him that weighed about seven kilograms. As Arutmman di-
verted victim's attention, Gokorian clubbed him on the back of the 
head, causing him to fall to the ground. Gokorian clubbed victi~ 
a second time, killing him. Gokorian took victim's leather coat, m 
which he found 600 rubles and a watch. Defendants dragged the 
body into the wooded area, Gokorian threw down the metal bar, 
and ckfendants left. Defendants were arrested in Rostov-on-the-
Don Region, where Gokorian was wearing the jacket and was in 
possession of the watch. Vagan Simonian testified that Sum bat had 
been paid 600,000 rubles. The police found 265,000 rubles under 
victim's mltttess at Vagan's house. 
Arutiunian denied complicity, first claiming he was with 
Gokorian but did not know of Gokorian's intent to rob victim. 
t. Gokorian 
· ;confessed, implicating Arutiunian, but then said that 
was not present and that victim had attacked him and he had only 
Verdict 
Gokorian: Convicted of aggravated robbery-murder. 
Arutiunian: Convicted of aggravated robbery-murder. 
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Sentence 
Gokorian: Nine years. 
Arutiunian: Eight years. 
STAVROPOL'-7 
261 
Judgment of June 24, 1994 (Sushko), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.603 
Judge: N .K Zarudniak 
Prosecutor: V.P. Loviannikov 
Defense Counsel: V.G. Kostenko 
Charges 
Aggravated murder of two persons. § 102(z). 
Allegations 
Iurii Alekseevich Sushko (defendant), I.N. Repin (victim), and 
A.V. Koriakin (victim), were helping build a milk plant on a collec-
tive farm in Levokumskii Raion. Defendant brought construction 
material and other machinery, including a movable generator, an 
irrigation machine, and a water container to aid in the construc-
tion. In July 1991, the relationship between defendant and the vic-
tims soured. Defendant demanded victims return his generator, 
irrigation machine, and water container. They refused. Defendant 
and victims exchanged threats. 
On August 2, 1991, at about 5:00 P.M., defendant allegedly 
went to the milk plant with a double-barreled shotgun. Victims 
were sitting on a bench in front of the milk plant. Defendant de-
manded the machines. Victims reminded him that they had said 
they would kill defendant if he ever came back. A fight started. 
Repin allegedly yelled for Koriakin to get the gun and Koriakin 
allegedly returned with a single-barreled shotgun and fired once, 
accidentally hitting Repin. Defendant jumped up, 
shot, but hitting Koriakin in the chest with the second shot, killing 
him. Defendant said he took the bodies in his truck to a sunflower 
field and buried them. Defendant later cleaned up the murder 
603 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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site, threw away the guns, and threw away ~e victims' c~othes. De-
fendant showed investigators where the bod1es were buned and the 
drainage ditch into which he threw the gun and clothes. . 
Defendant later claimed that investigators had forced h1m to 
give a false statement. Defendant said that he. had met thre.e un-
known men who wanted to buy wine and that, smce he had wme at 
home, he took them to his home. Defendant said that he then 
took them to the milk plant because the young men wanted to buy 
the generator. Defendant said that he then heard three shots, saw 
the young men load the bodies into his truck, and saw where they 
buried them. 
Verdict 
Defendant was initially convicted of aggravated murder of two 
persons. The trial took place before a court with lay assessors. 
Appeal 
The Supreme Court reversed, ordering that defen~ant's .allega-
-tions of mistreatment during the investigation be mvesugated. 
" :£..hi§ .. lYas done, yielding no information that defendant was 
· mistreated. 
Verdict 
Acquitted upon retrial by a jury. 
STAVROPOL'-8 
Judgment of June 27, 1994 (K.haniev), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.604 
Judge; M.S .. Romanov 
Prosecutor~.V. Alypov 
Defense Counsel: V.D. Zimogliadov 
,~ ··~ Charges 
"'t<::'~t.;:_~assing counterfeit currency. § 87(1). 
Allegations 
Abdulsalam Akhmetovich K.haniev (defendant) obtained two 
counterfeit 50,000-ruble notes in the city of Malgobek, in the Re-
604 Inten1ew with V.D. Zimogliadov, Defense Counsel, in Piatig~rsk (Sept. 11, 1994). 
The author also reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the JUdgment 
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public of Ingushetiia and used one in a restaurant there. On No-
vember 29, 1993, he gave the second note to Salokhin at the train 
station in Mineralnye Vody and asked him to buy a bottle of vodka 
and some cheese with it. The saleslady recognized that the bill was 
counterfeit and returned it. Salokhin told some policemen and 
they arrested defendant. Defendant claimed he did not know the 
bills were counterfeit. 
Verdict 
Convicted of passing counterfeit currency. The jury recom-
mended special lenience. 
Sentence 
One and one half years. 
STAVROPOL'-9 
Judgment of July 13, 1994 (Edal'biev), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.605 
Judge: M.K. Chubarkin 
Prosecutor: V.V. Litvinov 
Defense Counsel: L.M. Ryzhenko 
Charges 
Putting counterfeit money into circulation. § 87(1). 
Allegations 
On December 12, 1993, Aslambek Kiurievich Edal'biev (de-
fendant) was arrested in the Mineralnye Vody train station with 63 
counterfeit 50,000-ruble bills. He first told police that a man 
named Akhmatov in Groznyi, Republic of Chechnia, gave him the 
bills on December 9, 1993, for him to transport to Chernovtsy in 
Ukraine to give to a man named Igor', for which he would be paid 
300,000 rubles. Defendant later changed his story and said that he 
did not know the money was counterfeit. 
Verdict 
Acquitted by the jury on a vote of 6-6. 
605 Interview with L.M. Ryzhenko, Defense Counsel, in Piatigorsk (Sept. 11, 1994). 
The author also reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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STAVROPOL'-10 
Judgment of July 22, 1994 (Ma~egorov), Stavropol' Territorial 
Court.606 
Judge: V.A. Zakharov 
Prosecutor: V.P. Loviannikov 
Defense Counsel: E.E. Sizova 
Charges 
Aggravated murder with exceptional cruelty. § 102(g). Inten-
tional infliction of minor bodily injury. § 109. 
Allegations 
On December 12, 1993, Vladimir Aleksandrovich Ma~gorov 
(defendant) got drunk with lu.l. Arutiunov (victim) at Arutiunov's 
residence in Stavropol'. Defendant testified that an argument 
arose when Arutiunov accused him of stealing Arutiunov's watch. 
-::Defendant alleged that Arutiunov hit him in the ear with a stool 
" and then came after him with a knife. Defendant testified that he 
· -·may have stabbed Arutiunov while wrenching the knife away and 
while pushing Arutiunov away. 
Arutiunov was stabbed once in the neck and six times in the 
chest. Arutiunov died in the hospital the next day. Arutiunov's 
body had thirty-two apparent cigarette burns but defendant denied 
having touched Arutiunov with a cigarette. 
M-. leaving Arutiunov's house, defendant went to the apart-
ment of his former girlfriend L.l. Kurakova (victim), threw her 
onto the ground, hit her, and stomped her with his feet, causing 
minor bo~injury. 
Verdict 
of minor bodily injury on Kurakova. The jury recom-
mended special lenience. 
Sentence 
Thirty·four months. 
606 The author reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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UL'IANOVSK REGIONAL COURT 
UL'IANOVSK-1 
265 
Judgment of June 9, 1994 (Mel'~ev), Ul'ianovsk Regional Court.607 
Judge: B.V. Lagunov 
Prosecutor: P.A. Alenin 
Defense Counsel: A.A. Vershinin 
Charges 
Possession of a deadly weapon. § 218(1). Malicious hooligan-
ism. § 216(1). Aggravated murder out ofhooliganistic motivation. 
§ 102(b). 
Allegations 
On August 14, 1993, Aleksandr Viktorovich Mel'~ev (defend-
ant), a chronic alcoholic, got drunk with several companions in-
cluding S.V. Popkov (victim). Defendant became angry when 
victim did not invite him to share one of the bottles of vodka. De-
fendant then grabbed him by the shirt and punched him in the 
face. Victim pushed him away. Defendant then pulled out his 
home-made revolver and shot victim once in the chest, killing him 
instantly. 
Verdict 
Convicted of possession of a deadly weapon, malicious hooli-
ganism, and aggravated murder out of hooliganistic motivation. 
The jury recommended lenience. 
Sentence 
Fourteen years. 
607 The author reviewed the judgment 
608 The author reviewed the file and the question list. 
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Charges 
Two counts of rape. § 117 ( 4). One count of attempted rape of 
a child. §§ 15, 117(4). 
Allegations 
According to the testimony of a female minor, her grandfather, 
Anatolii Vasil'evich Shishaev (defendant), had sexual intercourse 
with her in 1992 when she was six years old. In the winter of 1992, 
defendant pulled her into the bathhouse, took off her clothes, and 
had lain down next to her when defendant's daughter, Galina 
Shishaeva, entered the bathhouse and interrupted him. On No-
vember 24, 1993, defendant again undressed the girl and she al-
leged that he had sex with her. Defendant was again caught in the 
act by Galina Shishaeva. 
Another daughter of defendant claimed that defendant tried to 
have sex with her in 1984. Galina Shishaeva also claimed that de-
fendant tried to have sex with her in November 1993. Defendant 
admitted to the November 1993 incident, but denied the others. 
·:,Befendant claimed that his granddaughter wanted to have sex with 
'"_Jiim ... ~ 
Defendant's wife is paralyzed. Defendant is a chronic alcoholic 
who was allegedly drunk during each incident. 
Verdict 
Acquitted of the 1992 count of rape. Found guilty of lewd con-
duct~~ a minor. § 120. The jury recommended special lenience 
in relation to this charge. Convicted of attempted rape of a child. 
The jury recommended lenience as to this charge. 
Sentence 
Ten years with treatment for alcoholism. 
'-'-".. lJL'IANOVSK-3 ~·,.~~\;,{ ' ". - .'"~., 
·Jti.agment of July 8, 1994 (Kamaletdinov and Khamidullin), 
Ul'ianovsk Regional Court.609 
Judge: B.V. Lagunov 
Prosecutor: A.E. Kulagina 
609 Memorandum from AN. Chukalov, Vice-President of the Ul'ianovsk Regional Col-
legium of Advocates, on the closing arguments of both Defense Counsel. The au thor also 
reviewed the indictment, the question list, and the judgment. 
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M
Defednse Counsel: V.L. Daminova (for Kamaletdinov) and A.A. 
er eev (for Khamidullin) 
Charges 
Ravil' Kelimullovich Kamaletdinov: Aggravated murder with 
ex)treme cruelty and as a result of a previous conspiracy. § 102 (g, 
n. 
Ferit Kharisovich Khamidullin: Same. 
Allegations 
Kamaletdinov (defendant) had a sister who had been married 
to T.N. Akhmetzianov for eighteen years. Akhmetzianov often beat 
his wife and chased her out of the house, threatening her with 
death. 
On January 1, 1994, he again chased his wife out of the house 
and ro?e through the village on horseback, forcing his way into 
people s houses to look for her. Later that day, Kamaletdinov and 
a cousin ~f victim~s wif~, Kha~idullin (defendant), got drunk and 
Kamaletdmov dec1ded 1t was t1me to kill Akhmetzianov. He asked 
~amidullin to participate and Khamidullin agreed. Defendants 
tncked Ahkmetzianov into travelling with them to a neighborincr 
village. On the road, defendants attacked him. Kamaletdino~ 
stabbed him forty-one times and Khamidullin stabbed him four 
times until his knife broke. Defendants left victim on the road. 
Both defendants admitted their guilt, but denied intent to inflict 
extreme cruelty. 
Both defendants had no prior police records and had good 
reputations. 
Verdict 
Kamaletdinov: Convicted of aggravated murder as a result of a 
previous conspiracy. The jury recommended lenience. 
Khamidullin: Convicted of aggravated murder as a result of a 
previous conspiracy. The jury recommended special lenience. 
Sentence 
Kamaletdinov: Eleven years. 
Khamidullin: Seven years. 
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UL'IANOVSK-4 
Judgment of August 15, 1994 (Tes'kov), Ul'ianovsk Regional 
Court.610 
Judge: Iu.S. Il'inykh 
Prosecutor: Unknown 
Defense Counsel: A.G. Ivachev 
Charges 
Aggravated robbery. § 146(2)(b, v, e). Aggravated murder for 
financial gain, to conceal the commission of another crime, and 
with extreme cruelty. § 102(a, g, e). Destruction of personal and 
socialist property by arson. §§ 149(2), 93(2). Infliction of minor 
bodily injuries on citizens exercising their civic duty. § 193(2). 
Allegations 
Aleksandr Alekseevich Tes'kov (defendant), a thirty-one-year-
old deacon of a Russian Orthodox Church, was a collector of old 
. ., te1igious books, an alcoholic, and an alleged abuser of pills. He 
· ,oftert quoted from the Bible and talked about the importance of 
the law, forgiveness, and brotherly love. He drank a lot of church 
wine, smoked during services, and was fascinated with corpses. 
V.E. Verbitskii (victim) was an old acquaintance. Victim ar-
ranged to sell a rare book to defendant on June 6, 1993. Defend-
ant did not show up for the sale. At 7:00A.M. on June 7, 1993, 
defen~_t came to victim's apanment armed with a kitchen ~ife 
and some kerosene. Defendant stabbed victim twenty-seven times, 
killing him. Defendant then tried to dismember the body at the 
knees and shoulders, and hide it. He stole a number of icons and 
religious bo~and other items, including money, and then set the 
apart.Inent on fire with the kerosene, setting off an explosion. 
Defendant ran from the building and was followed by bystand-
believed him to be for the blast. Defendant 
pursuers. way a 
stranger's apart.Inent in another building saying he was being at-
tacked washed the blood off himself, on a 
his 
after leaving the stranger's apartment, defendant was arrested by 
the police. 
610 The author reviewed the file. 
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Defendant claimed he was "in a fog" at the time of the killing 
and that he was carrying kerosene because he was on his way to his 
dacha. Defendant was diagnosed as psychotic but responsible for 
his actions. 
V.erdict 
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Jury Trial Statistics-As of September lf 1994 
Compiled by the Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (given to the 
author by Alexei P. Shurygit{Head of the Cassational Panel of the Supreme Court of the Russian 
Federation, Sochi, Oct. 5, 1994). 
Namt>s of Ccurtll TO!al Petitlom Petitions Cast:$ Tried by Net Gullry Percentage CaY:.'! lteferred for Supplementary Withdrew Percent of Review by ('~anal Panel 
eases .. for jury forjmy Jury/Number of VerdiciS/ ofM.qnined Investigation Demand Revicv.'ed 
of9/llll< 'frial Trial as a l)efendants Number of Defenda.tl.t> (Number of Defrndruus) forjtuy Case$ later 
Pen:enlagt Defendants Trio! \Vithdfa-.1l 
ofl"utal 
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AI Al Toul Pen:;c,'!t Appeal i>!' Appeol b!' Total Nnmbet 
Prtlitnitwy Trial {',,omidtTI'A! f'f'tl;'le(:lltof" Defendant of Defendants 
Hearing 
"' Aw"""' 
I Altai Territorial Court 179 19 10.6 7/8 3/3 37.7 2/3 0 2/3 22.2 3 15.7 2/2 1/1 3/4 
Ivanov Regional Court 53 18 33.9 10/12 4/4 33.3 3/3 0 3/3 23 0 0 0 l/1 l/1 
Krasnodar Territorial Court 246 20 8.1 4/!> 2/2 40 3/3 l/1 4/4 50 10 50 0 0 0 
Moscow Regional Court 28!> 75 25.2 24/34 3/4 11.7 11/21 2/4 13/25 35.1 7 9.7 3/5 4/4 7/9 
Ro.<tov Regional Court 258 41 15.8 18/24 4/4 16.6 12/19 0 12/19 40 6 14.6 0 2/3 2/3 
Rlazan' Regional Court 49 18 36.7 10/15 2/3 20 4/5 0 4/5 28.5 I 5.5 2/5 1/l 3/6 
Saratov Regional Court 131 31 23.6 18/22 3/3 13.6 8/11 0 8/ll 30.7 3 9.6 1/1 5/5 6/6 
St:avropol' Territorial Court 205 25 14.1 11/15 3/3 20 7;18 0 7/18 38.8 II 37.9 0 l/1 l/1 
I Ul'ianovsk Regional Court 58 6 10.1 4/5 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 16.6 i 0 Ill !/I 
l Total 1465 254 17.3 106/14(1 24/26 18.5 50/83 3/5 53/88 33.3 42 16.5 1 8/13 15/17 24/31 
Names of Court.'i ~~~£!0~ Et;~c~{!L~m~ of Percen~ge of Judgments Amended Cases SUbjen to Reversals/ Anwnoed Private Protests 
Defendants Appeals Amenoed/ Judgment<~ as a Special Review/ Number of Judgments 
Resulting in Number of Percentage of Number of Defendant"< 
Reversal/ Penorl'il Total Appeals Defendants 
Number of 
fr.rull;. Defendants 
Preliminary Trial To1.3L Oases Cases Decil'iions 
Hearing to Persons Revie~Nl}d Rcvened 
Altai Territorial Court 1/1 I/! 2/2 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ivanov Regional Court 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kra.•nodar Territorial Court 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l/10 
Moscow Regional Court 0 0 0 0 0 0 2/3 2/3 0 2/6 0 
Rostav Regional Court 1/2 0 1/2 66.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rlazan' Regional Court 0 2/5 2/5 83.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Saratov Regional Court 2/2 0 2/2 33.3 2/2 33.3 1/2 1/2 0 1/1 0 
-
Stavropol' Territorial Court 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3/100 
-
Ul'ianovsk Regional Court 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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